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TNTRODUCTION 

Expectat/tms is the place yvu must always gu to 
before you get tu wherP you 're going. Of course, some 
people neve,· go beyond Expectations ... 

(Nm1on Justcr - The Phantom Tol/booth ) 

This study will address the so-called "auxiliary puzzle", trying tu 
find an answer to the following qucstions: (i) what is the status and 
function of auxiliaries or auxiliary verbs? (ii) what can they te!l us about 
thc structure of !anguage în general? (iii) are they verbs or functi.:ma! 
elements? (iv) are they verbal elements inserted in the functionai domain of 
a clause? (v) are they insened inside or outside the VP constituent? (vi) is 
the posîtion which they occupy relevant in any way? (vii) are auxiliary 
configurations mono- or hiclausal? (viii) do auxiliaries occupy the same 
structural position in a language or across !anguages? (ix) can we provide 
a crosslinguîstic definition of auxiliaries? 

The main idea on which the presem analysis builds is simple. lt 
starts rrom an attempt at "relaxing" the analysis of aux:iliaries in the sense 
that it tries to do away with the search for the stmctural position which 
they occupy. What cruss-/inguistic empirica! data actually show is a greai 
variety in terms of structural position(s) and properties. What we should 
look for instead is a unifying mechanism responsible for the behavior of 
auxiJiaries. Given the fact that they are associated with the functîonal 
domain and that fi.mctiond catcgories arc responsible for variation across 
languages, this seems to be a reasonable line of investigation. 

The analysis focuses on phenomena in English and Roman.ian, but 
it also looks at data rrom other Romance or Germanic languages. 

The theoretical framework adopted throughout is the one provided 
by the Minimalist Program (MP) (Chomsky 1995) in its standard vcrsion. 
It will he assumed that syntactic trecs or rcpresentations are buiit up out of 
lexical items via a process of derivation wluch begins with a Numeration, 
i.e. an ordered set of elements picked up from the Lexicon and which will 
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he link.ed together into a sentence via the operations Me,ge and Mm·e, 
until all the elements in the Numeration are used in the process. Mtrge 
( ex is defined as a binary operation which takes a pair of syntactic object~ 
and combines them into a complex item which, in its turn, can further 
Merge with another syntactic object to create more complex iterns. Move 

( ex is driven by the need to check a feature. Strong features have to be 
checked overtly, before Speli Out, whereas checking of weak teatures 
must Procrastir.ate (i.e. weak features are checked in covert syntax, after 
Speli Out) until the levei of logica! fonn (LF). Movement în covert syntax 
(at LF) will be assumed to consist of feature-movement only (Chomsky 
1995). Each linguistic expression will contain instructions for thc 
articulatory-perceptual (A-P) and concept1.1al-intentional (C-1) systerns: 
A-P has been associated with PF (the levei of phonological form) and C-1 
with LF (the levei of logical fonn, whose status has been more 
controversial). Each linguistic expression is a pair (a,b) drawn from these 
two levels (a from PF and b from LF): 

(1) LEXICON 

I 
SPELLOUT 
~ 

PF LF 
(a) (h) 

These two levels actually represent the only /evels. 1 

ln the Minimalist Program the distinction between substantive ( or 
contentful, lexical) elements and functional elements assumed in previous 
models of analysis such as the Principles and Parameters Model (PPM) 
(Chomsky 1981) is maintained. However, beginning with Chomsky ( 1993) 
a vocabulary item is assumed to be drawn from the lexicon fully inflected 
and it will merely check its fcatures against the relevant functional nodes. 
This difference is far from trivial. Affixes are no longer seen as discrete 
items, inserted at different tenninal nodes, as in the PPM. Thus, the iink 
between overt morphology and syntactic structure îs less obvious than 
before A functional head no longer obligatorily consists of an overt 

1 D-Structure is eliminated. 
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morphological marker: it can consist of features associated with 
intlectional morphology. These fcatures are relevant only for syntax and 
they play a cmcial pan in the licensing of inflected elements. They drive 
movement. The features of functional categorics are a.Iso responsible for 
cross-linguistic variation. 

The basic clause structure, in which inflected elements are licenscd 
outside the lexical domain. is assumed to be the one in (2) (Chomsky 
1993): 

Spec C' 
'"'· /' .... ,, 

C AgrsP --~-
Spec Agrs' 

.,,~----
Agrs TP 

//',...._ 

Spec T' 
__,..,,,......__...___ 

T AgroP 
-~ / ,_ 

Spcc Agro' 

-~---
Agro VP 

_,/'·-....__ 

Spe('. V' 
/",, 
V 

An idea borrowed from Rizzi ( 1995) and an idea borrowed from 
Spca~ (1993) will play an impmtanl roie in the analysis. 

A foii clause will be assumed tu consist of three layers or three 
domains: 
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(i) the lexical layer/ domain, where thcta-assignment takes place 
(1i) the functional layer/domain, i.e. thc area of morphological 

specifications 
(iii) the complementizer layer/domain which Rizzi ( 1995) defines as 

"hosting topics and various opcrator-like clements such as 
interrogative and relative pronouns, focalized elements, etc "' 
(p 1). 

The functional layer will be assumed to contain, besides Tense and 
Agreement (the ''standard" projections) at leasl a Mood projection and 
an Aspect projection. Actually, one of the claims of the analysis is tha, 
Universal Grammar (UG) has two Mood projections: one in the 
functional domain (and which woulâ roughly correspond to the onc 
Ouhalla l 991 adopts for the English modals) and one at thc horderline 
between the functional and the complementizer domains, the area which 
hosts invariant elements (and which corresponds to the one R..ivero 1994 
proposes for some ianguages ofthe Balkans). 

Adopting the representation of clausal strncture put forth in Rizzi 
( 1995), the Complementizer Phrase (CP) will be represcnted as split into 
the following projections: 

(3) ForceP .... (TopicP)(FocusP) FinitenessP IP 

The Force projection hosts complementizers or any other frec 
functional morphemes which provide information about the clausal typc 
(i.e. whether it is declarative, interrogative, comparative, etc.). The Topic 
projection is the domain of prcposed elements which express old 
infonnation, i.e. infom1ation available in previous discourse, whereas the 
Focus projection is the landing site of those preposed elements which 
introduce new infonnation and which hear focal stress The Finitencss 
(Fin) projc.ction h,Hts clemen1s which exprf>s.~ "a spccifrclttinn of 
finiteness", such as special subjunctive comp!ementizers in Polish, subjcct 
agreement, etc and it is subject to wide language variation. 

From Speas (1993) I borrow the idea 1jf economy of 
reprnsentation, idea which has been in the literature for quite a while and 
which does not differ in a crucial way from the Multiple-Spec hypothcsis 
in minimalist studies. The rnain claim is that cmpty projections are 
disallowed: 

(4) Project XP only if X has content. (Speas 1993: 186) 
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For example, XP in ( 5) has no content because its head does not 
contain a distinct phonological matrix . 

XP îs disallowed because its hcad is phonologically empty and 
because nothing has moved to its Specifier position (Spec XP). But, if an 
element moves to Spcc :X'P to check the features of the head in a Spcc
head configuration the projection will get content and it will no longer bc 
disallowed: 

(6) XP 

/'" 
Spec X' 

Moved element /'----.. 
x° yp 

cţ) 

The notion of "chain'' as defined in Gueron and Hoekstra (1988, 
1 Q95) proved extremely helpful in the analysis, especially for thc temporal 
interpretation of auxiliary configurations. However, the analysis led to 
both a reformulation of the definition of Tense-chains and an extension of 
the notion of chain to Negation-chains and Mood-chains. Thus, chains 
were defined as including a link in the lexical domain, one in the functional 
domain and one in the complcmentizer domain ( or at the borderline 
between the functional and the complementizer domains). The abstract 
feature which is associated with each chain can only be overtly realized, 
along the chain, only once. The other links will only contain an abstract, 
non-oven feature. This condition on chains can explain why a Mood chain 
cannot contain two modals or why Negation can be overtly marked only 
once in English. Importantly, the clements which represent the link in the 
complementizer (or operator) domain are assumed to behavae differently 
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with respect to the Principie of Economy. Nodes in this domain can be 

projccted even when the head is empty but semantically contentful and 
when nothing has moved to the Spec of the projection . 

The book is organized as follows 
ln Chaptcr 1 l outline the problem and I btietly consider some 

solutions to the auxiliary paradox. AJl can be shown to be unsatisfactory ,n 

some respects. In the secor.d pan of the chapter 1 suggest a possible line c_,f 
investigation. The main claim is that auxiliaries are verbal elements which 

merge with a small clause (SC) in the derivation The different degrees of 
complexity of the SC will force the auxiliary to be inserted under different 
nodes. The more complex the SC the higher in the structure the auxihary 

will be pushed. The vaiue it acquires will reflec1 the features of the cor.:: 
(i e. of the iexica! entry) and those of the functional node wh.ich represrms 
a context for its insertion . 

Chapter 2 examines in this vein îhe Roman.ian a avea (' to have ·) 

A avea is analyzed as having one single lexicai entI)' which enters differe:n 
derivations and hence occupies different structural positions. ln particular, 
it is argued that a avea can be inserted : (i) inside the VP constituent (i:) 
inside the Tense projection (TP) and (iii) inside a Mood projection 
(McodP). I also examine the correlation between the three distinct 
morphological paradigms of a avea and their properties and l advance the 
hypothesis that syntax can act as a filter on morpho!ogy Each p1,sition 
under which a avec.1 is inserted in the dcrivation is associated with one 
particular paradigm. Syntax can be shown tu allow certain morphological 
forms to speli out while disallowing othe:-s. 

The analysis of the perfect aux.iliary .fi ('to be') pomts !O the fact 
that Romanian evinces a systematic a avea ('to have') / afi alternation 
which is, however, different from the altcrnation in other Romancc or 
Germanic languages 

ln Chapter 3 l explore the systcm of the English modals The 
different meanings associated with the rnodals are shown w be triggered 
by differences at the syntactic levei. The main hypothesis which is p1;t 
forn·ard is that the core meaning of the Eng1ish modais extends accord:r.g 
to the stmctural context in which the modal îs placed. I proposc that there 
are three positions which they can occupy: (i) under VP, (ii) in a Mood 
projection under Tense (Mood IP) and (iii) in a second Mood projection 
(Mood2P) at the borderline between the fimctional and the 
complementizer layers. 
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ln Chapter 4 it is argued that the Romanian modals do not 
represent a syntactic class. The anaiysis focuses onJy on a putea ('can', 
'be able to'_'managc') and a trebui ('must', 'to have to') . The rnain 
claim is that the Romanian modals are lexical verbs associated with two 
paraHel structures: a VP-cornplex and a biclausal one. The examination of 
a putea ('can') and a trebw ('must') offers arguments against the view 
that there is li mapping from deont1c modals onto control strnctures or 
from cpistemic modals unto raising strnctures. The analysis of a putea 
(' c.;an') leads to some remarks on the ditfcrence between semantic and 
syntactic complex predicates. 

In lnstead of Conclusions r raise some questions which, becau~e of 
limitations of various sons, could not be answered in the present study and 
which will hopefully make the subject of further research. 
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Chapter I 

'The wholc entirely depends ', added rny Jatha. 
in a low rnice, 'upon the auxiliary i•erhs, Afr Yorid. 
[ .. .] Now the use of the Auxiliarie.,; is, at once to scf 

the soul a-going by her::elf upon the ma/1.'ria/s a., 
they are hrought her: and hy the versabilitv of 1J11s 

greai engine, rcund which they are fW1sted, tu open 
r.ew tracks of enquiry ... ' 

(Laurence Steme - Tristram .'ihand1 l 

THE AUXILIARY PARADOX 

1.1 The Paradox 

The definitions of auxiliaries or auxiliary verbs are hardly uniform. 
they range from "strong" ones, which treat auxiliaries as a clearly distinct 
syntactic class associated with a unique structural pos1t1on 
( crosslinguistically) to more sceptica! vicws which doubt the possibility of 
providing a general definition which could encompass the crosslinguistic 
cmpirical data, or frcm more "narrow" approaches, which focus on the 
idiosyncratic properties of auxiliaries in one particular language to 
atternpts at finding a universal principie which could acwunt for thc 
features which auxiliaries share 

In what follows I will briefly consider some of the solutions 
prcwjded by Henerative linguistics to th~ so-called "auxiliary puzzle" Ali 

ihe solutions can be shown to so!ve one or severa! problems but also to be 
unsatisfactory in some respect(s). To my mind, this is due to a paradoxicai 
property of aux.iliaries: on the one hand, they are associaterl with the same 
notional categories (Tense, Modality or Aspect) and hcnce we would 
expect the auxiliary· phenomenon to he the same cross-linguistically2 but, 
on the other hand, they belong to morphology, the iocus of language 
variation. What we scem tobe faced with is a set of elements which • 

2 Actually, in Chapter 4 I will providc furthcr evidcncc that sunilar semantic 
notions do not resuit in similar synlactic con1igurations. 
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(i) behave like lexical verbs in some respects but also evmce 
properties wh1ch differentiate them from their lexical countcrparts 

(ii) express the same notional concepts across ianguages though 
not all these notional concepts are necessarily expresscd by auxiliaries 

(iii) behave unifonnly across languages in some respe<.,1s but may ditîer 
( sometimes even within one and the same !anguage) in others 

(iv) sometimes havc a lexical meaning but their role is mainly 
functionai. 

No wonder the:re is lack of consensus on how to define auxiliaries 
and auxiliary-rclated phenomena or that linguists like Pullurn ( 1 981 ), 
Reuland (1983) or Dobrovie-Sorin (1993) clearly point out that the 
category a11xiliary ( AUX) cannot be analyzed as a unified, universal 
phenomcnon. 

In the second part of this chapter I propose a possible way of 
tack.ling the auxiliary paradox, poi11ting out the advantages such an 
approach might have but alsa the problems it raises and the questions it 
ieaves unsolved. Most of the idcas on which the present proposal relies are 
not real!y novei (what is?!) but I will try to revisit old goodies from a 
minimalist perspective in an attempt at explaining the mechanism which 
hides behind the auxiliary phenomenon. 

1.2 lnside or outside the VP constituent? 

The core of the debate over the status of auxiliaries in early 
generative linguistics reduces to the structural position in which they are 
assumed to be base-generated: inside or outside the VP constituent. The 
hypothesis that auxiliaries (i.e. the English modals, the English have and 
br! ) occupy a position outside the VP constituent, i.e. a position ditferent 
from the one of lexical or main verbs, goes back to Chomsky's Syntactic 
Structurcs, where the AUX constituent was structurally defined as being 
outside VP (asin (1)) and was expanded asin (2): 

(1) PredPhrase ---- AlJX VP 
(2) ATJX---- Tense (Moda!) (have -en) (he -mg) (be -cn) 

One of the most important insights of such an analysi::;, v.,.hen 
revisited from a contemporary stance, is that it associates different 
auxiliaries with diffcrent fixed structural positions, i.e. they are all treated 
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as base-generated under the constituent labelled AUX but, within this 
constituent, they observe a clear order constraint. Also, affixes like -cn or 
-ing are analyzed as being base-generated under the same constituent âs 
have or he, but their affixal nature is captured by their property of 
adjoining to the lexical verb to the right by affix-hopping' This property 
distinguishes between the two types of elements which occupy a position 
unde, AUX The rule in (2) also captures the intuition that modals behctvc 
differently from the other AUX elements în that they are the only @t.:s 

which do not co-occur with an affix or affix-like element, i.e. they are nc•t 

treated as discontinuous elements4 But, in spite of these differences, al! 
the elements under Al.JX share one important feature: they are outsidc the 
VP with which they define the predicate domain ofthe clause. 

Still, there are (at least) two problems with such an approach. 
Firstly, it relies exclusively 011 the auxilia1y phenomenon in English (in 
other Getmanic languages or în Romance the so-called auxiliary vcrbs do 
not uniformly evince the properties associated with the English 
auxiliaries) and it cannot account for the fact that have and he can bchave 
like main vcrbs (at least) with respect to VP-deletion. This aspect was one 
of the most important arguments Ross (1967) used in favour of treating 
all the auxiliaries as main verbs, i.e. as base-generated in the structural 
configurations in which lexical verbs are. However, even Ross and his 
followers (Huddleston 1974, McCawley I 971, Newmeyer 1975 among 

many others) had to admit that auxiliaries differed from main verbs in 
!.ome respect: a syntactic feature "aux" distinguished between the two 
types of verbs. The advantage of their anaiysis is that it reduces thc 

inventory of syntactic categories; but, at the same time, it adds a syntactic 
feature, [aux], which - they argue - might be language specific. 

So far, it is obvious that no matter which position one may adopt, 
am,iJi:uies differ fi-om m::iin verbs: they evince features which distinguish them 
as a special class or sub-class5 of verbs. Assuming that auxifouies are 
generated under the VP constituent does not mean that they occupy the same 
structural position which lexical ve1bs occupy. Thus, the lfL5ide VP-h_ipothesis 

' For argumcnts against Lhe affix-hopping account see, for examplc, Gazctar, 
Pullum and Sag (1982). 

1 Howevcr, thc analysis cannot accounl for the diflercnt syntactic behanour oî 
dcontic and epistemic modals 

' Evidencc from language acquisition studies poin! towards the samc 
conclusion: children use the semantic and syntactic propcrties of a11xiliaries to 
distinguish them from main vcrbs (Strnmswold 1990). 
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does not really do away v.1.th a distinct class, it only states that the members of 
this class (!) occupy a position inside the VP-constituent. That captures the 
empirical fact that auxiliaries are verbs ( or verbal elements) which evince a 
l·+ aux] teature. 

Emonds O 976), in an attempt to solve the problems raiscd 
by the previous two liITes of investigat1on, defines auxilianes as 
[ t-V, -;-Aux] elemcnts, and mai1! verbs as [+V, -Aux] and places only the 
English modals ar.d do under the AUX constituent, as in (3), treating 
have and he as base-generated under the VP constituent,as in (4), from 
where they can raise to AUX. 

(3) AUX--- Tense (DO) 

(4) 

Modals 
Io 

VP 
_.,/-~ 

V VP 
have -en ,,.,~ 

V VP 
be-ing /~ 

V VP 
be-ed 

Such an analysis tries to account for the differences between lexical 
and auxiliary verbs, since only the latter can raise to AUX, on thc one 
hand, and for the differences between modals and auxiliaries like have and 
he, on the other hand. Still, it is not without problerns. Firstly. it is difficult 
to see in what way dv and the modais can he base-generated in the same 
way. Secondly, the analysis (again) sweeps under the rug the problem of 
auxiharies in other ianguages which behave (very much) like main verbs 
with respect to movement. Within the Principles and Parameters model, 
Verb movement, an instance of Move a, was taken as a paramcter that 
distinguishes between languages like English, for example, where verbs 
cannot move to lnfl( ection), and languages like French or Romanian, 
where verbs do move to Infl. The fact that auxiliaries are allowed to move 
to Infl differentiates auxiliaries from main verbs in English, but not in other 
languages, where lexical verbs move as we!L 
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Emonds' s proposal still agrees \\-ith the prcvious ana!yses which claim 
that auxiliarics difkr from main verbs. The next questîon then îs whether they 
differ from lexical verbs cross-linguistically, ie whether they are members of a 
universal constituent, AUX 

In their seminal paper, Akmajian, Stcele and Wasow (1979) (ASW) 
argue in favour of the universality of AUX. This time, the argumcnts come 
from empirical data frorn Luiseno, a Uto-Aztecan language, which has a 
corn,tituent that contains tense and moda!ity elements and which 1s ditferent 
from alt the other constituents. ASW identify this constituent with AUX in 
English and draw the conclusion that AUX represents a universally distinct 
syntactic category associated with the notional categories of Tense aP-d\)r 
Modality 6 

. But what I believe to bc of crucial importance in their analysis ;~ 
the hypothesis that the position which auxiliaries can occupy îs detennined by 
the type of complement they take. Both Emonds ( 1970, 1976) (see ( 4) 
above)) and ASW (1979) (5), proposc a "stacked" represcntatîon for auxiliar-y 
configurations which is, to a certain extent, the prcdecessor of the "blown up" 
lnfl in many PPM analyses· 

3 

NP Aux V 
/-~-

have v2 
/'-,. 

/ ' 
he v1 

_,,,,/~' 

V 

As Scholten ( 1988) correctly points out, such an analysis cannot 
distinguish auxiiiaries from main verbs in a principled way Also. it 
assumes a universal constituent, AUX, while placing, at the same time, 
have and he under a split VP constituent. That amounts to saying that 
some auxiliaries are generated under AUX and others under VP (where 
they have to occupy different "stacked" positions); but what exactly 
distinguishes those VP auxiliaries from lexical verbs? .Jackendoff (1972) 

6 For arJ.rumcnts against lheir analysis see Pullum ( 198 I). 
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had already advanced the hypothesis (taken over by Zagona 1982 7 ) that 
have and be are specifier-like elements, behaving more like determiners 
or degree modifiers than like lexical verbs with respect to their selectional 
features. 

One conclusion is obvious: it is important to see what position 
auxiliarie:s occupy in the structure of a clause, but one cannot really account 
for the features ofthis class only in terms of position, i.e. one cannot associate 
the property of being an auxiliary orJy with a particular stmctura1 position. It 
mig.lit be the case that the property called "auxihary'· is composite and that it 
has to be define,d in wider tenns. 

1.3, Lexit·al or f unctional ? 

Emonds (1985) was the first one to distinguish between lexical and 

functional categories ("grammatical formatives"). Lexical categories belong to 

the "open categories" which have "indefinitely many members in the dictionary 

of a language" whereas functional elements belong to the set of closed 

categories, with a limited number of members. Later on, fi.mctional categories 

were identified with "the locus of grammatical infonnation which detennines 

the structural representation of given constructions, as well as ihe varirn1s 

grammatical processes they may undergo." (Ouhalla 1991 :8). Within the 

Principles and Parameters framework, parametric variation is assumed to 

affect only functional categories. Parameters are thus associated with 

individual items as part of the information specified by their lexicon entries. 

The set of funct1onal catcgories inelu des Tense, Aspect, Mood, Determination, 

Complementizer, Degree. We are thus confronted with the first legitimate 

question v,,ith respect to the status of auxiliaries: are they members of the 
open class categories (since they are verbs) or are they a grammatical 

formative (since they are associated with Tense, Mood, etc.)? The paradoxical 

set of features of auxiliaries seems to represent a threat to the neatly di\ided 

compartments of the lexicon: the conceptual and the grammatical ones. But I 

wili retum to this issue irnmcdiately. Meanwhile, I would like to briefly look at 

other properties which distinguish between lexical and functional elements and 

see m what way they represent properties which auxiliaries have/do not have. 

7 Zagona ( 1982) argues that have and he are specifiers and relatcs this propcrty 
to their occurring in isolation, after VP-ellipsis. 
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One of the most interesting differences which have been discussed 
and which also explains, at a semantic level, other differences, is linked to 
the property of having a referential argument8 

. Lexical categones have a 
referential argument whereas functional elements are dependent on their 
lexical complements for this referentiai specification. This might expiam 
why a particular functional head always selects the same complement lt is 
obvious that the relationship between a functional head and its lexical 
complement is a very selective one 9

. Another property, linked to the lack 
of semantic content associated with functional categories, regards the 
possibility of assigning thematic roles: functional categories havc been 
defined as lacking this property. Auxiliaries have bcen defined (Dobrovic
Sorin 1993, Cornilescu 1995) as verbs which cannot assign a theta-role 
and which subcatcgorize for projections of V If such a definilion îs 
adopted, the distinction lexical-functional is again questioned. Or, if we 
stil! want to retain the distinction, we should either adopt a different 
definition or somehow weaken the difference which is at stake. AJso notice 
that adopting the view that functional categories lack semantic content is 
at odds with the view that functional categories, such as Tensc or 
Detenniner, for cxample, have features which are interpretable (Chomsky 
1995). Let us say, at this point, that iexical categories can !osc their 
property of assigning theta-roles and hence of subcategorizing for thosc 
arguments which correspond to the relevant tht:ta-roles The qucstion is 
under what circumstances they can lose this property. 

Some functional categories may havc an affixal nature, they behave 
likc bound morphemes. Obviously, not «li h.mctional categories are 
realized as bound morphemcs. ln English, for examplc, determiners ,tre 

• l'he refercnllal argument corrcsponds to the relcrence of that carcgm~ :11 an 
inn1itivc sense. 

') Zwarts (1992) dcfincs this rclationship as a thcta-bmding reiation . 
A functional head thcta-binds a lexical projection iff (i) thc liead of 1hc 

complement and the complement arc sisters and (1i) the head is coindcxcd with lhc 

rcferential argume11t of thc lexical prnjection. Theta-binding ohtains bctw~cn an 
operator and thc argu~ncnt position it binds: detcrm.incrs theta-bind a position in n0uns. 
INFL a position in vcrbs, a.s.o. Howevcr, under a split-fP repiescntation. func11onal 
heads seem to select othcr functional heads as thcir complement which qucstions thc 
appropriateness of thc view that a functiona! head selccts one particular lexical 
complement. It might be the casc that a particular cluster of functional clcmcnts 
idcntify the rcferential argument of a lexical clement. 
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free morphemes, whereas in Roman.ian some detenniners are non-affixal 
(the indefinite article 10

) and some are affixal (the definite article). On the 
other hand, some functional elements can be non-affixal but behave as if 
they were bound morphemes. That led to the analysis of auxiliaries as 
affix-like elements in languages like Roman1an (Guţu 1962, Avram 1988) 
or Catalan (Llinas 1993) or as clitic-like elements (Dobrov1e-Sorin 1993 
for Romanian). Such an approach can account for the properties evinced 
by the periphrastic temporal-aspectual forms în these languages but it fails 
to explain the difference between auxiliaries and bound morphemes which 
express the same notional concepts. 11 The affix-like analysis Gust like the 
\'P-complex one, though partially supported by empirica! facts, seems to 
rely primarily on the intuition that periphrastic and simple configurations 
are interpreted in a similar way, i.e. it relies primarily on interpretive 
facts. 12 The approach proposed in this study tries to capture this intuition 
in a different way. lt exploits thc idea in Roberts (1993) that heads can 
project "negatively", i.e. that there are X- 1 clements. Auxiliaries will b~ 
defined as X-1 elements at LF. 

Lct us assume at this point that auxiliaries evince features which 
qualify them as functionaJ elements. Given this assumption, can we say 
that they are "universal" or that they behave in a similar way cross
linguistically? With Ouhalla (1991) for example. functional categories may 
vary, being subject to variation Their order may also vary from onc 
language to another. With Thrainsson ( 1994 ), the order of functional 

:u To the extcnt to which what has been analyzed as an article - o Iun ('a' ) - is 
indced an art.iele. 

11 Zubi:z.aretta (1985) examines in tl1e samc vein the behaviour of Romancc 
causativcs and perception verbs which shc analyzcs as functioning as aflîxcs from a 
rnorphosyntactic point of view, in spite of being words from thc morphophonological 
point ofvtcw. That led hcr to lhc gcneralizing observation that "although it is probably 
true that thc cases in which there is one-to-onc correspondence bctween phonological 
categorics and syntactic categorics constitutc the core cases, tllis is not a grammatical 
necessity. The grarnmar does allow for mismatches between morphology and syntax 
"(p.286). Howcver, I do not bclieve that thc affix-like analysis can be generalized to 
languagcs in which the possibility of lexical elerncnts to intervene betwecn thc aflix
hke word and its complement 1s an empirical fact. 

12 From a minimalist perspective, adopting this view would imply thal thc 
lexical verb and lhc auxiliary come "together" from the lexicon on a par with thc ful!~ 
inflected lexical verb! I belicve that it is relevant for the Merge process whether the 
verb cornes fully or incompletcly inflected from the lexicon . 
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categories is always the same ; it is only their presence/absence which may 
vary. Within MP, functional categories play a crucial role in the process of 
feature-checkmg; it îs their set of features which drives Move or A l!mct, 
leading to different derivations. They are associated with variation v..:,th 
respect to their formal properties 13 but with the samc semantic propertit's 
D is treated as the locus of "referentiality", C as an indicator of mood or 
force. T as linked to event stmcture. a.s.o. Recall that one of the main 
differences between lexical and functional categories is linked to the 
presence/absence of "substantive content" 14

. We are faced with a 
contradiction. But this can be solved if we do not take "semantic 
properties" to be the same as ''substantive content" To my mind, î.he 
semantic properties of a functional category are derivative of the prncess 
of''identification'' of the referential argument of a lexical category. 

Let us retum to aux.iliaries and examine them rrom this perspective 
They seem to be associated with the same semantic notions cross
linguistically . Also, the skeleton of the clause is universal, i.e. the available 
inventory of functional categcries and the order in which they huild up the 
structure of language. The rest js .. variation. 

1.4. A solution 

Does this mean that we should adopt thc skeptical view that therc 
is no general explanation for the behaviour of auxiliaries? In what follows I 

13 ln this. l\1P follows Jcspcrsen who hcld that "no one c,·cr drcarned or a 
universal morphology, to any far reaching degrcc, morpholog) being a primJry 
repository of cxceptJonal aspccts of particular languages." (Chomsky 1995 :241) 

14 C'homsks (1988) .1wes so far as to sav · "Supposc that what wc call knowlcdgc 
of language is nol a \L'lltary phenomcnon. b11t must bc resolvcd into severa! intcr2c1mg 
but distinct components. One involvcs thc "computational aspccts" of languagc 1- J A 
sccond component involves the sys1cm of object-refcrcncc and also such relations as 
"agent", "goal''. ••instrument'· and 1J1c like; what are sometimes called thcmatic 
rclations t ... J. For want ofa bettcr term lei us call thc latter a ·conceptual S)'Stcm' Wc 
nught discover that thc computationaJ aspect of language and the concept.ual systcm are 
quite differentl~ rcprcsented in thc mind and thc brain, and pcrhaps that the lat1rr 
should not stnctly spcaking be assigncd to the languagc faculty al aJI...". Unagercka 
(1996) goes cven further and speculates that it is an accident that we usc tlic same 
·'material" to cxprcss functional aud lexical clements. (Actually. thcre is at !cast one 
language which uses two diffcrcnt ··materials" in writing: Japanesc uses kanji-s for thc 
lexical items (or katakuna for borrowings) but hiragana for grammatical fonnativcs. 
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wiil try to suggest that such an explanation exists. lt wiil build on the 
intuition that all aux:iliaries are verbs and that some elements may become 
''functional' in the derivation. The hypothesis is simple: it assumes that 
auxiliaries are verbs which Merge in the derivation with SCs of different 
complexity. 15 When inserted under a functional node, the aux.iliary will 
lase some of its substantive content but it will acqmre the semantic and 
syntactic properties associated with the panicular node. The kind of SC 
with which the auxiliary merges will force it to be inserted under one 
functional projection or other. It follows that aux.iliaries can occupy more 
than one position. They are inserted under different nodes, whose order is 
universal. The discontinuous representation of auxiliary configurations 
(Chomsky 1957) is now captured in the matching process between the 
categorial status of the SC ( . ..\spP, TP, etc.) and the auxiliary which fiUs a 
particular functional head. Recall that one of the main objections to the 
1957 analysis was that the position only could not provide a principled 
way of accounting for the difference between auxiliaries and main verbs. 
The present approach assumes that when inserted under a functional node, 
the aux.iliary acquires the semantic and formal properties associated with 
that pa1ticular node. The lexical verb which heads the SC is the only one 
which has a referential argument and hence the only one which can select 
arguments. The auxiliary loses these properties and hence it will no longer 
be a theta-role assigner _ Adopting such a view implicitly means that 
auxiliary structures will be interpreted as monoclausal, i.e. as different 
from the so-called complex predicates, such as the Romance causatives, 
which are biclausal Analytical auxiliary structures do not represent thc 
resuit of the merger of two independent argument structures (as Rosen 
I 990, for example, defines causativcs in Romance) . Compound temporal
aspectual forms are the resuit of the mcrging of the auxiliary (which is 
devoid of any argument structure) with a SC. The resulting configuration 
has one sîngle argument structure, the one of the lexical verb, and one 
single event argument. In this way, we can capture the intuition that 
periphrastic forms are interpreted on a par with simple ones16

. Meanings 

1
' Ifwc look back at Syntactic Struch,ri:s or al ASW (1979) we will sec that lhc 

corc of Lhis proposal borrows idea.,; which wcre alrcady prcsent in those analyses. 
1 ~ Treating auxiliaries as msertcd undcr functional nodcs may also account for 

the fact that childrcn do not usc auxiliancs during the vcry carly stagcs in languagc 
acquis1tion. If we adopt lhe view that language acquisition is "language growth" whcrc 
'·tanguage growth" could be defined as a gradual building of projections, with the 
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are assumed to be built up from smaller components which combine in a 
constrained way. 

The fact that auxiliaries can be inseried under <lifferent nodes in 
the derivation can account both for crosslinguistic differences and for 
variation within one and the same language 

One advantagc of this approach is tha.t it takes off some of the 
burden we have been placing on the lexicon. i.e. computation îs assumed 
to play a more important part than storage. Thc various propertics of 
auxiliaries are seen as the resuit of derivation. in particular of the positlon 
under which they are insencd. The value of thc bundle of features carried 
by the auxiliarv is seen as partly coming from the lexicon and '.Jartly as 
acquired in the derivation 

Such a position departs from 1.he strong lexicalist hypothesis of the 
MP, which assumes that all the elements come from the lexicon fuily 
inflected, i.e. all the features în the bundle come from the lexicon and they 
are then checked against functional heads Rut, at the same time, it also 
departs from a Distributed Morphology (Halle and Marantz 1993) 
approach according ro which different vocabuiary items, i.e the lexical 
verb, the tense marker, the aspect marker. etc., are inserted at difterent 
terminal nodes. As will be argued in thc analysis, some features do come 
from the lexicon, but there are also features which are acquired or given 
i'content" in syntax. Such a view can capture the intuition that Agr on 
VPs or Case are ditferent from Tense, Aspect or Agr on DPs 

We can still retain the analysis in Emonds ( 1976), that auxiliaries 
are i+V, +Aux] elements while at the same time making the [aux] feature 
more specific in terms of thc propcrties associated with funct1onal 
proJections 

lt is not thc c.:iso that auxiliaric-s move-, to lnfl În somc languagc-s but 

not in others (as has becn so often assumcd in tht.: literaturc); thc:-, are 
simply inserted under variou:, nodes in the derivation via Af!!.rge, which is 
simpler and costless. Under the minimalist view that lexical items come 
from the iexicon fullv inflected and then check their features under the 

icx.:cal categorics bcing thc hrs! oncs :icqwrd (Lebl'.aU\ 1 ')88, Radford ) 99(1 \i:.il'likka 
1994, arnong many othcrs) and the functional oncs joining m graduaJly, wc have a 
possiblc explanation for a qucstion iikc whv do childrcn usc posscssh t: a ,neo Cto 
have') first and the perfect auxilia~· later? Such an cxplan:ition should bc. ho\\evcr, 
taken with a grain of sale, as any acquisitton story that is not bascd on solid 
cxpc1imentl:l.l data. 
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relevant functîonal node it would be sîmply incoherent to adopt an analysis 
in which auxîlîaries (în Englîsh, for example) move to a functional 
projection after having been înserted under a V node17 unlcss we also 
adopt the vîew that auxîliaries are lexical verbs whose place of insertîon m 
the structure of the clause îs the lexical domain. 

The present proposal does not have to rely on the assumption that 
auxiliaries dîffer from main verbs as early as the numeration, where 1he 
former are fully intlected whereas the latter must wait for the derivation, 
since they are inflected in the syntax by a versîon of the old affix hopping 
(as proposcd in Lasnik 1994 for the Englîsh have and he). On the contnuy, it 
assumes that auxiliaries (în the Numeratîon) do not differ from main veros hy 
any special morphological proptrty (at least, not at this stage of the 
derivational process). 

In Chapter 2 I analyze the Romanian a m'ea from this 
perspective and in Chaptcr 3 the English modals. If the analyses presented 
are on the right track, they are evidence in favour of the generaiity of the 
approach. 

As we are dealing with a paradox, I do not claim that thîs approach 
is the solution, I take it to be a possible solutîon. And. like all possible 
solutîons, it rnay raise more questîons than the ones which it lrns 
(hopefully) answered. One question which imrnediateiy comes to rnind 
concerns the definition of functional categories and ihe (too) neat 
ctistinction between the conceptual and ihe cornputational compartments 
of the lexicon. 

Then, the problem of the English do, ,vhich I have not rnentioned 
so far, remains unsolved. lt may be the case, though, that it has properties 
which distînguish it from a11 the other auxiliaries, properties which could 
be language specific. 

AJso, in a way, the anaJysis I propose may seem ( and may welJ 
be!) speculative about the intcrpretable features of the auxiliaries1

~ 

analyzed in the following chapters. There are, for sure, lots of other 
questions. But there is always the excuse that we are dealing with a 
paradox. 

1
" For an analysis of the English have and he in which ii is argucd that thv,e 

auxiliaries are bundles offeaturcs which raise to T bcfore Speli Out, sec Roberts (1998) 
18 Chomsky (1993) argues that auxiliaries have no interpretation and are deleted 

at LF. The present proposal builds precisely on the view that auxiliaries do ha~'e 
(some) interpretation and hence thcy are not dcictcd at LF. 
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'A Dodecahedron is a mathematical shape wilh 
twe/ve faces. '.Just as he said it, e/eve11 other 
faces appeared, one on euch surface, and each 
one wore a dijJPrent expression 'J u.ma/(1) use 
one al a !ime ', he umflded, as al/ bui the smilin:,!, 
one disappeared again. 'Jt saves wear and Icar· 

(Norton Juster - The Phantom Toflhooth) 

Chapter 2 

AUXILIARY CONFIGURATIONS 1N ROMANJAN: 
AN ANALYSIS OF A AVEA 

("TO HA VE') ANDA FI ("TO BE') 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter proposes a unified analysis of the Romanian a avea 
('to have') (both the main verb and the auxiliary), advancing the 
hypothesis that its different values resuit from the different positions it 
occupies in the clausal structure. The features of a avea will be shown to 
reflect the features of the care and those of the functional node which 
represents a context for its insertion in the ~1ructure. The pusition which a 
avea occupies will be analysed as determined by the complex.ity of the smal! 
clause (SC) (defined as a "truncated" clause) with which it merges in the 
derivation. rhe more complex the SC the h.igl1e1 cht: pu.sicion which tht: 

auxiliary occupies in the structure will bc. 
ln particular I propose that a avea can be inserted under the 

following projections: 
(i) under VP 
(ii) under TenseP 
(iii) under a projection which 1 shall call MoodlP, and which 1s 

higher than TenseP but lower than AgrsP. t'l 

19 1 call this position MoodlP becausc, as will be secn in the analysis I shall put 
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The three pos1t1ons are associated with different morphologic.:al 
paradigms. lt will be claimed that there is a direct correlation between the 
position of a avea and its "deficiency" (both morphological and semantic) 

The analysis of the Romanian participle in structures like (1) and 
(2) be!ow will account fot the fact that the participle which merges with a 
avea never agrees w1th the subject DP (nor with the direct object OP, as a 
matter cf fact) but has to agree with the subject DP whcn it merges with a 
fi ('to be' ) in strnctures which are not passive constructions: 

(1) Iv/aria a venit. 
Maria has come 
'Maria has come.' 

(2) A,faria e ""enită. 
Maria is come-fem.sg. 
'Maria has come'. 

lt wi li be shown that ( 1) and ( 2) evincc dîffcrent clusters of 
properties which point to the fact that they are different structures, which 
resuit from different derivations. Thc subject OP in (l) attracts one single 
theta-feature. whereas the OP în (2) will be analysed as attracting two 
theta-features. ln this respect, (2) behaves more lîke a control 
configuration (îf control îs defined as in Manzini and Roussou 1997). The 
particîple în (1) lacks overt agreement markers, which will be înterpreted 
to reflect the lack of any Agreement projection în the particîple 
construction which merges with a avea 

The analysis of (I) and (2) raises interesting questions about the 
status of those temporal-aspectual forms which have been characterized as 
evincmg a systematic HA VE/BE alternation The perfect periphrastic 
fonns with HA VE and BE in languages like French, Italian or Dutch, for 
example, could be anatysed as two different structures. 

Assuming two different structurcs and two different interpretations 
for ( 1) and (2) above might lead to the conclusion that in Romanian there 
îs no systematic alternation of the auxiliaries a avea and a fi in the 

forth the hypothes1s that thcrc are two Mood projcctions m the functional architccture 
of the clause: MoodlP and one more position. Mood2P, at the borderline of thc 
functionai and the complementizer laycrs and whose head hosts an element which is 
invariable from a morphological point of view. 
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pe1iphrastic perfect configuration. The present analysis will show that 
there is systematic altemation of "temporal" a avea and a .fi (!"he fonner 
1s used in realis clauses whereas the latter is used in irrealis oncs) and will 
develop an account of the conditions under which thc tw(l readings arise 

Hopefolly, the analysis developed in this chapter will provide 
evidence in favor of the view that auxiliary verbs are best analyzed as 

merging with SCs of different complexity and hence forced to occupy 

difterent positions in the structure of the clause It will a Iso bc shown rhat 

semantically light constituents, like have and be, do not vanish hy LF, nor 

do they behave like affixes in the derivation ( as ciaimed in A vrnm ! 994 for 
Romanian or in Llinas 1993 for Catalan). Auxiliaries behavc like Xc 

elements in the derivation by Speli Out, ihey are words, but they behave 

like affixes, i.e. like X-1 elements, at LF, where they need a host. 

The chapter is organized as follows: 

In section 2.2 I present the empirica! data and exanune those 

aspects which are relevant for subsequent discussion. I poin! out the 

properties which distinguish Romanian from other Romance lanbruages as 

well as from English, and identify the problems raised by this cluster of 

properties. In section 2.3 I examine each configuration with a avea l will 

outline a theory of the "deficiency" which a avea cvinces whcn occupying 

a position in the functional layer or at its bordcrline and show in what way 

such a theory can accommodate the idea of one single lexicon cntry and 

various morphoiogical paradigms. Theoretically, this analysis will provide 

support in favor of the hypothesis that it is not the case that only 
murpholugy lillt!tS ::.y1m1.x (iu the scnse that movcmcnt is foa1urc drivcn) 

but it is also the case that syntax filtcrs morphology. Sectinn 2.4 deals with 

the periphrastic forms with a m·ea and a.fi (exemplified in 1 and 2 above) 

and advances the hypothesis that thc structure v.--irh a fi is not a 

counterpart of the perfect compus (the Romanian equivalent of thc French 

passe compose). I will also provide an explanation for the realis/irrealis 

condition on a avea and a fi. Section 2.5 will summarize the conclusions 

and present a few theoretical specuiations on issues such as auxiliary 

selection and direction of Merge. 
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2.2 The Data 

2.2. l Preliminary remarks 

In this section I will present the various configurations with a avea 
and compare them to similar configurations în other Romance languages 
as wcll as in English. The analysis is not what might he callcd a contrastive 
one The cross-linguistic data will serve the purpose of a bctter 
undcrstanding of the Romanian facts or of a better understanding oî UG. 
Only the configurations which contain auxiliary a avea will be examined 
but as it will he assumed, following the spirit of the analysis of have in 
Benveniste ( 1966), that the auxiliary a avea is closely linked to its lexical 
counterpart, I will also briefly present the configurations which contain 
lexical a avea. 

2.2.2 Am/ai/are/avem/aveţi/au 

The configurations in which this paradigm of a aveu is instantiated 
are the ones ia (3)-(8) below: 

(3) A1aria arc ochi căpmi. 
Mi!ria has eyes haze!-masc.pl. [inaiienabie possess1on] 
'Mana has hazei eyes.' 

(4) Mana are o carte. 
· Maria has a book' [ alienable possession] 

(5) Maria are examen an 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

Mana has cxam today [ "nominai event"] 
'Maria has an cxam today.' 

Martu are bag,yde flicute. 
Maria has luggagc-thc made-fem.pl. 
'Maria has her luggage packed.' 

Maria are de citit o carte. 
Maria has de read {"supin'") a book 
'Maria has to read a book.' 

J\1aria are sJ plece curind. 
Maria has să leave --3rd pers.sg. soon 
'Maria is leaving soon' 

[ "experiencer" J 

[ "modal"1 

f "future''I 
- J 
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In the configurations illustrated in (3 )-(7) above a avea can take 
any temp0ral-aspectual forms freely; in (8) it is restricted to only two 
forms: prezelll (simple present) and imperfect (a form of past tense) In 
(3 )-(7) a lexical element can be inserted between a avea and the structurc 
which follows it; with (8) this results in ungrammaticality, as shown in (9): 

(9) a. *Maria are mereu să plece. 
Maria has always să leave-3rd.pers.sg. 
b. * Iv/ana are îl să vadă. 
Maria has him (Ace clitic) să see-3rd pers.sg 
c. *Maria are mai să plece. 
Maria has mai să leave-3rd pers.sg. 
d. "'Are Maria să plece. 
has Maria să leave-3rd pers. sg 
e. ??Maria are să nu plece. 
Maria has să not leave-3rd pers.sg. 

But, in spite of these differences, a avea in (8) belongs to the same 
morpholog1cal paradigm a3 a avea in (3)-(7) and it is compatible with 
agreement and tense markers. 

2.2.3 Am/ai/a/am/aţi/au 

This morphoiogical paradigm can only be found in the pcriphrastic 
perject compus: 

(10) Maria a avut examen 
Maria has had cxam 
'Maria has had/had anexam.' 

Unlike the French avoir (which can be used both în the passe 
compose and the plus-que-parfait forms, as shown in 11 a below) or the 
English have (which occurs both în the Present Perfect and în the Past 
Perfect, 11 b) a avea can only he used in this configuratîon, being 
încompatible w1th any other temporal form5! ( 12) 20 

: 

-------
,li For a possible explanation of this differencc \\~thin a GB framcwork, sec 

Dobrovic-Sorin (1991). 
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(11) a. lvfaria a/ avait mange la pvmme. 
b.A1aria has /had eaten the apple. 

(12) * Maria avea mfncat măroi. 
Maria had eatcn apple-the 

Romanian also differs from other varieties of Romance (French, 
for examp!e) but behaves like Spanish. in that the participle in (10) never 
agrees with thc direct object DP, not even when it precedes the participle: 

(13) *Merele pe care le-a mlncaie 
Apples-the pe which them (Ace cltic) eaten -fem.pl. 

Rightward participial agreement with a DP object is not possible either: 

(14) *Am mincate merele. 
have eaten-fem. pl. appies-the 

Unlike Italian, French, German or Dutch (Lois i 987), Romanian 
does not evince a regular altemation between a avea ('to have') and a fi 
('to be') in periphrastic perfect forms2' , belonging to the group of 
languages which do not use two auxiliaries in compound "perfect" forms 
(bchaving, in this respect, like Spanish, Portuguese or English). 

VP-deletion facts do not hoid in the Romanian perfect compus 
configurations. A avea ('to have') cannot appear independently, not even 
m short answers: 

(15) *Ion a venit şi a {venit} şi Maria. 
1 on has come and has [come] and Maria 

(16) A venit.? *Da. a _n 
has come? Y es, has. 

ln this respect, Romanian differs from English, patteming v.ith 
other Romance languages (French, italian, Spanish or Catalan). 

2
i As will he shown in the presen! analysis, thcrc is a rcstricted class of verbs 

which can occur with a fi in non-passive configurations, but their examination will 
show that a fi is not a temporal auxiliary in this case, aud hence one cannot assumc a 
regular a avea ('to have') - a.fi ('Lo be') altemation în perfect compus configurations. 

22 However, such constructions may rarely occur in spoken Romanian, whcre 
they are h.ighly marked. 
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Onc more property of the eonftguration illustrated in (IO) rcgards 
thc possibility of inserting l~xical material between thc auxiliary and the 
participle. This possibility is reduced to the so-calJed degree adverbs of the 
type mai ("again','still'), tot ('still') or şi ('and', 'also')2': 

( 17) a. A toi L:întal. 

has tot sung 
'He kept singing.' 
h. A şi băut. 
has and drunk 
'He has also drunk ' 

The insertion of any other element leads to ungrammaticality, as 
shown in 08) 

( 18) a.* A ieri venii. 
has yesterday come 
b.*A mere mîncat. 
has apples eaten 
c. * Au toţi dştil(al. 
have all won 

Romanian differs from Frcnch, for example, where floating 
quantifiers or adverbs like hien can intervene bctween avoir and the 
participle, or from English, where frequency adverbials of the type never, 
often, always are allowed in this position. italian, Spanish and Modern 
Greek evince the same restriction as Romanian. 

Moreover, in Romanian there îs no SubJect-Auxiliary inversion 
(SAJ), i.e t.he sequencc "a avea past participle'' cannot be int.crrnpted by 
the subject UP t"ict1cr • 

(19) * Au copiii lnţeles problema? 
have children-the understood problem-the 

One more important property of the Romanian pe1fec1 compus 
regards the possibility of invcrting the auxiliary with the verb, as in (20) 
below: 

23 For an anaiys1s of compound forms in •.vhich adwrbs are assumed not to 
"count'· m the process of''moriJhological merger·· sec Bobal_iik 1995 
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(20) a. Plecat-am nouă din Vaslui ... 
left-have-1 st. pers. pi. nine from Vaslui 

b. Trecut-au anii ... 
passed-have-Jrd pers pi. years-the 

ln contemporary Romanian such constructions are associated with 
a poetic, !iterary register, being perceived as outdated. Actually the 
construction existed in Old Romanian. Moreover, the same morphological 
forms of the auxiliary which "inverts'' can be found as hound morphemes 
in the imperfeci paradigm (which cannot bea mere accident as sometimes 
suggested in traditional analyses): 

(21) mincam, mincai, minca, mincam, mîncaţi, mincau 
(' ate'/ was/were eating) 

The analysis of the pcriphrastic perfect should provide an answer 
to the followîng questîons: 

(i) why can't a avea take past tense markings, as 1ts French or 
English counterparts? 

(ii) why doesn't the participle agree with the direct object OP, not 
evcn when it precedes the participle? 

(iii) why can only degree adverbs be inserted between the auxiliary 
and thc pa11iciple? 

(iv) why can't the auxiliary appear indcpendently? 
(v) how can we explain thc auxiliary-participle inversion? 

2.2.4 Aş/ai/ar/am/aţita.-24 

This paradigm is instantiated in the so-called condiţional-optativ 

( conditional mood) forrns, in which the auxiliary merges with a bare infinitive 
form, i.e. an infinitive form without a, a partide which precedes the infinitive 
form which 'will be called 11ifi11itive with a throughout: 

24 The prescnt anaiysis adopts the v1ew thal the condi/io11al-optativ aID.iliary i5 
denvcd from a form of habere. following the line of Tiktin (1945) or Rosetti ( 1968). 
Othcr linguists adopt a diffcrcnt position. tracing this auxiliary back to a fom1 of 
vo/ere. Lombard (l 95:<i) points oul that '"cel auxiliaire reste encore unc enigme de la 
morphologic roumame" and that "la question du ch01x a faire cntre volebam et une 
forme de habere demcure ouvertc" (p. 963). This point of vicw. however, secrns to bc 
influenccd by the semantics associatcd with this auxiliary and that of vrea as an 
auxiliary in thc pe,iphrastic future . 
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(22) Aş merge la cinema. 
aux-lst pers.sg. go to cinema 
"I would go to the cinema." 

This configurat ion evinces many of the featurcs which havc already 
been identitied in the case of thc perfect compus . the auxiliary bears overt 
agreement markers (person and numher), it cannol take tense markir1g, thc 
sequence auxiliary-infinitive can be interrupted only by degree adverbs, the 
subject cannot invert with the auxiliary, the auxiliary cannot appear 
independently, i.e. the main verb cannot he deleted, and one can notice the 
possibihty oÎ auxiliary-verb inversion, as shown in (23 )· 

(23) Vedea-I-aş aici! 
see-him (clitic Ace.) aux-lst.pers.sg. here 
'I wish I saw him here here. · 

Another relevant property of the configuraticn under discussion is 
its possibility of taking a past infinitive asin (24): 

(24) Aş fi mers la cmema. 
aux-lst pers.sg. he gone to cinema 
'I would have gone to the cinema.' 

ln this respect, it differs from the perfect compus configuraticn where 
the aux.iliary can merge with one singlc form. the past paiticiple, patteming 
like the periphrastic future with a vrea ('want', '\\-iU'): 

(25) a.Va veni mîine 
will-3rd pers.sg. come tomorrow 
'He wiJJ come tomorrow' 

h. Va fi plecat pe cind ajungi tu. 
will-3rd pers.sg. he lefi by the time an-ive-2nd pcrs.sg. you 
'He will have lefi by the time y9u get there.' 

This points to the fact that a avea ('to have') (in condiţiona/
optativ configurations ) and a vrea ('wanf, 'will') (in the periphrastic 
future configuration) occupy the sarne position in the structure, po5illon 
into which they are inserted because of the status of the SC with which 
thcy merge. 
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One should also notice rhat Romanian ditîers from French, for 
example, în which the Prest'-nt conditional is not instantiated as a 
periphrastic fonn, but patterns like most Germanic languages, which 

express the conditional by resorting to pe1iphrasis. 
The analysis of the condiwmal--optatii· should develop an accoum 

which could explain: 
(i )why rhe se4ueoce auxiliary-infinitivc ~an be :nterrupted orJy by 

degree adverbs 
(ii) the fact that the auxiliary can merge with a perfect infinitive 
(iii) why a avea ('to have') is excluded from the perfect infinitive 
fonns where afi ('tobe') is the only choice 
(iv) the fact that auxiliary-verb inversion seems to bc possible onjy 

when a clitic intervenes between the inverted verb and the 
auxiliary. 

2.2.5 The case of o 

In colloquial speech, there is a periphrastic construction which 
parallcls the fonn in (8), rcpc:ated here for convenience under (26): 

(26) A-Jaria are să plece curind 
Maria has să leavc-3 rd pers. sg. soon 
'Maria will leave soon.' 

ln the colloquial foture configuration, the inflected a avea ('to 
have·) seems tobe replaced by the invariant formo: 

(27) Maria o să plece curînd. 
Maria o să leave-3rd pers.sg. soon 
'Maria is going to leave soon.' 

Ştefănescu ( I 99Î) analyses o as a reduced auxiliary and argues 
thaî it bchaves like its non-reduccd a avea counterpart in many respects 
both are followed by a Mood projection (28a), Negation attaches in fi-ont 
of the auxiliary ('.28b), clitics remain inside the Mood projection (28c), VP
deletion cannot apply (28d), SAI is impossible (28e) and so is the inscrtion 
of any lexical element between the axiliary and the să clause (28f): 
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(28) a. Jon o/ are să plece. 
Ion o I has să leave-3rd pers sg. 
b. Jon nu o/ are să plece. 
Ion noto /has să leave-3rd pers.sg. 
c. Jon ol a,e sii-i .\pună. 
Ton o I has să him (Ace clitic) say-3rd pers.sg. 
d. Jon n „ arc s\ plece :> * Da, u are f. .. f. 
lon o /has s\ leave-3rd pers.sg? Yes, o I has 
e. *Are, o Ion să plece? 
has/ o Ion să leave-3rd pers.sg? 
f. * A re1 o azi să plece Iun. 
has/ o today să lcave-3rd pers.sg. Ion 

The conclusion which she reaches is that o 1s an mstani..:e of 
phonological reduction with no syntactic consequences and hence ''in 
Romaman both the reduced and non-reduced AUX occupy the sarne 
structural position." (p.196/5 

_ 

However, assuming this view means sweeping undcr the n.ig two 
important properties which difforcntiate the full from the reduced auxiliary: (i) 
the reducecl o is invariable, it is nat inflected for agreement and (ii) it cannot 
take temporal markers. White there is a reduced counterpart for (29a) there is 
no reduced counterpait for (29b): 

(29) a. Maria are /o să pleci! curind. 
Maria has/o să leave-J rd per~ sg. soon 
b. Maria avea să plece cunnd. 
Maria had să leave-3rd pers.sg. 
r. A4aria avea,* o să plece curind. 
Maria awu-pastJH1.pers sg./ u sii leav~-3rd pe1s.sg. soo:i 

I will adopt thc view that o is not an instance of a avea but a 
reduced form of the auxiliary a vrea ('wi/1 ', 'wanl ') which enters 
periphrastic future configurations as în (30) below: 

(30) a. ,Varia va pleca diseară. 
Maria will-3rd pers.sg. leave tonight 

"~ Thc samc conclusion scems lo bc implicil in Dobrovie-Sorin ( 1993 ). 
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b. Vrt?mea ce va sii vină ... 
timc-the which ·,vili să come-3rd pers.sg 

Wl1ilc the configuration in (30a) is still uscd m present-day 
Romanian. the one in (30b) is outdated, archaic. But the one in b parallels 
the c-onfiguration with a avea. The so-called prezumlil' (periphrasti.:- forms 
which exprcss possibi!ity) can contain both the fi.iii auxiliary a wea or its 
reduced counterpart o whic.h difiers, however, from the o used in the 
colloquial future periphrasis in that it takes oven agreement markers. 
Consider the following sentences: 

(31) a. Oifi mirosind. .. am hăul. 
aux-1 s pers sg. be smelling ... have-1 st pers.sg.drunk 
'I may be smelling ... I've bcen drinking.' 
b. O pleca mîine. 
aux-3rd pers.sg. leave tomorrow 
'He may ieave tomorrnw.' 
c. Îţi va fi fiindfoame. 
to you (clitic Dat.) vrea-3rd pers.sg. be being hunger 
'You might he hungry.' 

1 n (31 a) and (3 I b) oi and o are analysed as reduced forms of a 
vrea ('to want'. 'wiil'). lt is a common fact that future fom1s represent 
highly modalized means of describing possible courses of affairn. By 
choosing one mcans of expressing futurity the speaker imposes a certain 
modality, a certain way of viewing the situation: certain. less ccnain, 
inevitable, etc. The speaker does nm actually describe the world bUl 
creates a certain state of affairs into the foture. The speaker is molding the 
world. The fact that mood elements intermingle with means of exprcssing 
futu1ity ~hould thus come as no surprise. It might be thc case that o is the 
reduced fom1 of the already reduced a vrea ('to want'. 'will') whic.h 
intermingles with the periphrastic future form with a avea (' to havc'). 
Speculative as it might seem. I think this îs a possibility which should not 
be discarded when analysing the colloquial future with o . This analysis is 
in Ene with those Romaman linguists who have proposed that a îs derived 
from a vrea(' to want'), not from a avea(' to have'). Analysing it as the 
reduced fonn of the already reduced a vrea(' to want') could account for 
its morphological dcficiency. 
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In what follows I wi!I try to pnwidc cvidence that the periphrastic 
futurc with o is a monoclausal cor.figuration whereas the periphrastic 
future 'with a avea (' to have') îs rather a l>idausal configuration, with two 
Agrs projections. Brietly, what I propose is thai the auxiliary in (32) is 
inserted under VP and merges with " Mnod projection. whcreas thc 
auxiliary in (33), though merging with a !vfood projection. is inserted 
under a functional node, higher than Tense and Ag:rs: 

I' 
,,,,,,/"-..___ 

1° VP 
/,,,.._', 

v° MoodP 
are să plece 

(33) MoodP 
/''-..__ 

Spec Mood' 

o /'--.... 
Mood0 

să 

Agrs/TP 

Such an analysis can account for the fact that o bears no tense or 
agreernent markers (it îs inserted above ihe projections where such 
features can be checked) as well as for the fact that a avea ('to have') has 
agreement and tense features to check In this resţect, a avea behaves like 
its "possessive" homophone. 

At first sight, the representation in (3 3) can aiso iead to the 
conclusion that a avea behaves like other iex:cal verbs which take a să 
clause (i.e. a subjunctive clause) as a complement . 
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(34) a. Ion urmează să plece. 
Con is going sii leave-3rd pers.sg.. 
b. Jon vrea să plece. 
Ion wants să leave-3rd pers.sg. 
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But, as Dobrovie-Sorin (1993) convincingly shows, a avea ('to havc') 
is nota raising verb like a wma (' to follow') in (35a). ln both (35a) and (35b) 
the subject ca.n occupy a pre-verbal position in the lower clause: 

(35) a. Urmează [ca Jon să plece/ 
is gving [ that Ion să leave-Jrd pcrs.sg.] 

b. Vrea [ ca Jan 5ă plece]. 
pro wants [ that Ion să leave-3rd pers.sg.] 

This word order is impossible in the case of the future constrnction 
with a avea: 

(36) ""Are /ca Jon să plece} 
has [ that Ion să leave-3rd pers.sg.] 

This difterence can be related to the ambiguous status of the 
Romanian să clauses FoUov.-ing the line ofMotapanyane (1995) or Ştefănescu 
( 1997), I will adopt the view that the Romanian să clauses are Mood Phrases, 
with să occupyîng M°. The only difference is that J assume that there are two 
Mood projections in Roma.nian: Mood lP, in the functional layer, which hosts 
elements that are not invariant, and Mood2P, at the borderline between the 
functional and the complementizer layers, which hosts invariant elements, as 
sho'""11 in (37). Să is inserted under Mood2P. 

(37) Mood2P 
/'---, 

Mood2' 
/----.... 

/ '--.... 
Mood2u Agrs/TP 

să 

In the case of the raising configuration \\'ith a urma ('to foUow'), the 
complement ciausc is a CP, with the complementizer ca ('that') occupying a 
position under this projection. \Vhen the subject DP moves to the higher 
clause, the complcmentizer is dcleted. One ca.'1 notice the same phenomenon 
with transitive constructions whose direct object is a CP, as in (35b) above. 
When the subject DP does not raise to pre-verbal position în the lower clausc, 
the presence ofthe complementizer leads to ungrammaticaJity 2

": 

26 This aciually happens in substandard Romanian. where thc complementizer is 
not deleted . 
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(38) a. * Urmează ca să plece Jon. 
is going that să leave-'.hd pers. sg. Ion 

b. * Vrea ca să plece Jon. 
pro wants that sâ !eave-Jrd pt'-rs.sg. Ion 

Both a urma (' to follow') (a raising ve~b) and a vrea(' to Yvanf) 
(a transitive verb) merge with a CP (,1,,·hose head is, under certam 
conditions, empty) whereas in the case ofu avea (' to have') a full CP is 
cxcluded (see the ungrammaticality in 36J. ln Lhis case, the subjcct DP 
cannot raise to prcverbal position m the iower dause. The SC with which 
a avea (' to havc') merges does not have a po$ition which could sei v~ as a 
possible landing site for the subject OP. It might be the case that it is a 
Mood projection 27

, i.c.a iruncated clause, in the ser.se that it lacb a 
phonologically ful! complementizer iaycr; the whole coni:guration i~ u•Jt a 
biclausal strncture proper: it has two Agrs projections and two Ter.se 
projedions, but one single complemcnliz.er layer (the one above the 
"auxiliary"). As will be discussed later in this book (mainly in Chapter 4), 
this might be one of the most imponant differences between the so-call ed 
complex predicates and biclausal consrructions: complex predicatcs may 
have twc functional layers, but only one complementizer domain, whereas 
biclausa] constructions contain two full clausal prnjections, i e. two CPs 
The periphrastic future with a avia (' to have') differs from bic!ausal 
structures proper in that its CP is always null but it also diflers from the 
periphrastic foture with o which is monoclausal. Thc ~foodP which 
merges with o has no semanticaliy activated complementizer. 

lt is alsa important to notice that a, which îs invariant, is not a 
head; it behaves almost like an adverb 

2.3 The Analysis 

2.3. l Tht Hypothesis 

The present analysis is based on the assumption that the Romanian 
a avea (' to have'), has one single entry in the lexicon, with no labei with 
regard to its "lexicai" or "auxiliary" status. The only lat-el it has in tht: 
lexicon is [ +Vl, i.e. it is a verbal element, with al! the intrinsic features that 

~" For a more detailcd anal}sis of the Romanian MoodPs sce 4.4.1.1. 4.4.3.2 
aud 4.4.3.3. 
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derive from this formal one. Adopting the idea advanced in Benvenistc 
(] 966), a avea will be analysed as a verb of state, which expresses "the 
state of having, of that to which something is" (p.172) and, more 
importantly. 

Jt is hard to see in particular, how a transitJvc• verb could become 
an auxiliary. 7his 1s, howevl!r, an iiiusio11. Avoir hus the construction of a 
transilive, but ii is nota transilil'e. lt is a pseudo-!ransi!ive. There can be 
no transitive relation hetween the subjecl and o~ject of m!Qir such that 
the notion miiht he assumed to pass over ia the objec:t and modify it. A 
··10 have" verb does not state any process." (p 169). 

What is a "pseudo-transitive''? I will advance the hypothesis that ir 
actually means that a avea always mcrges with a small clause (SC) (which 
can range from OP in 3-5 to MocdP as in 828

) în the derivation2
"' 

The notion of small clause has been defined in the literature as 
strictly related to the idea of predication and to the claim that all theta-role 
assignment obtains within a local domain. lf initially the labei SC was 
confined to a restrictcd range of constructions. in more recent literature 
the labei has been extended to a much wider range of constructions. If we 
assume the hypothesis that subjects are VP-internal we can only reach the 
conclusion that all sentences contain a SC, actually a VP srnall clause. 

SCs have been defined either as a maximal projection of the 
category of their predicate: AP, VP, NP, IP or as categorially identica! to 
full clauses. The latter view actually starts from the as~umption that there 
is at least one functional category which dorninates the SC core Thus 
SCs have been analysed as morphologically less complex than full clc1uses, 
lacking at !east a tense projcction. The most radical view is that of Starke 
(1995)· he claims that SCs havc the same structure as ful! clauses, i.e.they 
are CPs. The difference between the two c.onfigurations would lie in thc 
content of their functional projections. not in their absence or prcst>ncc. 

2
~ For an analysis of HA VE as a verb which lakes a SC complcmenl sec Gucron 

(1988, 1995). 
29 Such an analysis somchow follows the hypothcsis in Hoekstra and .l\,luldcr 

( 1990) who define copular verbs as crgativcs which take a SC as a complement. 
However, we have to dislinguish between a avea and a copular verb iikc a .fi, dcfined 
again in Bcnveniste's terms as denoting "the state of bcing, of that which is 
something." (p. l 72). 
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The view which will be assumed în the present analysis îs that SCs are 
truncated or incomplete clauses which express a relation of predication and 
which can range from VP to AgrsrrP. I take the absence of a functional head 
to rnean that it has no "content" and hence cannot project. Following dus line, 
when I claim that a avea merges with a SC I actually mean that it merges 
with a SC from the range of possible constructions, not with one particular 
con~truction. ?.o 

The care meaning associated with a avea ('to have') will be that of 
"state of having, of that to which something is", i.e. possession în a very 
general sense, as the various contextual meanings illustrated in (1)-(6) 
clearly show. ln this respect, the present analysis differs frorn the one 
pro posed by Ritter and Rosen ( 1997) for the English have. where have is 
defined as Iacking any independent semantic content lts various 
interpretations are derived from the syntactic structure in which it occurs. 

lt wiil be the aim of the present analysis to prove that the higher in 
the structure a avea îs inserted, the more "deficient" it gets, where 
deficiency is defined as both morphological and semantic. The reading 
associated with each instantiation of a avea will be compositional, in the 
sense that it will be analyzed as reflecting the core rneaning as it 
intermingles with the features of the node under which a avea is inscrted. 
The higher in the structure, the weaker the core meaning gets. Thus, the 
idea that the various interpretations of the auxiliary are derived from the 
syntactic structure is preserved, but it is somehow weakened, în allowing a 
avea to have a core mea.ning·~ 1 which plays a part in the resulting reading 

Assuming such an analysis for the Romanian a avea ('have'} is not 
a trivial matter; as already shown in 2.2 a avea. unlike to ha\.:e. for 
example. is assoc1ated with three different morphological paradigms. lts 
theoretical implication is that syntax filters rnorphology. But this issue will 
be taken up in 2.3.5. 

·
10 Thc idea to analyze auxiliaries as sclccting a SC goes back to Stowcll ( 1981 ). 

Under his anaiysis, the complemems of thc English rnodals arc analyzed as raismg stylc 
VP small clauses as in (i): 

(i) John; must I VP t; leavc] 
31 This core meaning is strong cnough to allow derived nouns and derived 

adjectivcs which prcscrve it: avut (n.J (wcalth). cn·ut.-ă (adj.) (rich, wealthy, who owns 
things), avuJte (n.) (wcalth). 
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2.3.2 The perfect compus configuration 

2.3.2.1 Previous approaches 

The complex VP hypothesis 
Such configurations have been analyzed in the literature as a 

"complex verb phrase" (Emonds 1978, among others) fo1med of the 
auxiliary and a past participle. Guţu-Romalo (1962), analyzing the 
Romanian perfect compus proposes that it is a "fonn with a mobile 
affix"32

, on a par with the condiţional-optativ configuration and with the 
periphrastic future with a vrea ('to want'). The periphrastic fonns shouid 
all be analyzed on a par with the so-called "simple" temporal-aspectual 
forms. Though the present analysis does not assume the affix-like status in 
the syntax of a avea ( or of any other auxiliaries ) it will retain the intuition 
which was already exploited in previous studies about the sim.ilanty 
between simple and compound fonns, i.e. I will assume that the perfect 
compus configuration is a monoclausal configuration, with one single 
event argument, and one single argument stmcture. This assumption îs 
borne out by sy11tactic facts such as clitic placement (39) and negation 
placement (40): 

(39) l-am spus adevărul. 
him/her (clitic-Dativc) have-1 st pers.sg. told truth-the 
'I have toid him the truth.' 

( 40) Nu a venit. 
not has come 
'He has not come.' 

( 41) and ( 42) show that in thi.-5 respect, the compound fom1 
behaves as if it were one singlc lexical verb: 

(41) li spun adevărul. 
him/her ( clitic Dative) tell-1 st pers. sg. truth-the 
'I teii him the trnth.' 

32 L!inas ( 1993) adopts a similar line of invcsttgation when analyzing 
periphrastic lemporal fonns in Catalan, asuming that the Catalan counterparts of a 
avea have an X 1 status at the syntacti~- levei, 1.e. they behuve /ike aJJixes. For ar, 
analysis ofauxiliarics in Romanian along the samc iine, sce Avram (1994). 
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(42) Nu vine. 
not come-3r pers.sg 
'He is not coming' 

Jhe biclausal analysis 
A different trend anâlyzcs auxiliaries as !exical verbs. which select a 

CP as their complement, i.e. complex tenses are analyzed as biclausal 
stmctures. Such an analysis would provide a unifying frarne for thc lexical 
and auxiliar)' h,rve . A!exiadou ( l 994) claims that one empirica] argument 
in favor ofthis approach comes from Modern Greek, where the postverbal 
subject cannot intcrvene between the auxi!iary and thc perfect formant: 

( 43) *ehi o Janis grapsr 
has the-John -NOM written 

The only way to account for the ungiammaticality in (43) is to ac;;sume 
that the perfect fomlallt moves out of its VP-'~ which is takcn as a proof that 
the auxiliary structure is biclausal. l do not believe that this îs a solid argument 
in favor of a biclausal analysis in general. Though I fully agree that thc iexical 
verb may move inside the clause (at least as high as an Asµ prqjection) l do 
not think that this points to the structure being biclausal. What we would have 
to prove if we wanted to adopt this hypothesis is that the extend!!d projection 
of the participie is closcd bclow i:he auxiliary, i e. that we can find thc same 
clausal architecture, the same functiona! projections, both above and below the 
auxiliary. As the analysis presented in this chapter v,ill hopefo!ly show, 
empirica.I data from Romanian lead to a different conclusion. The auxiliar1 and 
the pertect fom1ant may both move v.ithin the same clause, chedcing diflerent 
features precisely because they each contribute to the dause in difîcrent ways 
One cannot find the same functionaJ projeL-1ions above and beiow the auxiliary. 

The functwnal heads approach 
According to Ouha!la ( ! 9') l ), a.o., auxiliarics like have are lt.!n(:tinnal 

categories which head their ovm fonctional projection. He argucs th.:.t thc 
English have in perfective configurations is generated under the r.ode Aspcct'4 

'·
1 

'That is an empirica! ar:,'llmcm ih21 thc auxiliar-y Sl.fllcturcs :irc biclau~aL 
since the verbal pcifect formant do,.~s move cvc:n in thc rrcscncc of an aaxiliary 1- j. 
Sincc MG auxiliarics arc marked for agrccmcnt. Tcnsc~ and Aspect thcn I as~1n11c th;it 
they do move in thc1r clausc." (p. li I) 

3
'
1 

Aspect is considercd a separate functional projcction in Tcnny 1_ i 987, 1992 ) 
Speas ( 1990), van Gelderen ( 1993 ). Borer ( 1993 l. Araci ii 995,l, Egcrland i 19% ). 
Bcllettl ( 1992), Uriagercka (1995) . Thc prcsent analysis will also adopt thi,; v:cw. 
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from where it moves to Tense; thc main verb remains in its position inside VP. 
The fact that have can move to Asp and T ense is explained as a result of its 
verbal character. I think this is very important, because have is treated as a 
functional category but, at the same time, its verbal character îs nat denied. 
This points to the fact that the debate on whether auxiliaries are main ve1bs or 
a special class ca.Ued "auxiliary" actually reduces to the position auxiliaries 
occupy in the architecture of a clause, i.e. to their contlibution to the structure 
oflanguage 

In what follows, I will try to provide arguments that in Romanian a 
avea ('to have') (in perfect compus configurations) occupies a position in 
the functional domain, i.e. in the extended projection of the VP. Recall 
that the main hypothesis advanced in this chapter is that there is one single 
a avea in the lexicon, which means that wherever it is inserted in the 
structure it will bear [ +V] features. Motapanyane (1995) and Ştefănescu 
( 1997) alsa propose that Romanian aux.iliaries are X° categories that 
originate in a functional head: Motapanyane argues that AUX originates in 
an AGR hcad, while the particip le of the lexical verb raises to T as in ( 44) · 

(44) AGRsP 
/'-.,_ 

./ '-.., 

Spec AGR' 
_,,,,/",, 

Agrs0 TP 
a _,,,.,,,,.,,,............_ 

Spec T' 
t. /'---...._ 

T0 AgroP 
citit _/~, 

Spec Agro' 
o carte ,.,,,_,,/'--...._,, 

Agro VP 
,,.,,,,,,,,...... .......... 

Spec V' 
ts,J .,,,~ 

V° DP 
tv too 
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With Ştefănescu ( 1997), who assumes a split Agr node for 
Romanian. a avea originatcs in the Number head and raiscs further to thc 
Person head, while the participle of the lexical verh raises to the Number 
head where it is left-adjoined to the trace of the auxiliary Both 

Molapanyane and Ştefănescu actually ass~ime tha! the aux!liarv is mserted 
under the Agreement projection whereac; the lexical verb move~ to Tense 
My analysis will uot crucially depart from theirs with regard to the p~1sitinn 
of the auxiliary, but it departs from it with regard to the position to which 
the main verb raises . I also assume the proposal in Dobrovie-Sorin (1993) 

that Tense and Agr should not represent two distinct prnjc.:tions i11 
Romanian (in finite clauses), where they have the same index This 

hypothesis îs more in line with the minimalist framework assumed in this 
analysis and, as will be seen. it is also borne aut by emp11 i(ai daia. A Iso, 
the analysis of the Romanian participle wil! prove that all the participle 
clauses lack Tense. Under minimalist assumptions, the participie verb docs 

not havc Tense features to chcck; hence, there i.s no motivation for its 
moving to the Tense projection. 

2.3.2.2 The Analysis 

The aim of this subsection is provide arguments in favor of the 
analysis of the "perfect" a avea as mcrging with a participial SC în the 
derivation: 

( 45) avea [ Participle V ) 

The predication reîation obtains inside the SC whose elcments 
mer.gt=> prior to the merging of the SC with a avea .Ohviously. ihe first 
question with which we are confrontcd regards the status of thc participial 
SC. ln the analysis of Stowell ( 198 J ), a SC was defined as contai ning a 
predicate and a subject, but no functi,)nal projection Other proposab 
(Rizzi l 994, among oLhers) have •'rcdefined'' SCs as either "truncated'' 

clauses or as full CPs (Starke 1995). ln the prcsent analysis. SCs are 
defined as truncated clauses which .::an contain firnctional projectionsThe 
participle has bcen analyzed as comaining at least an Aspect projeclion 
(Bellctti 1992, Egerland 1996). Othcr projectiom. which have been 
suggested include Tense, Agreement, Modality, Quantificr (Kayne 1. 993, 
Cinque 1997). 
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The minimalist approach goes in the opposite direction, i e. it tries 
to break with the Sp!it Intl hypothesis. Aspeci is not a functional category 
taken into consideration within (most) minimalist studies In what follows, 
though, I will depart from this view v.-ith regard to Aspect35 

. I will alsa 
show in what way Aspect îs important for the fonnation of Tense chains 
and in what way it is crucial for the temporal-aspectual interpretation of 
sentences. The occurrence of Asp is motivated both because of its 
semantic properties and for structural reasons: it is the projection where 
aspectual foatures are checked and, at least in some languages, its Spec 
provides a licensing position for overt nominals either raised or merged as 
wcll as for some adverbs (Alexiadou 1994). 

In 2.2.3 we saw that the participle in perfect compus 
configurations never agrees with either the subject or the objcct OP, not 
even when the object is a pronominal clitic which occupies a pre-participial 
position. That le~ds to the conclusion that agreement is not realized within 
the participial clause in this case and, consequently, that there is no Agr 
projection. I will assume that the participle \\ith which the "perfect" a 
avea merges is an AspP: 

( 46) avea [ A,pP ] 

The participle has a [+perfective] feature which has to be checked; 
and it will be checked in Asp as shown in ( 47): 

l~ Actually, ~~depa11''' is too strong a word. In Chomsky (1995) Tense is 
considcre<l a functional categorf which has semantic fearures (along with D and C). 
being interpretcd as(+/- finite], "with further subdivisions and implic.1tions about evenl 
structure and perhaps other properties."(p.240). fn the prescnt analysis, I assume that 
the implications about evcnt structure are the resu1t of all the links in the Tense-chain 
of a ph rase. \\-ith the Tense-chain ending in the Aspect projcction. ll will be shown that 
Aspect is justi.fied both by output conditions as well as by theory-intemal arguments. If 
Agr lacks semantic properties (I refer hcre to Agr on vcrbs, nol on DPs) and wc havc to 
exclude it f10m the phrasc structure. it might bc the case that we will need another 
projection for the "licensing" ofthe relation between 1he verb and itc; direct object DP. 
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(47) AspP 

~'--
Spec Asp' 
/~ 

Asp0 VP 
/''---...__ 
Spec V' 

,/'..___ 
vo 

This analysis differs from that of Bellettt ( l 992 ), Kayne (199]) or 
Egerland ( 1996) who assume that the participle hosts Agr, T ense and Aspect. 
Belletti ( 1992) actually discusses absolute participle configurations whtch scem 
to be a different type of truncated clauses in Romanian. The propet1ies they 
evince are different precisely because their structure îs different.16 

What are the consequences of this claim? Well, the first im.mediate 
consequence of assuming that the auxiliary a avea merges v,rith a SC 
whose status is that of an AspP is that a avea is inserted under a 
functional node which could be TenseP. 

Belletti ( 1992), Uriagereka ( 1995), Egerland (1996) assume that 
within a participle, AgroP dominates AspP: 

(48) AgrsP 
/'--..____ 

Agrs' 
/", 

Agrs TP 
,,.,,,.,.., .............. ,, 

'T' 
t 

_/,/'," 

T0 AgroP 
//~ 

Agro· 
//"---.,_ 

AspP 

~-~ Agreemcnt of the participle with tl1c subjcct DP within absolute- part1cipi,d 
constructions is compulsory in Romanian, just likc in Italian or French, for cxamplc. 
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Assuming that the participie whicb merges with a avea is an AspP 
leaves the status of AgroP undear: îs 1t outside the SC (and hence, the;; 
auY..iliary is inserted under it) or is it absent altogether? Recall that it has been 
assumed that in Romanian finite clauses Agr and T project together ( either as 
a "fused" node, or as two adjacent nodes, with T projecting no Specifier 
position, which actually has the same word-order results). Within the general 
framework, Agrs and Agro are supposed to behave similarly. Now, if AgrsP 
foses with TP, so could AgroP fuse with /\.spP. ln this ca'iC, the next available 
functional node for the insertion of a avea is TenseP, actually the fused 
T ense/ AgrsP : 

( 49) Agrs/TP 
/~'-,_ 

Agrs/T' 
/"--',. 

Agrs/T0 

am 
AspP 
//',...._____ 

Asp' 
,/~ 

Asp" VP 
văzut 

As the auxiliary comes fully inflected from the lexicon, bei.ng insenecl 
in this position means having its features checked and hence licensed by mere 
insenion. Tnere îs no movement involved în the process. The fact that a avea 
('to have') is analyzed as inserted \.\ithin the fused node which contains 
T enseP can nicely account for its somehow "present'' value as well as for its 
incompatibility wi.th other tense markers17

. 

What other implications will such an analysis have for the 
interpretation of the perfect compus configuration? 

The line of investigation adopted in this examination is the one 
provided by Giorgi and Pianesi ( 1989). According to them, in periphrastic 
constmctions, the relation between F.T and RT38 (in the sense of 
Reichenbach 1947) is expressed by the past participle while the relation 

----·-------------
37 Dobrovie-Sorin ( 1993) rcaches a similar conclusion. 
_jH ETc; cvent tirne; RT= reference time; ST= speech time 
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b~tween ST and RT is expressed by the auxiiiary. Within their approach, 
there are two tense projections: T1 and T:1 as în (50) • 

(50) AgrP 

./"'--. 
Agr' 
.,,/'----..__ 

/ . 

Agr0 T1P 

1 ,
,,-/-------------

T1° VP 
ST IR T /----------.._ 

V' 

~ 
V Agr2P 

//'-....,, 

Agr2' 
/'------.._ 
Agr2° T2P 

Ti° VP 
ET/RT _.,/~ 

V 

J will adopt the idea of two different nodes involved m the 
interpretation of thc relationships ST-RT and ET-RT but, following thc 
line of Johnson (I 981) I will tak~ the relation ET-RT as expressing aspect, 
not tense. Instead of having lwo Tense projections, there will be a Tcnse 
projection and an Aspect one. both involved in the temporai-aspectual 
interpretation of the configuration. 
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ln Romanian, a avea ('to have') seems to be a mere carrier of 
tense; it is also fully inflected for agreement. lt checks its [+Tense] and its 
agreement features at once, in a mixed node [Tense+ Agreement]. The 
idea is not new. Chomsky ( I 992) proposes a mixed node for English and 
Dobrovie-Sorin (1993) argues against a split Pollockian IP in Romanian. 
Under this anaiysis, there is one single functional projection Agr/T wtth 
onc single Spec position. Secondly, there is one single Agr/T head 
position The participie cannot move higher than Asp since the next 
position (whcre V features can he checked) is already occupied. 39 A avea 
is a tense marker, it is inserted under the node which is responsible for the 
relationship between RT-ST. The relation ET-RT is exprcssed by thc 
particip le, under the Asp projection. 40 The auxiliary and the participle 
check different features and they play different roles in the clause. 
Actually, they represent two ofthe "nodes" in a Tense chain (T-chain) 

Gueron and Hoek1;tra (1988) propose that a minimal T-chain in a 
foll clause consists of a Tense Operator, a Tense position and a verb, with 
the Tense Op~rator occupying Spec CP41 and ranging over the discourse 
wurld. Verbs have an event roie (e-role) bound by Tense such that: 

(51) Each T-chain bears an e-role. 

The tense feature and the e-role may be found in a single element 
or may be distributcd over a verb and its complement în case the verb 
lacks the descriptive content necessary to supply an e-role. According to 
Gueron and Hoekstra a T-chain must have one single lexical element or 
one single element with lexical content In our case, the lexical verb As 
already shown, the lexical verb is marked as [+perfective] in the perfect 
compus configuration and it has to check this feature in Asp A avea ('to 
have') is inse11ed under Tense and it checks the tense vaJue of the 
configuration while the lexical verb moves to Asp to check its Asp feature. 
The aux.iliary and the lexical verb "share" the feature-checking process 
That will lead to a reformulation ofthe definition ofT-chains asin (52): 

39 I am not discussing berc L'lc case in ,~ hich the part,ciple is frontcd, which is a 
difTercnt story altogcther 

40 in the case of the perfect compus configuration,this relation will obviouslv bc 
one m which ET is pnor to RT; the participle has a [+perfct;tivc] va.iuc. 

41 Ene ( 1987) placcs the Tensc Operator in C; adopting one position or the other 
is !IOl relevant for the present analysis. Thc relevant idea is that this operator oaupics a 
position highcr in the clause, above IP. 
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(52) A T-cham consists of a Tense Operator, a Tense posilion 
and an Asp projection. 

(53) Tense Operator 

'· TenseP 
\ 
AspP 

The structure of a T-chain will thus provide a structural basis for the 
inteî}xetation of temporal chains. tense and aspect cannot bc interpreted 
separatcly. Adopting the proposals in Johnson ( 1981) and Ciiorgi and Pianesi 
( 1989), the temporal-aspectual interpretation of a c!ausc will be defined as 
taking into account the value ofthe threc relations which obtain between threc 
time intervals: (i) the relation which obtair.s between ST and RT, (ii) the 
relation which obtains between ST and ET and (iii) tht! relation which obtains 
between RT and ET. The relation ST-RT gives the tense value of the 
configuration, the relation ET-RT is responsible for the aspectual value whilc 
the relation between ST and ET is responsible for its "existential status". ln the 
perfect compus configuration, the auxiliary checks the tense feature The 
lexical verb is responsible for the aspectual interpretation: ET is prior to RT, 
i.e [+perfective]. That amounts to saying that the temporal interpretation is 
distributed over a avea and the lexiral verb, each with its ovv11 comribution. 
Along the chain, the auxiliary and the verb represent different link.~. 

Suci, an analysis, in which the participle and the auxiliary are 
viewed as sharing the T-chain can prove, once again, that AspP is required 
in the structurc. Also, adopting the view that a avea ('to have') mergcs in 
the derivation with a SC within which the relation of predicat ion obtains is 
in line with the analysis advanced by Benveniste: the relation hetween the 
~ubject and ihe predicate is not mediated by a awa ('to have') în any way. 
What a avea ('10 have') actually does is place the state expressed by the 
particip le in time. lt still preserves its [+V J features, since it is mflectcd for 
persan and number and it is associated with the present tense, but it can 
still bc ana.lyzed as bearing the core meaning of the lexicon entry. Still in 
the spirit of Benveniste, we can analyze the perfect compus as a "form in 
which the notion of state, associated with that of possess1on, is ascribed to 
the author of the action: the petfect presents the author as the possessor of 
the accomplishment' (p.174). 
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I have asserted that a avea ('to have') places the state denot~d by 
the particip!e in time. Does it actualiy mean that a m·ea ('to have') is 
specified to subcategorize for event card files (in the sense of Avrutin 
1997) which must be placed in time? ln what foilows I will try to prove 
that it does not. A avl!a ('~o havc'), when inserted in the functional 
domain, no longer subcategorizes, it 1s no longer a selector. 

The event card.file of the lexical verb (the participie) is not folly 
•'identified", it is "incomplete", in the sense that the event argument or the 
e-role of thc verb hiis not been assigncd any temporal index, the T-chain is 
incomplete. An incomplete event fik i.e. a truncated SC requircs 
functionâl categories to ''identify'' its event argument. In this case, the 
identificaLion of the referential argument, of the event, is done in cascades 
or in small steps. The SC merges to the lefi with a avea (' to have'), 
inserted under the Tense projection, which is aiso a carrier of phi-features. 
The eve11t fiie 1s thus completely identifie<l. It is the lexical verb ,vhi;;h 
selccts the fi.mctionai element, not the other way round. When the verb 
comes fully inflccted from the lexicon, it simply checks its features against 
the relevam functional nodes. When it comes from the lexicon "partialJy" 
inflected, as in the case of the participle, it selects an element which can 
check the other relevant foatures of a finite verb Merging is right to left. 

Rccall that in 2.2.3 it was shovm that r.he onJy elements whid-1 can 
intervene between the participle and the auxiliary are the so-catled dcgree 
adverbials. This fact could provide further proof that my analysis is 
cc-rrect. Degree adverbials refer to the constituency of a situation, they do 
not refer to a moment of time or to a time interval: 

(54) Am tot visat. 
have-1 st pers . .sg. coniinuously dreamt 
'l kept dreaming' 

(55) A mai mii1cat. 
has more eaten 
'He has ea ten again/before. ' 

Syntactically, degrce adverbials are ditics, they show up in front of 
thc inflected verb in simple tenses bui bctween auxdiaries and the lexical 
verb in periphntstic fonns. lf we adopt the view advanced in Dobrovic
Smin ( 1993) that these adverbs necessarily attach to an [nfl node, we 
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could say that, within a split-IP hypothesis, these "clitics" occupy a 
position within the Asp node in Romanian periphrastic forms. Such an 
analysis is also in line with the one proposed by Alexiadou ( 1994) for 
aspect adverbs which are licensed in Spec Asp: 

(56) AgrsTP 
/"'----.. 

Spec Agrs/T" 
_,,-./"---........._ 

Agrs/T° 
I 
I 

AspP 

,~ 

Spec Asp' 
,,/",, 
Asp0 VP 

am tot 

Time adverbials cannot occur between the auxiliary and the 
participle precisely because there is no functional projection where they 
could check their temporal value/feature: 

(57) * Am ieri visat. 
have-1 st pers. sg. yestcrday dreamt 

The impossibility of the sub_ject's intervening between the auxiliary 
and the participle in Romanian ( see 2.2.3 ) clearly points to the fact that 
the verb movcs to a position highcr than SpecVP and also to the fact that 
the subject DP cannot occupy the Spec Asp position which. as shown 
above, can be occupied by degree adverbs. Now, such an approach raises 
serious problems for transitive constrnctions Reca!I that it has becn 
assumed m this section that there is no AgroP in Romanian and that, along 
the line according to which the Tense and the Agrs projections ''fuse" in 
finite clauses, the Asp and the Agro projections also fuse. SpecAgro has 
bcen traditionally associated with Accusativc casc licensing (Chomsky 
1992). As AgroP seems to he either absent or fused with AspP (in 
Romanian) we still have to account for Accusative case checking Within a 
standard minimalist framework, Romanian DPs do not have to raise 
overtly to check their features. The subject DP can remain in situ unless it 
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has a strong feature to check, as for example [ +top1cJ, before Speli Out.42 

The object D? should behave in li s;milar way: it wil! raise covertly, at 
Lf'. 13 The lexical verb movcs overtly to Asp. to check its 

l +perfect/+resultative 1 feature, leaving the subject and the object DP 
behind In trjs respect, the verb bchavcs as if completely intlected The 

quest1on is where does the direct object OP move when it does. We have 
seen that til(:c SpecAsp position îs a position in which aspectual foaturcs. 

i. e. V features can he checked and which can be occcupied by degree 

adve1bs. 1t seems that D features cannot be checked in this position. There 
arc two ways in which we can tackle this problem One possibi!ity would 

be ro assume that degree adverbs actualiy do not occupy the SpecA"-p 

position: they simply "incorporate" into the le~cal verb. That would leave 

the SpecAsp position cmpty for LF movement ofthe object DP which will 

not actually check its D features here, but its movernent will h:.we the 

purposc of "Iicensing" the verb-object relation. This soiution does not 

have any theoretical consequences but it obviously resorts to an ad-hoc 
stipulation with regard to the "incorporation" of the clitic adverb. Another 

possible solution would be to assume that the fused node has two Spec 
positions: onc that can be filled by Spell-Out and one that will be filled at 

LF by the direct object DP This latter solution is in the spirit of the 

fraaiework which has been assumed and it does not have to resort to any 
ad-hoc stipuiatior:s. It does have theoretical consequences which I will not 

discuss here though. For a view which adopts a multiplc-spec analysis, see 
Chomsky ( 1995) or Ura ( 19~6 ). 

12 I am not adopling the view according to which Romanian could be a V-10-
Comp language : the verb moves to Comp, leaving the subject DP behmd. in SpccAgr. 
Though thcrc might bc some emp1rical arp.,wncnts in fa\-our of this analy~is (see 
Ştcliim:scu 1997). ·wilhin a fcature-drivcn s-ynl.ax 1t is qmte difficull to find any rcason 
for tl1e verb to moYe to C 

4
j Notice that I havc not tackled the problem or VOS configurat.ions. To mv 

m;nd, they do not rcprescnt instances of O\Crt movt!ment of thc direc."1: object OP, bui 
instanccs of subjcct DP movcmcnt in sentem:c final positfon, for topicifocus reasons. a 
phcnomenon which exists in oihcr Romance languagcs as well (se(·, for example. 
Vallduvi 1992). T havc also left un~xplained Accusative clitic double constmctions 
because I take clitic doubli11g of the direct objcct OP tobe a casc of feature movcincnt 

associated with specific1cy (Uriagereka 199S ), not wilh ca,...c; hence, whe11 the clitic 
movcs, it does so co clieck feacmcs othcr than case. The position to which 1t moves (so 
controvcrsial m the literature) does not raise any problerns for thc prcsent analysis. 
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Within a minimalist framework, auxiliaries likc a avea ('to have') 
are assumed to vanish by LF. In what follows I would like to advance the 
hypothesis that they actually do not vanish; nothing vanishes in fact A 
avea ('to have') is an X° element in the lexicon and it will behave 
accordingly in the syntax. But, once it has been inse11ed in the functicnal 
layer, it loses its referential argument. Referential arguments arc associated 
with lexical elements, not with functional oncs. At LF its status is that of 
an X- 1 element (it lacks a referential argument, its intcrpretation depends 

on the interpretation associated with the lexical element) and it needs a 
host. The verb will move te the auxiliary undcr Enlightencd Seif-lnterest 
(in the sense of Lasnik 1995 ), i.e. in order to satisfy the requirements of 
the position to which it moves, in a way similar to the one in which the 
bare infinitive moves in English to satisfy thc properties of the modal with 

which it has merged in the derivation (see Chaptcr 3). That can acwunt 
for the fact that the subject DP will check its features in a Spec-head 
configuration whose head is occupied by the auxiliary and thc partîciple, 
and alsa for the fact that complex tenses are interpreted very much like 
simple temporal-aspectual forms: one single event variable, one singlc 
argument structure, one single T-chain. 

2.3.2.4 Conclusions so far 

A avea ('to have'), when used in pe1fect compus configurations, is 
an auxiliary, cvincing the foatures associated with the functional projection 
under which it is inserted. The fact that it can take agreemcnt markers and 
that it is associatcd with a present temporal value is a consequencc of its 
\-'orbal naturc. Its propcrtics as woll as word ordor leaJ to 1he conclusion 

that a avea forms the T-chain with the participle of the verb which 
provides the argument structure and the event structure of the senience. ln 
this respect, the present analysis follows, for the Romanian data, the line of 
Guţu (1962): the periphrastic form plays the same part as a simple form 
The main difference between a periphrastic and a simple form !ies in the 
status of the tense carrier in the lexicon: X° or X- 1

, difference which 
triggers word-order effects. At LF, they play, as expected, the same part, 
merging with the lexical verb which is not referentially defective. 
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2.3.3 Tlie condiţional-optativ (conditional) con.figuration 

The narrow aim of this subsection is to analyzc the so-called 
condiţional-optativ configuratton, illustrated in (22) and repeated for 
convenience under (58): 

(58) Aş merge la cinema. 
have-1 st pers. sg. go to cinema 
'I would go to the cinema.' 

The auxiliari merges in the derivation \vith a bare infinitive (BI), 
i.e. an infinitival form without the partide a44

. Thus, the first problem 
raised by the examination of this configuration regards the status of the 
Romanian BI. 

Romanian Bls have bcen aualyzed as VPs, i.e. as structures which 
iack functionai projections (Dob, o vie-Sorin 1993. Avram 1994b ). Within a 
GB framework, with only Jnfl as a labei for functional projections. or with 
lnfl split into Tense and Agreemcnt (a la Pollock 1989), such an account 
could e:-<plain why (some) clitics always occupy a pre-auxiliary position: 

(59) a. Le-aş citi. 
them (Ace clitic) have-lst pers sg. rcad 
'I would read them.' 
b. *Aş le citi. 
have-lst pers.sg them (Ace clitic) reari 

Actually, it would be better to define the ungrammat1ca!ity în b 
above as the impossibility of a clitic to appear between the auxiliary and 
the Bl, since the feminine clitic o ('her') appears in final position, attached 
tu thc verb (asin oOa) but never in between the auxiliary and the Bl (60b): 

(60) a. Aş citi-o. 
have-lst pers.sg. read- it (Acc.clitic) 
'' I would read it" 
b.*Aş o citi. 
have-lst.pers.sg.it (Acc.clitic) read 

44 Thc R-imanian infinitive is pr1:ccded by the part.iele a: a vem ('to come'). a 
pleca Cw k·a,1c·). etc. 
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The ungrammaticality of (60b) was accounted for in the following 
way: clitics always raise to the first available inflectional node; the fact that 
the clitic cannot occupy a position between the auxiliary and the infinitive 
is indicative of the lack of functional projections within the infinitive. In 
more recent studies, we have witnes~ed the "blowing up" of Infl, with 
various functional projections: Agr. P, Agro P, TenseP, Aux.P, CliticP, 
AspP, MoodP, etc. Within such a framework, one should try and see 
which functional node is targeted by the movement of the clitic. That 
could certainly provide a more accurate description of such configurations. 
Jt is nat the aim of this dissertation to salve the puzzling problem of the 
Romanian clitics. What I would like to point out is that whichever view of 
clitic placement one may adopt the results will be, for the status of the BI, 
broadly speaking, the same. Whether we a~sume that Romanian clitics 
occur in a special derived pos1tion (Cardinaletti and Starke 1994 or 
Comilescu 1997 - CliticP) or whether we adopt the view that they rnise to 
AgrsP (Avram 1994b), we sti!l do nat commit ourselves as to the status of 
the BI. Ali we can say is that it does nat have a specia] node to host the 
clitic, or that it !acks an Agr projection, but we do nat actually exclude the 
possibility that it may have other functional projections. While the intuition 
in previous studies was obviously correct, i.e. Bis cannot host clitics45

, 

such an analysis does nat rule aut associating Bis with other functional 
projections which are nat involved in clitic placement. 

On the other hand, there is a limited set of elements which can 
intervene between the auxiliary and the lexical verb. Just like in the case of 
the perfect compus configuration, degree adverbials can be inserted 
between the auxiliary and the lexical verb· 

(61) Le-aş mai citi. 
thcm (Ace. cJitic) h.ave-lst pc·rs.ss- again rf'ad 

"I would read them again." 

This points to the fact that, just like in the case of the participial 
construction which merges with a avea ('to have'), there might be a 
functional projection in whose Spec position these adverbs may check 
their feature and thus get licensed. However, the conditional differs from 
the periphra::tic perfect in that the BI may be eithcr "indefinite" with 
respect to tense or it may refer to a situation prior to R T: 

-------------
4' Thc problem of the clitic u still awails a solution. 
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(62) a Le-aş cumpăra. 
them (Acc.clitic) have-1 st. pers. sg. buy 
"I would buy them_·, 
b.Le-aş fi cumpărat. 
them (Acc.clitic) have-lst pers.sg. be bought 
"I would have bought them." 

The presence of the past participle in the SC with which a avea 
('to have') has merged points to the fact that the SC carmot bea VP. The 
participle has to check its [+perfective] feature and, as already discussed în 
2.3.2, this feature can be checked in AspP. The presence of fi ('he') 
suggests that there should exist a projection which hosts it. From the point 
of view of the temporal-aspectual interpretatior., one can notice that the 
SC can denote at least two types cf situation: (i) prior to or (ii) future with 
respect to the tirne interval associated with the auxiliary. As alread_v 
pointed out in 2.2.4, thc configuration \.Vith aş/ai-'ar... patterns like the 
periphrastic future with a vrea ('wil~ want') in merging with a SC with fi. 

Semantically, the conditional seems closer to the periphrastic 
future than to the periphrastic perfect. How can we account for this fact? 
Recall that the main claim of the present analysis is that auxiliaries merge 
with SCs of various complexity and that the meaning of thc confi!:,TUration 
which obtains can be derived from the core meaning of the lexical entry 
and the features of the functional node under which the auxiliary is 
inserted in the derivation. The fact that a avea ('to have') and a vrea 
('will, want') enter configura.tions which "share" rneaning and structural 
properties is derived from the fact that they are inserted under the same 
node, MoodP. The status ofthe BI is that of TenseP · 

( 63) a avea [ Ten.•~P ] 

Infinitival clauses have been treated as Tense prnjections in Frcnch 
(see Pollock I 989 ) or English (Stowell 1983). Thc SC which is being 
analyzed here is a short infinitive, which distinguishes it from the English 
infinitival clauses which have been treated as TensePs, as their head is 
filied by the infinitive marker to, but not from the Frcnch infinitive which 
does not have a short/long distinction. For Romanian, it has been 
suggested that thc long infinitive (i.e. the infinitive with a) occupies a 
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position under a Mood projection (Rivero 1994, Comilescu 1997), with 
MoodP occupying a position at the borderline between the fum:tional and 

the complementizer layers, more exactly higher than Tense and 
Agreement, as in ( 64): 

(64) MoodP 
//',........__, 

Mood' 
/~ 

Mood0 AgrsP 
a 

It îs obvious that the BI and the infinitive with a cannct have the 
same status. T will take the BI to occupy T ense with thc auxiliary inserted 
in the next functional node, MoodP : 

(65) MoodP 
\ 
Mood' 

\ 
TP 

Th.is could account for the temporal interpretation of the 
configuration. 

Assuming that the auxiliary merges with a TP can nicely account 
for the fact that the aux.iliary itself cannot carry any tense markings and, un 
the othcr hand, for the fact that the SC is somehow independent with 
respect to its temporal interpretation. Th~ auxiliary reprcsents thc 
speaker's insert1on in thc discoursc whereas tl,t: ~c can rerer w a situauon 
which is past or future with respect to the time of the discourse46

. Hr,w do 
we account for thesc:: different interprctations? 

(68) a. Aş p/e{.;a miine. 
havc-1 st pers.sg. leave tomorrow 
"l would leave tomorrow '' 

46 Thc auxiliar)' bchavcs in this respect lik(; thc English epistcmic modals 
though, as will bc shown in Chaptcr 3, the so-callcd cpistemics occupy a position 
higher in the stmcture. 
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b. Aş fi p/ecar de ieri. 
have-lst pers.sg. be lefi yesterday 
"I would have lefi: yesterday.'' 

Recall that it has been assumed that each sentence has a T-cham 
which contains a T-Operator, a Tense position and an Asp position. ln the 
configuration which we are analyzing, the auxiliary îs above Tense, i.e. it is 
tenseless and the SC îs analyzed as a TenseP47

. On thc other hand, the 
infinitive does not have any tense markings, it îs not morphologically 
marked for Tense 111 (68b) the participle has checked its [ +perfective] 
feature. It has merged with fi. FI plecat is like a plecat. The only 
ditferenc.e îs that in the configuration with fi the agreement features are 
absent: the auxiliaf)'· with which the SC merges will bring in these features 
and the whole configuration wiil have a completely identified event 
argument. 

Returning to the temporal interpretation of the SC, l wiil assumc 
that when there is no overt tense marker, the head of TenseP and thc 
Tense Operator have the samc value: 

(67) T-Operator 
RT=ST 

\ 
T" 

RT=ST 

The situation denoted by the SC will be interpreted as past/future 
with respect to this "present'' R T. The reading will actually he linked Lo 

the aspectual value of the lexical verb: when [ +perfective J, ET is prior to 
RT; whcn [-perfective], RT is prior to ET or a relation of inclusion may 
obtain between RT and ET. 

2.3.4 On the deficiency of a avea 

One of the most interesting questions which the present analysis 
raises is linked to the fact that one and the same verb falls into three 
distinct paradigms: 
----·---

47 Ştefănescu ( 1997) also places fi inside thc Tcnse projcction. 
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A. am1ai/are/avem/aveţi1au 

B. amlai/a,am/afi1a11 

C aş/ai/ar/am/aţh1r 

The three classes are both funcllonally and phonologically distinct 

though one might notice a clear phonetic overlapping: 1st pers.sg. iS am 
in A and B, 2nd pers.sg. is a; in AB and C, Ist pers.pi.îs am in B and C, 

2nd pers.pi. is aţi in B and C and 3rd pers.pi. is au in A and B The 
distinction between ciasses is linked to severa! interpretive properties 

which are nevertheless triggered by structural factors: the interpretation 
associated with one class or another retle-:::ts the core meaning of a avea 
('to have') and the features of the functional prnjection within which it is 

inserted. 
How can we account fo, thi; fact that a avea ('to have'), one and 

the same verb, evinces such an array of morphological, distributional and 
semantic instantiations? 

A brief look at the three paradigms reveah that the morphoiogica! 

differences correlate with: 
(i) different positions in the st:ucture, i .c. for each paradigm, a 

avea ('to have') îs inscrted under a different project1on, in different 

domains of the clause 
(ii) different types of SCs with whir.h it merges in the derivation 

(iii) ditferent interpretations 

(iv) de:ficiency. 
In what follows l will focus on the examination of the dcficiency 

factor. 
Class A can take tense, aspect and agreement markers, class B 

takes agreement markcrs and, ideali.Ling, ten::e, v,hereas class C takes only 
agreement. Tllis deficiency sqwsil conelates, m its turn, \Vith ttle suucturat 

position of the auxiliary: the leflm0re positinn in the structure it occupies 
the more deficient it gets. Whilc class A scems to be morphologically 

strong, class B seems to be morphologic;d!y weak, or, at least, v,.:eaker 

than thc other two classes 
Another important differcnce reg?.rds the possibility of a avea ('to 

have') to occur îndependentl_v: 

(68) a.Ai o carte_) na. am 
havc-2nd pers. 5g. a book') Y cs, have- I st pcrs.sg. 
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b . .41 cilit cartea? * Da, am. 
have-2nd pcrs.sg.read book-the';' Yes, have-lst pers.sg. 

c. A1 citi cartea? *Da, ay. 
have-2nd pers.sg.read book-thc? Y cs, have-1 st pers.sg. 

d Are să dtească romanul? *Da, are. 
has sâ read nove1-the? Yes., has. 

One can notice an unexpectcd fact: a awa ('to have') in class A 
can occur independently v,:hen it merges with a DP but it iacks tlus 
property when it merges with a MoodP (as the ungrammaticality of the 
short answer in (68d) shows. This propeny correlates with the 
possibi!itylimpossibility of any lexical eiement to întervene in the sequencc 
a avea ..,_ SC When ihe verb can appear independently, thc sequencc 

verb+SC can be intermpted uy vanous lexical elcments: 

(69) a. Am de mult cartea asta. 
have-1 st pers.sg. oflong book-the this-fcm.sg. 
'I have had this book for a long time' 

b. Am şi cartea asta. 
have--1 st pers. sg. also book-the this-fem. sg. 
'I have this book as well.' 

When the verb cannot appear independenly, thc: pos~ibility of 
inserting lexical elements between the verb and the SC is reduced lo 

degree adverbs. 
The fact that members of classes B and C cannot occur in iso!ation 

could be the consequence of the position they occupy m the structure, i.c 
a position in ~he functional layer, of the non-referential domair1. 
ReferentiaJ vacuiry seems to lcad to rhe impossibiJiry of the vacuous 
elem~nts to occur in isolation in this case. 

Trus tripartition of a avea ('to have') (strong a avea. in the lexical 
domain, weak a avea and weaker a avea in the functional iayer) reinforces 
the idea in Cardinaletti and Starke (1994) and extends it from pronominal 
syskms to the auxiliary one. Just like the tripartite paradigm Cardinaletti and 

Starke argue for in the case of pronouns, the auxiliary paradigm aJso contains 
a •'strnng'' dass and two deficient ones. Class B ~hares properties w1th both 

class A and class B whilt! evincing properties which differentiate it from both 
AandR 
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As I have already pointed out, the higher in the structure. the more 
deficient the auxiliary gets. Deficiency seems to be closely linkcd to the SC 
with which a avea (' to have') merges in the derivation. The SC is 
deficient itself, it is a truncated clause. The event argument of the lexjcal 
verb which it contains does not have a "completely" identified event 
argument. The SC selects the auxiliary . The less deficient the SC, the 
more deficient the aux:liary with which it merges, i.e. the le~~ functional 
projections the SC has, the more functional features the auxiiiary ""iii be 
required to bring in the structure. Generalizing, this amoums to saying that 
a avea ('to have') in class C, for example, brings în less features than the 
one in class B. 

The most interesting theoretical impiication of t!,is fact is that it 
implicitly argues in favor of the view that syntax jilter.\· morphology The 
position whjch a avea(' to have') occupies in the structure, as a resuit of 
rhe derivation process, will ·'dictate'' which morphological paradigm is to 
be Spelled Out Such a view allows for both a feature-driven syntax, 
where morphology provides a rationale for movement, and a syntax-
driven morphology, where syntax allows certaîn morphological forms h1 

speli out while disallowing others. It might he thc case that somc 
morphological features are acquired in the derivatîon, i.e in syntax, and 
hence our modei has to allow access to morpholob')' as a last step in ihe 
de1ivation, prior to Speli Out. 

An analysis along this line also brings funher suppon in favor of 
the view that SCs are truncated clauses; they merge with the auxiliary 
precisely because they are structurally deficient. A lexical verb inserted in 
the lexical domain may be fully or partia!ly inflected. When it is fully 
inflected, it simply moves to have its features checked. But, if it is only 
p.1.Hi<1.Ily inlle~ted, i.c ifit i:s stnicturnlly deficient, it will be fo.rc1.x1 to m~rgc 

with another deficient element which can provide the "missing··· structure. 
With the lexical verb bringing along the reterential argumer.t. the so-callcd 
auxiliary will be pushed towards the non-referentiai domain. The fact that 
both the auxiliary and the SC are structurally deficient can be a possible 
explanation for the fact that the auxiliary cannoi appear independcntly. 

This story has its LF counterpart. lf the SC which requires an 
aux.iliary in the derivation is deficient, i.e. there arc features which it 
misses, and if these features are recoverable via Merging beforc Speli Out, 
they might be interpretable at LF. The features which the auxilia,y brings 
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along are înterpretable (tense, mood). \:Vhich means that the auxilîary, 
which îs an X0 element în the derivation, does not vanish by LF. But ît îs 
referentially vacuous (it lacks an event argumem) and it depends on the 
ieXIcal verb in this respect. It needs a referential host. lt seems to behave 
like an affix at LF. The head of the SC will raise to this affixal element in 
the spirit of Lasnik's Principie of Enlightened Self-Interest, as already 
pointed out in the analysis ofthe perfect compus What is really nice îs that 
this raising process is somehow the reflex of the sharing process in the 
syntax. The head of the SC raises to satisfy the need of the LF affix for a 
host, but ît will also have to raise to check its own foatures: it is a verb and 
verbs move ( overtly or covertly) to have their V features checked. In a 
compound form, the verb does not move to Tense or Agrcement overtly 
because that would violate the Principie of Economy; since the auxiliary 
checks these features, the lexical verb must remain în Asp or in situ4

g 

But at LF the verb can move to satisfy its features We thus relax a little 
the altruistic value of Enlightened Self-Interest allowing it to he more likc 
"sharing" than like a vîolation of Greed. 

2.4 TO HA VE or TO BE? 

2.4.1 The issue 

I n tins subsection I will focus on the exarnination of the configurations 
which contain a.fi ('tobe') followed by a past paniciple (which are not passive 
constructions), illustrated în (70)-(71) below: 

(70) Mama e plecată. 
Mother -the is left-femsg. 
"Mother is g<me." 

(71) Copiii sînt vemţi de mult. 
Children-the are come-mase. pi. of long 
"The children arrived a long time ago." 

As already pointed out, there is no regular aJtemation between a 
awa ('to have') and a fi ('to be') in the perfect compus configuration. The 

48 lt might be the casc tilat ic some languages thc auxiliary can bring rn 
aspectual fcatures as well. I do not know of any such languagc, bui this is a pcssibility 
which Wt: shouid n0t discard. 
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Latin esse-i past participle does not survive in modem Romanian as it 
does in other Romance languages (Ttalian and French, for examplc) 
Romanian seerns to place itself outside thc general Romance pattem by the 
early loss of the esse periphrasis. 

The consequences of the loss of the esse periphrastic construction 
are, according to Vincent ( 1982) · (i) the widespread use of the so-cai!ed 
''reflexive passive" and (ii) the foct that ,erbs. regardless of their f..emantic 
features, always select a avea (the reflex of habere) as a perfect auxihary, 
unlike Italian or French, for example, where certam configurational 
properties (Burzio i 98 J, l. 983) or certam lexical semantic properties 
(Centineo 1986) of the verb determine the selection of either essere,,,tre 
('to be') or avere/avoir ('to have') in the compound fonns of thc pa.st 
There are, however, a few cases where afi ('tobe') can be used instead of 
a avea ('to have'): 

(72) a.A-1ama a plecat. 
Mother-the has lefi 
'Mother has lefi ' 

b.Mama e plecată. 
Mother-the is !eft-fern.sg. 

'Mother has left./Mother is gone.' 

(73) a. Trenul a sosit. 
Train-the has arrived 

b. Trenule sosit. 
Train-the is arrived 

StiU, Rmmuuan differs from those R0rna11ct~ languages whwh 
allow a regular alternation the s&me verb can takc either a avi:a ('to 
have') or a fi ('to be') as an auxiliary. As will be di:;cussed later, Italian 
also has what has been called "variable behavior verbs", i.l! verbs which 
can take eithcr avere ('to have') or essere ('tobe') as a perfect auxiliary, 
but in Romanian al/ the verbs (a limited number ) which can occur with a 
fi ('to be'} can also take a avea ('to have') as an auxiliary. One should 
aiso point out from the very bcginning that it is not straightforwardly clear 
that the aji ('to he') configuration is tobe interpreted as a counterpart of 
the one with a avea ('to have'). 
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There are t wo immediate challengl!s to the view that thc 
configuration with a fi ('to be ') is a counterpart of the a avea ('to have') 
one The first one comes from the domain of syntax: seme rnechanism is 
needed to account for the fact that the participle in the a fi configuration 
a:ways agrces with the subject OP; lack of agreement results in 
ungrammat1cality, as shown in (74): 

(74) ><}Jama e plecat. 
Mother-the i8 lefi 

\Vhen analyzing the Romanian periphrastic pertect with a avea ('to 
have'), we saw that no lexical elemeut. with the exception of dcgree 
,:i.dverbs, can intervene between the auxiliary and the past participie, not 
even the subject OP. Compare the ungrammatical a avea constrnctions 
below v;ith the grammatical a fi ones: 

(75) a. *Au copiii wnit În vizitei 
have children-the come in visit 

b. Sim copiii veniţi in vizită. 
arc children-the come-mase.pi, in visit 

(76) a. *Au de mult venit. 
havc-3 rd pers. pL oflong come 

b. Sini de mult veniţi. 
are-3rd pers.pi, oflong come-masc.pl. 

lt is obvious that the restriction which applics in thc casc of the 
perfect compus with a avea ('to have') does not apply in the case of the 
configurations with a.fi ('to be'). 

Another important difference is thaţ a avea cannot take tenses, 
wheieas afi can (at least past tense): 

(77) Era venit de mult. 
was come of lcng 

The second challenge is semantic something needs to be said about 
the fact that the a fi ('to he') configuration is always interpreted as both 
resultative and continuous with respect to RT Even though at first sight it 
might seem that the participle which merges with a.fi behaves like an adjectival 
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phrase, a closer analysis will irnmediately reveal at least one fact: the individual 
denoted hy the suhject DP cannot he interpretcd as having the property 
denoted hy the participle in the same way in which the individual denoted hy 
the subject DP could he interpreted as having the property denoted by an 
adjective, asin (78): 

(78) lvfaria este deşteaptă. 
Maria is clever-fem.sg. 

Actually, it is not at alt clear that the participle could denote a 
property in the first place. Thus, though the two constructions ( a fi -i

Adjectival I'hrase and a fi + past participle) share some important 
features (both the adjective and the participle must agree with the subject 
DP) still there is at least one important semantic difference which our 
analysis should account for: the puzzling fact that the interpretation of a fi 
-+- past participle seems to be somehow composite: the sentence is 
associated with a strong [+resultative] feature but, on the other hand, it 
describes an atclic situation which encompasses R T, i.c. which is 
continuous, or durative, as the co-occurrence with durative time adverbials 
clearly shows: 

(79) a. Sfnt veniţi de la 5. 
are-3rd pers.pi. come-mase.pi. since 5.00 

b. Jvfama e plecată de o săptămÎnă. 
mother-the is left--fem sg. for a week 

The pe,fect compus also allows such time adverbials with these 
verbs. though not with others (he thcv activity cr accomplishment 
predicates): 

74 

(80) a.?? A mincat de la 5. 
has eaten since 5 

b. ?? A construit casa de u săptămină 
has built house-the for a week 

c. ?? A băut vin de az1-dunineafă. 
has drunk wine since this moming 
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On the other hand, there are some marginal cases in which a verb 
like a bea ('to drink') can he used with a.fi 

(8 l) E băut de la amiază. 
is drunk since noon 

ln this case, there is a cicar difference betwcen the a avea and the 
a.fi configurations 

Negation also reveals an important semantic differencc. Consider 
the sentences below: 

(82) a. Nu a băut nimic de azi-dimineaţă. 
not has drunk nothing since t:his moming 

b. Nu e băut de a;.i-dimineaţă. 
not is drunk since this morning 

(83) a. Nu a.fugit de acasă de săptămÎna trecută. 
not has run from home since week-the last 

b. Nu e fugit de acasă de trei zile. 
not is run from home for three days 

Somehow, we nega.te different things in a and b above. In (83a). for 
ex ample, what we actually say is that no event of running away from home ha'> 
Ol:curred since lase week49

; this interprctation does not obtain în thc case or 
(83b ), where we say that he did run away but not for three days. 

2.4.2 A semantic analysis 
At this point 1 would like to speculate on a possible seman!îc 

interpretation of the configurat ion with a.fi ('tobe'). The "scenario'' builds 
on an idea în Avrutin (1997) where it is argued that events have a 
discourse representation on a par with NPs. Just like (indefinite) NPs 
introduce file cards in the discourse representation (Hcim 1982), events 
and states can also introduce such file cards. An event card fiie contains, in 
his analysis, a time interval during which the event holds, and individual 

4
'' l/nder certain circumstances, ·'de săpt.ărnîna trecută" (since last wcek) can be 

focuscd and in this casc the rcading can be di.ffcrent. But tltls does not change the 
prescnt analysis in any way. 
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file cards representing the p,uticipant(s) in the event. Parsons ( 1990) 
distinguishes between in-process events (events which are going on at RT) 
and culmina/ed events ( events that are completed) Cuim1nated events 
presupposc a [+perfective] predicate and they introduce a resultant state in 
the semantic rcpresentation. The logical form of a sentence !ike John has 
drunk a beer 1s : 

(84) ::le :3x (drink (e) /\ Agent (e, John) ,, Them~ (e,x) " beer 
(x)) /\ hold (CS (e) S)) 

CS is a function which assigns each event its resu!tant state. 
Avrutin (1997) extends this ana!ysis in terms of discourst! 

representation. The main assumption is that in-process events introduce 
one single evcnt card, while culminated events introduce two: an event file 
card which corresponds to the event itself and an event file card which 
corresponds to the resultant state. The former projects fae latter. 

Now, Jet us retum to the Romanian compound forms with afi ('to 
be') and a avea ('to have') and examine in what way an analysis in terms 
of file cards could help us grasp the difference in meaning between the two 
configurations. 

The semantic representation of (85) will bc very much along the 
iine suggested by Parsons (1990) for culminated event!.: 

(85) Jon a plecat . 
lon has lefi 
3e (pleca (c) /\ Agent (e,Ion) /\ hold (CS (e),S)) 

Huwevc1, (ht! resultam scart: is nut derivati,,e of thc pe,fi;·ct lVmpus 

configuration, it is de1ivative of the aspectual meaning of thc predicate, i.e. 
the situation-type class the predicate belongs to plus the temporal
aspectuai meaning associated with the pafect compus. 

The semantic representation of a sentence like (S6) belov.-, whose 
predicate is atelic, does not contain any resultant state part· 50 

50 We could speculate on the idea thal any activity is. somchow, a change-of
state proccss and that it lcads to a ccr'.a.in change which wc may associatc with ihe 
idea of a resuit. But what I me.an by "rcsultanf' hcrc is simply somcthing chat bas a 
natural endpoint. 
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(86) Jon s-a plimbat. 
Ion se ( clitic) has walked 
3e (plimba(e) /\ Agent (e,Ion) 

That means that a avea + pasr participle does not always contain 
a "resultant" state or, in Avrutin's terms, it dces not always project a 
secund file card. 

On the other hand, the configurations which contain a fi always 
contain a resultant state or they always represent two event file cards: 

(87) ion e plecat. 
Jon is ietl 
3e (pleca (e) '' Agent (e,lon) /\ hold (CS (e),S)) 

Notice that this is the only possih.le interpretation of such 
configurations and that this is closcly link.ed to the impossibility of atelic 
prcdicates to occur in such constructions31

. 

(88) *Ion e plimbat. 
Ion is walked 

I believe that this is exactly the intuition of how such sentences are 

understood: as a state-of-aj{airs going on al RT which is the resuit or the 

consequence of a previous t!Vent. The resultant state is crucial for the 

understanding of such configurations and, somehow, this interpretation 1s not 

triggered by the inhercnt semantic properties of the verb. Neither a non

resultative nor a non-holding interpretation seem possible. Hence, the 

composite nature of the configuration. 

s: Therc are a fcw idiomatic constructions în which atelic prcdicatcs are 
compatiblc with afi : 

(i) .\1aria e munc1tti. 
Maria is worked-fem.sg. 

(ii) Copilul c do..-mi:. 
Child-the is slept 

But such examples are marginal and their meaning is slighdy differcnt m that 
the focus îs. in this case. on thc resullant stale 011.ly . Ştefan Oltean (p.c.) suggests tha1 
in this case the lexicon contains two cutncs a munci or a minca. 
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Notice also that, in spite of the holding interpretation, sentences like 

(87) cannot be interpreted as generic. i.e. they cannot be analyzed as 

containing individual-levei predicatcs, i.mlike ::-:imilar configurations with 

adjectival phrases which can though need not always be interpreted as carrying 

a "life rime effect" (Musan l 996). Thus. just like the perfect compus 

configuration, the a fi ('to be') structure is associated with a culminated 

evenl; but, with t.1fi ('tobe"), this culminated event must always presuppose a 

holding resultant state. In this respect, a fi +- pa<il p..uticiple rt:sembles a fi -t 

A4fectival phrase, which is alsa associated ½'lth a hoiding, durative state. 

However, a fi + past participle, unlike the AP configuration, cannot be 

interpreted as denoting a "life tirne effect". mast probably because of the 

resultant part of its interpretation. 

How can we account fer this composite semantic interpretation of a fi 

+- pas! participle construc..1ions? One possible explanation wouid be to 

assume, in Avrutin's tenns, that such a configuration introduces two event file 

cards in the discourse representation. But, unlike the pe,:fect compus, which 

could alsa be interpreted, if such a framework ts adopted, as a configuration 

wJ,jch can (though need not necessarily) introduce two event file cards, the afi 

('to be') configuration does not onJy introduce two file cards : the projected 

file card, the resultant state one, is actually interpreted as an in-process event. 

That can nicely account for the composite reading of the whole structure: 

(89) Jon este venit. 
3e1 (veni (c) ,,, Agent (e,Ion)) .,, ::lc2 ( este venit 

5"' (c) t\ Argument ~(e; Ion) 

Recall that this configuration is always associattd with a telic 
reading, i.e. with events which are closed, which have a right and a lefi 
boundary. But, on the other hand, it is aiso associated with a durative. 
holding siate of affairs. That means that (at least) its right boundary is not 
specified. ln other words, the first event file card has both 1ts right and its 
lefi boundaries specified. But the right boundary automatically becomes 

5
~ At this point of the analysis I will leave the question of the thcmatic role 

associated with the subjcct DP in thc second event file open. 
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the lefi boundary of the file card which it projects, the "holding" ;~tate one. 
Thus, the resulting interpretation will bc the onc we expected: the left 
boundary is closed, specified, but the right one is open, 1m';pecified 53 

Such an analysis also explains the composite role of the subject 
OP in the first file card, the subject is associated with an Agent role, 
whereas m the second file card it is associated with a diiferent theta-role, 
mayhe that of (a prototypical) Theme W11at is indced relevant is that the 
sarne subject DP appears in two evem file cards, but with different roles. 
The arguments m the two cards bear the same index, but dîfferent theta
roles. ln this respect, the configuration with afi ('to bc') dcparts from the 
perfect compus, on the one hand, and from adjectival constructions, on the 
other hand. Still, it is not singular in displaying two theta-roles associated 
with two arguments which bear the same index. Recall that one of the 
consequences of the loss of the esse periphrastic construction in 
Romanian is, according to Vincent (1982), the widespread use of the 
reflexive passive. lt should not be surprising to find out that the two 
constructions, i.e. the a fi periphrasis and the "reflexive passive'' a<-1ually 
share tht>. propeny ofbeing associated with arguments which bear thc same 
index but different se.mantie roles. Consider the following scntences: 

(90) a.Cămaşa se ~pală uşor. 
shin-the se (reflexive) washes easily 

b.C'anea asta se vinde hinc. 
book-the this-fem.sg. se (reflexive) scl!s well 

The DP and the reflexive se bear the sarne index. But, while the 
DP in (90a) is the subject of the sentence, se could be anaiyzed as a 
phonctically reahzed object OP that needs to be case-licensed ~~ · ss 

~3 That fact could also accoWlt for thc mcompatibility of lhis configurau,1n with 
trnnsitivc vcrbs. 

'·
1 Tlus vicw d.iffers from that of Scholten ( i 988), for cxample. who assumes :hat 

in Italian. both reflexive and ergative si are basc generated m a non-argument position 
adjoined to thc verb and that s1, 011 a par with thc pass1vc participle suffix. will absorb 
the theta-role of the subject 

55 Thc two construct10ns are, of course, different in many respect<;. But ID)' 

purpose bere was to show that the configurntion with a Ji is not singular in assigmng 
two differcnt semantic rolcs to arguments which bcar the same index. 
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2.4.3 A syntactic account 
ln what follows I will try to show what in the structure a fi -, past 

pardciple leads to the semantic interpretaiion in 2.4.2. 
Two of the crucial differences between the a fi ('to be') 

configuration and the perfect compus with a avea ('to have') is linked to 
the absence/presence of obligatory agreement of the participle with the 
subject DP and the possibiltty/impossibility of inserting a lexical element 
(other than the restricted class of degree adverbials) between the auxiiiary 
and the past participle. The former is a property evinced by the have1be 
configurations in those Ianguages which have been analyzed as having a 
systematic have/be alternation and where auxiiiary selection was 
considered a test for ergativity. 

Burzio ( 1981, 1983) provides a syntactic explanation for auxiliary 
selection. He adopts Perlmutter's (I 978) unaccusative hypothesis on the 
basis of which he classifics Italian intransitive verbs in ergative and 
unergative (where Burzio's ergatives correspond to Perlmutter's 
unaccusatives). Semantically, ergative verbs take non-agentive subjects, 
whereas unergatives take agentive subjects. But thcre are verbs which take 
an agentive subject and yet behave as ergatives Syntactically, the two 
classes of intransitives are associated with different argument structures: 
an unergative has an externa! argument but no direct object argument, as 
shown in (91) whereas an ergative ( or unaccusative) verb has an internai 
argument but no externai argument, as shown in (92): 

(91) NP [yp Vl 

(92) -- [VP V NP] 

Ergatives are hem.~e unahle tn assign a theta-role tn their subject 
Burzio's generalization associates this property with the inability of such 
verbs to assign Accusative case to their objcct position (just like in the 
case of passives) and with the selection of the auxiliary· essere ('to be'). 
Unergatives have a D-structure subject, they can assign a theta-role to 
their subject and they select the auxiliary avere ('to have'). 

IfRomanian evinced a systematic a avea ('to have')/ aji ('tobe') 
alternation in perfect compus configurations we vmuld expect 
unaccusatives to select only a fi and unergatives only a avea. But, what 
we are faced with is a very smali group of verbs which can take either a fi 
or a avea:: 
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(93) a. Jon e plecat. 
Ion is lefi 

b. Copiii sÎnt veniţi În vizită. 
Children-the are come-mase pl. in visit 

c. Trenui e sosit În gară. 
Train-the is arrived in station 

d E dusă la vecini. 
is gone-fem.sg. at neighbours 

e. Sîntfugiţi de acasă. 
are run-masc. pi. from home 

f. Sînt ieşiţi la plimbare. 
are gone-masc.pl.out at walk 

The verbs in this group c-0rrespond to similar verbs in Italian or 
Fîench, which have been analyzed as unaccusatives. But, since in Roman.ian 
they can also select a avea ('to havc'), they have variable behavior. Again, 
that would not be exceptional, since therc are such verbs in Italian as well56 

Such verbs do represent a challenge to the pattern of auxiliary selection. Levin 
and Rappaport Hovav (1995) argue that such verbs actually have two entries 
in the lexicon, each correlating with specific syntactic properties ( and syntactic 
structures). Arad (1995) argues against the two lexical entries hypothesis, 
clairning that these verhs actually havc one single entry; it is the structure in 
which they appear which assigns them unaccusative/unergative status. She 
adopts a split Asp projection as well as Borer's (1993) hypothcsis that the VP 
has no internai hierarchical structure, i e. aI!:,7\Jments are not specificd as 
externai or internai. The argument of unaccusatives is assumed to check its 
aspectual features in AspEM (where EM= Event Measurer) whereas the 
argument of uncrgatives checks its aspectual features in AspOR ( where 
OR=, originator). Variable behavior verbs may undergo either of the two 
derivations. 

The present analysis will adopt Arad's proposal that variable 
behavior verbs have one single lexical entry which c.an enter different 
derivations and hence difierent structures, but I will not follow the split 
Asp analysis which she proposes. The main question which such an 

'.>
6 Centineo (1986) points out that atLxiliiary selection is noi an appropriate 

syntactic test for unergati\ity in Iltalian since m.any verbs can take eithcr avere or 
essere: correrc tron), sa/ture (jump), votare (fly), vi vere (live). jiorire (bloom). 
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approach raises is that of the non-•variable bchavior intransitives. lf we 
adopt the view that dual auxiliary/variable hehavior verbs have one singlc 
lexicon cntry which enters two struciures (w1th have orbe) v,-ouldn't that 
impiy that the two structures are not real counterparts but the resuit of 
differcnt numerations and different derivations':' This questîon is far from 
trivial. lf the irnplication is conec1, that will iead to the generalizing 
conclus1on that intransitive verbs are nm 1abeled as unaccusative or 
unergative in the lexicon ( which is in the spirit of the Minimalist program 
which tries to do away with the burden \vluch ha~ becn loaded on the 
lexicon). They acquire an unaccusative or unergativc "value" hec:ause th~y 
enter ditferent structurcs~7 ,vhich evince different features. they do not 
"select" the auxiliary. 

So far, wc have scen that in Romanian there is a group of verbs 
which can occur with either a avea ('to have·) ur af, ('to he'), and these 
verbs seetn 10 be the Romanian equivalent of the class of urniccusativcs in 
other languages. 58 The view that suc.h verbs should he treated as having 
one single lexical entry has been hypothesized, togetht!r with the 
assumption that they actually enter different syntactic structures. In what 
follows. l will try to provide empirical evidencc in favor of this view. 

As has already heen poimed our, in the corJiguration a fi + past 
participle agreemenl of the participk with the subject DP is always 
spelled-out, it is overt, which means that 1ts realization is required for the 
derivation to converge. lf the participlc piuase carries overt agreement 
rnorphology (gender and number), wc can assume that the corresponding 
features need a functional projection in which they could be checked. 
Though overt agreement morphoiogy r.ceds not he associated with strong 
foalures in ail the cases, we have rcason5 to believe that it1 Romanian tht:se 
features ,ire s1ronp. ,md have to bc checked overtly Firstly, V moves 
overtly in Romanians9

. The participle is a (, Vl elemc11t, so it can and must 

5
" Scholtcn ( 1988), anaJy;,ing thc !urve'f•e alt...:mation in Romance and 

Gennamc: al~o proposes that what wc shuuld actuall:r lcok for is a parnmeter of the 
categomJ slaîus of thc participlc. Thus stie pr,-.pc,se:,; ,hal parîiciplcs cJn bc analy:1.c-d 
onJy 3!> [·i-Vj in some languagi.!s. bul as cithcr !+V.-Nj or !+Vi in others. 

,~ Howcver, wc should noi ignore 1hi.: cascs alread:, pre~cntcd :n r.ote 52 which, 
marginal as they nught look, or idiomaiic 3', thcy mighl he, stil! p0ini to th,: faci that 
trans1tives can also occur with a .Ji . 

59 For argumenLc, in favour of ovc11 V movement in Romalllan sec Comiicscu 
(1997). 
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move to have its feature.s checked. Secondly, if the participle comes ful1y 
inflected and has to have its features chccked, we have to account for the 
difference between the participle w-hich merges with a avea ('to havc'). 
and which never bears agreement featurcs. And thirdly, as we are going to 
sce in the analysis which will be proposed in this section, the participle has 
to move and get its agreement features lîcensed în a Spec-head 
configuration. That means that. a past participle which bears agreement 
features wi!i check its aspectual feature [+perfective] first and its 
agreement features next (if we still want to retain Baker' s Mirror 
Principie) or, if we find no reason for an Agr projection, it rnight be the 
case that Asµ a.nd Agr could be checked in a "fused" projection. Whiie it 
seems clear that aspectual features are checked under an Asp projcction, 
we still have to exa1rjne the mechanism of agreement fe.ature checking, i.e. 
how and where the past participle can check its agreement features. The 
solution to this problem will also represent a solution to the question of 
thl.! status ofthe SC with which afi ('10 be') merges in thc derivation. 

Su~ject pusition(:~J in Romanian 
Both traditional and generative studies have pointed out that in 

Romanian the subject OP can occupy a post-verbal positîon, Romanian 
behaving like all the other nuU subject languages in this respect. Under a 
GB framework, the subject OP was analyzed as remaing in situ, under VP 
(Dobrovie-Sorin 1993, Motapanyane 1995, Comilescu 1997). Within such 
an approach, thc verb moves to Infl and it case-marks the subject DP 
under govemmcnt. The analysis could thus account for thc difference 
between languages in wrjch the subject has to move in pre-verbal 
positîon, like English, in which it was assumed that Casc can only be 
assigned in a Spec-head configuration (via agrecmcnt) and languages lik~ 
Italian or Romanian, in which the subject can remain in situ precise!y 
because case can he assigned under govemment. Within a minimalist 
framcwork, case îs assumed to be uniformly assigned în a Spec-head 
configuration 60 which raises severa! problems for the analysis of post-

(,IJ For a diflfercnt point of view sec Bobaljik ( 1995) who, lhough adopting 3 

minimahst framework, allows casc to bc assigned undcr governrnent. It is also 
important to nolice lhat BobaJ_jik assumes !hat Casc and Agr should not necessarily bc 
chcckcd in the samc position. I think Bobaljik is right in rctaining tbe idea of case 
assigncd under govemmcnt as well as 111 asswning that Case and Agreement shou.ld be 
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verbal subject of null subject languages lf the idea that the verb moves to 
the functional domain leaving the subject DP behind (the latter remains in 
situ) in a VP-intemal position is retained, we shall also have to accept the 
implications of such an analysis, i.e. that verbs can agree to their right in 
these languages. The idea of a uniform Spec-head agreement is thus lost. 

There are two possible ways of solving th~ problem: we eîther 
adopt a solution whlch can preserve the idc:a of a uniform Spec-head 
agreement or we depart from the MP and assume that Case can also be 
assigned under govemment Note that such a solution would not 
necessarily do away with the unifying Spec-head configuration for 
agreement checking if we adopt the view that Case and Agreement are 
checked în different positions, în differcnt configurations 61 or at diffcrent 
levels 62

. 

Let us consider the various lines of investigation. One possibility 
would be to adopt an analysis within which the subiect DP iS generated in the 
Spec of VP; the verb moves ove1tly to check its strong V features, but DPs 
have weak D features in Romanian., they can wait until LF. The subject DP 
will only move overtly ifit has more than D foaturcs to check, as for example a 
strong [ +topic l feature, in which case it will move to a position in the 
complementizer layer of the clause 63 

. Such an analysis is more in the spirit of 
Chomsky ( 1992). Assuming strong V features but weak D foatures in 
Romanian, it can account for the difference beiween languages like English (in 
which the D features seem to be strong and hence the su~ject DP must move 
before Speil Out, whereas the V features are assumed to be weak, verbs move 
covertly 64

) and languages like Romanian, în \.\-h;ch the suhject DP can 
procrastinate movement (for reasons already mentioned) and can occupy a 
post-verbal position. Such an anaJysis, though, is not without problems lf the 
v-or-b mo..,-os ovcrtly to havc its strong foatwes che,::kcd, it will :-aise to chcck 

both Tense and agreement. What docs checking agreement features actually 
mean for a verb? Thl! question is not trivial and I think that the foggy part of 

---------
checked in different posîtions. Bul dîscussing tltis point hcrc would !cad us too far :1way 
from the purposc of the prescnr analys1s 

61 See Bob:1ljik ( t ()95) for a sîmiiar point of vicw . 
62 Sec Buni o ( 1993) whcrc case îs assigncd at I .F 
63 For an analysis of subject positiom; în Romanîan along lhis line, see A,;ram 

(1996). 
64 HoweH::r, as will he argucd 1r. Chapter 3 of this dissertalion, verbs scem to 

move overtly in English as well. at least as high as Asp. 
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tltis matter is thc one which has led to the various points of view expressed in 
the literature, the more radical of which is the one expressed in Chomsky 
( 1995), where Agr is no !onger considered a possible functional projection 
because its foatures are not interpretable.65 Though I fully agree that 
agreement features are not interpretable on the vtrb, I do believe that they are 
interpretab!e on the OP. It matters whether a DP is singular or piural, for 
example. A.greement on the verb is not interpretable in the same way. For the 
tirn~ being, l will simply assume. hoping thaî the analysis which follows will 
somehow support this view, though not in a straightfonvard manner, that 
when a verb moves to Agreemcnt its features can only be checked if in thc 
Spec position there is an element with which it can check thcse features l 
take dus process to be more a licensing process within which, in a Spcc-head 
configuration, the predication relation which obtains betwcen the subject DP 
and the verb is "checkcd". Now, if this is nota totally way out assumption, if 
the vcrh moves to AgrP or Agr/f P it means that it can check its agreement 
foatures only if the Spec position is "fi1led". That amounts to sayi.ng that ,rn 
analysis along the line presented above wi.U only make sense if we also assume 
either thai the suject DP also moves ovenly (which is not borne out Ly 
empirica! facts) or that the Spec position hosts an empty element which bears 
agreement featurcs. This empty element could be, in pm-drop languages, a 
null copy ofthe subject"in post-verbal position. This null copy could bea pro, 
which occupies the Spec of Agr. The oven subject DP checks case through 
coindexation wi.th pro, which behaves like an expletive in this case.66 The 
advantage of such an approach is that it does not involve movement and it can 
still account for the difference between null subject and non null-subject 
languages în terms ofwhether they allow /do not allow empty expletives. 

Another solution would be to analyze null-subject languages as 
languages in which the verb moves to Comp. Thus. the subject DP can 
move to the Spec of IP and still occupy a post-verbal position. Though 
this is not an entirely impossible solution for Romanian (see Ştefănescu 

65 On Lhc othcr har.d. it has bcen argued in Lhe literature that the Agr pro1cction 
can be associatcd with semantic features such as specificity (Runncr l 994) or as 
rcfcrcntiality (De Hoop 1992). Even in Chomsky 1995. Chapter 4. Agr is, at a certain 
point. assumed tobe motivatcd •'only structurali~•· 

&; See Comilescu ( 1997) for an analysis of subject positions in Romanian along 
this line. Also, my hypothesis should bc understood with a focus 011 "like", as thc 
comparison regards only Lhc mechanism. Otherwise, prn, unlike cxplctives, docs not 
lack phi-fcatures. 
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1997), where word order phenomena in wh-questions might provide 
empirica! evidence in favor of this view 67 

, it will have tCl be rejected on 
both empirica! and theory-internal grounds. 

Comilescu (1997) argues that verbs never raise to Comp în 
Romanian. Her main argument is linked to the position of the members of 
a class of adverbs, like abia ('hardly'), which must always precede the 
finite verb, even in interrogativc sentences, which points to the fact that 
the verb does not move to Comp: 

(95) lvn ahia ;/ aşfeaptâ pe Petru. 
Ion hard1y him (Accusative cliiic) waits for Petru 

(96) Pe cine abia aşteaptâ Ion? 
pe who hardly waits ion (Comilescu l 997) 

One more argument against movement of the verb rn Comp in 
Romanian is linked to subject position. tfthe verb did move to Comp, how 
would we account for preverbal subjects, which are allowed? Under thc 
view that a clause is a CP, the subject DP should be analyzed as either 
raising out of the clause (?!) or as occupying the Spec CP position. As the 
subject moves to check a strong [ +topic 1 or [ +focus] feature, wc should 
have to assume that CP is a functional projection in which such fratures 
can be checked. Recall that l have adopted the split-CP analysis of Rizzi, 
where [+topic] or [ +focus J can be checked in different functional 
projections. 

Another problem regards thc motivation of movement of V to 
Comp: what drives this rnovement? In what follows, I will adopt the view 
that the subject DP can remain in its in situ position, undc::r VP and that thc 
Spec of A...llre~ment will host. in this c;:ise. a pro element 6

~. co-indexed 
wi1h the overt subject When the ovcrt subject raises to a pre-verbal 
position it does so in order to check other strong features (topic or focus, 
as has already been mentioned). This posit1on is not SpecAgr, but one in 
the complementizer layer. 

e:., Preverbal subjccts are nol allowed m wh-qucstions (Baciu I 994 ). 
6

ij I will nol discuss hcre. a~ this is wcll beyond thc goal of this disscnaiion, 
whether case and agrcement are checked in the same position or ir: ihc samc 
configuration. What is relevant for lhe an~lysis which follows is thal agrccment is 
chcckcd. uniformly, in a Spec-hcad configuration. 
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Aspect, A greement and the ,._\'talus of the Participial Construction 
One of the most striking differences between the configurations a 

avea " past par:iciple and a fi ·i- pmt participle regards the 
.-ibscnceipresence- of overt agreement morphology, in partîcular gender and 
number. That raîses thc obvious question of whether the SC which merges 
with a ln-ea ('to have') has the same functional projections as the SC 
which merges with afi ('tobe'). ln the case ofthe perfect compus, it was 
shown that the part1ciple only hosts an AspP, as no agreement features 
nced to be checked. But when the partic1ple merges \vith a fi , agreement 
is obligatory. Ifwe analyze rhe afi configurahon along the line of Muider 
and Hoekstra (1990) or Avram (1994b) we get two similar constructions 
( as shown in 97) . 

(97) a.avea [SC plecat mama] 

b. fi [SC plecat(ă) mama] 

I fowever, such an analysis cannot account for the overt agreement 
marker in (97b). One should examine the status of the participial clause in 
(97a) and (97b) in order to see whether the two configuratiorts are similar 
or not. As Kayne (1993) points out, the havel be ::tltemation can be 
understood in tem,s of the participial clause with which they merge. One 
possible solution (the obvious one) is to assume that the participial phrase 
in (97b), but not the one in (97a) hosts an Agreement projection which, if 
we follow Belletti (1992) or l.iriagereka (1995), should he higher than 
AspP (to prcserve Baker's Mirror Principie): 

(98) AgrP 
\ 

Agr 
\ 

AspP 

The question is whether this Agreement projection is AgrsP or 
AgroP. If it is AgroP, then wc are fac.ed with one singlc dause, just like 
with the perfect compus configuraiion. lf it is AgrsP, we are faced with a 
structurc m which Agrs is projected twice. Let us assume that the 
hypothcsis that in null-subject languages the Nominative position hosts a 
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null copy of the overt post-verbal subject is correct and let us assume that 
this copy is pro. Pro and the overt subJect OP make up a chain. What 
exactly do wc want to capture when we say that pra is in a Spec-head 
relationship with the verb? We somehow want the licensing relation tobe 
right. That will imply that whenever the subject is null, it is a pro which 
occupies the Nominative position. in (99) beluw the subject OP is overtly 
realized in post verbal position. which means that the Spec of Agr (which 
l will labei F for the time being) hosts pro ( 1 00). 

(99) Copiii sint veniţi. 
children-the are come-mase.pi. 

(100) FX 
,,,,.,,,-~ 

prni r' 
~-

r0 SC 

veniţi copiii; 

Pro and ,;opiii bear the same index. Fi raises to Agr/T to check its 
features (the verb moves overtly în Romanian). 

When analyzing the perfect compus conf:guration I argued that the 
participle phrasc is not a VP; it hosts a functicnal projection, AspP. In 
what follows I will providc further support in favor of the vicw that 
participle constructions host inflectional structure. J will also try to provide 
an anruysis which can account for the difference betwcen thc SC which 

merges with a avea ('to have') and the one which merges with a fi ('to 
be') The rnain question which needs answering is linked to thc mechanism 
of agreement checking within the participle phrase. I will follov.-· Kayne 
(1989) in assuming that finite verb agreement and past pa11iciple 
agreemcnt should be captured in a unified way The participial 
construction has been analyzed as hosting AgroP ( where AgroP is the 
functional node that ~orresponds to participial agreement) (Kayne 1989, 
Belletti 1992) or both TenseP and AgrsP (Kayne 1993) or as having an 
even richer structurc (Cinque 1994) What aboLJt the SC which merges 
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with a fi ('to be')? Agreement of the particip le îs with the subject DP, so 
we expect a Spec-head configuration in which agreement features can be 
checked. Recall a!so that the word order a fi - DP- participle is 
grammatical, which means that whichever the landing site of the DP 
before Speli Out, it must bea possible landing site, î.e. there should exist a 
position to which OP movement should be legitimate and that position is 
between a fi and the participle. 

Let us retum to the structure in which the subject DP occupies a 
postverbal position, as in (99). According to the adopted framework, the 
subject DP cau remain in situ because the specifier position of the Agr/TP 
hosts a phonologically null copy of the overt postverbal subject: 

(101) Agrs/TP 
/''-, '-.. 

Spec 
pro; 

AgrsT 

~ 

Agrs/T0 SC 
/'-~~ 

sÎm plecaţi copiiii 

The subject OP has no reason to move overtly. But the participle is 
a [+V] element, it has to move. It will check îts aspectual features în AspP 
but it still has tense and agreement features to check. We could assume 
that it moves to Agr0 , but with what element does it enter a Spcc-head 

relation? Spec Agr0 P69 is not a possible landing site for the subject OP 

with which the participle "agrees". Agr5 is already filled, a fi has moved 

there to ch~ck its agreement features in a Spec-head configuration whose 
Spec hosts pro, co-indexed with the overt subject DP. In this case, the 
following situation obtains: 

69 lf such a projection is available in Romanian . 
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(102) Agrs/TP 

/'-, 
proi Agrs/T' 

/'"'-
Agrs/T0 

Sint 

AgroP 

Spec 
x111 

Agr0 ' 

Agr0 AspP 

X ,,.,/'."-

Asp· 
.,/'-,_ 

/ . 

Asp0 VP 
I 
I 

V' 
_,,/~ 

v0 OP 

plecaţi copiii, 

The agreernent features of the participle cannot be checked and 
hence the derivation will not converge. 

The onJy available solution is to assume that the paniciple verb 
actuall.v moves to an Agr~P, whose Spec can host thP- subject OP i11 thosc 

configurations in \.vhich it intcrvenes betwcen a ji (' to b~' j and the 
participle. When the subject remains in situ, pro will bc inserted, as in 
finite clauses: 

"n X mcans that the position is not a legitimate landing site for the subject DP. 
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(103) Agrs/TP 
//~ 

pro; Agrs' 
//'~ 

Agrso Agrs 
sînt ~ 

pro; Agrs' 
,/"'---.____ 

o 
Agro 

plecaţi) 

AspP 

/~ 
Asp' ,,, 

/ ------

Asp0 VP 
t· / •J . ', 

V 
/'-..,__ 

OP 
copiiij 

Such an analysis can account for the agreement facts in the 
participie SC as well as for the two possible word-orders. Agreement is 
licenscd in a Spec-head configuration, on a par with agreement in the 
upper clause It can also account for the interpretation ofthe afi ('tobe') 
construction: pro, in the upper clause, is in a Spec-head relation with a _r, 
and it is associated with the resultant reading, the idea of a holding state of 
affairs. Pro in the lower clause receives a theta-role from the lexical verh a 
pleca ('to leaw'). Hencc the composite reading we assocîate with this 
configuration. Nmice that the two pros and the overt OP bear the same 
index, but they enter Spec-head agreement with diflerent elemcnts and 
they receive theta-roles from two different elements. 

The conclusion which has becn reached is that the SC whid1 
merges with a.fi ('to b,.!') is an AgrsP: 

(104) fi [ AgrsP ] 
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Notice that the SC lacks Tense71
. How can we account for this 

fact if we still adopt the view that Agrs and T are a fused node in 

Romanian? ln non-finite clauses the node may check only on~ particular 
set of features: the particîple checks Agr features, the long infinitive (i.e. 
the infinitive with a) checks Tense. 

Now, we also have a syntactic explanation for (he difference 
between the perfect compus and the a fi configuration. They both merge 
with a SC, but the SCs with which they merge host diff erent fi.rnctionai 
projections: 

(105) a.avea [ AspP 

b .fi [ AgrsP j 

lf the past participle is not inflected for more than Asp, ii wi!I have 
to merge in the derivation with an element which can "bring along'' Tens~ 
and Agreement. A avea ('to have') can do that. The whole configuration 1s 

monoclausal, with one single T-chain and one single subject OP which 
attracts onJy one single theta-feature. A avea ('to have') is insertcd in the 
functional domain. When the past participle necds to check agreement 
features, the configurat1on îs no longer monoclausal în the same way: the 
Agrs projection is recurrent and the subject DP atracts two theta-features. 
Afi ('tobe') is not inserted in the fundional dornain, bui under VP. It will 
then move to check its Tense and agreemcnt features. 

Launching a question 
We have seen that most of thc verbs which can occur 11✓ ith afi ('to 

be') in Romanian correspond to similar verbs in languages like Italian, for 
example. lfthe Romanian con1iguratio11 wid1 ufi ('to bc') is synta.ctica.lly 

and semantically ditferent from the periphrastic perfect with a avea ('to 
bc') the natural question which follows straightforwardly is whcther the 
same difference does not exist in !anguages which have been said to evince 
a systematic auxiliary altemation and in which wc havc noticed the 
existence of the same agreement pattern. The question should be jusr.ified 
forat least the class of the so-callcct "dual auxiliary" or "variablc behavior" 
verbs. lnstead of assuming that there are two lexical entnes în the lexicon, 

71 Bellctti { l 992) also points out that past participle clauses (al lcasl whcn thev 
contain an unaccusative) do not have full temporal spccification. 
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~pecified as[+/- unaccusativeJ, we could simp!y say that there is one singie 
lexical entry which enters different de1ivations. The [+/- unaccusative] 
status will be derivative from the structure and it will be dosely conncctcd 
to the property of the subject DP of attracting two theta-features. Whereas 
the structure with have îs indeed a compound temporal-aspectual fonn, 
the one with be evinces some features associated with control 
configurations the most striking of which is the property of the subject OP 
of attracting two theta-features (Manzini and Roussou 1997).0bviously, 
this line of investigation requires further rescarch. 

2.4.4. F'I as a perfect auxilîary 

When exarnining the condiţional optativ configuration, I pointed 
out that the auxiliary can me;ge with a pertect infinitive within wh.:ch the 
auxiliary is not a avea ('to have'), as in the perfect compus of the 
indicative, but afi ('tobe'). A avea and a.fi bring the same feature in the 
derivation, i .. e. Tense. The obvious difference between them is that fi 
does not bear any agreement markers, it is invariable. This raises severa! 
qu~stions: (i) do the two auxiliaries occupy the same position in the 
structure or different positions? (ii) can they appear in the samc strnctures, 
or are they în complementary distribution? (iii) what triggers the selection 
of one or the other in perfective constructions? (iv) can we say that 
Romanian evinces a systematic have/he altemation? (v) if it does, how can 
we account for it? In what follows I will try to answer these questions 

Recall that in the condiţional-optaciv configuration a avea îs 
inse11cd undcr Mood 1 and that the SC with which it merges is a TenseP. 
Thus, thc only position.fi can occupy is Tense, just like "perf~ct" a avea : 

(105) MoodP 
✓✓-~ 

Mood' 
/~, 

o Mood 
aş 

T0 AspP 
fi 
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That is what we actually expected, smce they both are perfect 
auxiliaries. 72 

The conclusion is ob\-ious: Romanian has two distinct perfect 
auxiliaries a avea and a.fi which occupy the same position in the structurc 
and which merge with the same type of SC. However, it would be strange 
for a language to have two distinct auxiliaries which perform exactiy the 
same function. Let us have a look at the contexts ir. which the two actually 
can occur: 

(106) 

(107) 

a. Au citit o singură carte. 
have-Jrd pers.pi. read one single book 

b. * Fi citit /Sînt citit o singură carte. 
be read one single book 

a. Aş fi citit cartea. 
havc-1 st pers.sg. be read book-the 

''I would have read the book." 
b. O.fi plecat. 

o- be left 
'He may have left.' 

c. Va fi ajun~. 
will-Jrd pers.sg. be arrived 
'He may have arrived.' 

d. Săfi ştiut atunci ... 
sti be known then 
'Had I known then ... ' 

In all thc sentences in ( I 07) a avea is cxcluded as a perfect 
auxiliary just like a ji is excluded in t i06 ). lf we look at the semantics of 
the contexts provided by ( I 06) and ( I 07), we can noticc that a avea can 
be used as a perfect auxiliary in the indicative, i.e. in a realts context. 
whereas a fi can be used only in conditional, subjunctive, future 
configurations, i.e in irrealis contexts. The two distinct perfect auxiiiaries 
do not appear in the same contexts; they are invariably assuciated with a 
particular type of context. The altcmation is systematic 

72 For a diffcrent poinl of \'lew, see Dobrovie Sorin (199J) whcn:: thc two 
auxiliaries are analyzed as occupying different positions: a avea adjoins to CP and a fi 
adjoins to Jnfl. 
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One can aJso easily notice two more striking differences: the lack 
of agreement features in the SC which contains the auxiliary fi as we!l as 
ihe fact that in irrealis constructions Tcnse and Agreement (when AgrP is 
not nuil and hence absent) seem to be spiit apart, unlike in realis 
constructions, whcrc we saw that the two nodes are "fused" into one. 

lf wc can find a possibility of importing the realis/irrealis distinction 
imo syntax we shall be able to account for thc systematic a!ternatinn 
heîween the two perfect auxiliaries in Romanian. Let us examine the 
sentences in (I 07). They all seem to consist of two parts· the speaktr's 
insertion in the discoursc and the proposition which is "evaluated". The 
SC does not refer to a particular event but to a set of possible events or 
states of atfair. I believe that this inrerpretation depends crucially on a 
certain intuition we have concerning event individuation or situation 
individuation. Wl1at îs a situation? We could define (abstract) situations as 
complexes constructed out of actual individuals, prcpe1iies, :-elations and 
spatia-temporal locations. Both factual and non-factual situations have 
onl:v actual individual~ as constituents. What could the difference between 
rea!is/irrealis situations he then? I think the key word îs the word relations 
and l will hypothesize that whenever we individuate a situation we actually 
identify a particular relation which obtains between actual individuals and a 
prope11y (in a very general sense) in a particular spatio-tcmporal location 
Non-factual situations differ froin the factual ones in that thc relation 
between the actuai individual(s) and the property is not instantiated, it 
exists at a conceptual levei, it is indefinite. It may or it may not obtain . 
That is why we interpret the SC as "indefinite", as denoting a set of 
(possiblr.) situations. In symax, the relation betwecn the individuals and 
the property îs achieved via predication, i.e. an "agrecment" reiation 
between the subject DP and the verb. It may be the case that Romanian is 
sensitive to agreement phenomena more than other languages and that 
whenever agreemcnt markers are absent the relation between the subject 
DP and the verb is "indefinite". Hence the non-factual value 73 The irrcalis 
feature seems to be syntactically mapped as [-Agreement]. 

·-------------
;3 I am aware of thc speculative naturc of this cxplanation as wcll as of thc 

problems it raises with respect tu the present subjunctivc (which has agrcement 
fcarurcs) or with respect to infinitival clauses ,,1,hich seem to indi,·iduale situaliOns m a 
way similar to thc way in which indicative clauscs do. However, both the subjunclivc 
,rnd the infinitive are odd crcatures m Romanian a.nd a dear solution to thcir problem 
might atso provide a solution to my present doubts. 
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Let us retum to the two auxiiiaries now. A avea ('to have') 
belongs to a paradigm which has agreement markers, hencc it is 
incompatibe ~i.th irrealis clauses. A fi ('to be') could be analyzed as the 
deficient counterpart of the lexical verb a fr which bears no morphological 
markers, it is invariable and can occur in irrealis clauses. 

2.5. Open questions 

2.5.1 Auxiliary-Verb lnversion 

One of the questions conccrning the auxiliary configurations 
examined in this chapter has nat been answered yet: how can we account 
for the Aux-Verb phenomenon, illustrated in (20) or (23 )? 

Both Dobrovie-Sorin (I 993) and Ştefănescu (1997) follow the 
analysis proposed by Lema and Rivero ( 1990) and they analyze the so
called "inverted conjugations" in which the verb raises past the aux.iliary, 
as an instance of V-to-C movement In spite of the ingenuity of the 
analysis, one cannot ignore the questions it raises. Firstly, adopting this 
analysis alsa means adopting the view that there is V-to-C movement in 
Romanian declarative clauses. As already discussed in this chapter, there 
are empirica! facts which question this v1ew: place of adverbials, thc 
impossibility of the subject DP to intervene between the auxiliary and the 
SC with which it merges, the irnpossibility of accounting for Subject-V 
order if the V îs analyzed as having raised to C. If one adopts this line, i.e. 
if one rejects the possibility of V-to-C rnovement in Romanian declarative 
clauses, then one should either reject Lema and Rivero's (1990) proposal 
or try and provide evidence that the lexical verb can move to C under 
special circumstances. Secondly, one of the arguments în favor of V-to-C 
movement has been that this movement 1s onJy allowed in root clauses. 
But, as Ştefănescu ( 1997) poînts out. în Romanian inverted conjugations 
are nat restricted to root contexts .When the verb in the main clause is a 
bridge verb. Aux-V înversion îs allowed in the embedded clause: 
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(I 08) Mi-a povestit că plecat-au zece dar s-au Întors doi. 
me (Dat.ditic) has told that left.-have-Jrd pers.pi ten but s 

-have-3rd pers.pi. retumed two 
(Ştefănescu 1997 : 20 l) 
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Assummg the standard analysis of complementizers, ca (that) 
already occupies C, which poînts to the fact that the lexical verb must land 
in a different position. 

In what follows I ,Ni!l tentative!y advance a solution to this 
phenomenon It relies on the mtuition in Lema and Rivero (1990), 
Dobrovie-Sorin ( i 991 ), Ştefănescu ( l 997). but it will "revisit" it from the 
perspective of the split-CP hypothesis of Rizzi (I 995 ). A.Iso, within the 
mm.imahst frarnework adopted, movement must be triggered by the 
satisfaction of feature-checking, i.e. if the verb sometimes moves higher 
than rnfl, to the left periphery of th~ dause, then it does se b!!cau~e it ha~ 
some "extra·· feature to check 

A look at the empirical data in Roma.nian points out that: (i) V-Aux 
inversion i:, grammatical (though unusual) i.n embedded contexts, which 
mea.ns that the iexical verb moves to a position lower than the one which hosts 
the overt cornplementizer; (ii) în most cases; the subject DP obligatori!y 
remains in post-verbal position74

, i.e. in situ: 

(109), '.·''.' 4 .. t I • nu recu -au ... 
years-lhe passed-have-3rd pers.pi.. 

That means that the subject DP and thc lexical verb may be 
competing for the same position, a topic position, in the complementizer 
layer. This idea is also supponed by the fact that V-Aux inversion is not 
alîowed in ( direct or indirect) wh-questions ( 11 O) in which the subject 
cannot occupy a pre-verbal position in the iower clause ( 111) : 

(llO) a. ??Cînd pleca1-au ? 

whcn left-havc-Jrd pers.pi. 
b. ?? Nu ştiu cînd plecar-au. 

not know-1 st pers.-~g. whcn left-have-3rd pers.pi. 

(111) * Cînd mama a plecat ? 
whcn mother-the has lefi 

7
·
1 Thcrc might be cascs in which thc su~ject could move, but most probably only 

under contrastive focus. 
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One possible solution is to assume that the lexical verb moves to a 
topic position . We thus retain the idea of V-to-C movement, but we 
provide a reason for this movement. That can account for the 
grammaticality of V-Aux constructions in embedded contexts (the 
complementizer lands under the Force projection, higher than the topic ) 
as well as for the restriction imposed on pre-verbal subjects in such 
constructions. In its movement, the lexical verb incorporates înto the 
auxiliary, in a way similar to LF movement with non-inverted 
constructions. The lexical verb becomes a "host" for the auxiliary. 

Two problems still remain unsolved: (i) how can we account for 
the fact that clitics can intervene between the lexical verb and the auxiliary 
in V-Aux structures, or, in different terms, how can we account for the 
fact that the clitic is also ''pied piped'. in this movement? and (ii) how can 
we explain the incompatibility of such inverted structures with negation 
(as in 112)? 

(112) * Nu plecat-au ... 
not left-have-3rd pers pi 

I do not have an answer. Obviously, one can speculate that in 
Romanian Negation is a lexical element (an adverb) which blocks 
movement of the lexical verb. The clitic is a "weak" pronoun, a deficient 
element; thus, it may incorporate into the auxiliary before the raising of the 
lexjcal verb and hcnce it will bc "pied piped" to the topic pcsition. Or, 
anyway, being a deficient element, it may not block the movement of the 
lexical verb. 

The explanation I havc advanced is more a question than an 
<111.swcr. It may aJso bc thC' case that a solid analy.sis of data from the 

history of Romanian can solve these problems. In Old Romanian, the 
auxiliary occupied a post-verbal position; so maybe Old Roman.ian was a 
V-to-C language but, due to a certain parametric change, it has tumed into 
a V-to - I language. The inverted conjugations under discussion and the 
word order constrains in wh-questions rnay be residuals of V-to-C 
pheromena. 

For the time being, I think that the hypothesis that the inverted verb 
muves to a topic position in Modem Romanian can accoun1. for somE
empirical facts and that it is a possîbility which cannot be easily discarded. 
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Data from earlier stages of Romanian (17th c. and I 811, c.) show that at this 
stage both Aux-V and V-Aux configurations were used . Comparing the use 
of inversion structures v-.1.th Ion Neculce (18th c) and Miron Costin (I 7

th 
c.) 

one can notice a greater number of inversion structures with the fmmer, i.e. in 
thc 18th c. such stnl<.,1ures were used at least as often as (if not more often 
than) in the l 7ili c. It might also be thc c.;ase that using one slructure or the 
olher had important stylistic effects at thc time and hen~ using inversion 
strnctures was a de\lice which some authors used more tha.n others. One can 
also notice that there is at least one context which seems to favor the use of 
Participle--Aux inversion:the beginning of a paragraph: 

( t 13) Fâcut- au bogată dobîndă Ţării .Munteneşti Borăş ... ( 17th c.) 
Purces-au ( ;hica vodă .,pre ţară cu agi. ( 17th c.) 
Jndemnalu-m--au mai multu lipsa de ştim-µ'i .... (l 7'h c.;_) 
Scris-o.u at11nce viziriul la Dumitraşco-vodă. (l 8th c.) 
Trimis-au Dumitraşco-vodăpe Panaitachii ... (l81n c.) 
Vi nit-au Dahije-vodă în scaonul domnescu în Iaşi. (I 8th c.) 

However, it is not the case that the inverted structure is used every 
timc a paragraph begins. The order Aux-V c.;an be used in paragraph initial 
position. 

(114) Au plecatu fuga şi Ştejăniţă păharnicul .. . (l 7in c.) 

One c.;an also notice that the inve,ted structure is preferred when a 
condusion is rcached or when contrastive focus seems to be involved. 
These empirica! data seem to support the analysis which I have put forth in 
this scction. However, one should look at corpora from more authors and 
frorn earlier stagef, as wcll before reaching a conclusion with respect to the 
evolution of inverted s1ructures in Romanian. 

2.5.2 Aux selection and direction of Merge 
ln this chapter I have analyzed the auxiliary a avea ('to have') as 

well as the perfect auxiliar;: a fi ('to be'). 1 showed that the auxiliary is 
"chosen" by the syntactic configuration in which it is inserted. Such an 
analysis has two thcoretical impiications. Firstly, i1. provides evidence that 
syntax may also act as a filter on morphology. At first sight, such a view 
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seems to contradict the framework adoptcd throughout this dissertation, m 
particular the hypothesis that a verb is drawn from the lexicon fully 
inflected and then checks its features against the relevant functional heads 
But I believe there is no contradiction at stake. The only point wbere I 
differ from the standard minimalist assumption in this respecr :s that 
I assume that certain morphological paradigms can be chosen only after 
Merge and Move have applied, i.e. after syntax Actually, such a vic\,v on 
the mechanism of language, within which morphology is a filtt!r on syntax 
(features drive Movement) but within which (some) morphology is iiltered 
by syntax, may lead to other interesting generalizing questions : what other 
aspects of morphology are filtered by syntax? What comes from the 
lexicon and what is achieved through derivation? Does Agr on veros and 
Agr on DPs behave în a similar way? What about case? 

Another question is dircctly linked to auxiliaries. !f a certain 
paradigm is "chosen" in the detivation, before Speli Out but after syntax, it 
means that auxiliaries themselves do not "select" anything, they are 
"selected" by the SC which merges with them in the derivation. The lexical 
verb merges from right to left with the auxiliary, unlike in the case of 
Merge with the object OP, for examplc, which is lefi to right. The question 
is whether we can rush to the generalizing canclusion that Merge w1th a 
lexical element is lefi to right, whereas Merge with a functional element 
(or with an element inserted in the functional domain) is right to leit? It 
may well be the case that direction of Merge could distinguish bctwecn 
fonctional and lexical elements . 
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Chapter 3 

The verhs auxiliary we are concemed in here, continued my 
father, are/. Jsha/1; should; will; would, can; cou!d;{ .. j.Now, 
hy the right usc and applicatlon ofthese, continued myfather. in 
which a child's memory should be exerciscd tht.:re is no one 
idea can enter his brain, how barren soever, but a magazine of 
concepcions and conc/usions may be drmvn _[,-om it. 

(L.Steme - The Life and Opinions ofTristram Shuru.Jy) 

THE ENGLISH MODALS: A SYNTACTIC ACCOUNT 

3.1. Introduction 

3.1.1. This chapter is a.'l attempt to explore the system of the English 
modals from a syntactic perspective with a view to providing a syntactic 
explanation for their semantics. ln particular, l argue that the different 
meanings associated with the English modals are triggered by differences at 
the syntactic levei, i.e. they have a structural basis. I assume a unitaiy mean.ing 
approach to their semantics and look for a theory of language structure which 
can explain how we can achieve the different interpretations of the modals 
trying to advance a hypothesis about thc relation between the struct1iral 
position a modal occupies and the interpretation of its meaning. 

3. l.2. ln this chapter ! will actually try to provide a tentative at1Swer to 
rhe following questions 

(i) Do modals a!ways occupy the same position in the f)tructure? Do 
they occupy ditferent positions? lf they occupy different positions, docs thcir 
interpretation vary according to the position they occupy? Jf it does, how can 
we account for this fact? 

(ii) What is the status of the English modals: ful! iexicaJ verbs/light 
verbs/functional elements (i.e. auxiliaries)? Do a1l the members of the 
traditional class of "modals" evince the same properties and hence have the 
same status? 

(iii)T o what cxtent does the history of thc English modals and da1.a 
from language acquisition support their "synchronic" behavior? 

J Ol 
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3.i.3. The organization ofthe chapter îs as follows: 
Section l presented the aim ofthe chapter. 
Section 2 will briefly review the main lines of investigation with a view 

to pointing out the necessity of a new approach which stems from valuabie 
ideas already argued for in the literature. 

ln Section 3 the ditferent ''modal" configurations and their 
interpretation(s) will be analyzed. The main idea advanced is that the 
meaning of a modal is its core meaning (in the scnse of for examplt~ 
Perkins 1983, Wertheimer 1972, Ştefănescu I 978, Groefsema 1995) and 
its scape potential which can be captured in tenns of the small clause with 
wh.ich it merges in the dcrivation What has so far bcen describcd as 
"extension of meaning" (from root to epistemic meanings) (Swcetser 
1989, 1993) will be argued to bc a mere extension of the smal! clause, 
allowing the modal to have a wider or a narrower scape. 

1n Section 4 it wil! be argut-'Ci that the histmy of the English mcd,ds 
a.nd (to a ce1tai.i1 e>..1.ent) data from lan5'Uage acquisition arc murored by the 
syntactic behavior of present- day moda!s. 

3.2. ]ţfain lines of inve.îtigation 

3.2. t. General remarks 

The syntax of the English modals has received much attention in 
generative grammar, mainly because of the morpho-syntal1ic propertics they 
evince and which clearly set them apart from other vcrbs. 

The most striking characteristics of the Engli'ih modals are the so
called NlCE properties (Huddleston 1976 ), where NICE is the acronym of 
negation, inversion, ccxk, emphmic qjfirmalion: 
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(i) Negation can attach to thc modal, without D0-support: 

(1) a. I c,00101 roim•. 

b. */do noi can come 

(ii) Subject-ModaJ invcrsion is possible 

(2) a. Must they leaic'l 
b. * Do they must leave? 

(iii) Modals can appcar m the "code;• 

(3) a./ can come mul so wn Hi/I. 
b. */cm, cof!",e and so does Bill. 
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(iv) Emphatic affinnation is possible, again without DO-support: 

(4) a. You sha/1 have lile money by tomorruw. 
b. * rou do shall havc the money by tomorraw. 

Such propert1es ciearly disiinguish the English modaJs from lexical 
verbs and fully qualify thcm for the class of auxiliaries which have the same set 
of properties. 

We could call dus set the "No DO-support" set of properties 
because (i)-(iv) can be reduced to one single property: unlike lexical verbs. 
modals do not need "DO-support'', being allowed (in a GB framework) to 
move to Inflcction overtly As seen in (lb). (2b), (3b) and (4b) they are 
incompatible with the auxiliary do. The English modals and do seem to be 
in complementary distribution. lf we follow the line of Wilder and Cc1.var 
( 1994) and assume that there îs always ~ silent do in each structure 
(available from the numeration),which stops being silent when "needed". 
we could say that do must always remain "siJent" when there is a modal in 
the structure 

With do and the modals competing for a place in the structure, the 
following question presents itself: Do thcy compete for the same position? 
Jf they do, do should be rec1.nalyzed as evincing a [-modality] feature. But 
the picture gets muddicr because do is also absent or silent in the presence 
of the auxiJiaries have and be. There is no configuratîon in which do is 
followed by these auxiliaries ( unlike configurations with modals which can 
be followed by have and he ). It seems to he in complementary distribution 
with al! the other auxilia1ies. An analysis of du is beyond my present 
purpose. For the moment, l shall assume that do and the modals d0 not 
compt'te for the samc position(s); they are mercly incompatibJe for reasons 
related to their propen ies. However, I would like to suggest that do seems 
to occupy a positîon under VP, asin (5): 

(5) VP 
./, 

/ '-. 

Soec V' 
//,.'--..... 

V° VP 
do 
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As the present analysis will prove, modals can alsa occupy this 
position and, when they do, they share some properties with do 

(a) they can move to Tense; in this case Inflection and the lexical 
verb arc prevented from merging; 

(b) there are varieties of English that have optional non-emphatic 
do in affinnative declaratives (Denison l 993) 

Obviously, one important differcnce hetv.·een do and the English 
modais iS linked to their semantic contrnt: do is a mere support, being 
devoid of any content whatsoever (it can disappear at LF) whercas the 
modals do have semantic content which canies weight at the levei of 
interpretation. 

The fact that the modals can mven with the subject may be taken 
as an indication that they are base-generated in lnflcction, wh1ch would 
qualify them as functional elements, or that they arc: more readily able to 
move than main verbs (Roberts 1992). which would quali1'; them as a 
distinct class of verbs. 

The modals also evince othcr prope,ties which qualify them as a 
syntactically and morphologically dcfinable class: 
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(v) thcy are incompatible with non-finite forms: 

(6) * 1hey are canninK to do lt now. 
(7) * To can or not to can, that is the question. 
(8) * They have must(ed) dn it for a lung iime. 

(vi) they are incompatible with agrecment: 

(vii) lhey alway~ select a short infinitive as their complement 

(10) They muH (*to) ieave immcdiately. 

(viii)they have no passive form 
(ix) they have no imperative 
(x) they cannot co-occur, with the exception of certain dialecrs: 

(11) You m1ght would say that. (Southern USA, Denison 1993) 
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(12) / don't fee! as if I shuuld ought to leave.(Southem USA, 

Denison 1993) 

(xi) some modals have two tense forms (present and past)(l 3), 
some havc a past tense fonn which can on.ly be used in reported speech 

(14), while others have only one f01m (which can be used in past contexts 
as well but under certain conditions) (15): 

(13) a. They can play the piano. 
b. 7'hey could play the piano when they were young. 

(14) a. She may leave fmmediately. 
b. The boss said she might leave immediately. 

(15} a. They must leave immediate(v. 
b. The boss said ihcy must leave immediate/y. 

(xii) a modal is always thc first verb in a finite verhal group, i.e. it 
cannot be selected by any other auxilia1y 

( 16) a. The_v may have heen punished for what they had done. 
b. We mighl have gone about half a mile. and my pocket
handkerchief was quite wet through, when the carrier 
stopped shnrt. 

The properties listed above clcarly point out to the fact that modals 

have a "non-lexical" status, beha\ing in certain respects like functional 

categories. On thc other harui, their content is very much like the sema..'ltic 
contour of any lexical category. Assuming that modals have been the subject 

of grarnmaticalization it seems obvious that the development of the English 
modals from lexical verbs into a fimctiunal class has not implied semantic 

bleaching, as is customary with the processcs whcreby a contentive lexical 

element develops over time into a grarnmatical element That might explain 
their exceptional behavior. 

The meaning of the English modals has been the main topic of many 

studies7
s. Even within thc S',1ltal."tic approach thcre have been attempcs to 

7
' For a sema.nuc analysis of thc English modals (in Romanian literaturc) St.-'C 

Bâră ( i 979). who gives a systcmatic account of modal cxprcssions in general within :m 
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prove that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the epistemic/deontic 
meaning of a modal and its syntactic properties (Ross l 969, Zubizaretta l 982, 

Huang l 993). On the othcr hand, many linguists have denied thc role of thc 

semantic properties of the English modals eitht".r :n their history or in 1.heir 
syntactic behavior (van Kemenade 1993, Jcnkins 1972, Roberts l 985, 1992 

arnong many other~)-
The two mâin lines of invcstigation il1 the field of thc English 

modals are: 
(i) the modals as lexical verbs analysis 
(ii)the modals a.s auxiliary/ a distind syntactic class analysis 
White (i) seems quite clear, the concept of main verb has not been 

the subject of linguistic debate (yetl)76
, {ii) seems quite ambiguous. We 

would cxpect a clear, uniform iine of investigation under (i) but various 
possible approaches under (ii), all sharing the core idea that the English 
modals represent a syntactic class different from that of full lexical verbs. 

3.2.2. The nwdals IL."t lexical verbs analy."ti.'i 
This line of investigaiion goes back to Ross (1969), Newrneyer 

( 1969) (the "modal from cognate verb analysis"), Perlmutter ( 1970) .. 
Huddleston (1978), to name just a few. It assumcs that modals are derived 
from main verbs and that they occur in both intransitive and transitive 
structares. 

With Ross (1969) intransitive configurations are associated with 
epistemic rcadings (asin 17) while tra11sitive con ... figurations are associated 
with deontic rcadings ( as în 18): 

(17) s 
_.,.//, .. ......__ 

NP VP 
s V //-~ 

John come may 
tomorrow 

---- -----·----· ---------
approach which integrat~s thc speech a1.t theorv. Zdrenghca ( 1979, 1982). Ştefănescu 
( 1988), Duţescu-Coliban ( 1987). 

7
" Howevcr. Hockstra (I 994) defincs thc catcgory verb as a "derivative catcgory". 
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(18) S 
/"-, 

NP VP 
/'~ 

V NP 
//"--:::,, 

I may .John come 
tomorrow 

Palmer ( 1979), pointing out the difficulties of such an analysis 
(among others the probem of the I în (18)), argues that sometimcs modals 
belonging to the same "semantic" class, that of ''dynamic" modals,..:an 
enter either a transitive or an intransitive configuration. Can, for example, 
îs to be analyzed as intransitive when it means possible for.... as in (I 9), 
but as transitive when its meaning is that of ability ( defined as expressing 
"subject oriented" modality). asin (20): 

(19) S 

(20) 

//"--..._, 

NP VP 
s 

John come 
lomorruw 

s 
//'-." 

Call 

NP VP 
/~ / . 

V NP 
s 

-~ 
.John1 can John, run a mile 

Jenkins ( 1972) (who treats the English modals as a distinct 
syntactic category: Modal) convincingly argues that there is no syntactic 
evidence available that the distinction episternic/deontic is reflected 
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syntactically at the deep structure ievel showing that even on semantic 
grounds one could postulate the same structure for epistemic and deontic 
readings. 

I will not go ioto forther detaiis of thcir arguments or analyses 
What is relevant for the present analysis îs the fact that within such an 
approach modals are treated as lexical verbs and that there i;; an attempt 
(with certain linguists) to "map" each mea!ling into one particular 
confib11lfation. The fact that the two analyses reach diflerent results 
(Palmer's dynamic can appears to behave hke Ross's epistemics ) seems to 

suggest that there may not be a one-r.o-one mapping between 
deonticiepistemic readings and the syntactic propenies of the modals. 

In more recent studies (Zubizaretta 1982, for example and Picailo 
1990 for the moda!s in Catalan), dcontic modaJs are generated as VP
adjuncts and are associated with control structures while epistemic modals 
are generated under Inflection and are associated with raising structures77 

(21) She can play the piano. 
She; can [ PRO; play the piano]. 

(22) They may have arrived. 
Theyi may [ ei have arrived] 

In (21) the subject of the matrix controls the empty subject of the 
embedded clause while in (22) the subjcct of the embedded clause has 
raised to the subject posîticm of the matrix 

Such an analysis focuses on the fact that in deontic readings the 
subject receives a th~ta-role (actually an "adjunct theta-role") from the 
modal verb whereas in epistemic readings the subject receives a theta-role 
from the VP se-Jected as a cnmpiPrnC'nl Fpi'-te.mic- rnodals are cnmpatihlt> 
,1/ith perfect infinitive (asin 21) or progressive complements las in 24) and 
there is no selectional restnction or. the subJect, as the subject is assigned a 
theta-role by the verb in the complement, not by the modal. 

(23) We could easily have succeeded 
(24) It was not possih!e tho! .mch a tmy creature could be 

slwwing such strength. 

n For an analysis which argucs against th1s li.ne of invcstigation for the English 
modals, sec Boskovic (1994). 
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Deontic modals can only take a bare infinitive complement: 

(25) a 77w jamily could hear her swţ/t hemy steps up there. 
b. / need say nothing here [. .. Jhecause nothing can show 
hetter than my histo,y whether that predic/ion was verţfied 
orfalsified hy the results. 

They may impose certain selectional restrictions on the subject. For 
example, they cannot take expletive elements or idiom chunks as their 
subject. 

Huang ( 11)93) argues in favor of the lexical verb approach, 
suggesting that the modals are raising or control verbs and pointing out 
that under such a view Tense and Agreement alone constitute Inflection 
(as in Poilock I 989) while the phrases headcd by the modals, raising or 
control categories, are complements to Inflection which is always a raising 
category. 

One main problem with this line of investigation îs the fact that 
there are cases of so-called ''deontic" modals which have a perîect 
infinitive complement (26 below) or cases which are ambiguous between a 
deontic and an epistemic rcading (27 below): 

(26) Candidate.\· must have fi lied in an applicationform. 
(27) She could have run /aster. 

Modals which are treatcd as "deon1ic" within sucii an approach do 
not aiways evince the same properties Compare (28) and (29) (where 29 
is ambiguous between "pennission" and ''ability"): 

(28) They may !cave as .'iOon as the bus arrives. 
(29) The_v can .\peak Chinese. 

The subject in (28) is ass1gned a theta-role by the verb in the 
complement (leavc )rather than by may. The structure does not seem to be 
a control structure at all. In (29) (when the reading is that of "ability") the 
subject is assigned a theta-role by the complex" modal + lexical verb" (as 
will bc argued in 3.3.3.). Semantically, the two semences differ in tenns of 
the degree of "modalicy" involved. (29) simply describes a state of affairs, 
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a property, it is a description of the world a~ it is (thcrc 1s almost no 
modality involved), whereas (28) tries to change the wnrld, to cause a 
certain change in the prescnt state of affairs. 

AJso. analyzing the modab as control/raising verb:, cannot account 
for their syntactic behavior which clearly sets them apart from other lexical 
verbs which may enter the same type of configurai ion 

Ouhalla ( 199 l) argues against the main verb hypothesis pointing 
out that the modals do not enter irito a thematic relation with the 
arguments of the main verb (the VP is seen as the exclusive domam of 
theta-assigning). which qualifies them as members of a funct:onai, not a 
lcxicai category. 

A more moderate line of investigation is the one suggestcd by 
Roberts (I 993). He distinguishes between fimctional an<l lexical 
auxiliaries. where the former class consists of members of lnflection and 
the latter of verbal elements which cannot .1ssign any theta-roie but are 
members of V which move to Inflectior. Within such an approach, the 
English modals could be analyzed as fal!ing under the latter class. The 
problem with such an approach wou!d be that one could reach the 
conclusion (which is not borne out by empirica! data) that only those 
lexical verbs which cannot assign a theta-role move to lnflection. 

3.2.3. The modals as a distinct class/auxiliaries anaiysis 

This line of investigation goes back to Chomsky (1957) where the 
English modals are treated as being, stnicturaliy, outside the VP 
constituent, under the node AUX(Iliary), i.e. they are defined as a 
syntactically distinct class. Within such an approach, modals are analyzed 
either as occupying a position under the Al,X constituent, rogether with 
perfective have and progressive lu: (Ch„m1sky I'J57, Cuhcover 19/6. 
Jackendoff 197778 )or as distinct from the~e two auxiliarîes. Emonds 
( 1976) and Akmajian et al. (1979) argue în favor of a distinct category 
AUX but only the English modals are assigned to this distinct category, 
while havc and he are identificd as members of :1 ~ubclass of verbs. AUX 
labels "a constituent that includes clemenis expressing the notional 
categories of Tcnse and/or Modality" (Akmajian et al 1979:2). It is 

7
~ In JackcndoIT ( l 'J77) rnodals arc argued 10 falJ togcthcr \\ith I IA VE and BE, and 

they are assigned the following lexical feature analysis: [+Subj. +-Obj. -Comp], where 
[-Comp] is interpreted as thc only feature which differenliatcs them from main vcrhs. 
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important to understand that placing the modals under the categorv AUX 
is different from the discussion whether there is a category of auxiliaries 
distinct from the category cfverbs. As Reuland (1983: 104) points out: 

As far as this issue is concerned it could ve,y wel/ he the casc that 
al/ traditional auxiliaries are actually main verbs, and yei in the 
ophmal grammar one must as.mme a posit1011 outside the VP (an 
S-daughter), which at the .m,face is always occupied 
hy a verb, wrth properties different /rom lhose oj the ordina,y 
V-positron within the VP." 

That would amount to saying that the main ditf erence between the 
t\vo approaches (main verb vs auxiliary) lies in the different structural 
position assumed for the English modals and not in a clearly defined 
ditforence of status. The main difference seems to consist in whether they 
are inside or outside the VP constituent. 

Within a GB modei, the modals are argued tobe generated under 
the node INFL(ection)79 while have and he are generated inside the VP 
constituent. In Chomsky (1981) it is tentatively asserted in a note that 
"perhaps the Modals aiso appear within JNFL"(p. 140). The modals are 
thus once again seen as occupying a structural position shared by T ense as 
weil. But the "Aux-V" structure is regarded as a verbal complex, 
analogous to causative and restructuring constructions in the Romance 
languages. Further studies, especially those within the Principles and 
Parameters model, are more definite in asserting that the English modals 
are generated under INFL. Van Kemenade (1993) clearly asscrts that the 
modal verbs are not V in any sense, defining present-day English modals 
as base-generated under Infl. The most important ditference between the 
modals and lexical verbs is that the former do not select what she calls a 
propositional element (VP/IP/CP). Unlike Chomsky (1981) she argues 
against treating the English modals as analogous to causativc verbs 
because the latter can take a VP complement with the subject remaining in 
situ and receiving case from the matrix verb. "Thus, the modals are 
exceptional in that, though verbal, they have no selectional properties, 

79 
I think there is a cicar similarity betwcen AGR and INFL, in thc sense that thcy 

arc linked to notions such as moocl and tcnse and accommodate elements which behave 
diiTerently from the lexical one.. For a ilifferent point of view, see Reuland (1983) who 
argucs agairn,1 identifyiug JNFL and AGR. 
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wh.tch I take to reflect that chey cannot ass1gn a theta-role" ( van Kemenade 
J 993: 144). This property is aiso considered as essential in Roberts O 993) 
or Ouhalla ( 1991) : the modals cannot asstgn theta-roles, and a verb whid 
is not a theta-role a.ssigner will have a radically different distribution. The 
English modals can only appear in fNFL. Ouhalla ( 1991 ), who assumes the 
split INFL hypothesis, argues that the modals rcpresent a distinct. sy11tactic 
category heading its own maxima! projection (ModP) as in (30), whid 
occupies the position between Tense and Negation: 

(30) AGRP 

/""-
Spec AGR' 

//-~"-., 

AGR TNSP 
/~ 

TNS' 

TNS ModP 
/ .... '-

✓ "-

Mod' 
//'-,...__...___ 

Mod O NEGP 
/-------

✓ "-

NEG' 
/~'
NF.G VP 

V 

This anaiysis can account for the fact that (sorne) modals can m(wc 
to Tense and that they can precede Negation. Within such an approach the 
modals are clearly defined as "functional c:itegories". 

One problem with such a "unifying" analysis is that it cannot 
account for thc fact that there are modals which do nat move to tense 
(Fiengo I 971, apud Palmer 1979, explores the possibility that epistemic 
modals are tenseless elements whereas root modals are tensed elements) 
and it cannot capture the intuition that can in (3 l) and can in (12) might 
behave differently, i.e. they may occupy different positions în the structure. 
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(31) David call make delicious cookies. 
(32) David can't have made such delicious cookies. 

Nor can this analysis captme the intuition that the so-called deontic 
modals, or at !east ability can and volition will, behave differently with 
respect to rheta-role assign..-nent. Roberts ( 1992) assumes that at least 
ability call and volition will can assign an adjunct theta-role in the sense 
of Zubizaretta ( l 982). Actually, root readingo, are associated \VÎth richer 
thematic structure than epistemic readings. 

One more problem (already discussed when pointing out the 
problems the l~xical verb approach raises) is causcd by the fact that 
elements usually analyzed under the heading of dcontic modality do not 
always evince the same set of properties (semantic or syntactic). For 
example, ability can is not always interpreted as expressing a modality 
imposed by thc speaker. it simply describes a state of aftairs, a propcrty of 
the subjecl of the sentence It has a pas1 tense equivalent, which mcans 
that it can raise to T ense. 

(33) She raided the Jridge when no one cou/d see her. 

Obligation must or permission can, on the other hand, clearly 
express the speaker's (direct/indirect) wish of making the world fit his/her 
words, they do not describe a situation but they to create one. 

(34) a. You must leave immediately. 
b. You can lem•e whe11 you fee/ like. 

Under most analyses, ability can. pem1ission can and obligation 
musÎ arc analyzed as expressing "deontic modality". lt appears obvious 

that the mcaning of the modal, be it deontic or epistemic, can play no part 

in its syntactic behavior. Less so if we assume an anaiysis according to 

which thc modals have only one core meaning which acquires "contextual 

vahJes", i.e. an analysis which argues against modai polysemy (Ehnnan 

1966, Krat~er l 977, Coates 1983, Perkins 1983, Ştefănescu 1988, 

Groefsema 1995) or an intermediate position, like that cf Sweetser (1989, 

1993 ), who assumes that the modals are ambiguous between a deontic 
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and an epistemic reading, but that there is a systematic relatîonship 

between the two in the sense that the deontic and dynamic readings, which 

are basic, are metaphorically mapped onto the cpistemic domain. 
In a recent study of the English modals, Hoey (1997), though 

assigning each modal a set of major meanings, points out that "the various 

senses described are not necessarily discrete and meanings may overlap" 

(p. 23). 
lt falls outside the scope oî this analysis to evaluate thesc 

proposals in detail or to point out the differences between them. The 

presem analysis will adopt the point of view that the modals have a core, 

unitary meaning. The main assumption is that wc are faced with an 
"extension" of meaning : but this extention, as J have already said, will be 

analyzed in structural tenns. 
l wiU aiso assume the view wh.ich questions the autonnmous 

conceptual existence of thematic rol~'i (Chomsky 1995, Hale & Keyser 1993 ), 

a.'iSigning a more important part to the relations detenninoo by the categories 

and their ~rojections Within such an approach, the idea that deontic rnodals 
can assign theta-roles while epistemic modals lack this ability should eiiher bc 

abandoned or at least refonnulatcd. Such an analysis wouid also be 

problematic in that, in stipulating different thematic structures, it ,vili also 

stipulate that deontic and epistemic modals are associated with different lexical 

entries, i.e. they do not have a unitary meaning. 
On the other hand, this approach tries to account for the fact that 

the position a modal occupies in the structure can account for its 
interpretation, or, at least, it starts from the assumption that there must be 
soroc link botwcon th<.• rnoaninp of the modal and its syntactic bc-havior 

What I would like to retain from this line of investigation is the 
idea that the modals may occupy different pos1tions in the strncture of 

English but I will try to prove that these positîons are not the projection 
of different lexical entries. The modals will be analyzed as having one 

unitary lexical entry in the lexicon. Assuming this view I follow the spirit 

of the analysis proposed by Jenkins ( 197'2), who argues against the 

position that there is a.ny semantic or syntactic evidence for the existence 

of a fundarnentally difterent deep structure for epistemic vs deontic modals 
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and advances the proposal that, with the modals, certain aspects of 

semantic interprctat10n are directly related to surface structure properties. 

Translated into more contemporary ienns, that would amount to saying 

that we can account for the ditferences in interpretation in tenns of the 

positions which the rnodals occupy in the structure. 

3.3. A tentative approach to the English modals 

3.3. l. The hypothesis 

The hypothesis I want to put forward is that the difforent readings 

of thc English modals result from the differcnt positions they occupy in tht! 
structure. ln the mapping to LF there is a cicar correspondence between 
the ciausal structure and the logica! representation. lf trus corrcspondcncc 

holds, the difference between the various readings of the English modals 

can be described in syntactic terms, i.e we could say that English wears its 

modals' LF interpretation on its sleeve. 

As I havc already pointed out, the present analysis assumes a 
un.itary meaning approach This core meaning "extends" in the structure, 

according to the structural context in which the modal is placcd. I proposc
that there are three positions the English modals can occupy: 

(i) under VP: 

(35) 

Spec V' 

,/~ 

V VP 
modal 

(ii) in a Mood projection under Tense (the position which 
Ouha!lc1 199 l proposes for all the English modals): 
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(36) TP 
/",_ 

Spec T' 
//'-...." 

T0 MoodP 

/'"' 
Spec Mood' 

/ ./'---......, 
Mood0 AspP 

,,,,/'"' 
Spec Asp' 

//'"' 

Asp AgroP 
,/-"-, 

Spec Agro' 
//'"' 

Agro VP 

(iii) under a node I shall call Mood2 and which would roughly 
correspond to the one proposed by Rivero ( 1994) for the languages of the 
Balkans (Albanian, Bulgarian, Modem Greek and Romanian) and by 
Tsimpli (1990) and Alexiadou (1994) for Modern Greek: 

(37) Mood2P 

--~-
Spec Mood2' 

_,/ "-, __ 

Mood2 T /Ag,sP 

1 assume a position in the lexical domain (35 ), a position in the 
"functional" domain (36) and a position at the borderline bctween the 
"operator" domain (or thc "complemcntizer layer" Rizzi 1995) and the 
functional one (3 7). The obvious question is how we can accomrnodate 
the idea of one single lexical entry and its possibility of still occupying 
three different positions in the structure. 
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The proposal l would like to make is that the English modals can 
be analyzed. just like the Romanian a avea ('to have') (see Chapter 2), as 
always foliowed by a SC which does not always have the same structure. 
The different SCs derive from different numerations. The modai is always 
the same; what changes is the degrec of complexity of the SC. 1t is 
precisely this degree of compiexity which forces the modal to occupy a 
certain posihon in thc strncturc: the more complex the small dausc, the 
higher in the strucrure the position of the modal wiH be. The "extension" 
of meaning is thus interpreted as an ex:tension of scape. The modal will 
take \vider or narrower scope. according to how complex the SC with 
which it merges is. Its (lexical) meaning remains the same. 

Scope will be dttined in its traditîonal sense: an exprcssion a is in 
the scope of an expression b iff b is higher in the structure than a, if it 
commands it 

The proposal builds, on the one hand, on the view that thcre is a 
clear. close relationship between epistemic and deontic meanings 
(Sweetser 1993) and, on the other hand, on the view that a linguistic 
expression is best describcd as a derivation, where derivation is seen as a 
step-by-stcp buiiding of structures, by recursive operations (Chomsky 
1995a, 1995b, 1996). 

Assuming the view that the contextual meaning of a modal is 
determined by its scape, where its scope 1s the resuit of the derivationai 
history of the linguistic cxpression containing the modal, we shal! a!so 
assume the view that derivational history plays an important part in the 
interpretation of the dcrived iingHistic expression 

An analysis of the modals occupymg the three differenl positions 
will also point to the fact that thc verbal nature of the modal. its [VJ 
feature, seems to be suhject to changc White the modal occup}ing the 
position under VP has (some) propertics of a verb, maybe those of a 
"light" verb (Grimshaw and Burton 1988, Rosen 1990, Chomsky , 995b), 
the modal under Mood2 behaves more like an adverb. This is not a ncw 
idea, Roberts (1987) among others showed that adverbs can be anal_yzed 
like verbs which do not assign thematic roles but which have properties cf 
predication, i.e. seiection. As. we are going to see, it i~ a common 
assumption in thc literature that the English (epistemic) modals do not 
!'.Ontribute to thc thematic information of any configuration. Ju~t like 
adverbs they are dependent on ihe element which they modify (i.e. they 
can he described to have a modifying function over propositions or events) 
but the- modified element itseif is on1y strucrnrally dependent on the modal. 
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Jackendoff ( 1977) describes adverbs as evincing thc features in (3 8) and 
modals as evincing the features in (39): 

(38) [+N,+V]f-Comp] 
(39) l-N,+V] [-Comp] 

It seems that it is only the nominal feature which difterentiates 
between the two classes. 

We can also notice that movement to the lefi of the structure is 
assoc1ated with a weakening of the [V] feature; the modai occupying the 
Mood2 position secms to be the "lightest" frorn thc point of view of its 
verbal features but the "strongest" from the point ofview ofmodality. 8

r, 

Again, just like in the analysis of the Romanian a avea ('to have'), 
when I claim that the English modals merge with a SC I actually mean that 
they merge Vvith a SC from the range of possible constructions, nat one 
single construction. The idea to analyze the modals as sclecting a SC is not 
new, it goes back to Stowell (1981, l 983). Under his analysis modal verb 
complements are raising style VP small clauses asin (40): 

( 40) Johni must [ vP t; leave] 

lf we assume the Subject VP-internal hypothesis, al! the VP small 
clauses imply raising of the subject in English. 

_We should not mistaken the raising in tins case for the raising of 
the subject of typically "raising" verbs (where the subject DP raises from 
the downstairs clause to the upstairs one), like seem. The modals and the 
SC with which they merge in the derivation represent mono-sentential 
structures. 

3.3.2. The modals under VP 

3.3.2.1. The data. 

The first position assumed as a possible positi,m occup1ed by the 
English modals is under VP as shown in (35 ). This is the position which a 
modal like can may occupy when used in a context like the one provided 
in (41) or ivi/I when used in a context like thc one in (42): 

3
/) Modality is de.fined as marking lhc speakcr's bclief or the speakcr's will to 

change the world, not mcrely to describe il. 
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( 4 l) John can dance. 
(42) 1 will drown and norme shall save mel 

That wouid corrc3pond to what Palmer (I 979) calls "sub_iect 
onented dynamic modality" and which he opposes (in thc case of can) to 
the so-cal.led neutra! use of the modal verbs, as in ( 43 )-( 44) below: 

(43) Whoknows? ltcangoeitherway. (Palmer 1979: 71) 
(44) Signs are the only things you can observe. (Palmer 1979:71) 

( have assumed that the modals are defective verbs or verbal 
eiements which cannot assign any theta-role, not even the externai one, i.e. 
in this respect 1hey clearly behave like "auxiliariesll 81 

3.3.2.2 . The subject 

The main question is whether the DP John in (4 J) is the externai 
argument of can, of dance or of can dance. We have already assumed that 
the modal cannot assign any theta-role, hence it cannot have any 
argument, not even an externai argument. Thus, our problem is reduced to 
whether there is/is not a "transfer" of the externai argument of dance to 
the VP can dance resulting in the structure given in ( 45): 

(45) VP 
./'--, 

Spec V' 
//'-........ 

, '--

v0 VP 
can dnnce 

Theta-assignmcnt is strictly local, i e. the subjcct OP receives a 
theta-role from the lexical verb dance. Within the approach chosen for the 
present analysis, the status of the: DP is determined by the relations it bears 
in thc relational structure. The roles are derivative of lexical syntactic 
relations. So. what we should look at are exactly these relations. When a 

~ 1 See also the definition of auxiliaries adoptai by Dobrovie-Sorin (1993) 01 

Com.ilcsCH ( 1994). 
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verb takes a complement which is alsa headed by a verb, thc relation of 
complementation involves an asymmetrical c-command relation between 
the matrix verb and the head of 1ts VP complement. The referential 
argument of a lexical verb is the notionai type ''event" (Higginbctharn 
1985, Kratzer 1989, Comilescu 1995) Each verb has its own evem 
argument. We can assume, foliowing the iine of investigation proposed b) 
Hale and Keyser ( 1993 ), that. besides the syntactic reiation, the relatîon 
of complementation involves an asymmetric semantic reiation betwcen two 
events: the event of the verb in the complement is a propcr part of the 
event denoted by the matrix verb. What about a strncture in which the 
"matrix" verb is a defective verb, unable to assign any theta role? Thematic 
relations, the event structure and thl! argument structure of a lexical verb 
are closely connected, in the sense that "thematic relations connect the 
events to their participants, time and place of occurrence, their manner of 
execution" (Alexiadou 1994:239) and the event structure dete1mines the 
argument structure of a predicate ( van Hout 1994). If the English modals 
lack the ability to assign thematic roles it will follow that they also iack an 
event structure and that their argument structure is null. Wc could thus 
refo1mulate the definition of "auxiliaries" asin (46): 

( 46) Aux.iliaries are verbal eiements which lack an event structure. 

That will certainly qualify auxiliaries as functional categories. 
In the relation can/will-VP which we are analyzing, the event denoted 

by the head of the complement VP is the only evcnt of the stnKture. i.e. the 
argument structure of thc whole \VÎll be determined by the argument structure 
ofthe head ofthe complement VP. Within the approach proposed by Williams 
(1994), whc1t we ha"c tu du is ,1Ssunw tl1at in this cose it is thc ''IILlldJcdJ" 

category, the complement, which rletemlines the propcrties of the wholeR2 

The head is, in this particular case. a lexical category which is not folly 
specified. The argument structure of the ''non-head" VP 1s transfened io the 
complex VP, resulting in one single argument structure and. obviously, in one 
single event structure. The resulting VP denotes one event across can and 
dance, \-\/Îth one single agent OP 

8
~ Williams (1994) adopts thc notion of ''rclati\izcd head" v,hich can apply 

generally. A non-hcad can also detenninc thc propcrties of thc wholc whcncver the 
''absolute" head is not fully s~ified. 
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Semences which contain such a structure resist passivization. 
(Jenkins l 972). Compare (47) and (48) below: 

(47) The doctor can examme John. 
(48) .foim can he examined hy the doctor. 

The meaning of the two sentenccs îs ditferent as shown by their 
paraphrase which clearly points to the fact that (48) is not the passivc 

counterpart of (47): 

(47') The doctor is able to examine John 
(48') lt is possible for John Io he examined by the doctvr. 

Obviously, both (47) and (48) could have other possible readings 
But, what is relevant for our analysis here is the fact that abiliiy can (in 47) 
shares the argument structure of the lexical verb dance; they share the 
object OP John In the passive sentence the modal can does not sha,e the 
argument structure of the lexical verb, the promoted DP is an argument of 
the lexical verb only. Hence the two different interpretations. 

If we assume such an analysis, modals like can in ( 41) could be 
defined as light verbs with no thematic arguments and no event 
specification. ln a structure like the one in (45), which 1 take to be the 
most appropriate representation for ( 4 1 ), ~he modal and the VP share the 
argument structure and the event specification. Such an analysis can also 
explain why previous analyses of the so-called deontic modals assurned 
that cm, and will may assign a secondary or ajunct theta-role (Roberts 
1992, Zubizaretta 1982), i.e. that they are categories which cannot create 
stmcrural positions in virtue of their thematic properties and which simply 
theta-mark the subject. 

The present analysis advances the idea that can and wifi in ( 41 )
( 42) share, as a resuit of event structure transfer, the externai argument 
provided by the non-deficient lexical verb. The subject DP occupies the 
Spec position of the whole VP pre-syntactically, through "transfer" of 
event stnicture, and not via movement. The position is structuraily 
created: it cannot be a prnjection of the modal alone sînce the modal 
cannot create structural positions. The subject DP will only move ro check 
its nominal features to Spec Agrs/TP. 
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3.3.2.3. Modals move to lnflection overtly 
Unlike the English lexical verbs, but similarly to the auxilîaries 

have and be, can in ( 41) or will în ( 42) can move to lnflectîon overtly. 
Chomsky ( 1995) analyzes have and be as "very lîght verhs" which lack 
scmantica!ly relevant features and thus are not visible to LF rules. They 
have to move overtly. But can does not lack semantic relevant features 
and il cenamly is vîsible at LF. How can we then account for its ability to 
raise overtly? 

One possible explanation would be that some root premodals have 
retained, in present day Englîsh, the verb-lîke properties they had in Old 
EngJish and in tvtiddle Englîsh, when they could move to Inflection, i.e. 
they have not changed as much as generally assumcd in the !iterature. Thc 
rnodals which merge with a VP are [ +V] elcments . They behave more like 
what Roberts (1993) calls "lexical auxîliaries". Their [+modal] feature 
;:;eems tobe very weak. As will be shown in Section 3.4., I take the loss of 
subjunctive inflections to be one of the most important changes in Middle 
English which triggered the reanalysis of the premodals ioto fimctional 
categories. Periphrastic constructions with modals gradually replaced the 
verbs inflected for the subjunctive mood. A modai like can in ( 41) could 
hardly be interpreted as an appropriate modai in a periphrastic substitute in 
a subjunctive context. 

Actually, ability can and volitiona! will are analyzed în the 
literature as the last of the English modals which were "reanalyzed" as 
membcrs of a distinct new class. There are researchers who deny their 
modal content. Steele (1975) or Boyd and Thome (1969) regard can as 
modal only when it co1weys permission, <lenying the modal content of 
ability can Their reanalysis seems to he "incomplete", which may lead to 
the conclusinn that they are the rnost vcrhal-iike modal a11,iliarie-. Tht•y 
can .aise to Tense and root meaning can even retained non-finite frmns in 
various English and Scottish dialects 

3.3.2.4. The bare infinitive 

A tew remarks on the status of the bare infinitive selectcd as a 
complement by t.:an iwill are în order here. Bare infinitives have been 
analyzed as either VPs or AgroPs, with heads containing finiteness 
fcatures failing to be projected. Whitman, Boser et al. (apud Phillips 1995) 
define root infinitives (i.e. infinitives used during the first stage of language 
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acquisition in contexts in which adulr English uses finite predicates) as 
dependent verbs, embedded under an elided aux.iliary, modal or 
propositional attitude predicate. Riz.zi (1994) defines them as "tnmcated" 
ciauses, Phillips (1995) as clauses in which merger of the verb with 
irJlection has not taken place. Root infinitives appear to be the speli-aut of 
verbs which have not attached to tense and agreement features by merging 
with infJection and which do not move (Rizzi 1994). Such a "bare" clause 
is projected only as far as VP or AgroP. 

From the point of view of their interpretation, bare infinitives diflcr 
from to-infinitival complements F!sher (apud van Kemenade 1993) argues 
that there is a clear-cut distinction between (i) a configuration with a bare 
infinitive complement ( V+ bare infinitive) and (ii)a configuration with a to
infinitive complement (V+ to infinitive). 

The configuration under (ii) reflects two events that do not occur 
simultaneously83 whereas the one under (i) reflects either one event or 
two simultaneous events. 

·For example, in ( 49) below the inftnitiv,tl clause (a to infinitive) 
and the verb in the matrix denote two non-simultaneous events. The to
infinitive denotes something "unrealized" with respect to the matrix 
(Stowell 1982), its temporal meaning being dependent on the meaning of 
the verb in the matrix. 

( 49) 711ey hope to meet her s0011. 

(50) They can .~peak Japanese fluently. 

ln (50) the modal is followed by a short infinitive. The modal and 
the lexical verb denote one single event. The modal lacks an event 
structure of its own; thus, the only possible reading is that of "one event" 
across the modal ancl the lexical verb. 

I shall assumc the view that Bis are "truncated'' clauses . The 
lexical verb shares the event structure with the modal. 

( ~anlwill + BI is a configuration in which ihe modal has merged to the 
tnmcated dause before the latter had any chance to merge with any 
( other) functional node. 

83 Stowell ( 1982 ) argues that to-infinitival clauscs take tense. Thus, onc 
important difference between to-infinillves and bare infinitival constructions would be 
that the formcr bas tense whether the latter lacks a tense projection. 
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(51) can [ bare infinitive l 
(52) will [ bare infinitive :! 

3.3.2.5. Bare înfinitives and negation 

Riz.zi ( 1994) also points out the absence of negated rom infinitives. 
relating this prnperty to the fact that verbs in such configurations are 
unmoved verbs. In ,vhat foiiows, I wili point out that English root 
infinitives can be made negative. Consider simple utterances like (53) -
(.55) below: 

(53) I cannot dance with you. 

(54) Can you NOT .\J:aut at er.:ryb0Jy 9 

(55) He can't NOTshout at everybody. 

ln (53) Negation attaches to the modal which has raised to the 

functional domain of the sentence and negates the whole sentence ln (54) 
NOT has local scope, it only negates the BI. In ( 5 5) both the modal and 

the BI aie negated but the sentence is, in spite of the apparent double 
negation, grammatical The negation is not double, the event ~truc.turc is 

negated only once (when negation attaches to the tensed modal). NOT 

negates only the BI, i.e. the VP, not the whole sentence. 
Cardinaletti and Guasti ( 1995) claim that negation în Italian 

epistemic SCs has a different status and a different distrihution than 
negation in full clauses 1t is stmantically si111ilar bui structurai!y differem. 

In SCs, Neg is expressed in an Adverbial Phrase, evincing the foaturcs of a 
specifier-like element, similar to advcrbs_.-1-1 Jf thcir view 1s adopted6

~ _ the 

following structure can be suggested for can f negative bare infinitive: 

81 HiggmbCltham (1 <J83) argue~ that ncgatwn 111 bare infinitive complement~ 
docs net function as simple ncgatior.: it i:; gcncrall\' imcrprctcd as cornbming with a VP 
io rr~tc an antonymk predicate. 

85 For a different poinl of vicw. which dcnies thc advcrb-likc behaviour of 
NOT, sec Williams ( 1994 ). 
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(56) 

can 

VP 
/,/"--......____ 

V VP 
............. ,, 

/ " 
AdvP VP 

/'-----, 
V' 

//~ 

NOT 
V 

shout 

Just like NON in Italian SCs, the English NOT in SCs is stressed, 
wh.ich points to the fact that it cannot be a clitic. 

The negative adverb has local scope, it does not render the whoie 
sentence negative as the following relevant test shows: 

(57) a. You can NOT shout, can't you? 
b. *You can NOT shout, can you? 

(58) a. Can you NOT shout at anyone anymore? 
b. *Can you NOT shout at someone? 

The exarnples in (57a) and (57b) prove that NOT does not render 
the whole sentence negative whcreas the examples in (58a) and (58b) 
show that NOT has scope over the whole SC. 86 

86 Zanuttini ( 1996) also argucs in favour of trcating the English negative 
marker "not" as an adverb which cx.:curs in an adjoined position, behaving, in many 
respects, like the negativ~ marker "nen" in Piedmontese. She also am'ances the idea 
that "n't" and "not" rcpresent two distinct syntactlc t.:lements: "n't" is a functionaJ head, 
X, whereas "not" is, as J have just posited oul, an adverb. \\'hat is important for !he 
present analysis is thc fact th.it thc idea of trcating "not" as an adverb bas bcen 
advanced beforc. Johnson (1988) also distinguishes between two types of "not": 

(a) a contrastive one, which bears focal strcss and which may precede any VP, 
SCs included: 

Mikey made Garry NO'J' drink the marlini. ( Johnson I 988: 164) 
(b) a non-contrastive NOT, which Jc-cs not reccivc focal stress and which cai! 

only precede a verb in Infl. 
His hypothcsis is that conlrnstivc NOT is base-generated in the Spec of VP 

whcreas its non-contrastive homophone 1s a member of lnfl. I am nol going to discuss 
ihe dctails of his analysis. What I would like to retain from his analysis is the idea that 
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3.3.2.6 .. Residual questions and tentative solutions 

(a) VP or AgrnP? 
When discussing the statu:~ of the bare infinitive I said that 1t is 

generally analyzed as either a VP or AgroP. What is the status of the Bl 
complement of the configurations anaiyzed in this section? 

Wc have already seen th~t the m.Jdal can move to lnflection to 
check its tense feature and that it assigns Nominativ~ case to the subject 
DP under a Spec-head r.onfiguration. Movement of the modal and 
movement oîthe subject DP is overt, before Spell-Out. 

Recali that the predication re!ation was defined as a rclation 
between the subject DP and the periphrastic can+bare mjinitrve. 1f we 
assume Rizzi's hypothesis, the BI verb wili be defined as an unmoved verb, 
in the sense that it does not move before Spe!l-Out, but it will have to 
move at LF next to the modal in order to check the predicat1on reiation. 

According to such an analysîs, in (59) below the BI speak has 
rcmained in situ. The modal has raised to Agrs/T and the DP subject she 
to SpecAgrs/TP to check its [D] features and get Nominative case: 

(59) Agrs/TP 
~ 

Spec Agrs/T' 
/'...____ 

Agrsff AgroP 
/''-....._ 

Spec Agro' 

Shen can; 

/,,,..,, 
Agro0 VP 

,,,,,,,,,,.,,.,,...---,, 

Spec V' ---~ / . 

V VP 
/'•,. 

✓- '-...._ 

',(l y OP 
tn t; speak. Japanest 

the two NOTs occupy dtfferent positions in !he clause and that it is only t11c non
contrastive onc which can contract onto the verb in INFL. 
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The object OP has to move to a position in which it can be 
assigned case. But it can only move after the lexical verb has moved. Tn 
this particular case, the lexical verb would be forced to move for 
interpretive reascns (to check its predication relation), a possibility which, 
if possible, should be eliminated. Movement is triggered by morphological 
features. "Derivations are driven by the narrow mechanical requirement of 
feature chccking only. not by a 'search for intelligibility' or the like" 
(Chomsky 1992: 33). 

What wc could say instead is that the trace left behind by the 
modal which has raised to Inflection is a copy of the moved element, 
deleted by a principie of the PF component . But the copy still exists at LF, 
so the modal and the unmoved VP can be interpreted as a unit. That would 
lead to the desirable conclusion that the verb does not move for 
interpretive reasons 

But the problem of the object OP remains unsolved. Structural 
case can only be assigned in a Spec-head configuration. If the verb does 
not move, ,vhat happens to the direct object OP? How does it check its 
features? With the BJ verb in situ. the OP object cannot possibly move. 
Object raising is possible only if the verb has raised. How is the raising of 
the object for Case-checking freed? 

One possibility would be to assume that the lexical verb does move 
at LF next to the modal. But what exactly drives this movement? We have 
already seen that movement for interpretive reasons should be avoided. 
The necessary driving force can only he provided by morphological 
requirements. Stipulating that the iexical verb moves to the modal în order 
to allow the object OP to move to a Case-checking position would mean 
allowing for too altruistic a movement. The moved element gains no 
bcnefit from moving. More than that therc seems to be no morphological 
feature which could justify the move. 

One possihle approach would he to start rrom the properties of thc 
modal. We have already seen that the English modaJs lack a theta-structure of 
their own; hence they cannot project an argument structure of their own and 
auxiliarie'i have already been re<leiined as lacking an event strucnire of their 
own. They are dependent on the lexical verb with which they merge. But that 
would still count as a semantic property. FunctionaJ categories have often been 
associated in the literature with affixes, be they freestanding or bound. The 
remaining possibility seems to lie in treating the modals under analysis as LF 
affixes: they are freestanding at PF but they need a hostat LF. At LF they no 
longer ha,e an :x° status, butan X 1 status (in the sense oîRoberts 1993), and 
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hence they need a host. In this case, the lexical verb must move to the modal 
and adjoin to it or else the derivation will crash at LF. Still, such a movement 
would not observe Greed, as movement of the îexical verb is to thc benefit of 
the modal, ie. of the target. But, if we assume Lasnik's (! 995) theory of 
Enlightened Self:.Jnterest, according to which items can also move to satisfy 
thc requiremcnts of the position they move to, not only to satisfy their own 
rcquire.-nenl~. the movernent Vwill be motrvated. Thus wc c.;ar. say that the 
movement of tht- lex1cal verb to the modal is motivated under Eniightened 
Self--lnterest. Just like in thc case of a avea Cro have'), one couid also ana!yze 
the movement of the lex.icaJ verb as a t'..vo-force driven instance of :vfove: on 
the one hanu, as al.ready discussed, the verb moves to satisfy the n~d of the 
functional element for a "host". Bui, on the other nand, onc might assume that 
at LF verbs always move to check thcir features, so the lexical verb wh.ich 
hea<l,:; the SC which ha.<. merged with the modal may simply r.wve beec,Jse it îs 
a verb. Again, the movement does not VIolate Greed. 

The obJect OP will be free to move. Thc Spec Agro (or the Spec of 
a fused Asp and Agro projections) position to which it raises il) thc onc 
provided for the whole VP/the Vmax, not unly for the bare infinitive V'P 
or onJy for the modal 

12R 

(60) Agrs/TP 
/'-----, 

Spec Agrs!T' 
/~ 

Agrs/T AgroP 
/'"-._ 

Spcc Agro' 
✓/'---, 

/ '-

Agro VP ,,, 
_,,/ --------

She., can, speakj Japancse1: 

Spec V' 

/ -----.,/ , __ 

V VP 

V0 OP 
t J 
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Theoretically, that could lead to defining light verbs not only as 
vcrbs which lack a theta-structure and hence an event structure of their 
own but alsa as LF affixes which need a hostat LF. 

Johnson ( l 991 ), foliowing an idea in Stowell, assumes the view 
that the heads of SCs in general Incorporate into the selecting verb at LF 
ln our case, the head of the small clause., V, could be said to move to thc 
modal and to incorporate into it at LF. 

Such an analysis 1s somehow in line with Bowers (1993), \\•ho 
argues in favor of a universal structural dcfinition of clauses (both main 
clauses and small clause predil:ation}, asin (61): 

(61) PrP 
/""'--.... 

NP Pr' 
,,,-,/','---.... 

Pr Ă."P 

Pr (=--c predication) is defined as a fum..,1ional category that evinccs 
the following properties: 

(1) the canonica! D-Structure position for externai arguments is 
[Spec,Pr] 

(ii) Pr° F-selects the maximal projection XP of any lexical category 
X (V,A.N,P) 

(iii)either PrP is F-selected by I0 or it can be subcategorized as a 
complement by V 

(iv) the semantic function of Pr is predication, which is defincd as 
holding between Spec PrP and the complement of Pr. PrP is analyzed as a 
complete fi.mctional complex which can stand as a complete mformation 
unit, as opposed to \!P which is seen as standing for a property. 

The verb must move obligatorily by head-to-head movement into 
thc Pr position. Thus, the stmctural conditions under which theta-roles are 
assigned are identica) to those under which case is assigned. 

Let us retum now to the configuration assigncd for sentences ( 41) 
and (42) in (45), repeated here for convenience under (62) and in which 
the V-0 position hosts the modal can or wil/: 
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(62) yp 
/~ 

/ ' 

Spec V' 
/', 

/ ' 

V' VP 

Remember also that we analyzed the modal and the lexicai verb as 
sharing the argument structure The Spec position was analyzed as the 
subject position, the subJect being that of the whole V-complex A la 
Bowers, that would translatc intc saying that the prcdication rdation hoids 
between the subject OP and the compiement of Pr, in our case the VP P: 
is, in this ca3e, the modal. The verb moves to Pr, i.e the modal. The 
relation hetwecn the syntax and the semantics of predicat1on bccomes 
transparent: the verb moves, at LF, to satisfy the need of the modal for a 
host (Pr has an affixal nature at LF) and to check the predication relation. 
The object OP is an argument of the whole functional complex "modal 
+VP". lf the verb moves to the modal. case will he assigned ur.der the 
same structural conditions: the modal and the verb share the arguments so 
they should assign case (bcth Nominative and Accusative) "together". 

The answer to the question I started from is rhe following: the 
status of the English bare infinitive is that of VP. lt has to move to a Pr 
position which hosts a lexicalized elcm~nt (affixal), in our particuiar case, 
to a modal. 

In the cor.figurations analyzcd in th.is section the modal ~an be 
defined as merging with a SC whose ~tc1.tus is that of a VP They forrn 
together a complex V [modal4,V] The subjcct OP and the object DP 'N:ll 
l.,o trcatcd as tho subjcct and rcspcdivdy th,-o .. ,bj,xt ofthc ,·cr·b{I/ complex, 

case-chccking mirrorinl!, the argt1ment stn.icture of the compl~x That 
would also bc in line with studies which argue !hat cases stand in a onr-to
one association with theta-roles (Burzio J 1)94) and with the view that 
case-checking is a property of LF (Lasnik 1995). 

(h) why c.:an't ca11 and wi!l take lernporal aspectualformsfree{y? 
lf can and will are defined as verbal elements which can raisc to 

rhe tense projection, wc would expect them to be able to take temporal
aspectual forms frecly. But they are incompatiblc with any form which 
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involves the auxiliaries have and be, as we have already seen. One 
possible solution would be to say that the English modals are defective 
verbs which lack a present/past participle form. This is an idiosyncratic 
property stated as such in the lexicon. Since have and he c-select these 
particular forms of thc verb, tht~y cannot take rnodals as their complement 
The analysis of have and he might reveal other important propenies which 
can account for thcir incornpatibility with the modals. 

3.3.2. 7 .Conclusions so far 

Can and will in sentenccs like ( 41) and ( 42) have been ana!yzcd as 
evincing strong [Vl features behavmg like lexical verbs in some respccts 
Their modality content is extrnmely weak. These modals bchave more like 
"lexical auxiliaries" (where lexical auxiliaries are defined as in Roberts 
(1993)) which lack an event structure but which share the event structurc 
and the arguments of the lexical verb that heads the VP with which thcy 
merge and with which they form a predication project1on (in the sense of 
Bowers 1991). 

(63) can [ VP] 

(64) will [VP ] 

(65) Pr 
_,,,-------"---. 

Spec Pr' 
//"-.-..--....._ 

modal VP 

The head of the SC will move to the modal (which is analyzed as 
an LF affix) at LF and incorporate into it forming a verbal complex. 

Such an analysis is in line with Chomsky's claim that "we might 
regard Aux-V as a verbal complex, assigning case and assuming clitics as a 
unit, analogously to causatives and restructuring constructions in the 
Romance languages" (Chomsky 1981: 140) But, as we are going to see, it 
is only when modals occupy a position under VP in the structure that they 
form a verbal complex with the verbal head oî the SC with which they 
merge. 
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3.3.3 Modals în the f unctional domain 

3.3.3.1. The data 

The contexts which will be analyzed in this sub-section are the 
ones represented by (66)-(68) 

( 66) You may le ave 110w. 

(67) You must Jinish yaur dissertation hy Decemher. 

(68) They shall he rewarded. 

At first sight, it seems there is no differen~e between lhe modals 
discussed in 3.3.2. and the ones in the above seatenccs. Thcy h~ve been 
treated together în the literature as belonging te the class of deoutic 
modals and as generated under the same position. No stmctural difterence 
has been assumed. Remember that the present analysîs assumes that the 
Eng]ish modals are defective verbs which lack an event st.ructure and 
which merge with a SC in the derivation, with the notion of SC defined as 
a truncated clause. They may occupy various positions which account for 
the va1ious contextual readings we assign to modal configurations. As I 
have pointed out, at first sight may, must, !,hali seem to take a VP 
complement. Nevertheless, assuming such an analysis would mean 
disregarding both the intuitive and the formal differences between these 
structures. Firstly, while with the modals occupying a VP position it was 
pretty clear that the modal-VP complex denoted one singie cvent, it is not 
equally clear that the structure wc are deaiing with behaves simiiarly. The 
full lexical verb seems to refer to either a subsequent evcnt (::is in 69) or to 
an event which is part of an implicit "always'' when the sentence denotes 
dl\ itt:ld.lJ\t: si{Uc:Hiun (dS ÎII 70). 

(69) You must leave tomorru» 
(70) You must work eve,:v day. 

Whereas the modals are associated with ST (they are, in this case, 
always present, hence ST=RT) the SC refers to a situation whose 
existential status (in the sense of Johnson I 981 ) is "non-histo1ical''. The 
complex V+bare infinitive denotes either one event or simultaneous events 
(as seen in the case of the configurations with can and will in 3 3 } .) but 1t 
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does nat denote subsequent events, which points to the fact that the SC 
cannot bea BI (i.e. a VP) in this case.The verb which heads the SC has a 
[-Perfective] feature which must be checked in a position which 1s able to 
check such a feature. I take this position tobe Asp and the SC tobe AspP. 
This will force merging of the modal v.ith an AspP, "pushing" it higher in 
the fonctional domain. The modal will take "scope" over a "wider" SC-

(iJ.) modal [ AsoP ] 
I 

The modal \vili occupy the Mood position in (36) repeated under 
(72) for convenience: 

Sµec 

MoodP 
_/~ 

Spec Mood' 
/~ 

MOOD AspP 
.,./~ 

Spec Asp' 
.,./---'"-._ 

Asp0 AgroP 
,,/~ 

Spec Agro' 
,,,.,.,...~-........___ 

Agro VP 

These modals have a "lighter'' [V] feature but they are "heavier" 
from the point of view of thc modality they denote. 

The modal moves to Tense to check its tense feature before Speli-Out. 
OuhaHa ( 199 l) assumes that the Mood projection îs the projection 

of all the English modals. He argues that this position can account for the 
raising of the modal to Tense to support the affixal element occupying it 
(modals appear inflecied for at least tens<.~ and for the fact that the main 
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verb remains in situ (V-movement over Mod and over Neg would violate 
the Head Movement Constraint ).Ouhalla places Negation under ModP 
and VP asin (73): 

(73) TP 
~-

T ModP 
,,,./~ 

Mod NEGP 
/~ 

NEG VP 

He can thus account for the fact that modal verbs appear 
preceding Negation. The English modals are analyzed as functional 
categories, excluded from the predicate phrase. 

3.3.3.2. T-chains and aspectual adverbs 
Gueron and Hoekstra ( I 995) propose that a minimal tense chain (T

chain) in a full clause consist:s of a Tense Operator, a Tense position and a 
verb, witb the Tense operator occupying SpecC87 and ranging over Lhc 
discourse world. Verbs have an event role (e-role) bound by tense, such that: 

(74) Each T-chain bears an e-role. 

The tense featurcs and the e-role may be found in a single element 
or may be distributed over a verb and its complement in case the verb 
lacks the descriptive content necessary to supply an evcnt role. As already 
argued in 3.3.2. the event structure is none other but the thcmatic 
stn,ctw·c or· thc thomatic content af thc ,·crb. Tlic E11glisl1 modals focJ..

such a content. They raise to Tensc to check their tense feature hut the e
rele stays with the lexical verb. According to Gueron anrl Hoekstra ( 1995) 
a T-chain muse have one single lexical element or one single element with 
lexical content. In our case, the lexjcal verb As we have already shown, 
the lexical verb is marked [-Perfective] and it has to check this feature in 
Asp. The modal movcs to Tense to check îts tense feature and the lexical 
verb moves to Asp to check its aspectual feature: 

87 Ene (l 987) places the Tense opa ator in C. 
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(75) TP 
_,/'~ 

Spec T' 
/~"---.., 

T MoodP 
musti ,,/~ 

Spec Mood' 
/·,,...__,_ 

Mood 
ti 

AspP 
/r-....____, 

Spec Asp; 
,.,,,/"·"---... 

Asp AgroP 
I ea vej /",, 

Spec Agro' 
/,,-.,,._-..,._ 

Agro VP 
,/,....._'-..._,._ 

Spec V 

I 
tj 

The idea that in English the verb moves overtly to a functional 
projection has alrcady been argued for in thc literature. Johnson ( l 991) 
advances the idea that the main verb moves out of the VP which it heads 
to allow the complement NP to move to a case position. The functional 
projection he assumes is, according to him, Chomsky's Agro. The prcsent 
account claims that the verb moves (overtly) to Ac,p, a functional 
projection against which the verh can check its aspectual feature 
[+/-perfective]. 811 

The T-chain will obligatorily include the Ac,p projection: 

88 Laka ( 1994) claims tl1at the object DP moves to SpccAspP to gel Accusative 
case. But, if we adopt Alcxiadou's (1994 )anaJysis of adverbs. SpecAspP is thc pos1tion 
in which a-.pxtual adverbs can have thcir featurcs licenscd. Thus the OP object will 
either have to move to SpccAgroP to get case aiter thc verb itself movcs to Agro or wc 
can assume !hat Asp and Agro are fused into onc single node with two differem Specs. 
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(76) Tense Operator 
\ 
TenseP 

\ 
AspP 

The structure of the T-chain wi!I thus provide a structural basis for 
the interpretat1on of temporal chains: tense and aspect cannot be interpreted 
separately. Assuming the frameworks pro posed by Johnson ( 1981) a.'ld (riorgi 
a.nd Pianesi ( 1987), the temporal sspc:crual interpretation hfil. t::, take into 
account the vaiue of the three relations which oLtain between three time 
intervals:(i) the relation which obtains between spet:ch time (ST) and referencc 
time (RT), (ii) the reiation which obtains between RT and event time (ET) 
and (iii) the relation which obtains betweeli ST wd ET. The relation ST-RT 
gives the tense value of the configuration, the relation RT-ET is responsiblc 
fur the aspectual value of the configuration whlle the relation between ST and 
ET is responsible for its "existential status". ln our paiticuiar case, the modal 
raiscs to tense and checks thc tense feature, i.e. the relation ST-RT i.e. the 
lexical verb is responsible for the aspectual value. RT is prior to ET, i.c [
Perfective J. That would amount to saying that the temporal interpretation is 
distributed over the modal and the lexic.al verb, each with its own comribution. 
That actually means that the AspP sma!l clause eVlnt:es a certain degree of 
independence. The difference between the modals occupying a VP p()sition 
and the o nes occupying ti ,e Mood position lies in thc fact that in the case of 
the former the VP small clause is not temporally independent in any way. The 
lexical element in the case of the modals generated under VP is the Vm,1x 
itself, with the modal being part of th.is lexical element. Thc modals generated 
under Mood are no !onger lexical clement.s They could be analyzed as tltc 
"substitutcs" of Old Enghsh md rv1iddle English subJunctive m1lecuons. 

One ofthc main problems of the analysis suggested above is that it 
is based mainly or mostly on interprctive facts. ln what follows I wil! try to 
provide some (quasi) independent arguments in favor of th.is analysis My 
c!aim will he that Aspectual adverbs which occupy a po~ition between thc 
modal and the lexical verb can orJy be [-perfective J advcrbs which proves, 
on the one hand, that the feature of the Asp proJection 1s [-perfective] and, 
on the other hand, that they are liccnsrd only by the lexical verb, the modai 
playing no part in the proce~s Th.is part of the analys1s is based on 
Alexiadou (1994). 
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Alexiadou ( 1994) argues that aspectual adverbs are licensed as 
Specifiers of Aspect. In panicular, in Modern Greek. they are generated in 
the Specifier position of the AspP and are licensed under feature matching 
with the head features.Asp and aspectual adverbs can have the following 
[eatures: 

-\SP 
+PERF -PERF 
+Punctuai 
+Definite 

+Habitual 
-Definite 
+Durative 

ADVERBS 

+/-Durative 
+/-Definite Frequency 
+/-Point 
+Continuous 

According to her theory, if the head feature is [-perfective] the 
aspectual adverbial can only be [-perfective], or else there v..ill be no 
feature matching and the adverbial will not be licensed. An imperfective 
head will license a durative or indefinite frequency adverb while a 
perfective head will only liccnse definite frequency or point adverbs. 

In English there are aspectual adverbs which intervene between the 
modal and the lexical verb: never, always, usually, i.e. (indefinite) 
frequency adverbs: 

(80) You must never talk to me like that. 
(81) You may a!ways use my pen. 

The feature of thc adverb and the feature of the lexical verb match. 
Consider (82) below which is ungrammatical prccisely because the 
f +perfectl feature of thc adverb and the [-perfect) feature of the head do 
;10t match. 

(82) '"You must just leave. 

The aa;pectuai adverbs discussed above are interpreted as part of 
thc SC They are operators oniy over the SC. The modal 1s gcnerated 
higher up in the structure, rhe aspectual adverb cannot take scopc over it. 

One question ,:vhich immediately presents itsc!f concems the 
position of tensc adverbs anci. their contribution to the interpretation of the 
sentence. ! shall resumc this discussion with furtht:r arguments in 3.3.5. 
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3.3.3.3. Remarks on Negation 
Semantic accounts of the English modals claim that with the so

called deontic modals either the modality or the event may be negated: 

(83) You may noi leave right now. 
(84)You may NOT come with us ţf you don't fee/ like going 

anywhere. 

In (83) may is negated (permission is refused) while in (84) it is 
assumed that the event is negated (permission is granted NOT to ... ). The 
question is whcther in this case wc have a single node Neg, two nodes Neg 
or a node Neg and an adverb-Iike not, identical to the one in VP small 
clauses, which may adjoin to AspP asin (85): 

(85) AspP 

/'--
AdvP AspP 

/',, 
Spec Asp' 

/"----
Asp AgroP 

//~ 

I 

I 

NOT 

Spec Agrn' 
,/~, 

Agro 

In this case it is not the sentence Lhat is negatcd, NOT has scope 
only locally 

(86) / can NOl' leave, can't ! _? 

As the tag question proves, the sentence is affirmative. (87) below 
(due to Palmer 1979) shows even clearer that NOT negates only the SC: 

(87) You can come or you can NOT come, asyou wish 

When modality is negated, the sentencc 1~ syntacticaily negative, 
evincing alJ the features of negative sentences as the tests in (88)-(91) prove: 
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(88) / can't leave now, can I? 

(89) l cannot leave and neitht?r can you. 

(90) / cannot stay up late. noi even fiii 1 O. 00. 

(91) / cannot /eave and Jim can't either. 

Sentence negauon takes scope over the whole sentence, the SC 
induded. 

Ouhalla ( 1991) places his Mo<lP higher than Neg wh.ich is placed 
immediately above the VP. But, if the modal is genernted under ModP and 
then raises to Tense to check its tense feature, how can it ever check its 
Neg feature? 1 will not argue in favor of one position or other for Neg, as 
that would he beyond the aim of the present anaiysis. But I would like to 
suggest that Neg probably occupies a position highei than Tense, which 
would providc a universal ordering for functional categories. The position 
which Neg occupies could thus no longer be secn as a parametcr distin
guishing between languages like English (in which it ha5 been claimed that 
thc Neg phrase is generated helow Tense) and languages likc Rornanian 
(where the Neg phrase has been analyzed as generated ahove T) (see also 
Laka 1990). Such an approach would be consistent with the almost 
conunon view that languages may not have the same invento1y of 
functional categories but the order of these functional categories seems to 
be the same cro8s-linguistically (for a different view, sec Ouhalla 1991, for 
whom the order of functional categories is subject to parametrization). 

Al first sight, such a view seems to violate Laka's Tensc c
wmmand condition: 

(92) Tense is the highest sentential operator in a sentence. 

Jn her v1ew, finite tense marks the insertion of the speaker in the 
language and hence it should c-command the other sentential nperators. 
But my view does not violate Laka's condition. Alexandra Cornilescu 
(p.c.) proposed that tense still is the highest sentential operator if we 
assume that the Tense operator does not occupy a position in the 
functional domain, but above it. Gueron and Hoekstra ( 1995) define a T
chain as involving a T-Operator which occupies SpecC, while Ene ( i 987) 
argues that the T-Operator occupies C I will not discuss whether the most 
appropriate position is SpecC or C. What is relevant for our analysis is 
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that the operator is above the tense projectîon, above negation, etc. It 
may be the case that it occupies the FinP in Rizzi's clausal architecture 
Laka's condition is not violated, the tense operator c-commands the other 
operators. 

Apart from these renurks, l will noe iake a stand with respect tu 
the actual position of NegP in English. I wi!I only be assuming that 1t lS 
situa.ted higher than MoodP and TenseP 

3.3.3.4. Must; shall and negation 
Palmer ( 1979), Perkins (1983), Ştefănescu (1988), among many 

others, argue that in sentences Eke (93 )-(94) below it is noi the modality 
which is negated but the event: 

(93) You mustn't teii anybody what happened 
(94) lhey shall not pass. 

According to Palmer ( 1987), mustn't lays an obligation "not to 
act" and shan't gives un undertaking that the event will not take place. 
For Perkins ( 1983) the core meaning of mustn 't is · 

(95) K (C entails not->...')89 

The core meaning of shan't is : 

(96) K(C is disposed towards r11Jt-X). 

That would lead us to the conclusion that with some modals (may, 
for example) negating thc event mea11s adjoining an adverb-like 
negator,NOT, at the SC a.nd negating the modality means raising thc 
modal to negation. With other moda!s (musi, for exarnple) ncgation 
attaches to the modal but the event is negated 

Such an analysis faces two probiems. Firstly, we have sem that 
when the event is negated, the sentence is syntactically affirmative, NOT 
has scope only over the SC, negation îs local. When modality is negated, 
the sentence is syntactîcally negative. Let us see whether (93) -(94) are 
syntactically negative or afl1rmative: 

--------------
~9 K stands for "S}'stcm of laws·· and C fOi --cmp1rical circumstances". But. see 

Perk.ins (1983) for a dctailcd analys1s of ilic scmantics of thc English moc!.als 
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(97) a. You mustn't teii anyhudy wha! happened, noi even your 
mother. 

b.You mustn't teii anybody what h<;ppened andyour sister 
mustn't either. 

c. You mustn't teii anyhody and neither must your sister. 
d. You mustn't tell anybody, must you? 

As (97a-d) prove, (93) is syntactically negative. The same tests 
hold for (94 }. 

Also, consider the following possibie conversation: 

(98) Must Igo there atone.? On the contra,y, you must NOT 
go there alone. 

(98) is a case of NOT adjoined to the SC, with local scape. 
One more proof that in (93 ), for examplc, it is the modal not the 

event that is negited is the status of NOT: I have already showu that 
NOT, the adverb-like element which negates the event, is always stressed; 
hence it cannot be cliticized. Mustn't hosts a clitic 

Secondly, we cannot start from the possible "paraphrases'' of a 
configuration when discussing the syntactic behavior of one of its 
elements. Actually, the explanation Palmer (1979) otfers as support to his 
denying the existence of any fonns of must that negate modality takes into 
account only and only the semantics of this modal. What he says is that 
"modality" cannot be negated, not the modal He aiso provides the 
fol!owing relevant examples: 

(99) I think I mustn't worry tao much ahm,t this. (p 94) 
(100) Well, onejust mustn't mind (p.94) 

He analyzes such sentences as foliows: "ln this it is not the event 
that 1s negated, nor strictly the modality, but the whole sentence." (p. 95). 

Syntactically, must and sha/1 în (93)-(94) can be negated. 
Semantically, shan 't could be defined as in ( 1 O J): 

(10l) K (C is not disposed towards x) 
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Mustn't cannot be interpreted asin (102) 

(102) K (C precludes X), 

on a par with (deontic) may not or cannoL 

3.3.3.5. Conclusions so far 
In this section I have argued that the English modals can also head 

a Mood projection, in the functional layer of a sentence. In this case, the 
modal merges with a SC whose status is that of an AspP. 

ln spite of the thinness of thîs analysis, I think that such a positton 
can account for the ditferences between ( I 03) and ( I 04), on the one hand, 
and between (103) and (105) on the other hand: 

(103) 
(104) 
(105) 

You can speak Kannada. 
You can leave as .mon as you have finished ycur work. 

You can speak ;k::annada if you want, I don't mind 

In {103) Kannada is the object of both the modal and the lexical verb 
which fonn a verbal compîex whereas in (I 05) Kannada is the object of the 
lexical verb only. It raises to Spec Agro where it checks case în a Spec-head 
relation with the lexical vem. (105), unlike (103), c..:an be passivizcd: 

( 106) Kannada can be spoken in this room. 

Passivization is possible because it onJy affects the lexical verb, 
with Kannada being part ofthe argumem structurc of the lexical verb. The 
lexicai verb can be passivized. The complex modal-lexical verb in ( 103) 
cannot be made passive precisely because the modal is part of thc theta
role assigning domain and modals do not passivize. 

Semantically, both ( I 04) and ( I 05) contain stage-levei predicates. 
whereas (I 03) contai ns an individual-levei predicate. 

3.3.4. The modals under Mood2 

3.3.4. J. The data 

As aîready claimed in 3.3.1 .. the English modals can aiso occupy a 
position in the ''operator" domain of the sentence, i.e. above LP, and I take 
this position to be Mood2, a position which corresponds to the position 
Rivero (1994) proposes for the languages ofthe Balkans. The position M0 
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assumed by Rivero ( i 994) hosts modal and fu ture pa1ticles in all Baikan 
languages and morphernes that rnark aspect. I shall only assume that there 
is such a position across languages, but that it does not necessarily havc to 
host the same inventory of elements Other researchers (McDowell 1987. 
apud lsac 1996) argued that epistemic modals raise to Comp in order to 
take scope over th,.; whole proposition. The intuition seems to be the sarne: 
epistemic modals occupy a position outside IP. Alsa, I do not claim thdt 
they raîse to this position (raising is costly), choosing a cheaper strategy: i 
assume that the moda!s merge with a SC Merge 1s cheaper than raising 

I also start from the common intuition that the so-caHed epistemic 
modals are, in both their syntax and thcir semantics, clearly distinct net 
only from the other modals but also from other functional categories. On 
the other hand, as we are going to see in the analysis, this posit:.on îs not 
exclusively assigned to "epistemic'' modals: members of the so-called 
"deontic" class can also occupy this position when the SC with which they 
merge is of greater complexity. Their meaning remains unchanged, it is 
only the complexity of the SC complement which changes. I assurne that 
these modals take an TP complement: 

(107) modal [IP ] 

Within a split IP hypothesis, this [P will actually be AgrsP/TP. 

(108) CP 
.//"'-.,.__ 

. " 
C' 
/~ 

C0 Mood2P 

Spt:c Mood2; 
,-.... 

// '-.,. 

Mood2 T/AgrsP 
,/,,,.___',, 

Spec T/Agrs' ,,.. ... ...._ 
/ -...._ 

A ~n /1,.-, ••• 
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T / AgrsP represents the borderline of the functional domain of a 
clause. Whatever is above this node should be regarded as the operator 
domain, with nedes hosting elements with operator-like prnperties and 
which range over the whoie dause The modals which belong to this 
operator domaîn do indeed take scope over the whole clause, making 
judgements about the possibility/impossibility/certamty/etc. that something 
is/is not the case. Epistemic modality has a!ways been defined as the 
modality of propositions. 

3.3.4.2. Modals and tense 

Assuming that the modals which take scopc over the whole 
proposition are higher in the structure than T/ AgrsP can nicely ac(:ount for 
the fact that such modals are actually incompatib!e with tense. Usualiy, in 
the literature, they are analyzed as being a!way:. 11 present", but there îs a 
clear difference between the "present" of dcontic must, for example, and 
the "present'' of its episternic counterpart. One explanation of the fact îs 
the one provided by Palmer (l 9i9) · 

The clearest evidence of the subjective [. .. / nature of 
epistemic modality is the /act that the relevant modal.\ 
occur 011/y in the presenî tense, for the judgement and the 
act of speaking are simultaneous and so can only he 
present. (p. 41 ) 

It is obvious that such a modal marks the insertion of the speaker's 
knowledge/judgement/evaluation/etc. in the language, it is part of the 
dis1,;uu1-sc. lt L:cttutul tak:c auy tcn-.e fur thc: men: reilSLHI thal, being JeH>ic.l 

of any event variable, there is no event variable whid1 tense could bind. 
Epistemic modals have been analyzed as ''tcnseless". There is one 
condition though: Mood2P should be in the c-command domain of the T
Operator, which should c-command the rest of the sentence. And it îs. 
Whether the T-Operator occupics C ( as in Ene 1987) or SpecC ( as in 
Gueron and Hoekstra î 995), the resuit will be the same: it c-commands 
Mood2P, making it part of those "markers" associated with the speakcr's 
insertion in the language: 
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(J 09) TOperator 
\ 
Mood2P 

\ 
TP 

Such an account can also explain why the distribution of these 
epistemic modals is restricted to finite clauses. Mood2 must be c-commanded 
by the T-Operator. But it is only finite tense that can rnark the insertion of the 
spcaker in the ianguage, thus c-commanding the rest of the clause. 

I takc rhese modals to be incompatible with tense, they are part of 
thc discourst! in a way that reminds us of the behavior of modal advcrbials 
hecausc, to a certain extent, they play the same part as adverbs such as 
prohab~y, possihly, maybe, etc., marking the realis/irrealis status of thc 
proposit1on (Cinquc apud Alexiadou 1994) 

3.3.4.3. SperMood2 or Mood2? 
If we assume that ''epi::;temic'! modals play the same part a,._ modal 

adverbs, we might also assume that they may occupy the samc position. 
A1exiadou ( l 994) claims that modal adverbs are generated în the Spec Mood 
position, being licensed by feature checking in a Spec-head configuration. 

(110) CP 
/',. 

-✓✓ '---, 

Spec C 
_,,,...✓~ 

C" MoodP 
,~'-,, 

SPEC Mood' 
/,_,,,...,_________ __ 

MoodO IP 

Mood0 evinces the feature [-<-/- rcalis] and thc adverbial will be 
licensed if this feature is checked The idea to place modal adverbiab 
outside the IP is not new in generative grammar. where Sentcncc 
Adverbials have (almost) always heen assumed to occupy a position 
outside thc sentence as in ( l 11 ): 
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(111) s 
~ 

AdvP 

The question is whether this is a possible position for the modal. ln 
what follows I will claim that this cannot be a possible position for the 
modal for various reasons. Firstly, 1 take a Spec pl1sition tobe able to host 
only elements which evince a [ +N] feature, no matter how iight that 
feature might be. Modals do not evince a [+N] feature. One of the main 
differences between adverbs and modals is that while the former could be 
interpreted as evincing a (+N] feature (sec Jackendoff 1977) the latter are 
devoid of such a feature Adverbs do not subcategorize for an;thing, they 
lack thc ability to select a complement whatsoever. At the most, they can 
be lexically selected by some verbs . Thus, thcy can be generated in a Spec 
position, they are not heads. Modals merge with a SC, in the particular 
case analyzed in this sub-section, an IP, and they occupy a head position. 

1t may also be the case that modal adverbs themseives are not 
generated in the Spec position of the Mood2P, but 1 \vill not cngagc in thc 
analysis of modal adverbs here. 

Secondly, recall that when we say that two elements a and b 
merge, at least one of them must be a head. The SC is not a head; if the 
modal were not a head itself, Merge coulc! not take piace. Also, if modals 
and Mood adverbs occupied the sarne position we wouid expect thern to 
be in complementary distribution, wh1ch is denied by examples such as 
(112) or (113) below: 

(112) Yo11 may possibly prefer tha1 one. 
l l l.J) ft musr surefy I><! JUSI a ht.>aUliful relu.: from 1he past. 

3.3.4.4.Modals have scope over the whole IP 

Assuming the "epistcmic'' modals to be generatcd undcr Mood2, 
above the whole IP, can account for the fact lhat they judge/eva!uate a 
proposition, not only an event. The SC may denote a present/past/future 
situation evincing a high degrec of independence in this respect. The fact 
that modals can occupy such a high position explains why, in this context, 
they are compatible with the perfect infinitive or with progressive 
configurations: 
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(114) 
(115) 
(116) 

They may have mel her. 
He must be working in his roum. 
She can't have been hiding this al/ alung 

The auxiliaries have and he occupy a lower position 111 the 
structure. below T/Agr~. possibly as in ( l 17),or Agrs/T (possibly as in 
118)90

: 

( 11 î} Mood2P 
/,/'·,""'-

Spec Mood2' 
./"---.., 

Mood20 T/AgrsP 
_,../'-........ 

Spec T/Agrs' 
//,,..._"-...-... 

T/Agrs AuxP 

/'--........ 
Spec Aux' 

--------

/'--........ 
AUX MoodP 

/"--..........._ 
Spec Mood' 

./~ 

Mocd AspP 
,,,.,,,.,✓-................_ 

Spec Asp' 
___,,,.✓--',, 

Asp AgroP 
/~ 

Spec Agro' 
/"', 

Agro VP 

~ Thc prcsent analysis will not cliscuss which reprcsentation is thc more 
appropriate onc. 
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(118) Mood2P 

-~ 
Spec Mood2' 

~-...... 
Mood2 T/AgrsP 

//'-......-...... 

Spec T/Aers' 
/'-, 

, ' 
T/Agrs MoodlP 

//'-....._, 

Spec Moodl' 
.. _,,.,./'--....._, 

Moodl AspP 
,.,.--"--" 

Spec Asp' 
//'-...'-... 

Asp AgrnP 
,-,/~ 

Spcc Agro' 
/"'--

Agro VP 

lf we assume that hare occupies a position above Mood 1 P ( as în 
l 17), we can also account for the fact that the modals which occupy the 
position Mood I are incompatible with perfect infinitive SCs. Their own 
incompatibility with complex temporal-aspectual fonns which include 
aux.iliaries has already been accounted for in 3.3.4. 

3.3.4.5.The temporal interpretation of the small dause 
I have assumed, sLightly modifying the definition in Gueron and 

Hoekstra (1995),that a T-chain involves a T-operator, a Tense position and an 
Asp position. Epistem1c modals are known to judgc/evaluate/etc. pres
ent/future/past situations How can we account for these differen1 intefl)reta
tions? I have claimed that modals in Mood2 are "above" tense but under the 
T-operator. They do nat take tense. They simply belong to the discourse. Thc 
lexical verb does not raise to Tense, movement being blocked. The chain has a 
T-operator and a verb, but it seems one iink is missing: the tense position. 
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Nevenheless, the temporal interpretation of the predication is not blocked. lt 
means that the link is not actually missing. 

One poss;biiity would be to assume that the auxiliary raises to 

Tcnse, as it does in root clauses. But in English the Split-IP parameter 
(Thrainsson 1995) has been analyzed as having negative value. The 
auxiliary should move to a mixed node [Tense+Agrcement). But that 
would resuit în ungrammaticality· 

(ll9) *He must has dane it. 
(120) *She can 't is sleeping. 

Which meam, that the auxiliary eîther dces not move at all or, if it 
does, it does noi move to a fused node [Tense+Agreement]. English 
auxiliaries do move. We havc no reason to beheve that they move în main 
clauses but remain in situ in small dauses. The rcmain.ing possibility is that the 
auxiliary moves to Tense, but not to A.grs. Movement to Agrs îs blocked by 
the intervening modal ( J 21 ). The implications of this hypothesis are non
triviai. lf the analysis is corre<.,1, it means that the value of the Split-IP 
parameter îs not negative în English (contra Thrainsson 1995) and that AgrsP 
is the highest projection at thc borderlîne between t:he functional and. the 
complementizer domains. Whcn a modal intcrvencs, Agrs and T no longer 
''fuse·· into one single projection. As we are going to see in 3.3.5.7. such a 
reprcsentation can also account for the position of the subject . 

(121) AgrsP 
//"--.,_,_ 

Spec Agrs' 
/ ------....., 

Agr0 Mood2P ~---
Spec Mood2' 

,,/'"-----
Mood2 TP 

,,,.,,--.....____ 
/ ' 

Spec T' 
./'---...._ 
To 
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The tense position of the T-Operator ( the ''now" of the discourse) 
is transmitted to the tense position in the functional domain. lf there is no 
overt marker for tense, we can assume that the T-Operator and Tense 
have the same value. present, ie. ST=RT: 

(122) T-Operator 
RT=ST \ 

TP 
/'/~ 

Spec T' 
,,/,...____ 

Tu ... 

RT=ST 

The situation denoted by the SC is interpreted as simultaneous, 
prior or future with respect to tllis present R T transmitted from the 
T-operator to Tense in the functional domain. Thus ET can be prior, 
sirnultaneous or fu ture with respect to R T. We have already seen that thc 
relation RT-ET is responsiblc for the aspectual value of a sentencc. The 
lexical verb moves to Asp to check its [+/- perfectivcl value. I take the 
[ +perfective] value to be associated with the past participle of the verb and 
the [-perfective] value to bc associated with thc present paniciple or with 
the short infinitive of the verb. We thus obtain the following 
interpretations: 

150 

(123) lt is said that one of the Tuok ancestors must have taken a 
fairywife. 
CP (T-Operator: ST-=now)-Mood2P- T/AgrsP (RT=ST=-= 
present)-AuxP-AspP (ET prior to RT.+perfectîve) 

(124) They might he working in their office right nuw 
CP (T-Operator: ST=now)- Mood2P-T/AgrsP (RT-=ST= 
present)- AuxP-AspP(ET=RT,-perfective) 

(125) They could be lare tomorrow. 
CP (T-Operator: ST=now)-Mood2P-T/ AgrsP(RT=STc: 
present)- AuxP-AspP(RT p1ior to ET,-pe1fective) 
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The presence of the time adverbial as well as the situation type 
aspect91 are also responsible for this interpretation.Within the framework I 
have assumed for temporal interpretation, time adverbs are analyzed as 
denoting R T in combination with the morphological markers of tense. 
Nevertheless, the tirne adverb tomorrow in ( 125) does not specify the RT 
of the sentence which has already been assumed to be present (RT=ST). 
One possibility would be to assume that time adverbs are lexical means of 
"binding" the event variable of the predicate. As the event variable resicies 
in the lexical verb, which is a part of the small clause complement, we can 
assume that the time adverbial modifies only the SC. That would amount 
to saying that time adverbs stand for ET and not for RT. But this is not 
borne out in sentences !ike (126): 

(126) He had arrived he/ore Monday. 

Which means that we should try and provide an analysis that could 
account in a unita[)' way for the temporal interpretation of root clauses 
and small clauses of the type we are analyzing. I will propose that time 
adverbs do not stand for RT, they do not stand for the ''tense" value of the 
sentence but for its existential status, i.e. they denote the value of the 
relation ST-ET. 

Let us return to thc interpretation of (125). I have already assumed 
that RT is prior to ET. That means that ST is also prior to ET (remember 
that ST=RT). Thus, the existential status of the sentence is, in Johnson's 
( 1981) terms, "non-historical". A time adverb like tomorrow is compatible 
with this value 

Such an approach can also account for the fact that the SC which 
merges with an "epistemic" modal differs from a root IP: wllÎJe in a root JP 
the T-chain is complete, with an ove11 Tense position, the SC does not 
have an overt Tense marker în the Tense position of the functional 
domain. The Tensc position hosts an abstract feature. That would coniirn1, 
to a ce1tain extent, Starke's (1995) definition of SCs as full clauses whose 
functional projections have a different content. 

--------
91 Smith (1992) distingmshes betwecn situation-lypc aspect and vicwpoint 

aspect. Situation-typc aspect is a-;sociated witi1 the lexical mean.ing of the \-t:rb 
constcllation (to what was traditionally callcd Aktionsart) whilc vicwpoinl aspect is 
associatcd with the morphological markers of aspect. 
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3.3.4.6. Mood2 modals and negation 
lt has been assumed that NegP is above MoodP and Tense and 

hence below Mood2P. That would account for the fact that in sentences 
iike ( l 27) negation is interpreted as having scope over the SC 
complement, it is the complement which is negated, not the modal: 

(127) You may nat know who she is. 

That would be in line with Halliday (apud Palmer 1979), whc 
claims that there is no such thing as negative modality However, such an 
analysis raises serious problems. 

There are cases in which Mood2 modals are negated, such as in 
(128)-(129): 

(128) She can't have done thatl 
(129) That shouldn't he difficuit! 

Such sentences are treated în the literature as cases of negated 
modality92

. Groefaema(l 995) is an exception în tha.t she assigns a 
sentence like (130a) the interpretation in (130b): 

(130) a. Ann can't he in court. 
b. "rt is certain that Ann is nol in court." 

There is one problem though. ( 130a) is syntactically a negative 
sentence, i.e. negation has attached to the modal. Then, if we assume that 
the modal and the proposition evince a certain degree of independence ( we 
actually have a judgement and a proposition), we may not be able to 
explain the clitic like behavior of negation which attaches to the modal 
while act11ally nt-gating only the SC Rememher also that it has heen 
assumed that ncgation of SCs is differe:nt from negation in root clauses, 
with NOT behaving more like an adverb and adjoining to the SC. One of 
its main properties was shown to he "stress", incompatible with 
cliticization. That could account for the fact that a negated modal is 
compat1ble with a negative SC, without leading to double negation in the 
sentence and hence io ungrammatica!ity. The sarne siluation ~eems to be at 
work with epistemic modals 

.,
2 For more cxamplcs ru. weH as for a di~cussion of the semanllc 

intcrp1ctaticn of negative modal configuraticns sce BârJ ( I 979). 
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(131) You can't NOT lmow who she is. 

Both the modal and the SC are negated, with NOT stref>sed and 
adjoined to the SC. There are two ways in which this problem could be 
tackled. We could assume that there is a second node NegP, higher than 
Mood2P. Rivero (1992) argues that NegP is higher than MoodP, at least 
in Modern Greek and Romance, where negation is located as the lcftmost 
element. Assuming that there is one single NegP located above Mood2P 
would imply that verbs must always raisc higher than Mood when negated, 
i.e. outside IP. Zanuttini (1Q9}) claims that UG provides two NegPs: one 
in the functional domain, inside lnflection, which interferes with verb 
movement, and one in the operator domain, preceding all Inflectional 
heads. I will adopt her view, but I will assume that the NegP in the 
operator domain is located above Mood2P and under the node which 
hosts the T-operator: 

(132) CP 
/~ 

SpecC C' 
~ 

C0 NeglP 
~ 

Spec Negl' 
//'", 

Negi Mood2P 
/'......_ 

Spec Mood2' 
/'~ 

Mood2 Neg2P 

In ( 13 1 ), for example, can raises to Neg I. Does that imply that 
NOT is hosted by Neg2, in the functional domain? ln what follows T will 
try to demonstrate that this would be impossiblc. One reason derives rrom 
a general property of English while the second reason is linked to the 
status ofNOT and a property of SCs în general. 

I assume that those categories which have a representation in both 
the functional and the operator domain will form a chain, just like the 
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T-chain we have already discussed. The chain consists of an operator, a 
representation in the functional domain and a lexical item . UG would thus 
have available a T-chain. a Neg-chain and a Mood-chain. The Neg-chain 
wiil consist of a Neg-operator, the one which is placed above Mood2P, a 
negation representation în the functional domain, i.c. in the Neg node 
inside the IP, and an element in thc lexical domain. The Neg fearure of the 
chain can be overtly reaiized only once across the chain93 If the Neg 
foature of the Neg-operator is made visible (in our particular case by thc 
modal having raised to it), the Neg node in the functional domain will only 
contain an abstract [Neg] feature. The whole sentence is syntactical!y 
negative. lf we pursue this line of investigation, thc immediate conclusion 
we are led to is that NOT in ( 131 ) cannot occupy the Neg node in the 
functional domain. It has to find another position which 1 claim to be an 
AdvP adjoined to the SC. 

Such an analysis would provide a unify·ing interpretation for the 
behavior of SCs : they are always locally negated by an adverb-like 
negator. I have already argued in favor of the analysis which treats 
negation in SCs as different from negation in fuil clauses. Within such an 
approach, NOT cannot be cliticized, hence when the SC is negated, the 
negator cannot adjoin to the modal. 

Stipulating that Mood2 moda!s can mise to negation, and hence be 
negated, does not lead to the generalising conclusion that all Mood2 
modals nccessarily have a negative fom1. Some may not have a negative 
form, but that is an idiosyncratic propcrîy dealt with in the lexicon. The 
svntax must provide the mechanism for those modals which may be 

- d94 negate, : 

(Jll) }:->.(", wc uvnl Io scl1r,)(:l] 1.11 Jh,, sea, !hougl, you 1n,~Jn 1
; 

helieve it (L.Canoll) 
(134) He wouldn't be ajri..:nd ofyours I suppose.' 
(135) Mightn't ii swprise peop/e'! (Collins Cobuil<l 1992 220) 
(136) You needn't have dane that. 
(137) He mustn't have heen very hungry. 

---------------
93 !l might be thc case that languages d1ffer with respect to this propcrty in 

some languages the teature could be ovcrtly marked only oncc tas in English). m other 
languages it could bc overtly marked m-ice. 

,,_ 
94 For a different pornt of\.iew sec Williams (1994) 
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3.3.4.7.The subject 
lfthe modal occupies the Mood2 position, how do we account for 

the word order of the sentence, with the subject DP preceding the modal? 
The subject position in English is assurned to be SpecIP or, under a split 
IP hypothesis, SpecT/Agrs, i.e below the Mood2 projection or, under 
more recent analyses, the Spec of a fused node Agrs/TP. Recall that the 
modal occupies a position under Mood2, which is t-jgher in the structure 
than the position to which the subject DP moves if we adopt the view in 
Thrainsson, among others, that the split-IP parameter has a negative value 
for English. But a sentence iike ( 138) below points to the fact that either 
the subject DP does not raise to the Spec of the fused node or that the 
node is nol ''fused''. 

(138) *lvfust he have iefi. 

The subject DP movcs higher than Mood2. But what 1s the 
morphological necessity that motivates its movement? 

One possibiiity wou!d be to assume that it moves to check a [topicl 
feature . That is why it must move higher, to a Topic position in which it 
ca.n have this feature checked before Speli Out. Semantically, in the 
structures which contain a Mood2 modal the subject could be analyzed as 
a topic. Such configurations havc the flavour of compound presentations 
which consist of two acts: the act of recognition of the entity which is to 
be made the subject and "the act of affirming or denying what is expressed 
by the predicate about the subject" (Kuroda 1972: 154) The modal, in our 
case, evaluates a situation "about" a particular subject. But, although we 
do not really know too many things about how to appropriately test 
topichood, at least we know that there cannot occup_y a iopic position: 

(139) 111ere must he some way outl 

( 139), with there in sentence initial position, proves that the subject 
cannot bc a topic in this configuration. 

A.nother possihility would be to assume that the subject raises lO 

Spec Mood2P, but it is difficult to detect a feature in this node which 
could lîcense the movemcnt of the DP. Besides, it rnight be the case that 
this is the position in which Mood adverbs get licensed (Alexiadou 1994). 
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The analysis I will propose is that the su~ject moves to Spec Agrs 
which is higher than Mood2. The immediate consequence of such a 
standpoint îs that the split IP parameter has a positive value în Engiish 

( contra Thrainsson 1994). The OP moves to this position not only because 
it has D features to check but also în the spirit of Lasnik's Principie of 
Enlightened Self-Interest. It seems it îs a general property of Engiish that 
subjccts must occupy the sentence initial position. We can take this 

position to be Spec Agrs, 1.c. a position at the borderline between the 
functiona1 and the complement1zer layers (maybe Rizzi's SpccFinP). 

Movement of the subject DP wil! be driven botb by the D features whi.J1 

must bc checked but also by this general property of the position: it must 
always be occupied by a subject (or by a "substitute"). 

Assuming that the subject always moves to Spec Agrs has two 

important consequences: 

and 

(i) it means that the functional layer (of English) inciudes Neg2P 

and Mood2P 

(ii) the split IP parameter has a positive value for English. 
Assigning a positive value to the split IP parameter will require 

discussions about the status of Agrs in English. Agrs has been analyzed as 
having weak features, which can explain why the verb does not move 
overtly Agrs can only be postulated if it induces overt movcment As 
already seen, the subject DP moves ovcrtly to a position which I hc.'.ve 
taken to be Spec Agrs. Agrs seems to have strong [D] features . That 
would accounl for the overt movement of the subject OP and it leads to 
the conclusion that Agrs exi~ts in Eng!ish. 

One more consequence of th1s analysis concems the status of 
Agro. We expect Agrs and Agro to behave similarly. lf Agrs has strong 
[O] features so will Agro, which means that objcct movcment is overt or 
else the derivation crashes. Agr must check the phi-features with which the 
OP comes from the lcx1con, at least number, which are not 
uninterpretable. Agr features may be uninterpretable on the verb, as verbal 
agreement,just like case, stands for a "relation''. But nommal features (phi
features) of the OP have to be checked. That would explain why the DP 
moves overtly to Agr while the verb can procrastinate _ 
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3.3.4.Tentative answers 
The tentative answers to the questions addressed in 3.1.1. could be 

the following ones: 
(i) The English modals have one single entry in thc lexicon. They 

are verbal elements which lack an cvent structure, î.e they do not have 
arguments of their own, not even externa! arguments; they merge in the 
derivation with a SC The resulting structure is monoclausal. The 
complex.ity of the SC will "force" the modai to occupy different positions 
in the structure of the clause. Merging of the modal with the SC takes 
place after the merging of the elements contained in the SC. The position 
which the modal occupies will trigger different interpretations: the core 
meaning is "extended" according to the degrce of complex.ity of the SC 
whose import is key in defining the syntactic structure. Thus, a modal like 
can merges with a VP/an AspP /IP lts meaning is always the same (for 
examplc, assuming the core meanings in Perkins 1983, K (C does not 
preclude e to occur)), but its different interprctations will be a fonction of 
the complexity of the expression of "e" . It has also been shown that 
different posîtions are not associated with certain meanings ( epistemic or 
deontic), the positions are only associated with the scape the modal can 
take, i.e. with how "extended" its meaning can he. 

(ii) The English modals are defined as verbal elements whose 
precise status is defined by the position they occupy in thc structure. tf the 
modal occupies a position under VP, it evinces a strong [V] feature, and it 
behaves like a lexicai auxiliary. lt shares the event structure of thc V max 
v.-ith the lexical verb which heads the VP, and hence its argumcnts. That is 
why it can take tenses more freely when generated in this position. The 
lexical element of thc T-chain of a structure which contains a modal 
gcnerated under VP is net the lexical verb but the modal- \/P complex. 

The leftmost position, Mood2, is associated with adverb-like 
features. The [V] foature îs extremely "light" in this case. The modal does 
not share the evem structure of the lexical verb, it is generated above 
tense, it is "tenseless", being c-commanded only by the T-operator. 

The modals which occupy the Mood position within the functional 
dcmain behave more like a functional category while still retaining the 
lexical content oî their predecessors. The modal does not share the event 
structure of thc lexical verb but, being generated below tense, it still has 
the possibility to move to tense overtly. The incompatibility of modals with 
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some temporai forms is to be seen as a consequence of their bcing 
"defective", i.e. as a consequence of their idiosyncratic properties . 

The "leftmore" the position the modal occupies is, the lighter its 
verbal features get but the stronger its modal features. White a modal 
inserted under \'P may be even treated as not expressing modality (Steele 
1975, Boyd and Thome l 969), a modal which occupies Mood2 is "hea"y" 
with modality. That should not be surprising: it simply reflects, at a 
difîerent levd, the diachronic shift of ( some) modals from fu II lexical vcr bs 
to functional elements. But this will make the subject of the following 
subsection. 

3.4. A Brief History of the English Modals 

3.4.1. The framework 

There is no doubt that the English modals represent a distinct class 
both when compared to lexical verbs or to fimctional elements in English 
and when compared to the means of expressing modality in other 
languages. Their history may provide an interesting explanation for their 
"unique" behavior and status. 

Language change wi.11 be assumed to be a subcase oî language 
acquisition (Lightfoot 1979, Lightfoot and Homstein 1981, Clark and Roberts 
1993) in the sense that the crucial mechanisms invo!ved in the two processes 
are the same: hypothesis forrnation and retraction. The logica! probiem of both 
language change and language acquisition is related to how learners set 
parameters to particular values. From this perspective, diachronic change can 
provide crucial infonnation on how lcamers sele<.,'t hypotheses and, on the 
other hand, studies of language acquisition can shed new light on data from 
diachronic evolution Diachronic change is thus defined as parametric change, 
triggered by co-existing systems m the input. The ''target'· language comai..t13 
parameter values which cannot be uniquely deteml.Îned. The lemner faccs the 
task of selecting one particular value, i c.one particular f,'Tammar. whilc 
eliminating the "unfit" hypotheses. The leamcr's choice of one particular value 
(rrom the various altematives which the input provides) is undcrdctermined by 
the input data (which are ambiguous) Hence, the value(s) set by the leamer 
may be different from those of hislher parents. The new parameter sctting is 
the diachronic change 

The ambiguity, the altemattves can only create an unstable systcm 
Parametric change is forced by an unstable language system. As l will try to 
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point out in what follows, Middle English, through a variety of independent 
changes, became highly unstable, resulting, among other phenomena, in the 
( almost) complete loss of subjunctive inflections and in the creation of a new 
class: the modals. The cumulative effect of their morphological irregularities, 
the moribund system of the subjunctive inflections, the change from one 
agreement sytem to another was to destabilize the system. The English 
modals shifted from one class to another. 

ln what follows I will try to argue that the initial weakening of the 
subjunctive inflection95 combined with the morphological irregularities of 
the so-called premodals created a system which ultimately led to the shift 
of this class of verbs to a more functional class. The "ambiguous" system 
allowed the leamer to choose between functional projections (the 
subjunctive) and iexical ones (the modals) to express modality. Functional 
projections are acquired gradually and at a later stage. In this l adopt a 
weak version of the No Functiona! Projection Hypcthesis in language 
acquisition, fol!owing the line of Radford 1990, Lebeaux 1988, Tsimpli 
1990, Smith and Tsimpli 1995 or Vainikka 1994, among many others)96 

. 

Unlike Radford I will assume, with Vainikka, that functional projections 
develop gradually, they do not appear all at once. Both Tsimpli (1990) and 
Vainikka (1994) try to adopt an "intermediate" position between the 
strong continuity hypothesis and the maturational approach. However, 
Tsimpli proposes that maturation affects onJy the acquisition of functional 
categories (not the principles of UG) whereas Vainikka (1994) does not 
invoke maturation: she assumes that, at an early stage, sentences may 
involve only a VP projection. Functional projections develop gradually, on 
the basis of the input (which provides the necessary triggers). Whether the 
acquisition of functional projections does/does not involve maturation is 
obviously a non-trivial question for the understanding of the process of 
language acquisition However, for the present analysis, the relevant 
aspect is that lexical projections seem to enter a child's language before 
functional projections. 

95 For an analysis of the history of the English modals which focuses on the 
relationship between the gap in the notionaJ rcalisation of thc English auxilia1J system 
duc to the loss of thc subjunctive inflcction and the semantic compatibility of the 
modals with the subjunctive sec Stcele et.aJ (I 981 ). 

96 For a different pc,int of view. see Wexler (1994), Weinberg (1994), 
Bohnacker (1997). 
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Let us return to the problem of change. The !earner was undt:r 
pressure from fitness and from the "least effort" principie (I assume that 
acquisition of functional categories is more costly smce it is "postponed") 
to "eliminate" the functional projecbon, ie. to ignore rhe functional 
projection since the system offered lexical means of expressing 
moda!ity. The changes in the system are the ones which offered the learner 
an unclear, changing inflectional system, on the one hand, and iexical 
means of expressing the same concepts on the other hand. We have to 
stress the importance of the changes in the system in order to account for 
the fact that not al! the languages with reduced morphology have 
undergone the same shift. These lexical means gradually replac.ed the 
"functional" ones, shifting from one structural position to another. 

One more claim will be that the English premodals evinced all the 
necessary "features" for the shift they unden.veni in the 16th c. This does 
not mean denying the împortancc of the independent changes m the 
languagc stmcture which led to the creation of the new class. Jt simp!y 
tries to advance the view that the premodals represenied a class likely to 
be affected by these changes. One line of investtgatton focuses on the 
inherent properties of the premodals as an important factor which 
"allowed" the shift and the other line focuses on the importance of the 
large number of clear, independent changes in the language for the 
reanalysis uf the premodals (van Kemenade 1993). I would tike to prove 
that, while fully acknowledging thc role of the changes m the system97

, 

one cannot deny the imponance of the inherent properties of the 
premodals which made them the best "candidates" for reanalys.is (Roberts 
1985). Their properties can also account for the fact that they have not 
followed a unifom1 chronology (Warner 1990) while some ofthem are still 
rollcctod in thl' boiu1,·ior ofthc µrcscnt- day moduls 

3.4.2. A few remarks on premodals 
Premodals are analyzed either as main verbs with perfectly 

ordinary complementation (Lightfoot 1979) or as a rn0rphologically 
definable subclass of verbs which behave iike main verbs i11 many respects 

97 Jt is important to focus on L'hc fact that the changcs in thc system are at lea.'it 
as important as thc inl1crcnl propertics of thc premodals. Dutch has also lest its 
subJunctive 1,ystem and still no reanal:ysis of the r...tiddlc Dutch rnodals secms to have 
taken place (Scholten i 98&). 
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(they can take NP objects. tensed clauses, infinitivai ciauses as 
complement, occasionally they have non-finite forms and their agreement 
morphology is richer than the one of present-day modals, they are theta
role assigners, subject to the V-Visibility condition as defim:d by Roberts 
l 985, 1992q3

, and they moved to Inflection) but their morphology is 
defective to somc extent even in OE (Roberts 1985, 1991,van Kemenade 
1993).They are also syntactically marked in taking a Bl complement. 
Already in OF they were a separate group. More interestingly for the 
present analysis îs that it seems that in OE there were three structures 
available for modals. Van Kemenade ( 1993) describes the three structures 
as follows· 

(i) volitional wi/1 (wile) and abilit}' can (cam;) and may (maeg)) had 
their own subject and a proposittonal VP complement with a PRO subject that 
is co-referential with the matrix subject. The structure they entered 
corresponds to subject control stmctures. Semantically, their modal meaning is 
extremely weak but definitely deontic. They are main verbs. 

(ii) modals likc hypothetical may (maeg), must (mol), shall (sceal) 
do nat have their own thematic subject and they select a propositional VP. 
Thematically, the subject in the matrix is the subject of the infinitive verb. 
They are, according to van Kemenade, main verbs with subjectless syntax, 
i.e. raising vcrbs. 99 Semantically, they denote epistemic modality. 

(iii) a small group of modals were used in auxiliary constructions 
even in OE (Denison 1990, van Kemcnade 1993), generated under 
Inflection. For example wile and sceal are used in fi.Jture constructions 
embedded under verbs which exprcss intention, promise, expectaticn. 

In Middle English, modals stil! represented a morphologically definable 
subclass ofverbs (Roberts 1985) though they seem to evince some main verb 
chara<..1eristics (van Kemcnade 1993). For example, they ocr.ur in infinitivaJ 
and participial forms and in each other's complementation. 

Harris and Campbell (I 995) propose a somewhat different 
approach t0 the reanalysis of the English premodals. They advance the 
hypothesis that the modals may have bcen reanalyzed at different times 
and that it is possible that a modal auxiliary developed while the 

9
~ Roberts defincs the V-Visibility condition as follows: V as~igns theta-roles 

iff Vis governed at S-Structurc 
9'J vau Kemenade (1989), Denison (1990). Warner (1990) argue that when the 

modal was followcd by an impersonal verb ii behaved like an auxihary rathcr than lixe 
a main ,,erb. 
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hornophonous lexical verb continued to exist. Within such an approad, 
one rnay speculate that in Middle English the modals which could tab 
direct objects were the lexical ones, not the auxiliary ones But 
other.vise they remain isolated in the Proto-Gennanic class of preierit
presens : they lack third person singular agreement in the present . Th;! 
tense relationship between the preterit and present tense forms 
gradually erodes, there is a breakdown în the prcsent/past relat1onshi:, 
of some modals (Lightfooi l 979). For example, pairs lik-e sha/1 an:i 
should are felt like separate modals rather than different temporal 
forrns of the samc modal. In this respect, Middle Englîsh modals 
represented ~n "anomalous'' class semantically as well. It seems that by 
this time modals appeared quite frequently in an auxilîary configuration 
(van Kemenadel 993, Harris and Campbell l 995). 

Thus moda.is already represented a definable group, members of an 
unstable class, that of the preterit.es The fact that they represcnted a 
"marked'' class qualified them as a possible "targct" of diachronic 
reanalysis. Also relevant for this analysis is the fact that modals seem to 
enter different structures as early as OE. The three structures avaiiable for 
OE modals argued for in van Kemenade seem to be "mirrored" by the 
three possible structures I have proposed for present-day English. van 
Kemenade's "control" modals correspond to my modals under VP, her 
"raising" modals to my Mood2 modals whereas the group of aux.ilia1ies 
generated under Inflection could be said to correspond to my Mood 
modals. I would also like to point aut the fact that the "control" modals 
scemed to havc hardly any modal meaning, which did not make them the 
first "candidates" to take over the function of the subjunctive That might 
explain the fact that they are the last to lose non-finite forms and that in 
present-day English they still retain strong wrbal features. They are the 
most "verbal II modals 

3.4.3. Middle English changes rele\.'ant for the development of 
modals 

Thc development of the distinct class of modals is part of thc 
parametric change which English underwent approximately in the 161h c.: 
English shifted from a morphological agreemcnt system (agreement affixes 
are generated în Inflection and the verb moves to them) to a syntactic 
agreement system (AGR governs V) and this change.triggered a change in 
the structures in which the modals appeared IGo . 

100 David Lightfoot (p.c.) points oul that V-to-I movement is actually losl 
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This subsection heavily re!ies on Roberts ( 1985, 199 J) He 
considers that the main factors which led to the shift from one agreement 
system to another were. 

(i) the crosion of the subjonctive 
(ii) the morpholcgical irregularity of the modals (which has already 

been mentioned) 
(iii) the loss of agreemcnt inflection 

(i)-(iii) could only lead to an input which triggered a ditferent 
grammar. The leamer faced the task of choosing from two possible means 
of expressing modality the inflections of the subjunctive ( which were 
already weakening) or the modals. Jn a subjunctive clause, the theta-role is 
assigned by the lexical verb. Modals do not seem to have behaved 
uniformly from the poim of view of theta-assigning. ln van Kcmenade's 
"ciasses" the control class can assign theta roles, the modals in this class 
havc their own suh_ject, whereas the moda1s falling under the other two 
structures (raising and auxiliaries) do not have their own subject. The 
ambiguity seems stronger in their case, which led to their being reanalyzed 
first. Their modality content was also stronger, thus they were more likely 
to he substitutes of the subjunctive. 

How can we account, from the perspective of !anguage acquisit1on, 
for the fact that in Middle English (late Middle English according to 
Roberts 1985, early Middle English according to Harris and Campbeli 
1995) thc modals took over the function of the subjunctive beginning to 
appear in periphrastic constructions ? I said I assume a weak version of the 
No Functional Projeclion Hypothesis which implies that during the "single-
word stage" child speech contains no functional elements and hence no 
functional projections. It consists entirely of lexjcal projections Thc child 
starts out with a one-word lexical-looking grammar. whose content is 
determined by X elernents. The theta-gricl of each word is represented in 
tree-form in the lexicon., the set of theta-theoretic primitives are 
analytically prior to the set of case-theoretic primitives. The child then 
builds the phrase structure by Project a (Lebeaux l 988), a rute that matches 

the lexical tree to the syntactic tree. The child faced with two means of 
expressing modality v.iU choose the lexical me.ans which seerns to imply 
iess effort (the lexical sub-tree is prior to any rule) and which, being 

--------

only m the l 8thc., but the morphological changes were pretty much complete by the 
14th C. 
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lexical, is more likely to enter child language at an earlier stage. Once tbe 
lexical modal has been chosen it will take over not only the function but 
also the properties of the subjunctive. 

Thus, even if we assume, with van Kemcnade, that some modals 
could not assign the externai theta-role, or, with Roberts ( 198 5) that 
premodals were theta-role assigners, thc diachronic change will lead to the 
same conclusion: the modals which are now substitutes of the subJunctive 
will also take over its theta-properties, i.e. lack of ability to assign theta
roles. lf the modal stops assigning theta-roles, it means that 1t must occupy 
an ungoverned position, outside the VP, and it must not show agreement 
The fact that modals lacked agrcement morpho!ogy made them even more 
compatible with the shift. With the rnodals în lnflcction, the lexical verb no 
longer moved în tensed clauses because it could meet the V-Visihility 
condition by being syntactically governed by somc element in Infiection, 
AGR fo.r example. The lexical verb has no reason to move to Inflection; 
rernaining in situ is cheaper than moving. The agreement system has 
shifted from a morphological agreement system to a syntaciic agreement 
svstem, with weak Agr 
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Chapter 4 

'We/1 ', said Pooh, 'we keep looking ji1r Home and 
notjinding it, so I thoughl that ifwe /ookedfor this 
Pit, we 'd be sure nat to find it which would be a 
gnod thing, because then we might find somethmg 
that we weren 't looking for, which might be just 
what we were /ookmg for real{v. (A.A.Milne -
1'Vinnie-the-Pooh) 

REI\1ARKS ON THE SYNT AX AND SEMANTICS 
OF THE ROMANIAN MODALS 

4.1 Jntroduction 
4.1.1. In this chaptcr it is argued that the Romanian modals, which 

have been treated as "modal (semi-) auxiliaries", do not represent a 
syntactic class, behaving în most respects like ful! lexical verbs. 

It will be argued that the Romanian modals (a putea 'can., be able to, 
manage' and a trebui 'must, have to, need') are lexical verbs associated with 
two parallel structures, a VP-complex and a biclausal one. The former is the 
resuit of the modal verb merging with a bare infinitive (BI) or a participle
based SC while the latter is the resuit of the modal merging with a 
Mood.Phrase (Mood.P) or ·with a Complementizer Phrase (CP). 

Despite the descriptive orientation of this chapter, J believe it can 
also be of some theoretical interest lt will lend additional support to the 
idea that semantic notions may be expressed by functionai categories in 
some languages and by lexical categories in others. It follows that there i~ 
cross-linguistic variation in the realization of certain semantic notions 
which clearly proves that similar semantic facts do not resuit in similar 
syntactic configurations. Modal elements in English and Romanian have a 
ditlerent categorial status (and hence different syntactic behavior) but, as 
wil! bc shown in the present analysis, their scopal properties are not 
subject to variation. 

Though the Romanian modals may not offer as interesting a 
subject of investigation as the English ones (they are not a "distinct'' class) 
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I hope that their analysis may offer interesting insights into related areas of 

Romanian symax from a minimalist perspective as well as into aspects of 
temporal interpretation. 

The examination of the Romanian complex predicates will ă!so 

hopefully point out that there is a distinction between syntactic an<l 
semantic complex predicates and will offer arguments against the view that 
deontic modals enter control structures whereas epistemic rnodals are 
raising verbs. lt will also be shown that the modals which have been 
treated as deontic (both syntactically and semantically) do not actui::llly fail 
into one single class. 

4.1.2.The organization of the chapter is as follows: 
In 4.1. I present the aim and the organization of the chapter. 
1n 4.2. I briefly review the main lincs of investigation of the 

Rornanian modals. 
ln 4.3. I present the outline of the analysis. 
ln 4.4. and 4.5. the configurations with a putea ('can, be able to, 

manage') and a trebui ('must, have to, need') will be analyzcd wi1h a view 
to showing that (i) Romanian modals evince different properties and enter 
different configurations, i.e. they do not represent a homogeneous class 
and (ii) they behave like lexical verbs. 

4.2.Main lines of investigation 

4.2.1.Romanian modals and predicatwn 

Romanian traditional and structura! grammars usually focus un the 

meaning of the so-called modal verbs, pointing out that they cannot fonn a 
predicate sîmply becausc of their meaning: they nced to co-uccur with 
anotller verb with whid1 they express one single evem, i.e a cmnpl-c.x 

structure. Most traditional and strnctural studies agree that the Romarjan 
modals can fom1 a predicate only if they co--occur with another verb; 
however, cne can notice two main directions of investigation . 

(i) the Romanian modals are treated as ''auxiiiaries''/ ''semi
auxiliaries" (Iordan 1943, Guţu J 956, Nedioglu 1956, Teodorescu 1966) 

(ii) the Romanian modals are trcated as lexical means of expressing 
modality, which often have different morpho-syntactic propenies 
(Gramatica Academiei 1963, Dragomirescu 1963, Constantinescu 1970, 
Avram 1986). 
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4.2.2. The VP-complex analysis 
Within the modal-as-auxiliary analysis, which assumes a complex 

predicate status for the configurations "modal verb + lexical verb", modals 
like a putea ('can') and a trebui ('must') are actually analyzed as having 
a double status. In configurations like the ones in (1 )- (3) below, they are 
treated as auxiliaries of modality . 

(I) Treb111e s1.1 lucrezi. 
must-2nd pers.sg. să work-2 pers.sg. 
'You must work.' 

(2) Pou să lucrezi. 
can-2nd pers.sg. sa work 
'You can/may work.' 

(3) Poţi lucra. 
can-2nd pers.sg work 
'Y ou can work.' 

In (1) and (2) thc modal takes a subjunctive clause, introduced by 
să, as a complement. In (3) a putea is followed by a Bl. 

Such analyses usually focus on the semantic contribution of the 
two verbs to the sentence: the verb with which the modal co-occurs is 
assumed to be more important in this respect. 

The same modals can be predicates only when they take a DP 
complement or when thcy represent the focus of communication. 

Such an approach raises several problems. Firstly, it is quitc difficult to 
assume that the change in syntactic status is triggered by what might be called 
comrnunicative intention. Secondly, stipulatmg that the Romanian modals are 
predicates when taking a DP complement but part of a complex predicate 
when taking a clausal complement may lead to the generalizing conclusion that 
the verbs which take a clausal complement are not predicates. 

lt should also be pointed out that such an analysis cannot account 
for the difference between the configurations in which the modal is 
followed by a BI (as in 3) and the ones in which it is followed by a 
subjunctive (asin l and 2) or by a CP. 

Teodorescu ( 1966) statts from the same assumption: the Romanian 
modals can be predicates or part of a complex predicate; howevi:!1, her 
analysis does not take into account the type of complement which the 
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modal takes (OP or clausal) but its various meanings. She argues that a 
putea is a predicate when it has deontic readings but an auxiliary, part of a 
complex predicate, when it has epistemic readings. 101 

(4) Pol să rup lanţul. 
can-1 st pers.sg să break chain-the 
'I can break the chain.' 

(5) Pot rupe /a,qul. 
can-1 st pers. sg. break the chain 
'I can break the chain." 

(6) Pot să wu cartea? 
can-lst pers.sg. să take book-the 
'Can I take the book? 

(7) Pot să procur cartea 
can-lst pcrs.sg. să find book-the 
'I can find the book' 

(5)-(7) represent instances of "predicate" a putea, with the modal 
analyzed as a transitive verb. Recail that when ana.lyzing the English 
modals, Ross ( 1969) also reached the conclusion that deontic modals are 
associated with transitive configurations. Unlike a putea in (5) -(7), the 
modal in (8) has an epistemic value and it is to be analyzed as a "modal 
syntactic. auxiliary'': 

(8) Pot să mă rătăcesc. 
can-Jst pers. sg. sa me(Acc.)lose my way 
'I can lose my way.' 

11 is however diflicult to assume a one-to-one mapping between 
the so-called deont1c modals and their syntactic structure bccause deontic 
modals do not behave uniformly (for arguments which suppon th1s pomt 
of vicw see 4.4. în this chapter). lf there is a difference which needs to be 
accounted for, it is the one pointcd oul by Dragomirescu (1963 ), 
Dobrovie-Sorin (1987,1993), Pană-Dindelegan (1992): thc syntactic 
difference between the configuration în which the modal is follawcd by a 
BI and the one in which it îs fo!lowed by a subjunctive configuration. 

---------
)()) Teodorescu does nol explicitly distinguish bclwcen cpistemic and deontic 

modals: but, analyzing the examples shc pro,ides, one can reach this generalization. 
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Symacticai!y, the modal in (8) does not behave like an auxiliary. 
Auxiliarie:i lack refercntial value, they have reduced or null semantic content 
and hence cannot assign any theta-role and do not govem any tensed clause. 
They merge with a SC whose head 1s a lexical verb. If a verb can alternatively 
govem a tensed clause (IP or CP) and a VP, it should be classified as a lexical 
verb (Gueron and Hoekstra 1988). lf this definition of auxiliaries is adopt(,-d, 
then the Romanian modals can only be treatcd as lexical verbs. 

4.2.3. The modals as lexical verbs analysis 
The studies which treat the Romanian modals as lexical means of 

expressing modality usually focus on their semantic s1milarities, pointing 
out that they evince difterent syntactic properties. 

More recent studies (Dobrovie-Sorin 1987, 1994. Avram l 989, 1994) 
start from this assumption: in Romanian, modal verbs do not rcpresent a 
syntactîc class. Dobrovie-Sorin (1994) argues that a plltea combines with 
T ense morphemes, on a par ,.vith lexical verbs. 102 It also takes a predicationaJ 
type of complement, again unlike auxiliarie~ and on a par with lexical verbs. At 
least în its deontic reading (when it exprcsses ability), it a!so assigns a theta
role, property which qualities ît as a lexical verb. 

One can also notice the general tendency in the GB literature to 
analyze deontic configuratmns as control structures and epistemic 
configurations as raising structures. 

(9) Jvfaria poare ciţi cărţi japoneze. 
Maria can-3rd pers sg. rnad books Japanese pi 
'Maria can read Japanese books.' 

(10) lvfaria poate veni mai de1•remt!. 
Maria can 3rd pers.sg.come 1;;ar:ier 
'Maria can/may comt~ earlicr.' 

1
'
9 A putea in ils "ability" reading can indeed Lllke tenses frccly: 
Present: Poate să cîntc.("Hc can sing. '') 
Past: (::t.) re1:(Pr:t-co.•11pus : A putut să cîntl.'. ('He has been able to sing. ") 

(b) impe1fect : Putea să cînte. ('He could sing. ') 
(c) perfect simplu : Putu să cinte. ('He was able to sing. ') 
(d) mai-mult-ca-perfect : Putuse să cînte. ('He had been able to sing') 
(e)future: Vii putea să cîmelO să poată să cînteh1.re să poată să cînte. 
('He will be able to sing. ') 
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Within such an analysis, the subject of the infinitival clause in (9) is 
co-indexed with the subject of the matrix .I will not discuss the status of 
the infinitival subject: PRO/pro here. Dobrovie-Sorin ( 1994) proposes that 
Romanian controlled subjects of subjunctive and infinitival clauses are 
"contextual anaphors" which she defines as elements which participate in 
an anaphoric relation without being intrinsically marked as ( +anaphoric]. 
Hence, they are not necessarily subject to Principie A of Binding Theory. 
According to her, the null subject cannot be of type PRO, but most 
probably of type pro (sec Dobrovie-Sorin 1994 for a detailed analysis of 
null subjects in Romanian infinitival and subjunctive clauses): 

(9') Mariaj poate [ PROi citi cărţi japoneze] 

In (10) (when the modal is interpreted as having an epistemic 
value), the modal can bc analyzed as a raising verb which does not impose 
any selectional restrictions on the subject which is assigned a theta-role by 
the embedded verb: 

(10') Mariaj poate [ti veni mai devreme]. 

Under such an analysis, the modals are generatcd under VP and 
they behave either as raising or as control verbs. 

This explanation cannot capturc thc mtuition that the so-called 
deontic a putea can enter two different structures; the difforent syntartic 
contexts may lead to different functional interpretations. The idea J have 
already advanccd in this chapter is that a putea + bare infinitive represents 
a VP complex ( one in which the modal and the syntactic head of the VP 
denote one event structure and hence one argument structure ), similar 10 

the nne nf :1bili1y cnn+ hore infimlive in F.nglish Such an :malysi.-. 
follows, for the Romanian data, the line of Guţu -Romalo ( 1956, l 973 ), 
Dobrovie- Sorin (1987) or Pană-Dindelegan(] 992). They analyze a putea 
, bare infinitive as a complex predicate. But a putea, subjunctive 
represents a biclausal structure. 

An analysis of the Romanian modals should be abie to account for 
this difference. 

One more important fact which this analysis should capture is that 
moc!als expressing permission and modals expressing ability have becn 
wrongly treated as belonging to one homogeneous class, semantically to 
that of "deontic" modals and syntactically to that of verbs of control. The 
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modals expressing "ability" could be hard!y interpreted as "modal" (as 
already discussed in the previous chapter), they simply describe a state of 
affairs. Thc modals expressing permission can be associatcd with the idea 
of modality when the modal îs used to ask for or grant permission and 
when the speaker tries to change the world not only to merely describe it. 
Syntactical!y, deontic modals cannot always be associated with contro! 
stmctures. 

(11) Poţi pleca dacâ vrei. 
can-2nd pers.sg.leave ifyou want-2dn pers.sg. 
'Y ou can go if you want to. ' 

The only extemal theta-role assigned is the one of thc verb in the 
VP as will be shown in thc present analysis. 

The fact that the Romanian moda!s do not really represent 
members of a clearly defincd class has also led to different lists. With 
Nedioglu (1956), the list of modals includes : a putea (can,to be able to, to 
manage), a trebui (must, have to, need, to need), a avea (in structures like 
"are de terminat teza" - she has her thesis to finish or "are să plece" - she is 
leaving), a.fi (tobe) and a voi (to want), w:ith Guţu-Romalo (1956), a 
voi (to want) is nota member of th..is class; but her list also includes a veni 
(in structures like "Îmi vine să plîng" - I fee! like weeping) and a părea (to 
seem). Avram ( 1986) adds a da (in structures like dă să spună - she is 
about to say ... ) and a sta (in stă să cadă -it is going to fall down )to the 
verbs in the previous )ist~. 

4.3. The analysis 

4.3.1. Preliminary remarks 

The present analysis will start from the following empirica) 
generalizations: 

(i) the Romanian moda!s can enter two parallel structures, a VP 
complex (12) and a biclausal one (I 3) : 

(12) /'-Aaria poate desena foarte bine. 
Maria can-3rd pers.sg. draw very well 
'Maria can draw very well.' 
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(13) Maria poate să deseneze foarte bine. 
Maria can-3rd pers.sg . . wi draw-3rd pers.sg. very well 
'Maria can draw very well.' 

With a putea, the VP complex is a real counterpart of the biclausal 
one: both configuratîons can express the same contextual values of the 
modal verb and, even syntactically, the VP complex is a "reduced" copy 
of the biclausal structure in many respects. 

With a trebui the VP complex configuration can be associated only 
with deontic readings (14) while the biclausal one can be read both 
deontically and epistemically (15): 

(14) Cărţile acestea trehuiesc:trebuie citite. 
books-the these-fem.pi. must-3rd pers.pl./must-3rd pers. 
sg. read- participle-fem. pi. 

'These books must be read.' 
(15) Copiii trebuie să vină curÎnd 

children-the must-3rd pers.pi. să come-3rd pers. soon 
'The children must come/be coming soon.' 

(ii) in Romanian, the so-called "modals" evince "lexical verb"-like 
featurcs: they take tenses (almost) freeiy and they behavc like lexical verbs 
from the point ofview of agreement morphology. 

On the other hand, some of them may be defective in some 
respects: there are cases when they cannot take certain tenses or when 
they cannot appear in non-finite clauscs. None of the Romanian modal~ 
analyzed here can be uscd in the passive 103 

While modals under their more "concrete" readings can take any 
tcr1s0s frccly, thoy aro subjoct to intcresting restrictions undcr thcir 

epistemic reading (when they are more abstract, behaving likc opcrators). 
Remember that the English modals which occupy Mood2, taking scope 
over thc whole sentence, are "tenseless" 

Epistemic a putea ('can') and a trebui ('must') are questionable 
(somctimes impossible) in the perfect compus: 

103 Vcry rarely, 'a trebui' may be used in passive constructions (whcn its 
contextuai reading is "to need": 

l 72 

Socolesr dar că in iume eu intili sînt trebuiiă. (DLR, Vol.T:574) 
helievc-lst pcrs.sg. hcnce lhat in world I lirstly am nceded-fem.sg. 
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(16) ?? A trebuit că ştia el ceva. 
has must-past part. C'â knew-3rd pers.sg. he something 

(17} ?9 A putut să vină de !a o clipâ la alta. 
has cou!d-past pan. să come-3rd pers.sg. any minute 

Though ( 18) îs a gooo, granunatical sentence: 

(18) Nu s-au putw stinge toţi oamenii dintr-o ţan.i.. 
not se have cou!d-past part. perish all people-the in u country 

The incompatibility \VÎth some temporal-aspectual forms, under 
certain readings, should actually be discussed for each verb, as they hehave 
differently in this respect What l wouiâ iike to suggest at this stage of the 
present analysis is that the Romaman epistemic modals, uniike lexical 
vcrbs, and unlike their deor.tic counterparts, cannot a!ways take tenses 
freely. They are rarely used în other tenses than the present (or the 
imperfect) a property which should be related to their aspectual prope11ics. 
More than that, their "adverbial" counterpart (poate, se poate ) no ionger 
evinces the features of verbs: they no longer take tense, they are 
"tcnseless", behaving, in this respect, like the English modals which head 
the Mood2 projection. 

Epistemic modals are incompatible with non-finite contexts: 

(19) *Putind săfi venit ieri ,wapte ... 
can-ind (genmd) să be come-past participle ycstcrday night 

(20) * Trebuind că a greşii ... 
must-ind (gerund) că has made a mistake 

(iii) the Romanian rnodals (at least under certain readings) can 
assiga theta-roles: 

(21) Copilul poate învă,ta ari<.:e limbâ uşor. 
child-the can-3rd pers.sg acquire any language easily 
• A child can easi!y acquire :my language.' 

(22) Îmi trebuie/trebuiesc căr,ti. 
me (Dative) need-3rd pers.sg./need-3rd pers.plbooks 
'I need books.' 
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(23) Acum văd eu ce poate.femeia. 
now see-1 st pers.sg. I what can-3rd pers.sg. woman-the 
'Now I can see what a woman can do.' 

(iv) in Romani.an„ elements with the semantic properties of the 
English modals are lexical verbs, i.e. the same semantic notion, modality, is 
expressed by functional elements in English and by lexical ones in 
Romanian. That reinforces the idea that functional categories do nat 
exhibit uniform properties across ianguages, because they are associated 
with idiosyncratic mechanisms oflanguage. 

(v) The difforences betwecn the English and Romanian modals can 
be explained as consequences of other differences. Recall that the F.nglish 
modals developed as a homogeneous distinct class as a resuit of a major 
parametric change in the history of English: the shift from a language with 
rich morphology and with a morphological agreement system io a 
language with a syntactic agreement system (Roberts 1985.1992). Before 
the 16th century, English had a morphological agreement system and the 
English modals behaved like lexical verbs în many respects. The change of 
the agreement system triggered the development of a morphologica.lly and 
syntactically distinct class in modem English. Romanian has always had a 
morphological agreement system. lt îs not uncxpected then that the 
Romanian modals behave like the Old English modals: they assign thcta
roles, they move to JNFL, they take clausal complements. 

(vi) in spite of the main difference between the English and the 
Romanian modals (fimctional vs lexical class) there is a certain simila1ity in 
their hehaviour· they may take complements whose complexity varies Jn 

certa;n cases, the difference in complexity leads to different interpreta
tions,i.e. in the mapping to LF there is a correspondence betwcen the 
complexity of the complement and the logical representation of the whole 
configuration. Again, this îs something which is to be expected: it îs 
general!y assumed in generative theory that LF representations wi!I be 
more similar across ianguages than otherwise. 

{vii) Romanian sequences of a modal verb and a bare infinitive 
differ from similar sequences in other Romance ianguages. Italian, Catalan 
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and even French (where the strncture in which the clitic has climbed is 
perceived as outdated) allow both a structure in which the clitic pronoun 
remains in situ, next to the verb whose argument it is, and one in which the 
clitic can be extracted from it and cliticized on the modal (as seen in 26, 27 
and 28 below; thc examples quoted are from Burzio ( 1975) for Italian and 
from Picallo (1990) for Catalan)· 

(24) Italian: 
a. G1anni ha potuto parlargli personalmeme. 

Gianni has can-past part. speak-him personally 
b. Gianni gli ha potuto pariare persana/mente. 

Gianni him has can-past part. speak personally 
'Gianni could speak to him personally.' 

(25) Catalan: 
a. En .Ioan deu afaitar-se. 

Joan must shave-self 
b. En Joan es deu afaitar. 

seif-must shave 
(26) French: 

a. J'aurais pu me con/enter de ... 
I have-conditional - Lit pers.sg.can-participle me (Ace) piease 

b. Je m'auraispu contenter de ... 
I mc (Ace) have-conditional-lst pers.sg can-participle please .. 
'I could have becn pleased with ... ' 

In Romaman, clitic climbing is obligatory under all the readings of 
the modal 

(27) a. Jon i-a putut vorbi personal. 
Ion him/her (Dative) has can-participle speak personally 
'lon coul<l speak to him personally.' 

b. * Jon a putui vorhi -i personal. 

(28)a. Maria se poate rătăci. 
Maria se can-3rd pers.sg. Jose her way 
'Maria can/may Jose her way.' 

b. *Maria poate se rătăci. 
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The participation in clitic climbing is one of the tests which show 
that the modal and the infinitive form a complex In Romanian, with ciitic 
climbing being the only choice, it is obvious that the scquence modal+ VP 
can only be analyzed as a complex predicate at any levei of analysis. 

Clitic climbing is also relevant for thc status of thc BI: if clitic 
climbing is possible it means that the BI has no functional ex1ension. 104 

(viii) Romanian sequences modat-1- subjunctive do not allow ciitic 
climbing: 

(31) a. Ion a putut să-i vorbească personal. 
Ion has-3rd pers.sg.could să -him (Dative) speak-3rd 
pers. personally. 

b. * Ion i-a putut sâ vorbească personal. 
Ion him (Dative) has-3rd pers.sg. să speak-3rd 
pers. personaliy 

(32) a. Afaria poate să se rătăcească 
Maria can-3rd pers.sg.sa se lose-3rd pers. her way 

b. *!daria se poate să rătăcească. 
Maria se can-3rd pers.sg. să lose-3rd pers. her way 

lf we take clitic climbing as a reliabie diagnostic for 
"reconstruction" and hence for a VP complex status, we can say that the 
configuration modal +subjunctive differs, at least in this respect, ftom thc 
configuration modal+infinitive. 

4.3.2.0utline 
1n wh.at folJows I wi!J analy7e thc modal verbs a puica ('can') and 

a trebui ( 'must') with a view w showing (i) that they behave differcntiy 
from a syntactic point of view, i.e they are not memberii of the same 
syntactic class, (ii) that the a.ssumption that deontic modals should be 

104 Onc should notice thc differcncc betwcc11 the Romanian BI a!ld Lhc 
infinitive with a, which has its own pr~iection as the followir:g cxamples prove 
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(i) inainte de o. se pieptăna . . 
bcfore Je a se comb 

(i\) Însă aripile-i albe lume-a ie vedea nu poate.(Guţu-RomaJo l 95(,) 
(iii) A-i risipi nu 1-a putut. (Guţu - Romalo 1956). 
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analyzed as control verbs while epistemic modals as raising verbs is too 
"overgeneralizing" for Romanian (and for other languages as a matter of 
fact) and (iii) that the Romanian modals admit double categorization: 

A. thcy are main verbs taking a DP or a sentential complement 
(MoodP and CP); 

B. they behave like "hght" verbs, inserted imo a verbal complex, 
which merge with a VP (similar. in many rcspects, to the Romancc 
causative and perception verb construct1ons). 

The analysis of complex VPs is based on Rosen's (1990) analysis of 
complex predicates in Romance although the results may represent an 
extension to her analysis. Following her study, complex predicates will be 
defined as formed by î.he merger of two independent argument st.uctures 
and as denoting one event across both verbs comprising the complex VP; 
they a!so evince certain specific syntactic properties. 

My analys1s depaits from that of Rosen in that the restructunng 
verb of thc complex will not be (necessarily) analyzed as a light verb with 
no thematic arguments and no event specification. The examination of the 
Romanian modal a putea (in its ability reading) will provide solid 
arguments that either the definiton of "light" verbs should he made 
''weaker" ( closer to Grimshaw and Mester 1988, where "light" verbs are 
defined as thematically incomplete, not totally devoid of thernatic 
strncture) (or it rnight be the case that some "light" verbs are "lighter" than 
others) or the definition of complex predicates should be modified so as to 
accommodate those cases in which the "restructuring" verb is not 
necessarily a light verb in the sense of Rosen. 

My analysis wili also somehow depart from that of Rosen's in 
assuming that within a complex VP it rnight he the casc that the two verbs 
do not always denote one event in the samc way: the temporal 
interpretation ofthe embedded verb may be more or less "dependent" on 
the temporal interprctation of the "matrix" verb. Again, evidence in favor 
of this view comes from the examination of t11e Romanian modal a putea 
(în its t:pistemic and permission reading). 

1t will be shown that compiex pîedicate fom1ation may be the 
resuit of the properties of the VP vlÎth which the restructuring verb (in 
Rosen's terms) merges, not only or necessarily of the properties of the 
restructuring verb. Romanian Bis will be analyzed as referentially defective 
VPs which "force" complex predicate formation. The same modal, a 
putea, can merge with a B l, with which it fonns a VP complex, and l.Nith a 
full embedded clause with which it will form a biclausal configuration. 
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The present analysis will also point out the importance of aspectual 
properties in the interpretation of complex VPs A modal like a putea is a 
state predicate. If we adopt Kratzer's ( 1989) hypothesis that state 
predicates lack an event variable ( or, as will be argued in this chapter, that 
there are certain restrictions on what temporal-aspectual fonns and what 
time adverbs can identify this event variable without triggering a.ny 
recategorization process) this aspectual feature may be crucial for the 
interpretation of the configurations with a putea 

4.4. A PUTEA 
4.4. t. The Data 
In modern Romanian, the verb a putea (can, may) can enter the 

following c.onfigurations: 

178 

(i) Deontic a pwea (when it expresses physical/mental ability; 
'can', 'to he able to'): 

(33) Acum nu ,nai putea GÎNDI !v'JMIC. • 
New not more could-3rd pers. sg think nothmg 
'Now he couldn't think any more.' 

(34) De rele ce sint nu pot SĂ TRĂ.IASCĂ LA UN LOC. 
of wicked of w·hat are not can-3rd pers.pi. să live-3rd pers 

together 
'They are so wicked that they cannot live together.' 

(35) Iubim jrumuseţea şi pe cei ce pot CA S-O P.EDEA. 
Love-1 st pers. pi. beauty and those who can-3rd pers. ca să 
it (Ac\:) chpress-Jn:i pers. 

'We love beauty and the people who can create it.' 

(36) Cum ai putut DE-Al FĂCUT ASTA? 
How have-2nd pers.sg.could de have-2nd.pers.sg. 

dcne that 
'How could you do that?' 

(37) AŞA CEVA nu pot. 
Such thing not can-lst pers.sg. 

'I cannot do sud; a thing' 
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(ii) Deontic a putea ( expressing permission, advice; 'can', 'may') 

(38) Poţi SĂ ST Al pînă tîrziu. 
can-2nd pers.sg. sii stay-2nd pers.sg. till late 
'Y ou can stay till late.' 

(39) Poate veni şi el dacă vrea. 
can/may-3rd pers sg. come and he ... 
'He can /may come too ifhe wants to.' 

(iii) Epistemic a putea ( expressing possibility) 

(40) Curajul meu de-atunci putea SĂ PAR4 copilăresc. 
courage my ofthen could-3rd pers.sg. să seem-3rd.pers.sg. 
childish 
'At the moment my courage could/may have seemed 
childish.' 

(41) Curajul meu de--atunci putea părea copilăresc. 
courage my of then could să seem childish 
'At the moment my courage could seem childish.' 

(42) Poate să vină mîine. 
can-1rd pers.sg. să come-3rd pers.sg./pl.tomorrow 
'He may come tomorrow.' 

(43) Poate săfi venit ieri. 
can/may-3rd pers.sg. să be come-past.part. 
'He may have come yestcrday' 

4.4.2. A PUTEA + bare infinitive 
4.4.2.J. Deontic a putea+ bare infinitive 
Sentence (33) illustrates deontic a putea. lf we assume, foUowing 

the line of Manzini ( 1983) and Gueron and Hoekstra ( 1988), that root 
modals must control an empty category in an argument position of the 
embedded clause, being verbs of obligatory control, i.e. the subject of the 
embedded clause must be controlled by an argument of the matrix verb, 
we should also assume that a putea in its deontic reading and the BI are 
parts of a biclausal configuration. 

In what follows I will try to point out that such an analysis is 
actually incorrcct. A putea, in its deontic meaning, when co-occurring with 
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a BI, is not a verb of obligatory control. It is part of a complex VP whose 
argument structure is shared by the modal and the infinitive verb in a way 
similar to the English configuration which contains non-modal can 

(44) VP 
//~ 

Spec V' 
/~ 

yO 
a putea 

VP 
veni 

The subject of a sentence like (33) îs the subject of thc complex a 
putea + bare infinitive. The argument structure of the non-modai verb i:;; 

transferred to the complex \iP, resulting in one single argument structure 
and in one single event structure. 

Arguments in favor of such an analysis are provided by a number 
of independent phenomena, inciud(ng : 

(i) clitic climbing 
(ii) negation 
(iii)"clitic" adverbs 
(iv) passîvization 

(i) Clitic climbing is licit in se11tences like ( 45) and ( 46) below· 

(45) Maria le poale citi. 
Maria le ('them') can-3rd pers.sg. read 
'Maria can reac1 them ' 

(46) Copilul se poate !',păla singur. 
the child se can-3rd pers.sg. wash alone 
'The child can wash himsclf.' 

The clitic le ('them') in (46), has climbed over citi and poate. 
Clitics are case features of the verb; they form a cluster with the verb with 
which they raise to Agrs. They always ·climb to Agrs. 1115 ln (45) and (46) 

105 Comilescn (1997) argues thal actually m Romanian the clitic has its o\\n 
projcction, CliticP,prcsumably betwecn Mood.P and Agi-S. 
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the clitic has climbed with a putea, which means that the BI, which lacks a 
functional projection, has nor raised. Jts status is that of a VP (see alsn 
Dobrovie-Sorin 1994 for an identica! point of view). 

Reflexive se, in ( 45), which originates as an argument of the 
infinitivc,climbs to the first available functional projection which is the 
"extension" of a putea, not that of a spăla. 

The ungrammaticality of (4 7) and ( 48) below is further support în 
favor of the v1ew that Romani an Bls are VPs with no functional projection 
(or, at least, with no functional proJection which may host the clitic)1

1J6 

(47) * .A1aria poate le citi. 
Maria can-3rd pers.sg. le read 

(48) * Copilul poate se spăla singur. 
thc child can-3rd pers sg. alone 

If we trea~ the BI as a VP, it will follow that, in thc absence of an 

lnflectional cluster (Tensc, Aspect, Agreement) or of a Complementizer 

node,there is no tense operator which can take scope over the verb and we 

have to assume that the infinitive in (47) or (48) is not intemally spccified 

for tense. lt is dependent on a putea for its temporal interpretation: the 

time interval of the BI is the same as that of the "matrix''. 1n the output 

structure of clitic ciimbing, the head of the T-chain T-marks the verb, 

while the clitic defines the initial boundary of a tense domain and its trace 

ihe final boundary. A putea and the Bl with which it co-occurs belong to 

the same tense domain and to the same theta-domain. 

(ii) Negation 
Rizzi (1994) points out the absence of negated Bis, relating this 

property to the fact that verbs in such configurations are unmoved verbs. 
Romanian B1s bear out this hypothesis. They cannot be negated: 

106 Kayne ( 1989) argues that clitic climbing follows from a property of thc 
infinitive infleclion in null subject languages that allows clitics to move to the main 
clause. This is obv1ously the case with thc Romanian bare infinitives: they lack a 
functional projection and the clitics will have to move to the first available functional 
node. See also note 1 for the difference between bare infinitives and infinitives wi.th a 
in Romani.an with respect to clitic climbing. 
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(49) *Maria poate mi citi 
Maria can-3rd pers sg. not read 

Recall that in English, the smali clausc with which the modal 
merges can be made negative (see 3.3.3.5 ). But in Romanian one can 
only negate the whole V max· 

(50) .Maria nu poate cili. 
Maria not can-3rd pers sg. read 
'Mana cannot read ' 

One possible explanation would be that Romanian lacks 
constituent negation in syntax. Constituent negation takes place on.iy in the 
lexicon and it presupposes incorporation. 

(iii) "Clitic" adverbs 
Sentences like (51)- (522) below represent further evidence thai 

Romanian Bis are unmoved VPs. ''Clitic" adverbs of the type mai (stil!), 
şi (and, also), cam (quite, rather), prea (quite) can only occupy a position 
in front of the inflected a putea. Dohrovie-Sorin ( 1994) argues that such 
adverbs necessarily attach to an lnfl node; they cliticize on the verb raised 
lo lnflection. 

( 51) lvfai poţi munci. 
still can-2nd pers.sg work 
'Y ou can still work _ · 

(52) *Poţi mai munci. 
can-2nd pers.sg.still work 

rhe ungrammaticality of (52) ponm, w the fa~[ rhal mwu.,·, 

('work') has not raised to Inflection _ The adverb must chticize somewhere 
else, i.e on the closest available functional node. 

(iv) Passivization 
Sentences which contain such a "complex'' resist passivization. ;o7 

Consider (53) and (54) helow: 

··--------- ----
! )' Romaman behaves like othcr Ro mance languagcs in this respect. Thc tact 

that verbal compiexes with deontic modals do not prescrve meaning undcr passivization 
has becn noticed for Italian (Rizzi 1978) and for Catalan (Picallo 1990). 
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(53) Jon poate spăla cămaşa. 
Jon can-3rd pers.sg. wash the shirt 
'Ion can wash the shirt.' 

(54) Cămaşa poate fi spălată de Ion. 
the shirt can-3rd pers.sg.be washed-fcm.sg. by lon 
'The shirt can be washed hy Ion.' 

The meaning of the two sentences is different. (54) is not the 
pass1ve countcrpart of t53). Whereas in (53) a putea can have a clear 
deontic ahility reading, in (54) the ability reading cannot obtain The 
subject DP cămaşa is not an argument "shared" by the modal and the 
~mbedded verb, it is an argument of the embedded verb only. A putea in 
its ability reading seems to assign an agent theta-role to its subject In (54) 
the imbject OP is not an agent Hence, the incompatibility berween the 
Cllnditions on [ +agentivity] and [ +control] imposed by a putea in the 
process of subject selection &nd the [-agentivity] and [-i_:ontroîj features 
evinced by the subject of the passive configuration. 

4.4.2.2. Case check.ing, agreement feature checking and 
subject/objec:t movement 

This subsection examines case checking, agreement feature 
checking and subject/object movement within the configuration (ability) a 
putea ·! bare infin.iLive. 

Within the framework 1 have assumed, both the subject and the 
object move each to a Sp~c-AgrP position for case and agreement feature. 
checking, i.e. the subject OP moves to SpecAgrsP, whereas the object DP 
moves to SpecAgroP. Whether movement to a Spec position is overt or 
covert differs from one language to another. ln a language like Romanian, 
the subJect DP can remain in its base VP-intemal position, postverbal 
subjects being allowed. ;os Movement to a preverbal position need not be 
overt, the OP does net have to move overtly unless it also cvinces some 
extra strong feature which must be checked (Avram 1996) before Spell
Out, as for example a [+topic] or [+focus] feature. In thîs case the DP 

io1< Dobrovic-Sorm (1994), Motapanyane (1995 ) and Corn:!cscu (1997) all 
arguc in favor of VSO ordcr in Romanian. with thc DP subject occupying a postverbal 
positton. Comilcscu ( 1997) argue~ t hat there are two postverbal subject positions in 
Romaman: SpccAgrs aud SpecVP.both argumentai. 
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subject moves overtly to a position in which this feature can bc checked 
[+topic] is an operator feature, which means that we should expect the DP 
subject to move te a non-argumentai position, in the ,. operator'' layer of 
the sentence, to SpecTopP (for a similar point of view. with more detailed 
argumentation, see Cornilescu 1997): 

(55) TopP 

/~ 

Spec Top' 
_,,/,,..,___....._,__ 

Top0 IP 

Going back to the configuration containing a putea folJowed by a 
BI, we notice that the subject DP can intervene between the modal and the 
infinitive in declarative sentences: 

(56) O să poată el repara maşina. 

o (future aux.)sa can-Jrd pers.he fix car-the 
'Hc'll be able to fix the car.' 

(57) Nu poate nimeni rezolva prohlema. 

not can-Jrd pers.sg.nobody solve problem-the 

'Nobody will be able to solve the problem.' 

(58) O să-şi poatăfiecare termina teza la timp. 
o (future aux.) să him/her (Dative) each finish dissertation

the intime 
· Each oftht:m will managc: w finish thc: dissc:rtatiun in timc.' 

(59) * Poate acest cupd ânta frumos. 
can-3rd pers.sg. this child sing beautifully 

Recal! that the l-syntax from which such a configuration starts is 
the one given in (44), with the OP subject occupying the Sper position of 
the complex VP and having received one single theta-feature. The modal 
raises to Agro first ( as in 60) and then higher up ( as in 61): 
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(60) AgrnP 

~. 

Spec Agro' 
/~ 

Agro VP 

-~ 
Spec V' 

(61) AgrsP 
/' 

/ ~ 

Spec Agrs' 
/"'....._ 

/""·-...____ 
v1 

VP 

T' 
/"'-, 
T Agro 

t 

That will resuit in a grammatical sentence like the one in (56) or (57). 
ll1e su~ject DP wiU have to move overtly in this case. All movement is 
motivated by the need to check featurcs. lfthe subject DP must move overtly, 
before Spell Out, it means that this DP has a strong feature/or some strnng 
features which it must check or else the derivation crashes (asin 59). 

I would like to suggest that the subject DP also has a strong 
[+topic] feature associated with, if not strongly correlated with, a 
[+specific] feature. Semantically, we could define such sentences as 
categorical _judgements (see Kuroda 1972, Ladusaw 1994, as weli as 
3.3.5.7. in the previous chapter). whose subject DP is a "strong construal" 
(in the line of Milsark 1974 or Ladusaw 1994). The feature must be 
checked before Speli Out and the subject DP moves overtly to a position 
in which it can check its [+topic]/[ +specific]/[ +strong construal] feature, 
resulting in a correct sentence: 
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(62) Acest copil poate cîntajn,mos. 
this child can-3rd pers sg. sing beautifolly 
'This child can sing beautifolly.' 

The theoretica1 consequence of this ana.lysis would be that some 
languages (like Romar~an, for example) embed information packaging mto 
~yntax: on the way to PF, strong features like [+topic] or [+strnng construal] 
must be checked or else the derivation \.\ill crash Thus the subjf:'.ct DP raises in 
the overt derivation to SpecTopP to satisf)' its "topic" or "scopc>J" properties. 
Such a view is not in contradiction with the minimalist view assumcd as a 
theoretica1 framework and within which "morphologica1 features" are feature.s 
of case, tense, etc. but aiso of operatorhood. A linguistic object is legitinmte 
only if a1J its strong morphologiaiJ features are checked. In the case under 
analysis. the morphological feature [ +topic]/[ +specific] is visible at PF via 
word order (and word order facts are the resuit of operations on the branch of 
PF). In other languages, it has a specific morphological marker, like the 
Japanese wa. 109 That would !ead to the idea that in some languagcs informa
tion packaging îs embedded int0 syntax while in others it is not (English. for 
example). 

(63) Lexicon 
packaging Information 

_.,...,,.. __________ -

PF LF 

Chomsky (1992) argues that "we must show that the position of 
Spe!l-Out in the derivation is detennined either by PF or LF properties .. 
There are strong reasons to suspect that LF conditions are not relevant.'' If 
[-I topi\: J or 4ny opcrator·-hood fratun.,s arc "morphological fcatures" 

visible at PF, it means that they are link.ed to PF properties Again, my 
hypothesis will be in the spirit ofthe Minimalist program. 

Theoreticaily, st,ch an analysis will lead to postulating a new 
parameter: in some languages information packaging îs relevant before 

-------------
1<19 Raposo and Uriagercka ( 1995) also argue, along similar lin~~. that 

differences in infonnation structure are encoded ioto syntax. Individual levei anct stage; 
levei prcdicates (in the sense of Crulson 1977) arc analyzcd as marked with a differem 
case. ln Irish, auxihary selection is sensit.tve to the lype of predicate: the auxiliary 1s 

selects individual-leve! predicates while the atL"iliary ta selccts stage-levei predicates. 
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Speli-Out, it is embedded in the syntax of the language whereas in other 
!anguages it is linked only to LF conditions, and hence it is not relevant 
before Spell-Out. 

Let us return to the Romanian configuration a putea + bare 
infinitive If the verb is a trar..sitivc one, the resultîng word order w1il be· 
DP-subject - modal a putea (înflected) - bare infinitiw - OP-object: 

(64) Acest cop,! poate vn.rbi Japoneza. 
this child can-3rd pers.sg. speak Japanese 
'This child can speak Japanese.' 

Which means that the object OP does not have to move overtly for 
feature checking. Movement will be in this case covert, i.e.after Spell Out. 
The BI is still în situ. We have already seen that the status of this BI is that 
of a VP which has not merged with any functional projection. The object 
DP is also in situ. The position to which it should move to check its 
agreement features and to get case is SpecAgroP. Under a GB view, the 
solution would havc bcen quite at hand; we could have said that case is 
assigned under government and nothing would have had to move But, 
within the minimalist framework assumed in this study, features can only 
be checked in a Spec-head configuration. So, the object OP moves to 
SpecAgro and reccives ca5e only from the inflected a putea. ln a way, 
that should raise no problem: a OP can be assigned a theta-role by one 
element and get casc: from another The problem 1s that the OP îs assigned 
a theta-role by both the modal and the verb in the VP small clause and we 
,vould iike this fact tobe captured at LF. 

My suggestion is that the explanation in this case will be the same 
as th~ one provided in 3.3.3.6. for the object DP in thc English 
configurations (ability) can + bare infinitive. The core of thc explanation 
!ies in postulating that the Bl moves to the modal at LF. 

Recall that when analyzing the English modals which occupy a 
position under VP I reached the conclusion that they behave like lexical 
elements in some respects, they are not completely "functional". They 
behave more like light verbs. The present hypothesis should thus not be 
surprising for two obvious reasons: li) both can and a pu1ea (in the 
configurations which are being discussed at this stage of the analysis) are 
lexical (at least) în some respect and (ii) movement of the verb îs at LF, 
a.nd we do not expect LF to he language specific. 
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From the point of view of UG, such an analysis leads to the 
conclusion I already reached in 3.3.3.6.: the head of the small clause with 
which (light) verbs merge to forma complex VP will always move to the 
ilselecting verb" and incorporate into it at LF_ll 0 

There is one difference though. Recall that in 3.3.3.6 the Eng!ish 
modal can was analyzed as an LF affix. But the Romanian modais do not 
really behave like ''light" verbs, they are fully lexical in most respects. They 
can be associated with "light" verbs not because of some intrinsic 
properties which they may evince but because of the syntactic context in 
which they ocur They cannot be LF affixes. lf we accept this hypothesis, 
it means that in Romanian the verb moves to the modal for different 
reasons than the ones assumed in 3.3.3.6., i.e. it does not move to the 
benefit of the modal. It moves to satisfy its own requirements. Verb 
movement in Romaman is overt. The [V] feature of Tcnse and Agreement 
is strong. The BI cannot move ovenly because the modal does: the modal 
checks the tense and agreement propcnies of the complex VP. Such 
feature-. do not have to be double-checked before Spell-Out. The BI can 
procrastinate movement. Jt actually has to procrastinate rnovernent for 
economy reasons, i.e. to avoid "double checking'' of features. But it is a 
verb and it has to check its [V] features at some point or other. Thus it 
will only move covertly to check them, adjoining to the modal with which 
it shares the event and the argument structure. 1 

'
1 

The LF resuit will be the same as in English but motivation for 
movemcnt is ditferent. 

If this hypothesis ison the right track, we could redefine Bis as in 
(65) below: 

(65) Bare infinitives do not move to Tense or Agreement before 
Spell-Out but they always move at LF. 

-----·-------------· 
'

10 Dobrovic-Sorin (1994) and Comilescu (I 9Q7) for Romanian. and AJexiadou 
( 1994) for Modem Greek show. on different grounds, that SpecAgrsP carmoc bc a 
subject preverbal position in these languages. 

: 
11 Thc idea that the embedded verb in a complex VP movcs up to bccome 

sistcr to the matrix verb is aJready common in thc litcraturc: sce Bur.lio ( 1986), Bakcr 
(apud Roscn 1990), Johnson (1991). 
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4.4.2.3. Epistemic a putea +bare infinitive 
lf we assume that epistemic modality is mapped out syntactically as 

a raising construction, then in (66a) Ion will be analyzed as the subject of 
veni ('come') which has raised to the subject position oî the matrix as 
sh0wn in (66b)· 

(66) a. Jon puate veni dintr-o c/,pă în alta. 
Ion can-3rd pers.sg. come from one minute to another 
'lon can/may come any minute.' 

b.[IP Ioni [I' Agr [VP poate [IP veni ej în orice clipă]]] 

But one can notice the same VP complex effects in spite of the fact 
that there is no argument structure transfei/merger: the subject DP is the 
argument of the infinitive ve.b only 

Clitic climbing is legitimate (see 67), negation attaches to tl:e 
modal (negating the embedded verb is impossible) (68a and 68b), and 
clitic-Iike adverbs can only he hosted by the extended projection of the 
modal (see 69a and b): 

(67) Jon Oi poate întilni li în orice clipă. 

Ion o (her) can-3rd pers.sg. meet anytime 
'Ion may meet her anytime.' 

(68) a. Imposibil, nu poate veni atit de ti'rziu:' 
impossible, not can-rd pers.sg. come that iate 
'lt is impossible, he car.not come that latei' 
b. *Imposibil, poate nu veni atît de tîrziu i 
1mpossihle, can-3rd pers.sg. not come-Jrd pers. that iate 

(69) a. A4ai poate veni la 3 ... 
Still may/can-3rd pers.sg. come at 3.00 
'He may still come at 3.00.' 
b. * Poate mai veni la 3 ... 

can-3rd pers.sg. mai come at 3.00 ... 

That leads to the conciusion that the epistemic configuration 
evinces the same syntactic features as the "ability" one. i.e. it is a VP 
complex. 
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However, there are certain differences between ihe two 
configurations which point to the fact that they are not (altogether) similar. 
Thus we should account for what they share, on the one hand, but also for 
their differences. 

Epistemic: a putea and Ra1sing 
Since the configuration evinces all the properties of a VP complex, 

the first thing we should do is provide evidence in favor of the view that 
epistemic a putea followed by a bare infinitive does not represent a raising 
structure in spite of its " raising" fla vor. 

I have already voiced support in favor of the view that Rornanian 
Bis are unmoved VPs. I have also pointed out that the subject in the case 
of epistemics is not an argument shared by the modal and the infinitive 
verb, it is the subject of the infinitive verb only. The modal does not 
impose any selectional restrictions on the subject differing, in this respect, 
from the ''ability" modal. 

On the other hand, clitic climbing is aliowed, negation and clitic
like adverbs can only attach to thc modal. SyntacticaUy, it behaves like 
ability a putea. The conclusion we can reach is that the modal and the 81 
forrn a syntactic VP complex, just like in the casc of ability a putea, i.e. the 
structure cannot he a raising one because it is not biclausal. 

Independent evidence in favor of this hypothesis comes from dative 
se. Romanian again ditfers from other Romance languages. In Italian and 
French, dative se cannot he bound by a derived subject (Kayne 1975, 
Rizzi 1986) whcreas in Romanian, which has morphological means of 
distinguishing between dative and accusative se, dative se can he bound 
by derived subjects · 
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(70) Copiii noştri şi-au fost prezentaţi la Crăciun. 
Children-the our them (Dative) have-3rd pers.pl.been 
introduced-masc. pi. at Christmas 
'Our children were introduced to each other at Christmas.' 
(Dobrovie-Sorin 1997) 

(71) Îşi e dragă numai ei. 
her (Dative) îs dear only her (Dative) 
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But if the derived subject is the subject of raising verbs it will not 
be able to bind dative se, the result being an ungrammatical sentence 
(Dobrovie-Sorin 1997): 

(72) *Copiii noştri îşi păreau să fie de.folos unul altuia. 
children-the our them (Dative) seemed sa be-3rd pers. of use 
to each other 

(73) * Copiii noştri îşi păreau fericiţi. 
children-the our them (Dative) seemed happy 

lt means that the ability to bind dative se could be a reliable test for 
rai~ing in Romanian. !f a putea were a raising verb we would predict 
ungrammaticalities parallel to (72) and (73). But empirica} data lead to 
different conclusions: 

(74) Copiii noştn îşi pot.fi de folos unul altuia. 
children-the our them (Dative) can-3rd pers.pi. be of use to 
each other 
'Our children can help each other.' 

(75) Copiii noştri îşi pot deveni simpatici. 
children-the our them (Dative) can-3rd pers.pi become 
likeable 
'Our children may grow to like each other.' 

Sentences like (74) and (75) arc fully grammatical. Their 
grammaticality contrasts with the ungrammaticality of (72) and (73) which 
clearly suggests that they do not contain a raised subject. A putea is not a 
raising verb 

The hypothesis that the Romanian epistemics followed by a BI 
should not l>e analyzed as raising verbs is thus borne out. 111 

The configuration is a VP complex, just like in the case of "ability" 
a putea but the externai argument is not shared by the modal and the 
infinitive verb. A putea has no externai argument cf its own. 

1 
!
2 See Picallo (1990) for an examination of the Catalan sequences modal and 

infinitive where it is argued, 'wiU1 different arguments, that Catalan epistcm1cs 
(followed by an infinitive) are not rd.ising verbs. They arc analyzed as constituents of 
INFL. This analysis also provides argwnents ag.ainst the two overgeneralizing mapping: 
deontic-control, raising-epistemic. 
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I will tentatively explain this phenomenon assuming that the 
1-syntax of the "epistemic" VP complex might be asin (76) below: 

(i6) VP 

/''----
yO VP 

//~ 

Spec V' 
/~ 

yO 

The modal c-commands the whole event rrom the very beginning 
In this case a putea cannot have an externai argument. it only takes an 
internai argument which is a VP. Uniike ability a putea, the epistemic 
cannot assign case, behaving like an unaccusative verb. That would bc in 
line with more traditional studies which analyzed epistemics as intrasitives. 

4.4.2.4. The temporal interpretation of the bare infinitive 
Another difference has to do with the temporal interpretation of 

the small clause. The BI which co-occurs with epistemic a putea evinces a 
certain degree of independence when compared to its deontic (ability) 
counterpart. That means that the emb~dded verb i~ not as referentially 
dependent on epistemic a putea as it is on ability a putea. 

With abi!ity a putea, thc Bl and the modal share the terr.poral 
interpretation: the time of the BI is the same as that of the modal, thc 
infinitive itself is "tenseless". This seems to bc a cross-linguistic common 
foaturo. doontic modals hin·c tcnseJess mfiniti\·al complcmcnts (van 

Gelrleren l 99J). On the other hand.one could draw some conclusions 
about the behavior of Bis: they do net have a Tense-operator, no tense 
and hence no referential independence; they do not have any phi-featurcs. 
They could be defined as referentially defective VPs. Their event variable 
can be bound only if they enter a VP complex. 

Bresnan ( 1972) argues that an infinitival complement describcs 
something "hypothetical or unrealiz(!d". The fact that an infinitival clause is 
neither present nor past has the effect of specifying that the time frame 
(present or past) is unrealized with respect to the tense of the matrix, 
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which makes Bresnan (1972) and Stowell (l 98 ) conciude that its tense is 
that of a possible future. 113 

ln the case of ability a putea, it is obvious that the modal 
and the infinitive identify one single state of affairs. The infinitive verb may 
be telic or atelic; its aspectual properties will not trigger any change in the 
"temporal" interpretion of the V max Consider (77) and (78): 

(77) Jon poate cîntafromos. 
ion can-3rd pers.sg. sing beautifully 
'Ion can sing beautifully.' 

(78) Jon poate repara o maşină. 
Ion can-3rd pers.sg. fix car-the tomorrow 
'Ion can fix the car tomorrow.' 

At first giance, the '' one single" state of affairs reading obtains both in 
(77), where the infinitive is atelic, and in (78), where the infinitive is telic. 114 

It also seems obvious that both (77) and (78) have a generic flavor. 
An accomplishment like a repara o maiină ("fix a car") is recategorized 
because of the context în which it occurs: it denotes a dispositional 
property115

, not an accomplishment. lf we use a different temporal-
aspectual fonn, the generic flavor is gone and the sentence will denote an 
(instantiated) "slice" of this dispositionaJ property. The modal will be 
better interpret ed as : "it is possible for x to .. ./it was possible for x to .. li. 
The speaker expresses a judgement about the extent to which the 
instantiation of the subject's dispositional property is/was possible The VP 
complex behaves like a generic sentence in many respects: the non-modal 
verb, regardless of its aspectual class, is interpreted as denotmg a 
homogeneous property when used in this configuration; it is a "genuine" 
stative or a "genuine" individual levei predicate (ILP); but, if the temporal 

113 Both Bresnan and Stowcil analyze to-infinitival clauscs. 
114 When I refer to the mfinillve verb as being telic/atelic 1 havc in mind thc 

aspcctuai fcarure intrinsic to the verb, disregarding any recategorization process which 
may takc place whcn that particular verb is used in various contexts. 

: 
15 Di!t-positional property will be dcfine(i as in Rcscher (1974): "A disposition 

represents a feature that a thing does in reality have, yet which relales not only to how it does 
comport itself in the actual circumstances, but al.so to how it would comport itsclf in other, 
strictly hypothetical ones. ln talking of thc (actual) dispotjtions of (real) things, we thus 
characteriz.c the rea1 in a way that is inhcrently p<>Sfilbility-refening." (p.132) 
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aspectual form changes, the generic flavor is lost (with the exception of 
the Imperfect in certain contexts) and there is a tendency with present 
declarative sentences to place their subject preverbally; leaving the subject 
in its base position may render the declarative sentence at least awkward if 
not ungrammatical · 

(79) a ?? Poate Maria dansa frumos. 
can-Jrd pers.sg.Maria dance beautifi.illy 

b. O să poată ea dansa pînă la urmă. 
O să can-3n1 pers.sg. Maria dance in thc end 
'Maria will be able to dance in the end.' 

White sentence (79a) is irnpossible, (79b) is grammalical. When the 
sentence is interpreted as generic, the tendency îs to place the subject tn 
preverbal position. But, if the senience predicates about a stage (in the 
sense of Carlson 1977), being about the event, the subject may remain in 
situ. Syntactically, we are faced with one single type of VP complex 
Semantically, the BI behaves differently: it can be interpreted as a stage
levei (SLP) or as an individual-leve! (ILP) predicate. When it is interpreted 
as a SLP, a putea can take tenses freely and the subject may remain în situ; 
when it is interpreted as an ILP, a putea is incompatible with any other 
tenses but the present, and the subject must move to a higher position as 
bas already been shown in this analysis. 

Evidence in favor of this difference comes from the aspectual 
classes of predicates with which ("genuine") ability a putea can co-occur. 
Consider the following sentenccs: 

(80) fon poate vem azi. 

'Ion can/may come today.' 

(81) Ion poate pleca repede. 
'Ion can/may leave quickly.' 

(82) Copiii pot h1şi iarna. 
'Children can/may cough in winter.' 

(83) A4aria poate sughi,ta. 
'Maria can/may hiccup.' 
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(102) CP 
/' , "-

c NegP 
/~ 

/ ' 

Neg MP 
./'-----. .,,,· ........ 

:M T/AgrP 
/,./"' '-, 

T/AgrP AuxP 

/~'"" 

Aux VP 
✓-~ 

V 

The modal phrase MP is headed by an (uninflected) partide. She 

assumes that in Romanian M is the locus for the gerund -ind and, like in 
all Balkan languages, for subjunctive markers. Hence să heads the M 

projection. Comilescu ( 1997) aJso argues that Romanian disposes of 

Mood markers : the particles să for the subjunctive and a for the infinitive. 

ln her definition of the skeleton of the Romanian clause Mood is the 

highest node all the verbs move to in overt syntax. Such a configuration 

can account for what has been treated as thc "double" status of să: when 

the head of the CP projec.tion is filled, să is a mere M marker, part of the 

functional domain. When both the head and the Spec of the CP projection 
are empty, the CP projection is also empty (Speas J 993) and hence sc'i will 

automaticaily be treated as a subordinating element in the syntaxi 21 

Rivero (1994) proposes that when C is empty, să raises to it, hence its 

"mixed" propertics. I do not think să raises to C because it has no feature 

to check in this position. A MoodP is like a full clause (CP) which lacks a 

complementizer layer {Rizzi 1994) which means that it has no 

i ~
1 The: idea thal thcrc are finue clauscs which arc riol introduccd by c:1 

phonologically overt complernentizer 1s nol new. Pcsetsky ( l 994 ) proposes, in 
accordance \\ith his "zero syntax", that thcsc cli1ui-es are actually mtroduccd b) a 
phonologically null (a "zero") complcmentizer. 
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"operators" .It witl be dependent on other elements in tltis respect, as v.rill 
be shown in the present analysis. But whether we adopt Rivero's view or 
the one I have advanced, the status of să will remain that of a fimctional 
element which heads a functional projection: MoodP. 

lf tJ:-js hypothcsis is correct. and 1 believe it is. the status of 
Romanian subjunctive clauses will bc that of MoodP (Modal 
Phrase). 122

•
123 What we have to decide on next is whether the 

confib,uration a putea + MoodP is a complex predicate or a biclausal one 
The answer depends, on the one hand, on the status of the MoodP 

clause (i~ it a fuil clause? îs it a "truncat ed II clause? ) and on the syntactic 
features evinced by the configuration on the other hand ( does it allow clitic 
climbing to the functional projection of the modal? does negation attach to 
the modal only? can the verb in the embedded ciause passivize and the 
configuration still preserve its meaning?). 

The clitic does not move to the functional projection of the modal. 
Clitic climbing to the matrix is actually blocked: 

* (103) Maria Oj poate să citească t;. 

Maria it-Acc. can-3rd pers.sg. să read-3r,I pers.sg. 

Clitics need a host and they attach to the first available functional 
domain. MP has its own functional domain. lt only lacks a complemetizer 
domain. The clitic (which starts as an argument of the embedded verb will 
attach to the raised verb in Agrs (asin 103) resulting in the grammatical 
sentence (J 04 ): 

122 
Comilcscu (1997) assumcs that the Romanian finite/non-finite scntcnces 

arc unifom1ly (at least) a MoodP. 
123 Asswning this position for să does not mean asswning I.he clausal structurc 

entirely as proposed by Rivero (1994). For cxample, Rivero's MP is Mood2P in t11e 
present analysis, as I asswne that thc Romaruan scntencc, just like the Enghsh onc, has 
two Mood projcctions. 
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dependent on the modal) and by the nature of a putea {which has a defective 
structure: it does not have an externai argument, so it might be the case that it 
can only fonn a semantic predicate, but nota syntactic one). 

lt may also be the case that epistemic a putea followed by a Bl is a VP 
complex from a S}11tactic point of view (it allows clitic climbing, negation can 
only attach to the modal, etc.) but semantic.a.lly, it does not seem to behave lilce 
onc: the BI is temporally independent to a certain extent and its argument 
structure has not merged with the argument structure ofthe latter. Notice also 
that epistcmic a putea (unlikc ability a putea) can take both SLPs (87) and 
ILPs (86) without any change of meaning: 

(86) În familia lor sÎnt slabi toţi aşa că fata lor poate fi şi ea slabă. 
'Thcy are all thin in their family so their daughter may bc 
thin too.' 

(87) Ar putea veni milne. 
'He might come tomorrow' 

4.4.2.5. Remarks on tbe ambiguity of the VP complex 
How can we account for the fact that Bis can lead to different 

interpretations? I argued that in English the modal merges with the SC in 
the position where it surfaces and the different positions, triggered by the 
compiexity of the SC, where it surfaced could account for its various 
interpretations. ln Romanian, both deontic and epistemic modals are 
lexical verbs which occupy a position under VP. The true problem in tllis 
case is that the bare infinitive VP appears with the samc morphologicai 
outfit in environments whose interpretation is different. One easy way out 
would be to say that the system of Romatlian has morphological forms 
which are non-commital with respect to the configurations in which they 
occur. What we have to do is start from these forms and look for a wider 
context to decide on the relevant altemations. But that would be a far too 
vague explanation. 1111 What we are faced with is the linguistic expression. 

11 ~ Pesetsky ( 1995 ) proposcs that when the same phonological fonu is used in 
two scnses, the more complex sensc is contributed by the presence of a phono!ugically 
null morphemc.Extcnding lhis pruposal to the Romanian bare infinitivcs, we could say 
that the bare infinitive which occurs in dcontic configurations is used in a iess complex 
scnsc (i), while thc one which occurs in an epistemic configuration is uscd in a more 
complex sense which is due to a phonologically null morpheme,X as în (ii): 

(i} !bare infinitive) 
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What about this linguistic expression makes us interpret it one way or 
another? Let us take an ambiguous sentence· 

(88) Jon poate alerga bine. 
'Ion canimay run well. · 

(88) can bc read eîther as "Jon can run well" or as ''Ion may run 
well/it is possible that.. ". How can we account for that? 

I think the answer lies in the derivational historv of the sentence. In 
the deontic case, the complex VP has already been formed by Merge in the 1-
syntax, with the modai and the infinitive sharing the argument structure. A 
putea merges with the Bl before they both merge with the ~ubject DP. Recall 
the tree in (4), with V° (i.e. the mod,d) and the VP (the bare infinitive) being 
sisters to each other, c-commanded by the subje,1 DP in SpecVP. In trJs case, 
the modal v.i.ll not take scape over the subject. Recall that it was argued that 
the BI moves at LF next to a putea (a mere LF reflex of its 1-syntax): 

(89) Acest copil /poale-vorbi/ japoneza. 
'This child [ can-speak] Japanese.' 

Recall also that in this case, the subject may remain in situ. Aft.er a 
putea moves to check its [V] features, the subject will occupy a position 
betwcen the modal and the BI. 

Jn the epistemic configuration. the subject cannot occupy this position: 

(90) * Poate Ion veni in orice clipă. 
can-3rd pcrs.sg Ion come any minute 

We would cxpect (88) tobe grammatical if we assume the 1-syntax 
in (42), whoro a ţw/,,a c-commands rhe VP which ccmtains the subject OP 
in its Spec position. If a putea moves to check its features, everythmg else 
could remain unmoved. Still, (90) is ungrammatical. On the other hand, 
the subject DP can occupy a postverbal position asin (91)-(92): 

(91) Pot dispărea toţr cangur;;, 
Can-3rd per~ p!. disappear all kangaroos-the 
'Ali the kangaroos may disappear.' 

·--·----------- ·-·--- -------· -------· -----------· -----
(ii)[bare infinitive] X] 

ln minimalist tenns, one could associatc thc phonologic,Jly null morphemc 
with an extra feature whkh has to he chcckcd in an appropriate configuration. 
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(92) /,-ar putea vedea un vecin. 
him (Ace) havt!-conditional-3rd pers.can see a neighbor 
'A neighbor might see him.· 

lt means that the BI moves overtly în this case, leaving the subject 
OP in situ. This explanation raises at least two questions. The first one 
concems the definition of Bis: are they not unmoved VPs? It has already 
been argued that, when rnerging with ability a putea, a BI only moves 
covertly, to avoid double checking of features. Can we assume that a BI 
moves overtly in some cases and covertly in others? 

The second question follows from the first: if it is tme that the BI 
moves, what morphological feature drives its movement and where is it 
checked? 

Let us try to answer these two questions. 
Recall that cpistemic a putea can co-occur \\-ith both ILPs and SLPs. 

lt can "evaluate" both evems and properties. With ILPs the rclation which 
obtains between ET and RT is one of indusion (ET in.cludes RT) while \\-ith 
SLPs R T is prior to ET. The relation ET-R T represents the aspectual value of 
the predicate A putea cannot check both these features. Actua.!ly. it can only 
check the relation of indusion. Recall that it is a state predicate and that 
statives denote a homogeneous situation which cannot be "sliced" into stage~, 
behaving, in this respect. like mass nouns (Mourrelatos 1986). Recall also that 
Kratwr (1989) defined states (associated with ILPs) as lacking an event 
va1iable. Her hypothesis has bee~ criticized by advocatcs of the view that both 
ILPs and SLPs have an event variable. But I believe that the intuition behind 
her analysis is correct and that the hypothesis can still "hold". \\'hat we could 
say is that statives cannot break down their event variable into "pieccs" of 
events: the moment they do, they recategorize as change of state prcdicates. 
Their event variable is associated with a strong Aspectual feature: 
[ +c.ontinuous J [ +homogeneous J. lf the cvent variable is bound by a temporal 
aspectual form which has these foatures, the stative is not recategorize-.d. If thc 
temporal aspectual form does not evince these features the resuit is either 
ungrammatical or the interpretation will change because of the 
recategorization process: the stative ~iii turn into a change of state predicate 
which can be "sliced" into bits of eYents. There are state predicates which are 
more "homogeneous" than others, to be tall, for instancc. But other state 
predicates are less homogeneous, they denote "dispositional propertîes", they 
are quasi-generic, and, in appropriate contex1s, they can recategorize Go1ng 
back to Kratzer's analysis we could say that lLPs (statives) lack a "sliet>,able" 
event argument. 
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lf a putea can only check the "inclusion" value. i.e the 
[+homogeneous] [ +continuous] feature, when the BI evinces a different 
aspectual feature it has to he checked. [V] features are strong in 
Romanian, they have tobe checked overtly. The BI moves to check it and 
the most probable landing site will be Asp 119

: 

(93) AgrsP 
/'-, 

Spec Agrs' 

/~ 

Agrs° TP 
/'-,.. _,,,,,,,, ,, 

Spec 
..... , 
1 

poli 

Spec Agro' 
//"--..._·, 

Agro AspP 
_,//'-,..'--.... 

Spec Asp' 
/"-, 

Asp0 VP 

Spec V 
yo 

di.\părea1 t1 canguru lj 

m Borer ( I 994) also proposes that aspectual propertics of vccbs should be 
represcnted as Aspect heads; Raposo and Uriagcrcka ( 1995) argue that lhc differencc 
bctween SLPs and ILPs is noi lcxico-semanlic: ii can be encodcd iuto lhe synL<lx 
through differcnt mcchanisms. 
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Just like with the English modals which occupy the head of the 
MoodP projection, the temporal interpretation of the configuration is 
distrihuted over a putea and the BL overtly raised, over the subject DP, to 
Asp. This explanation does not contradict the definition of Bis gi.ven în (6:5). 
The bare infinitive moves overtly only to Asp, not to Tense or Agreement. 

If this explanation is correct, we are led to the condusion that 
overt/covert mov('ment of the BI is responsible for the two possible 
interpretations we associate with this VP. 

What has not bcen accounted for yet is why the BI which merges 
with ability a putea does not move. The explanation lies in the fact that the 
BI and a plltea have the same aspectual value in this case, so a putea 
checks this feature when it moves overtly 

Evidence in favor of this difference regards, as has been shown, the 
possibility of p!acing the subject between the modal and the Bl. 

We should also expect a ditfercnt LF strncture in the case of 
epistemic a putea. Just like în the case of its deontic counterpatt, the 
infinitival verb will move covertly to check its [V] foatures ; but the 
epistemic modal, unlike its deontic counterpart, will also move. It will 
move higher to take scope over the whole IP. One may advancc the 
hypothcsis that it actually moves to Mood2, yielding the same LF structure 
as in English, a resuit we did expect. 

That would also acccount for the fact that in Romanian epistcmic 
modals are incompatible with the gerund. Rivero (1994) claims that 
Mood2 hosts, among other morphological markers, -ind, the gerund 
marker in Romanian. Mood2 must remain empty until LF, to host the 
epistemic modal: 

(94) Mood2P 
,/~ 

Spec Mood2' 

----------~ 
Mood2 Agrs/TP 
poate /'----.... 

Spec T' 
,,...__ 

./ ',, 
TO 
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Epistemic a putea and passivization 
Unlike the deontic configurations, thosc with epistemic a putea 

followed by a BI are compatible with passives : 

(95) Ion poate fi arestat in orice clipă. 
Ion may-3rd pers. sg.be arrested any minute 
'lon may be arrested any minute.' 

(95) can be interpreted as the passive counterpart of (96): 

(96) Îl pot aresta pe Jon in orice clipă. 
îl (him) may-Jrd pers.pi. arrest pe Ion any minute 
'They may arrest Ion any minute.· 

This proves once again that the epistemic modal and the infinitive 
VP do no have the same argument structure. Thc epistemic takes a 
proposition as an argument while a aresta ('to arrest') is a transitive verb: 
it can be passivized. 

4.4.2.6. Preliminary f.onclusions 
The definition of "complex VPs" assumed in the present analysis is 

mainly the one given in Rosen (1990). I have tried to point out the role of 
eventhood and argument structure m compicx predicate formation, on the 
one hand, and clitic climbing, negation and clitic adverbs,or. the other 
hand. Whereas I do believe that the former two play an important part in 
complex predicate formation crosi.:-linguistically I also believe that the 
latter group of propertics may be rather language specific than otherwise. 
Also, the two former play an important part in the semantic interpretation 
of thc VP complex whilc the lattcr may be idiosyncratic and play an 
important part in the syntactic interpreta.t:on of the VP complex. That may 
lead to the foliowing generalization regarding complex predicates: 
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(97) A predicate made up oftwo verbs (VI and V2) is complex if: 

(i) it is formed by the merger of two argument structures 
(ii) it denotes one event across both verbs 
(iii) it evinces certain syntactic properties, probably Ianguage 

specific, which differentîate 1t from non-complex predicates 
which form complex sentences. 
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So far, the definition mirrors Rosen's ( 1990) analysis. 
12

() 

The analysis of the Romanian modal a putea followcd by a Bi 
leads to the following generalizations: 

(98) (i) A complex predicate must contain at least one 
referentially dependent VP (V 1 or V2) 

(ii) some predicates may meet only one or two of the 
conditions in (97) . 

I shall call those complex VPs wh.ich meet at least 
condition (iii) in (97) above syntactic VP complexes. If a 
VP does not meet condition (iii), but meets condition (i), 
(ii), or both (i) and (ii) it will bea semantic VP complex. 
(iii) denoting one event across both verbs may mean either 
"sharing" the same event or "sharing" responsibilities : the 
matrix verb denotes the relation ST-RT whereas the 
embedded verb denotes the relation R T-ET. In the T-chain 
of the complex VP they occupy different positions. In the 
former case, the err.bedded verb is temporally "bound" to 
the modal, while in the latter case it is only temporally 
"anchored" along the T-chain. 

Reforrnulating (ii) în (97) above as a condition on one single 
T-chain retains the correct intuition of "one single event structure" 
capturing, at the same time, the difference discussed above. 

Starting from (95) and (96) I will try to provide a tentative 
definition of complex VPs which takes into account the fact that some 
complex VPs may meet all the symactic requirements to be qualified as 
"complex" but semantically they may behave more like "biclausal" ones, 
probably a reflex (at least in Romanian) of the fact that they can also enter 
biclausal configurations (see the case of epistem.ic a putea, for example), 
or that some complex VPs may meet the semantic requirements but not 
the syntactic ones (see the case of a putea+ MoodP). Obviously, there are 
complex VPs whjch meet both the syntactic and the semantic requirements 
(see ability pwea ). 

120 Noticc that I have left out the "light" verb part for reasons already 
discusscd in this chapter 
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(99) A predicate made up of two verbs (VI and V2) is 
syntactically complex if: 

(i) either V I, V2 or both are referentially dependent 
(ii) it evinces certain syntactic properties which simple 

predicates lack 

(100) A predicate made up of two verbs (Vl and V2) is 
semantically complex if: 

(i) its argument structure is the resuit of the merger of the 
argument structures of V I and V2 

(ii) it has one single T-chain. 

4.4.3. A putea + subjonctive dauses 

4.4.3.1. A few remarks 011 the status of SĂ 

ln this subsection I will examine the confi!:,rurations in which a 
putea tak.es a conjunctiv complement,i.e. a clause introduced by să: 

( 1 O J) Maria poate să c inie la chi lară. 
Maria can-3rd pers.sg. sa play-3rd pers.sg. at guitar 
'Maria can play the guitar.' 

As will be shown in the analysis, a putea has the same ''core" 
properties; its behavior will be difi:erent because of the syntactic context in 
which it occurs: modal + să clause. One problem wouid be to decide on the 
status of this clause. Thc answer heavily rdies on the status of să, which is 
rather ambiguous: it functions both as a subordinating conjunction which 
occupies the Complementizer position and as a morphological marker of the 
cun1unc.:llv. Dobrovie-Sorin ( 1994) detines the categorica' sta rus of .\ii as 
empirically undecidable. Farkas ( 1989) proposes quite an interesting solution, 
close to the one adopted by Dobrovie-Sorin (1994): fil should be analyzed as 
leading "a double life". as it occupi~s the Complemcntizer position in the 
syntax and INFL in the rnorphology Alexandru Grossu (personal communica
tion) proposes that să should be treated as a mood marker: Romanian INFL 
should also have a node Mood, just as it has a node for Tense and fOî Agree
ment.. with să as one of its realiz.ations. This solution is also advanceâ by 
Rivero ( 1994 ). She argues that Albanian, Bulgarian, Modern Greek and 
Romanian share the basic skeleton în ( I 02): 
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Sentences (80 )- (83) cannot be interpreted as generic because of 
the [ +punctual] aspectual feature of the verbs a veni (" to come"), a pleca 
("to leave"), a tuşi ("to cough") and a sughiţa ("to hiccup"). They could 
hardly be interpreted as denoting a property. One can also notice the fact 
that ability a putea cannot co-occur with predicates which do not involve 
an agentive subject, a protagonist who can "control" the state of affairs 
thcy denote. Consider alsa (84) in which this incompatibility is obvious. 
The modal cannot be interpret ed as denoting ability. 

(84) Jon poate fi înalt. 
'Ion can/may be tall.' 

The temporal intcrpretation of the configurations with epistemic a 
putea is different. Consider (85) below: 

(85) Poate veni poimiine. 
can-3rd pers.sg.come the day after tomorrow 

The temporal interpretat ion of the BI and of the epistemic modai is 
not one of "simultaneity". The infinitive identifies either a state of affairs 
which might be seen as simultaneous with the one denoted by the modal 
(actually, the state of affairs denoted by the infinitive refers to a situation 
which cncompasses the time interval denoted by the modal) or posterior to 
it. One can notice that the modal "evaluates" only "present" or "future" 
s.ituations (with respect to its temporal interprctation), "hypothetical" or 
"'unrealized" in Bresnan's tenns,unlike the configurations in which the 
modal is followed by a subjunctive clause which may denote simultaneous. 
future or past situations. or unJike the EngJish epistemics 116

. This is due to 
the nature of the BI: it can only describe "hypothetical or unrealized" 
states of affairs, it cannot denote past situations. This prope1ty is 
associated with the Romanian aspectual system. Cornilescu ( 1997) 
convincingly demonstrates that m Romanian the aspect system 

116 Consider also a scntcncc like (i) bclow: 
(i) Ieri putea veni azi iar azi poate veni de-abia miercuri. 

yesterday could-1rd pcrs.sg. come today and today can-3rd pers.sg. come 
only Wcdnesday 

lt is obvious that the modal and thc BI cannot be interpreted as 
"simultaneous". 
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distinguishes a non-perfect verb stern, which appears în the Prezent, 
Imperfect, Infinitive and Gerund, and a perfect verb stern which appears in 
the Perfect Simplu, Mai A.fu/t ca Pe,fect and Past Participle 117 The infini
tive 1s to be associated with a [- perfect] interpretation. The temporal 
interpretation of the configuration is detem1ined by the ! - perfect] natu re 
ofthe VP it has merged with. 

As can be noticed in (85), the 81 can have a urne adverbial ,vhich 
does not necessarily coincide with the timc adverbial/temporal 
interpretarion of the modal. Recall that in 3.3.5.5 a new defin.ition of time 
adverbs was suggested: time adverbs were defined as standing for the 
ex.istential status of thc sentence, i.e. for the relation ST-ET. 

The degree of independence evinced by the B J in epistemic 
configurations can bc explained by the modal operator-like behavior of 
epistemic modals which try to create possible altematives to the real world 
(i.e. past, present or future altematives). 

The T-chain is weaker în th.is case as the infinitive VP seems to 
establish a temporal reference of its own (the theta-domain îs also different 
from the theta-domain in the case of deontic configurations). Verb 
projections arc T-marked. It seems that the more temporally dependent 
they are, the weaker their verbal features. Th.is [+/- verb] squish of Bis is 
in accord/line with the Principie of Functional Detennination of 
Categories (Gueron and Hoekstra, 1988) wh.ich states that in general a 
projection XP is construed as nominal or verbal (ultimately as argument or 
predicate) not solely on ihe basis of the categorial value of its hcad, but by 
its syntactic context. 

The conclusion we can reach is that episternic a putea followed by a 
BI is "a sort of raising verb" (Dobrovie-Sorin 1994) in the sense that it lacks 
an excernal argum~nt (bur ergacives also la~k an exttt-mal argumcni) whicil 
enters a complex VP. The complex VP con1iguration is imposed both by thc 
nature of Bls (they lack a functional projecti,-1n so they are referentially 

11 7 
The investigation of the finite and non-finite fonus of the !>}'nthctic tcns::s 

and moods in Romanian rcveals a systcmatic variation for verbs ofthc 3rd co1~juga1ion 
(Comilcscu 1997). For example. thc cxaminatJOn of the paraciigm of "a merge" (to go. 
to walk) can lead to the conclusion that thcre are two differcnt stcms in I.he paradigm 
of the verb: MERG, for [+continuous][-perfect) forms, ~11ch as thc Prescnt. (merge!. 
Imperfect (mergea). Infinitive (a merge), Gerund (mergînd) and MERS for 
1-continuousj (+pe1fect) fonns, such as thc participle (mers) or "ma.1-rnuit-ca-pcrfec1" 
(mersesem). 
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(104) MoodP 
/"~, 

_,,/ ', 
Spec "l\1' 

,,,----.... 
/ ', 

M-0 AgrsP 

~'--

Spcc Agrs' 
,,,----....., 

/ ......... 

Agrst' TP 
//~_ 

Spec T' 
~ 

T0 AgroP 
/~ 

Spec Agro' 
/,....._'--..__ 

Agro0 VP 

/"' 
Spec V' 

/',..'--..__ 

să oj citeascăi 

(105) Maria poate să o citească. 
Maria can-3rd pers. sg. să it-Acc read 
'Maria can read it.' 

V' OP 
tj t' J 

Clitic adverbs can attach both to a functional projection of the 
modal and to a functional projection of the verb în the embedded clause: 

( l 06) Mai poţi să te dud şi azi? 
still can-2nd pers.sg. să you (Ace) go-2nd pers.sg. and today 
'Can you still go today?' 

(107) P()a:e să mai mea,gă şi azi. 
Can-3rd pers.sg.să still go-3rd pers. and today 
'He can still go today.' 
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Both the modaJ and the verb in the MoodP can be made negative 

(108) a.NU pot să 1111 merg. 
not can-1 st pers. sg. să not go-1 st pers. sg 
'I cannot not go., 

b. Nu pot să merg 
Not can-lst pers.sg.să go-lst pers.3g. 
'l cannot go.' 

c. Pot să nu merg. 
Can-lst pers.sg. să not go-lst pers.sg. 
'I can not go ' 

The configuration does not evince any of the syntactic properties 
associated with a VP complex in the previous section Actually this 1s 
something we did expect: the M.ood Phrase is a clause with functional 
projections of its own. This îs a clear proof that VP complex fonnation 
does not necessarily depend on some special properties of the modal ; it 
may be triggered by the properties evinced by the complement. A putea is 
the same lexical verb (transitive or unaccusative) but this time its 
complement is a MoodP, not a VP. \Vhether the configuration is a VP 
complex or not does not depend on the modal ( or at least not only on it.). 

4.4.3.2.Some Tristr.tm Shandian remarks 011 the status of MoodP 

In what follows I will briefly discuss the status ofRomanian MoodPs. 
There is a hidden assumption in the GB literature that all finite 

complement clauses (with the exl:eption of questions), whether headed by 
"that" or not, are of category CP. This assumpt1on has been questioned on 
the grounds that if there is no overt element to hcad CP then there cannot 
be a complementizer projection and we have to accept that some finite 
clauses are IPs. 

I believe that operator nodes (topic, focus, etc.), which are often 
an abstract semantic matrix, do not have to be filled, i.e I propose that 
operator projections are not subject to the Principie of Economy 

Recall that the Principie of Economy (Speas 1993) states that a 
projection XP can only be projected if it has content, with content defined 
as either a distinct phonological matrix or a distinct semantic matrix. The 
nodes in the complementizer layer have properties which make them 
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differcnt from the ones în the functionai layer. One of these properties 
could he that a projection XP in the complementizer layer can project even 
when its content is "abstract\ a semantic matrix, and when nothing moves 
to its Spec position to license the features in the "abstract" head. If the 
complementizer îs în this layer this will also apply in its case. lf its head is 
phonologically empty but semantically contentful, the projection can exisr 
without violating the Principie of Economy. If this line of reasoning is 
c01Tect, then we have evidence in favor of the hidden assumption 
mentioncd above: all finite complement ciauses arc CPs, t:ven whcn C0 is 
phonologically empty. On the other hand, we aiso have evidence in favor 
of tht': view that such clauses may be different in a way rrom full lexical 
clauscs : they do not have an operator domain of their own, so they 
"depend" cn the operator domain of the upstairs ciausc. 

Now, gomg back to the syntax of Romanian, we can find evidence 
that MoodPs behave like CPs Consider the following twu sentences: 

( l 09) Să facă scandal poate, dar să muncea-,că nu prea. 
să make-3rd pers.sg. scandal can-3rd pers.sg., but. .. 
'He can kick up a row but he cannot really work.' 

(110) E o prostie să facă scandal. 
Is a foolish thing să make scandal 
'It is foolish to kick up a row.' 

In ( 109) the MoodP has been topicalized and in (110) it functions 
as a subjcct. It is a well-known fact that only CPs can function as subject 
or topic, whereas IPs cannot. Once again, this will raise the problem of the 
status of să. Is it the element that "nominalizes" the sentence making ofit 
an argument and behaving like a complementizer? I have already proposed 
that it occupies a posîtion under Mood2, which mles out the possibility of 
să functioning as a complementizer. If we assume the line suggested above 
the answer will follow naturally:the comp!ementizer node is phonologically 
empty. rt may be the case that îts features, [+finite] in this case, wil! bc 
checked at LF. 

That might lead to the conclusion that in Romanian Mood.Ps are 
''truncated" clauses, in the sense that they do not have an operator layer. 
When thcy behave like CPs, they are "nominalized" by a complementizer 
which is phonologicaliy null but semantically activated. 
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4.4.3.3.The- temporal interpretation of Mood Phrases 

A MoodP ciause lacks a complementizcr layer. v;hich means thai it 
does not have its own Tense operator. That can account for the fact that 
the temporal reference of subjunctive clauses has been generally analyzed 
as dependent on the tense of the main clause: the tense of the subjunctive 
clause has becn treated as anaphoric, unlike the tense in the indicc1.tivc 
wh.ich is deictic. This is a very gent:ral assumption 1,vhich nţ~e<ls refining. i 
would like to suggest that the temporal specification of the subjunct ive 
complement of deontic a putea is difforcnt from that of thc subjunctive 
complement of epistemic a pwea in the sensc that the complement of the 
epistemic verb evinces, just like in the case of the BI, a greatu degree of 
temporal independence. Consider thc following sentcnces: 

( l t I) A1aria poate sâ cime la pian. 
Maria can-3rd pers.sg . . \ă p!ay 3rd pers.sg. at pia.r,o 
'Maria can play the piano.' 

(112) Maria poate să cinte la pian miine. 
M · 3 d - I 3rd 

• ana can- r pers.sg. sap ay pers.sg. at piano tomorrow 
'Maria can play the piano tomorrow.' 

(113) Mana o să poată să dnle la pian la vară. 
Maria o să can-Jrd pers sg. să play 3rd pers.sg. at piano at 

5ummer 
'Maria wili be able to piay the piano next summer.' 

(114) Maria o să poata să vină În orice chpâ. 
Maria o să can-3rd pers sg. sâ come-3rd pers.sg. 
'Mana will be able to come any tirnc. · 

The tcnse of the embedded conjunctrv clauses can be interpreted 
in two ways: their tense can be bound io the tense of the higher clause or it 
can bc free. In Enc's ( 1987) analysis, Tense is in INFL and the intcrvai 
indicated by the tense index is seen as an argument of the verb. The 
interval needs a reference to another interval arid C0 (the T-opcratur în the 
model which I have used so far provides it. C0 optionally has a temporal 
index and if it govems the fimctional layer, tense can be "anchored" (iense 
must be "anchored" within its governing category and ultimately linked to 
the time of speech). 
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Rut recall that subjunctive clauses have been analyzed as MoodPs. 
They do not have a CP to provide a temporal index ( or, in our terms, a 
T-operator). 

ln ( l 11) for example, the temporal interpretation of thc MoodP is 
ident1cal to that of the matrix a putea (wh.ich is in T). it is bound. They 
actually denote one single event. The modal is interpreted as expressing 
ability The ET of the modal and that of the infinitive verb is the same. 
Recall that with deontic modals, the head of the SC raises to the modal 
(which 1s m T) at LF and they are interpreted as a "complex11

. ln tins 
respect ability a putea followed by a MoodP is syntactically biclausal but, 
from thc point oÎ view of temporal interpretation, it behaves like a 
complex VP. 

ln the cpistemic reading, the tense of the complement is not bound 
to the higher tense: 

( I 15) A1aria poate să fi sosit deja. 
Maria may-3rd pers.sg. să be arrived already 
Mana may have already arrived. 

( 116) Maria poate să vină la anu'. 
Maria may-3rd pers.sg.să come-3rd pers.sg. at year-che 

Maria may be coming next year. 

( 117) Maria poate să fie in camera ei acum. 
Maria may-3rd pers.sg. .m be-3rd pers.sg. in room-the her now 
Maria may be in her room now. 

The tcnse of thc subjunctive clause is free in ( 115)-(117), in the 
scnst' that it does not have to be identical with the tense of the matrix 
c!ause. 1t îs only anchored . Thc modal raises to Mood2, c-commanding the 
verb which raises to T. The temporai interpretation of the verb is thus 
"a."lchored" to the modal. We interpret subjunctive clauses as describing 
situations which are past, present or future relative to the ET of the modal, 
not ( directly) to ST. The T-chain will consist, in this case, of the tense of 
the modaL the tense of the subjunctive and the verb in the embedded 
clause. lt is oniy in this respect that we can assert that subjunctive clauses 
are dependent on the matrix for their temporal interpretation. The ET of 
the matnx replaces thc Tense operator of indicative matrix clauses. 
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The conclusion we have arrived at is that it seems plausible to assume 
that deontic a putea ''binds" the temporal intefl)retation of the subjunctive 
clause, while epistemic a putea "anchors;' it. We have the sarne configuration 
(a putea + MoodP); nevertheless, we assign two different temporal interprcta
tions to it : temporally bound vs temporaily anchored to the matnx. 

1n deontic configurations, the rnatrix and the clause share hoth the 
subject and the tense. ln epistemic configurations, the matrix has no control 
whatsoever over the subject of the complement, whose tense is only 
"anchored" to its ET. Such empirical data may provtde additional support to 
the view that T-domain and theta-domain, as well as T-marking and thcta
marking are closely linked. 

Recall that epistemic a putea +bare infinitive was treated like a 
VPcomplex from a syntactic pomt of view bm not 8emantically. Deontic a 
putea + MoodP rcpresents one more mstance of discrepancv betwecn 
synta(.."tic and semantic complex prcdicates. Syntactically, it behaves like a 
biclausal structure,but sernantically, the temporal interpretation of the MoodP 
is bound to the matrix in the way in which the temporal intcrpretation of ihe 
two verbs making up a complex VP is 

A closer look at the argument structure in the deontic configuration 
shows that in this c:ase the subject OP attracts two theta-features (the 
configuration is, in a certam way, a special typc of control structure124

) rrom 
the modal and from the embedded verb, but the two theta-features have tobe 
at least ''wmpatible" if not identica!. m Just like in the case of the VP 
complex., a putea, in 1ts ability meaning has a generic flavor and, in this casc, it 
can only co-occur ""'ith certain classes of predicates wh.ich are associated with 
certain argument structures. 

4.4.4.Pcnnission a putea 

4.4.4.1. The problem 
lt has generally been assumed in the hterature that dcontic modah 

are associated with ability, perm1ssion. obligation. Hencc, modah 
expressing pem1ission and ability have often been treated together as 

124 Manzini anct Roussou (1997) propose :l minimalist theory of centrol within 
which control is definecl as the case in which thc same DP attracLs more than onc theta
fcaturc (theta roles are conce1ved as features in their analysis). 

125 A numbcr of technical dctails conccming thc probiem of control from J. 

minimalist perspecUve remain tobe clarificd. 
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belonging to the samt: semantic and syntactic class: deontic modals which 
enter control configurations. 

Such an analysis cannot account for al! the differenc.:es (both 
semantic and syntactic) bctween o;ability" and "pennission" deonti~s. 

In the analysis l have proposed for the English modals it was 
argued that ability can and pennission can actually occupy different 
positions in thc structure, positions determined by the scope which they 
take over the small clause with which they merge. But the English modals 
are analyzed as functional categories and hence they can occupy pos,tions 
in the functional domain in the overt structure. The Romanian modals are 
full lexicai verbs, they occupy a position under VP. lt means that ability a 
putea and permission a putea occupy the same position. How can we 
account then for the difforence between permissicm and ability a putea, on 
the one hand, and between permission and possib:Iity a putea on the 
other hand? 

4.4.4.2. Permission a putea and control. 
ln what follows I will try to point out that pcnnission a putea 

does not behave iike ability a pulea ( contra the general analysis which 
treats permission and ability modals as evincing similar propenies) and that 
it is not a verb of control ( contra the view that dcontic modals are 
syntactically associated with control structures). 

The most important differences between ability and permission a 
putea fall within the domain of argument structurc and "embedded" 
predicate selection as well as within the domain of temporal interpretation. 
The property of ability modals of assigning an externai theta-role ( or at 
least an "adjunct theta role") has already been discussed both in this 
chapter and in the prcvious one. The property associated with this theta
role is that of prototypical agent that is interpreted, ontologically, as an 
individu al (in the sense of Carlson 1977). 

Permission a putea does not assign an agent theta-role. 
The state of affairs described by the complement is (almost always) 

posterior to the ET ofthe modal. The modal is associated with ST, it is part of 
the discourse in almost the same way as the epistemics. lt does not describe a 
state of affairs, like ability a putea, but it tries to create a state of affairs. 

The exammation of time adverbs within permission a putea 
configurations will point out an important difference between permission 
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and ability structures : within the latter, the adverb takes scope over hoth 
the modal and its complement while within the former the adverbial takes 
scope onJy over the complement. Time adverbs take scape over the whole 
sentence, the position they occupy does not affect interpretation. lf a 
putea is followed by a MoodP, the problem is eas)' to solve· the 
complement is a clause, the time adverb takes scope over the clause. But 
the same interpretation obtains when a putea is followed by a BJ. 

Now if we treat a putea as a state predicate and assume Kratzer's 
( 1989) distinclion between SLPs and ILPs,that would translate mto sayîng that 
when the time adverbial takes scope over both the modal and the embedded 
predicate the two fom1 a semantic complex v.-ith one smgle T-chain which 
binds one event variablc whereas when the time adverbial takes scope only 
over the complement, a putea, for reasons discussed earlier in this chapter, 
cannot have its event variable "sliced". Its event variable cannot be bound by 
tense in cornbination with time adve1bs un1ess they are compatible Vlith irs 
[ +homogeneous] [+continuous] value. Thematic roles could be treated, 
following Parsons ( 1990), as functions from events to their participants. If a 
putea does not have its event variable bound it means it cannot describe an 
event and hence there are no "participants", no theta-roles. The modal cannot 
assign theta-roles. It !,Ubcategorizes for a complement (a VP or a MoodP) 
which is a proposition, behaving in this respect like epistemics. The subject of 
the sentence is assigned a theta-role by the embc-,dded verb, not by the modal. 
Semantically, pennission a putea behaves more like an epistemic than likc its 
abilify counterpart: it does not take an externai argument and its internai 
argument is a proposition. 

That will lead to the obvious conclusion that permiss1on a putea 
cannot possibly be a verb of control: it does not have an externai argument 
that couJd control tho subjoct of thc complement. Tho samc co11clusion is 

reached if we adopt Manzini and Roussou's ( 1997) theory of control within a 
minimalist framework. They define control as the special case in which the 
same DP attracts more than one theta-foature. i.e. more than one theta-roles 
ln the case of permission a putea. there 1s one single theta-role 1he subject OP 
can receive, i.e. the one assigned by the verb in the complement. Such .m 
argument structure is identica! to the one of epistemics. 

Once again the mapping rleontic•control has heen proved to be too 
over-generalizing. Permission a putea has a different argument structure 
from ability a putea and it is nota verb of control. 
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4.4.4.3. Time adverbs 
Evidence in favor of the view that with permission a putea the time 

adverb binds only the event variable of the verb în the complement comes 
rrom word order. 

Word order în Romanian is not very strict,and time adverbials may 
occupy various positions in a sentence. Stiil, one can notice that in 
pc1mission a putea configurations it is rather odd to place the time adverb 
in sentence initial position or between the modal and the complement: 

( 118) a. ! ? Imediat poţi plecaisă pleci. 
immediately can-2nd pers.sg.leave./să leave-2nd pers.sg. 

b. ?? MÎine poţi venilsă vii. 
tomorrow can-2nd pers.sg.come/să come-2nd pers.sg. 

(t 19) a. ?? Poţi mîine să vii/veni. 
can-2nd pers.sg. tClmorrow să come-2nd pers.sg./come 

b. ? ? Poţi imediat să piecifp/eca. 
can-2nd pers.sg. immediately leave/să leave-2nd pers.sg. 

The only acceptabie position is after the embedded verb: 

( t 20) a. Poţi pleca imediat. 
can-2nd pers.sg.leave immediately 

b. Poţi veni mîine. 
can-2nd pers sg.ccme tomorrow 

The adverbial must occupy tt>js position. 126 It might be the case 
that word order reflects the denvational h.istory of the configuration (the 
modal mcrgcs with the complement which already contains thc timc 
adverb ;moving of the adverb would not be justified, we havc seen that 
time adverbs can occupy various positions in Romanian, which means that 

110 This position may actually bc the basc position. P:usons (1990) or 
Roth~lcin ll 995) arguc th,!l limc achcrbs arc basc gcHeratcd µithin :he VP. AlcXIadou 
( 1990) aJso suggests that tune advcrlJf. arc iike DPs in m&ny rcspccts <thcy are 
rcfcrcntial expressions) and a.~ such !hey have a thcmatic role. VP being thc domain of 
theta-roic assignm~nt within a minimalist modei, she reaches the conclusion that time 
adverb,; merge to thc VP and then move to SpccTP for îicensing. 
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they only check their features -if they do- only at LF). I will leave this 
question open for further research. What is important is that the adverh is 
base generated or, in minimalist terms. rnerged within th(! complement of 
the modal. be it a MoodP or a VP. 

The brief analysis of permission a putea has pointed out that it 
actually behaves like epistenucs: it docs not have an externai argument and 
it takes a propositicn as argument 

One should also remark that perm1ssion a putea docs not takc a CP 
complement. Scntences like ( 123) beiow are ungrammaticai: 

(123) *Poţi ca să pleci dacă vrei 
can-2nd pers.sg ca să leave-2nd pers.sg. if want-2nd pers.sg 

It rnay be the case that unaccusatives ( which are defoctive verbs in 
a way) cannot take a fu!ly reforential clause as a complement. As will he 
shown in 4.4.5.2., epistem.ic a putea Ioses its (V] features whcn mcrging 
v.-ith a CP. 

4.4.5. A putea + CP 

4.4.5.1. Deontic a putea +CP 

Sentences (3 3 ) and (34 ) are clear cxamples of a putea followed 
by a CP. One can notice that the only reading we can associate with this 
configuration is the "ability" one. Such sentences are very rare in 
contemporary Romanian. (34) is only encountered in coltoquial speech (de 
can introduce the argumcnts of other verbs as well) while (33) is 
considered substandard by many people. 

Stil!. they are relevant for the behavior of a putea. A CP has the 
J1su ibmion of a DP, i.e. 11 can bc an argurm:m. If "ability'" a pwea \.'.an b;..: 

followed by a CP (which is not an adverbiai in spite of the "purpose" or 
"resuit" flavor of the cornplementizers ca and de ):n the only conclusion 
"l,ve can reach is that it can take arguments, more precisely that it c„n takc 

a direct object. In this respect, ability a putea behaves like a transitive 
verb which subcategories for a DP (as can be seen in (35 )) or a CP 

m It would be interesting io find oul iCherc is any lmk J:,etween thc sc,nanllcs 
of a putea and that of the two CC'mplcment1ze1s CA and DE Nute thc differencc in 
meaning between the clause introduced b) CA, n-hicl1 has a causaL generic navor and 
the clause introduced by DE, which may ue said to have a "stage". iterative reading. 
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argument, a direct object. A CP is a full clause, so one cannot doubt the 
lexical status of the modal which does not fonn a VP complex with the 
embedded clause. It maps into a compiete clause and takes a CP as its 
complement. Sentence (3 5) provides the strongest argument that a putea 
is a casc-assigner: it takes a DP argument to which it assigns case though 
rio thcta-role. The fact that "ability" a putea, i.e. a deontic modaL behaves 
likc a transitive verb is something we expected. lt has been argued in the 
literature thar deontics în general enter transitive configurations and 
Romanian linguists have argued that a putea is a transitivc verb. 

I think it is worth pausing now to draw the obvious conclusion: a 
putea in its abi!ity reading behaves like a transitive verb în all the 
configurations which ît can enter: 

a putea+ DP 
a putea + MoodP 
a putea+ CP 

Recal! that the 81 is reforentially defective, it has no functional projection 
to ''identify" ît as a verb. Recall alsa that a projection XP is construed as 
nominal or verbal (uitimately as argument or predicate) both on the basis 
of its categoriai value and by its syntactic context. One could analyze the 
BI whjch merges with ability a putea as an argument of the modal. A 
putea (in its ability reading) is a transitive verb. 

4.4.5.2. Epăstemic a putea + CP 

Epistemic a putea can also take a clausal complement, introduced 
by că. asin (124): 

(124) Acea i•reme poate că nu e prea departe. 
that moml!nt can-3rd pers.sg.că not is too far away 
"That moment may not he too far away." 

ln this configuration. the verb a putea behaves differently from the 
configurations in wh1ch it is followed by a VP or by a MoodP. lt docs not 
agree with the subject. Consider the following ex.amples: 

(125) Eu poate că le-am dezamăgit. 
I can-3rd pers.sg.ca you-Acc have-lst pers.sg. disappointcd 
'I may have disappointed you.' 
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(126) Voi poate că veţi veni la timp. 
You-pl can-3rd pers.sg. ca will-2nd pers.pi.come intime 
'Y ou may be coming in time.' 

As I have already pomted out, epistemic modals behave like 
sentence operators; they are, in this respect. more "abstract" than their 
deontic counterparts. ln the configurations presented above, a putea no 
longer behaves like a lexical verb but it has acquired the îeatures of a 
sentence adverbial: it cannot take any tense, it does not have any phi
features, it does not assign any theta role. This conclusion is in accord with 
traditional studtes (Gramatica Academtei), which treat poate as a 
"predicative adverb". It can only select a CP complement. The 
complementizer head may he empty without any change of grammaticality 
or meanmg. 

(127) Voi poate cp vcmţ1 la timp 
you can-3rd pers.sg.0 come-2nd pers.pi. intime 

At LF it will raise to Spec Mood2 to get its aspectual featurcs 
licensed (Alexiadou 1990) and to take scape over its complement. 

One could speculate and advance the idea that epistern,c a putea 
lost its [V} features during the process of meaning extension. The only 
[ +V] feature which it bas retained and wh.ich is not a regular îeature of 
adverbs is its ability to take a complement Its behavior is not isolated in 
Romanian, which has a class of adverbs which subcategorize for full 
dauses which they "modif/'. 

Epistemic a putea behaves like an unaccusative when its 
cnmpl~mP.nt is a VP nr a MoodP When co-occuring wilh a ('J> it he-have:<: 
like a Mood Adverb which acts as a sentence modifier 

4.4.6.Conclusions so far 

The descriptive analysis of the configurations with a putea ieads to 
the following conclusîons 
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A. Regarding the propenies of the analyzed modal: 
(i) a putea can enter the following configurations: 

I . a putea + VP (bare mfinitive) 
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They form a VP complex. The modal is forced, by the syntactic 
environme:-it (actually by the nature of the BI ), to behave like a "light" 
verb. Its 1-syntax for the "deontic" and "ep1stemic'' readings qualifies it as a 
transitive and as an unaccusative forced to enter a complex prndicate 
structure 

2. a putea+ MoodPhrase 

They form a biciausal structure ( with thc MoodP dependent on the 

operator layer of the matrix) 

3. a putea + complementizer phrase 

They fom·1 a biclau~al structure (with two ful] dauses). 

A putea is a lexical verb which cnters the following types of 
configurations 

(i) transitive 
(ii) unaccusative 
(iii) . ·a VP complex 
A p~tea merges with clauses whose complexity varies (from VP to 

CP). The complexity of the clause does not affect the vaâous contextual 
readings of the modal (as in English) but it affects the status of the 
conftguration : a syntactic /semantic VP complex or a biclausal structurc. 

B. Frorn a theoretical poim of view, the analysis bas proved once 
again that the mapping deontic meaning - control structure and epistemic 
meaning - raising structure is overgeneralizing and that it does not work. 

Permission and ability modals have been shown not to fall into the 
samc class, either syntactica!Jy or scmanticaJJy. Permission modals are besr 
analyzed on a par with epistemics. 

Hopefully, chc analysis is an argument in favor of th~ necessity of 
operating a dist inction between syntactic complex predicates and semantic 
complex predicates. 

The exarrunation ofthe configuratlons modal+VP/MoodP/CP has also 
revealed the importance of argument structure a.'ld T-cham for the referentiai 
independence of a clause CPs have their own argument stmcture, thcy have 
their own tense and their o~n T-operator (i.e. a complete T-chain): they are 
fully referentiaî, they behave like OPs MPs have their own argument 
structure, t.hey have their own tense but they lack a T-operator . They behave 
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more like pronouns : they can be either "bound" or "free" (with respect to the 
operator domain of a matrix clause). Bare infinitives do not have their own 
argument structure (they share it with a VP which has a functional projection), 
they do not have their own tense or T-operator. They behave more like 
anaphors (sometimes like se sometimes like seif). 

4.5. A TREBUI 

4.5.1. The most "unstable" of them all! 

ln modem Romanian, the verb a irebw ('must, 'to need, "ii is 
necessary') has often been analyzed as the most "abstract'' of the Romarnan 
modals (Constantinescu 1970) or as one of the verbs with two parallel 
paradigms ( at least for the present of the indicative): a [ +agreement] and a f -
agreement] one (Pană-Dindelegan 1987, Draşoveanu l99î)_ 

lts very ctymology places a trebui at the crossroads of concrete 
and astract meanings as well as at ihe crossroads of "personal" and 
"impersonal" use. A trebui ("must') is derived from the Old Slavic 
trebovati, which expressed mainly deontic modality ('to need', 'to make 
use of, 'to make a sacrifice') and which could be used both transitively 
and intransitively, with a (+agreement] paradigrn, and trebe, its frozcn 
locative singular, which was used as an impersonal verb. The stern of the 
J>re:;:ent (Present) form of a trehui has been analyzed as derived from 
trebuje, the 3rd pers sg. of trebvvati (Lombard apud Constantinescu 
1970). 1n the beginning, a trebu, ('must') was used as an impersonal verb. 
Gradually, it began to agree ,.vith the gramrnatical subject of the 
sentence128 wh,ch finally resulted in the existencc of twc parallel 
paradigms: [ +agreement] and [-agreement] which seem to he associated 
with certain contextual meanings or with certam configurations (Pană
Dindelegan l 987): 

A The [+agreementJ paradigm was mamly used m those 
configurations in which a trebw is followed by a participle with passive 
meaning (asin (128) - (130)) and when a trebui takes a Dative Indirect 
Object (as în 131 or 132): 

1
"~ Iordan (apud Guţu-RomaJo 1956) argues that a trebui began to behavc likc 

a personal \-Crb under Lhc influence of forcign structuref, especiaily from German. 
Agrecment by proximity could also represcnt a plausiblc causc of this !;hift from 
"impersonal" to "personal" inflection. 
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(128) Şi trebuiesc luptate războaiele aprmse. 
and must-3rd pers.pi. fought-fem.pl. wars-the 
'And one must fight the cruel wars.' 

(129) Ele trebuiesc trezite. 
they must-3rd pers.pi. woken-fem.pl.up 
'They must be woken up.' 

(130) Cartea trebuieşte cumpărată. 
book-the must-3rd pers.sg.bought-fom.sg. 
''The book must be bought." 

(131) .. .jormuiarele ce-ţi trebuiesc pcntrn asta . 
. . fonns-the what-you(Dative) need-3rd pers.pi. for this 
' .. the forms you need for this.' 

( 132) .. . mermdele care le trebuiesc pentru drom. 
food-pl.-the which they (Dative) need-3rd pers.pi. for trip 
' .. the food they need for the 1rip.' 

One can notice that the contextual meanings are quite concrete .A 
trebui denotes obligation/necessity in th,s case. 

B. The [-agreement] paradigm (with a trebui having onc single 
form : 3rd person singular) was associated both with the idea of obligation 
and with the idea of probability. It was mainly used în those configurations 
in which a trebui is followed hy a să subjunctive clause (the Romanian 
"conjunc1iv"): 

(133) Veţi afla ce trebuie să faceţi mai departe. 
will-2nd pers.pi. find out what must să do-2nd pers.pi. nexr 
'You will find out what you must do next. -

(134) Biata Vt!nus trebuie să-şi fi avut i:hinul ei cu Adonis. 
poor-the Venus must să her (Dative)be had her suffering
the with Adonis 
'Poor Venus must have suffered because cf Adonis.' 

One can notice a cenain mapping between the meanings covered 
by a ffehw in the [+agreement] paradigm and the old Slavic lrebuvati 
(meanings associated mainly with deontic modality) and the ones covered 
by a trebui in the f-agreement] paradigm and the frozen locative trebe 
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(both deontic and epistemic modality but, syntactically, a trebui behaves 
like a "frozen" fom1, in the sense that it does not agree with the subject of 
the sentence). lt may be the case that deontic a trebui followed the pattern 
of trebovah while eptstemic a trebw followed the pattem of trehe. 

After 1940, one can notice the tendency to abandon the 
f+agreement] paradigm in all the contexts (Pană-Dmdelegar. I 987) Thc 
only configuration which secmed to resist this tendency was thc onc in 
which a trebui is followed by a passive participle. Constantinescu ( 1970) 
argues that lhis change was due, on the one hand, to the fact that the 
[-agreement] paradigm is "easier" and, on the other hand, to the fact that a 
trebui can express necessity :n a stronger way than the impcrative 12

c; The 
intransiiive meanings also imposed a [-agreement] paradigm The resuit of 
this change was that a trehui !ost many of its contextual meanings and it 
was mainly used as a more "gram.maticalized" means of expressing 
modality. 

ln modern Romanian a trebui is used both as a "personal" and as 
an "impersonal" verb. Normative grammar tlies lo imposc rhe 
f-agreement] paradigm but it :sa facr that both paradigms are in use. 

(135) Îmi trebwau mşte aeioane. (Draşoveanu 1997) 
rne (Dative) needed-3rd pcrs.pl.some pencils 
'I needed three pencils ' 

(136) Va trebui sci admitem ... (Draşoveanu 1997) 
-will must să agree-l st.pers.pi 
'We'll have to agree ... ' 

( 13i) Rezultatele trebuiau ver{ficate. (Draşoveanu 1997) 
results-the had-]rd pers. ol. checked 

'Tht> re,_o;:lilts har! to he c-hecked ' 

In the presem analysis I will try to show that therc 1s a link 
betwecn the syntactic configuration in which the moda! occurs, its 
meaning(s) and the [ f-/- agreement] feature. i3o 

1 
L

9 Rccall that lhe English modaJs wcre also used to replace a moo,1. ihc 
subJunctivc ft may be tlle casc that modal vt:rbs m several languagcs took ovcr a certain 
mood, and thus they were (more or less) grammatir.1zed. 

i;,, Dcontic meanings f>Ccm to he associated mainly w11.lt l+agrccmcmj whcrcas 
~pistcmic mc.-.'lnings w1th 1-:.grecmcntJ. 
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4.5.2. The data 

4.5.2.1 ln modern Romanian. the verb a 1rebui ('must', 'to 
need/need ') can enter the following configurations: rn 

(i) Deontic a trebui (when it expresses obligation or necessity; 
··mu~,', 'have to','need') 

(138) Trebuie să pleci imediat. 
must-2nd pers.sg.să leave-2nd pers.sg. immediately 

'You must leave tmmediately.' 

(139) Trehutau rezolvate toate problemele. 
must-past-3rd pers.pl.soived-fem.pl. all problems-thc 
'Ali the problems had to he solved.' 

(140) frehuie ac,tionat rapid 
must-3rd pers.sg act rapidly 

'One must act fast.' 

(141) lmi trebuie o carte. 
me (Dative) need-3rd pers.sg.a book 
'I nced a book.' 

(142) Cărţile care-ţi trebuiau pentru azi ... 
books-the which you (Dative) needed-3rd pers.pi. for today 
'The books which you needed for today .. .' 

(ii) Epistemic a treb11i (when it exprcsses probability). 

(143) I.a u1cqml gfndell câ preoteasa trebwe . ..afi ocărind pe Catinca. 
at beginning thought-3rd pers.sg. that the priest's wife must 
să be scold-md pe Catinca 
'ln the beginning he thought that the pri est' s wife must have 
been scolding Catmc.:>. ' 

:,; r havc no! included in the analysis corpus the configur-it1on a trebui + a 
infiniti\'e wluch was used in the 19th c (even then onJy rarely) and which is no ionger 
uscd m modem Romanian: 

Pentru u 11.idecu şi .:i prern1 meritu! unui autor. trebuie a cunoaşte îimpul în 
care el a scris. (Gu\u- Ro malo 1956) 
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(144) Trebuie să aibă vreo treizeci de ani 
must-3rd pers.sg. să have-3rd pers sg. around thirty years 

'He must be around thirty.' 

(145) Trebuie săfi suferit mult din pricina lor. 
must-3rd pers.sg.să be suffered a iot of their cause 

· He must have suffered a lot because of them.' 

(146) Trebuie că el singur a făcut lucrul ăsta. (Constantinescu 1970) 
must-3rd pers.sg. that he himself has done thing-the this 

'He must have done it himself' 

One can notice that the only configuration which can he used with 
both readings, deontic and epistemic, is the one in which a trebui is fcllowed 
by a să subjunctive clause. Even in this case, the deontic configuration is 
compatibie only with the present form ofthe conjunctiv, wherea-s the epistemic 
one is compatible with the present (144) and the past (145) of the sub_iunctive 
as well as with the so-called prezumtiv (143). Otherwise, a trehu, can bc 
followed by a Complementizer Phrase only in its epistemic reading ( 146) and 
by a participle (139) or a supin (140) only in its dcontic interpîetation. It is 
also worth pointing out that it is only the deontic configuration which allows a 
OP as an argument of a trebui (141). 

4.5.3. / +agreement/1/-agreementj 
A closer look at the Gorpus provided by the literatu re ( Guţu 

Romalo l 956, Constantinescu 1970, Pană-Dindelegan 1987, Draşoveanu 
1997) reveals the fact that there is a clear tendency to usc the 
[ +agreement] paradigm with deontic a trebui and the [-agreementJ 
paradigm with epistemic a trehui.The only configuration which is unstable 
în this respect is a trebui -,- să su~;,mctive (which, as we have already 
seen, can be interpreted both deontically and epistemically). 

Consider sentences (141) and (l42) above: a trebui nagrees" with 
the grammatical subject cărţile ('books') /carte ('book'). Sentence (141) 
would remain grammatical even if the subject werc in the plural: 
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(141 ') Îmi trebuie nişte cărţi. 
me (Dative) need-3rd pers.sg. some books 
'I need some books.' 
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Buc if we change the tense, the sentence secms ungrammatical 
when a trebui does not agree with the subject: 

( 14 l ") ?? Îmi trebuia nişte cărţi. 
me (Dative) needed-3rd pers.sg. some books 

(14 2) would aiso be ungrarmnatical if the verb did not agree with 
the plural subject. While both paradigms ([+agreement]/[-agreement]) can 
bc used 132 in the present, when we change the tense the [ +agreement] 
paradigm seems to be the only choice. 

When a trebui is followed by a participle (as in 137 or 139 
above ), the [ +agreement] paradigm seems to be the most frequently used. 
regardless of the tense, though [-agreement] is used in the present. (139') 
below is ungrammatical, unlike (I 39"), with the verb in the present: 

(139') 'I? Trebuia rezolvate toale problemele. 
must-past-3 rd pers. sg. solved-fem. pl. all problems-the 

(139") Trebuie rezolvate toate problemele. 
must-3rd pers.sg. solved-fem.pl. all problems-the 
"Ali the problems must be solved. •· 

When a trebui is followed by a subjunctive clause, one can notice 
the tendency to use the [-agreement] paradigm only in the present (and 
even in this case it alternates with the [+agreement] one) but the 
I +agreement] parad1gm evcrywhere else ( espccially with piu ral subjects) 
Consider the following sentences: 

(147) a. Cu lacrimi dar am !rebuit să mă supun. (Constantinescu) 
with tears thus have-1 st pers. sg. must-ed să me( Ace.) 
obey-1 st pers.sg. 
'Thus I had to obey, tears in my eyes.' 

b. Cu lacrimi dar a trebuii să mă supun. 
With tears thus has must-ed să me (Ace.) obey- ! st pers.sg. 

----·----·--
' 
12 It rnighi bc thc case that the singular fonn trebuie 1s intcrprelcd as heing a 

plmal fonu as wcll (Alexandra Comilescu, p.c.) 
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(148) a. ln cele din urmă copiii trebuie să plece. 
in the end children-the must-3rd pers.sg. să leave-3rd pers. 
'ln the end, the children must leave.' 

b. in cele din urmă copiii trebuiră să plece. 
in the end chidren-the had-3rd pers.pi.să leave-3rd pers. 
'In the end, the children had to leave.' 

c.?? În cele din urmă copiii trebui să plece. 
in the end children-the had-3rd pers.sg.să leave-3rd pers. 

When a trebui is used în its epîstemic reading it never agrees w1th 
the subject of the sentence. Agreement leads to ungrammaticality: 

(149) a. ?? Voi trebuiţi săfi suferit mult. 
you-pl must-2nd pers.pl.sâ be suffered a lot 

b. ?? Copiii trebuiesc să fi umhlînd prin curte. 
children-the must-3rd pers.pi. să be walkîng in the yard 

The conclusion we can reach îs that a trebui does not agree wîth 
the subject of the sentence in îts epistemic reading ( or at least one can 
notîce a strong tendency towards non-agreement). In its deontic readings. 
one can notice that some configurations are incompatible with the [
agreement] paradigm whereas others are unstable. Nevenheless, even m 
this case, there is a strong tendency towards the [ +agreement l paradigm. 

What could all that tell us about a trebui? Firstly, it has an 
"unstable" syntactic behavior with a "stable" tendency towards 
"grammaticalization" in its episternic reading. In its deontic reading, the 
[+agreement] forms are preferrcd when the verb "describes" a state of 
affairs but when it is used with an "imperative" value (and hence it belongs 
to the discourse) the (-agreementJ fo1ms are frequentiy used Compare 
(150) and ( 151) below: 
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(150) a. Trebuie rezolvate problemele pfnă mîine.i 
must-3rd pers.sg.solved-fem.pl. problems-the till tomorrow 
The problems must be solved by tomorrow!' 

b. Trebuie să plece imediat! 
must-3rd pers.sg. să leave-3rd pers. 1mmediately 
· He/They must leave immed1ately!.' 
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(151) a Trebuiau rezolvate problemele imediat. 
must-past-3 rdpers pi. solved-fem. pi. problems-the immediately 
'Thc problems had tobe solved immediately.' 

b.?0 Trehuia rezolmte problemele imediat. 
must-past-3rd pers.sg.solved-fem.pl. problems-the 
immediately 

c. Trehuiau să plece imediat.1 

must-past-3rd pers.pi. să leave-3rd pers.immediately 
'They had to leave immediately.' 

d.?? (Ei)Trebuia să plece imediat.I 
(They)must„past-3rd pers.sg. să leave-3rd pers. 

Secondly, it seems that a trebui is perceived as a verb which takes a 
proposition as an interna! argument, hence the tendency towards non
agreement in so rnany contex1s. On the other hand, Romanian is a lanf,.ruag~ 
with rich morphology and the rich morphological system seems to resist this 
tendency at least in those cases in which agreement is already ove1t in the 
sentence (asin the configuration with a "passive" participle). 133 

Constantinescu ( 1970) argues that a trebui has been an "abstract" 
verb since the very beginning, which might explain its tendency towards 
"grammaticalization". 

One more fact which supports the hypothesis that a trebm 
deveiops towards a more abstract meaning is the "history" of its contextual 
values. In the beginning, a trebui was used mainly with "concrete" 
meanings. 134 lt was only later that it was associated with the idea of 
probability. The configuration in which it is followed by a complementizer 

133 Rccall that in Engiish lhe shift from a !>)'Stern \'Vlth rich morphology Io a 
sys1cm with poor morpliology and from a morphologi<;al agreemcnt systcm to a 
synlactic a7rccmenl syslem favorcd thc creation of a new class, that of tJ1e rnodals. 

13 ConsLantincscu ( 1970) prcsents a vcry cicar analysis of the rneanings of a 
trebui . h could be inlerpreted as : "to ask for something" (iJ, "to usc, to make us~ of' 
(ii), "to nced" (transitivc configuration) (iii), "to deserve" (iv). "to bc neccsmy'' 
(intransitive configuration) (v), "to have to" (v1), etc.: 

(i) Domnul mieu eşti tu,că bunătâţile mele nu trebueşli. (Psaltirea Schciană 1916) 
(ii) .. ş, aceic. le \'a trebui .,pr<' aite lucnm rrnle. (Carte nunânească de învăţătură 

i646) 
(iii) l\1u-mi trebuie .flamuri ... (l Qth c.) 
(iv) ... tu şi cei de-o ~eamă cu tine a,ti trebui ucişi. (19th c.) 
(v) Nu trebueşte sănătosului vraci, ce bolnavului. (Coresi, Tetraevanghel, 1560-1.'561) 
(\i) ÎYJ cele din urmă trebuiră să-/ îngroape. (19th c.) 
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clause (asin 146 above) is a "newcomer" in the language ln this respect, a 
trebui resembles the English modals which developed from very concrete 
meanings, from configurations in which they could assign theta-roles, 
towards more abstract mcanings a.nd a more functional behavior. lt might 
be the case that there is a tendency iowards a trebui behaving like a 
functionai category, on a par with the English modals; its extension of 
meaning may alsa represent an "cxtension'' of the clause with which 1t 
merges: when it merges with a more ''complex" clause, 1t may iend to 
occupy Mood2 overtly (hence the strong tendency towm·ds the i_-

agreement] paradigm and the incompatibîlity with tenscs . One can also 
notice that when mergrng with a CP a trebm behaves like a puîeu - it can 
only be used in the present it does not agree with the subject, it selects a 
CP as a complement. 

4.5.4. A trebui and temporal forms 
One important difterence between deontic and epistemic a trebw 

is linked to 1ts compatibility/incompatibility with various temporal
aspectual forms. As already pointed out, a trebui, just like u putea_ cannot 
take tenses freely in its epistemic reading. Actually, it can only be uscd in 
the present Consider the following sentences: 

(152) a.?? Va trebui sâ aibă vrev patruzeci de ani. 
wiU-3rd pers.sg.must .\ă have-3rd pers. around forty of years 

b. ?? Trebuia să fi umhUnd prin curte. 
must-past-3rd pers.sg. să be walking in the yard 

Unlike epistemic a trebui, 1ts deont1c counterpa1t can be frccly 
used with any temporal forms. 

4.5.5. A trebui + parCiripie-based small clause complernents 

4.5.5. l. Introductory remarks. 

This section examines the structure of the type illustrated in (13 9) 
repeated under (153) for convenience: 

228 

(153) Trebuiau rezolvaie toate problemele. 
must-pa,;;t 3rd pers.pl. solved-fem.pLall-fem.pl. problems-the 

'Ali the problems had to be solved ' 
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The controversy surrounding the analysis of this structure has 
centered on whether the modal and the participie fonn a complex 
predicate or not. One of the main arguments in favor of the complex 
predicate analysis was the tendency of a trebui towards the [ +agreement] 
paradigm (Guţu-Romalo 1956). 

4.5.5.2. A possible analysis. 
In what follows I will adopt this line though, as wiU be seen, the 

complex predicate evinces properties which distinguish it from restructuring 
structures in Romance. A trebui does not assign an externai theta-role nor 
does the participle share its thcmatic structure 'A-ith the modal. A trehw 
merges with a participle-based SC which is not assigned any theta-role. In this 
respec-t, it could be said to behave like copular verbs, i.e. ergatives which takc 
a SC as their complement (Hoekstra and Mulder 1990). At first glance, the 
configuration a trebui + past participle seems syntactically similar to a 
construction ofthc type illustrated in (154): 

(154) Erau 5pălate maşinile. 
were washed-forn.pl.cars-the 
'The cars were washed. ' 

The diffcrence between the two configurations is link.ed to 
modality, aspect and temporal interpretation, i.e.to semantic facts. 

An analysis of the configuration can only start from a close 
examina.tion of the participle-based SC. It has been analyzed as an 
"elliptic" construction with a null a.fi ('be'): 

(155) Trebuie /sâfie} reparate maşinile. 
must-Jrd pers.sg. [ să be-3rd pers.] fixed-fom.pl.cars-the 

If \Ve adopt Starke's (I 995) definition of SCs as strnc1.urally full 
cfauses, headed by a nul! verbal predicate, we could say that in this 
panicular case the null predicate 1s a.fi. ln this dissertation, SCs havc been 
defined as "truncated clauses" within which a relation of predication 
ohtains. Whether wc adopt the former or the latter view, the participle 
construction which follows a trebui definitely fails intc this class. 

lt is generally as5umed in the literature (Contreras 1994 among others) 
that verbal SCs, unlike [-verbal] ones. have suhJects.The suhject of the 
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participlc in (I 54) is ma:,inile. It can stay in post-patticiple position (OP~ 
move covertly for case and agreement checking in Romanian) and thc 
participle always agrees Vvith it (gcnder and number a greement). Tht 
morphology of the configuration car. certainly tel1 us something about it~ 
status. We have already pointed out, follm~ing the iine of Cornilescu ( 1997). 
that the Romanian participle is associated with the features [-continuous J 
[-j perfective]. We also know that verbs move overtly in Romanian to check 
their [+V] features. Wc have also scen that Bls, anaiyzed as [+continuous][
perfect1ve] did not always have to move overtly: they can remain unmoved 
before Spell-Out. The participk comes from the lexicon with features which 
must be checked. These foatures cannot be checked under VP, they can onh, 

be checked în the Spec-head configuration of a fimctional project,on. We 
could take thîs position to be Asp. That would mean that a trebui merges with 
a SC whose status is AspP, as shown in (156): 

( 156) a trebui [ AspP ] 

Recall that the English modals which occupy a pos1t1on under 
Mood aîso merge with an AspP. Romanian differs fi-om English though . 
Notice all the cases in which the modal mergcs with what has been defined 
so far as an AspP configuration: the participlc always agrees (in number 
and gender) with the OP. In this respect, ît behaves like an adjective. 
Adjectival predicates have been analyzed as AgrsP (Moro 1994 among 
others). In this case, we could assume that a trebui merges with a SC 
whose status is AgrsP, asin (157): 

(157) a trehui [AgrsP l 

This approach could account for the checking of thc phi-features 
of thc participle. 

The modal (at least with some speakers when it is in the present 
and prcbably with mast speakers when used with other temporal forms) in 
its turn agrees with the DP, whcthcr the latter remains in situ or moves to 
a pre-modal pos1tion. Verb agrecment is always with the (syntactic) 
subject which means that the OP subject of the SC is actually the synt::ictic 
su~ject of the whole comp!ex Notice also that the subject DP cannot 
intcrvene between the modal and the paniciple (unlike the configuration in 
which afi merges with an AgrsP) 
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( 158) 1 '1 frchuiesc maşinile reparate. 
must-3rd pers.pi. <.:ars-the repaired-fem.pl. 

The ungramma!îca!ity in \ 158) points to the fact that îf the subject 
OP moves out of its base posit1on it will not land in the specifier of a 
functional projection of the SC. 

I-Jow can we acco1mt for these empiricaJ farts? I suggest that a trebui 
is more than a modal verb m tiijs particular case. The participle-based SC 
hehaves,m ma.ny respects, like an Adjectival Phra'>c (AP). APs. when used 
pred;cattvely, merge w1th a copula or a copuîa-like verb. ln this pmticu!ar case, 
thc copula is missing. A trebw takes over the syntactic fonction ofthe copula. 
lt could be treated like a lexical verb \\'ith modal mea.ning which is "forced" to 
take over the syntactic functîon ofthe copula because ofthe SC with which it 
merges The modal w.11 perform a double function. This analysis can account 
for the agreement of a trebw w1th the OP and it will not clash with 1ts 
syntactic status . that of an unaccusative verb. 

A consequence of this analysis would he that sente11ces in which a 
trebui îs followed by an AP should be grammatical: 

( 159) * Trehwe .frumoase maşmi/e. 
must- 3rd pers. sg. beautiful-fem. pl.cars-ihe 

Sentence ( 159) is definitely ungrammatical. A trebui can merge 
with a participle-based SC but not with APs. Which means that a trebui 
does not behave lîke copular a fi and APs do not behave like participle 
constructions A trebui does take over the function of a fi but when it is 
part of a passive configurat ion m . -

Consider the followmg semences whosc ungrammaticahty proves 
that a trebui can oniy merge with a participle-based SC whose head is a 
v:::rb wh1ch can be made passive: 

(160) a. "' frebuie plecat băiatui 
must-3rd pers.sg. left-masc.sg boy-the 

b. * Trebuie venitâ mama. 
must-3rd pers.sg.come-fem sg mother-the 

135 ThaL also proves tha1 pass.ivt: and copular BE (in Roman.ian al least) should 
be trcaicd as verb!; w1th ditTcrcnt fca!urcs. 
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Both a pleca ('to leave') and a veni ('to come') can occur in 
configurations with a fi ( 161 a and b) but thcy are unergatives and are 
incompatible with the passive: 

(161) a. Băiatule plecat. 
boy-the is left-mesc.sg. 
'The boy îs gone.' 

b. Mama e venită de mult. 
mother-the is come-fem.sg. oflong 
'Mothcr came a long time ago.' 

That will also represent evidence that a trebui does not behave like 
raising verbs, whose complements can be adjcctive-based clauscs136

: 

(162) Băiatul pare inteiigent. 
boy-the seems intelligent-mesc.sg. 
'The boy seems intelligent.' 

lt actually behaves similarly to the lexical verb a merita ("to he worth") 

(163) a. Merită văzută piesa asta. 
is worth seen-fom.sg. play-the this 
'Tins play is worth seeing.' 

b. Cărţile astea mentau citite. 
books-the these were worth read-fem.pl. 
'These books were worth reading.' 

Now, retuming to the veiy question, we could say that a trcb111 
and the AgrsP forrn a syntactic complex 

One more argument in favor of this anaiys1s comes rrom the 
domain of negation: negation can only attach to the modal. rendering the 
whole sentence negative (as in 164) ;the SC cannot be made negative (as 
in i65): 

136 The difference betwccn the two configurations can he correlated with the 
diffcrent aspectual propcrties of adjectives and participles: while (rnost) adjeclives 
denote individual-levei propcrties, participles dcnote stage-levei propcrties. 
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(164) Nu trebuie('lc) reparate maşinile. 
not must-3rd pers.sg./pl. fixed-fem.pl. cars-the 
'Thc cars do not need tobe fixed.' 

(165) * Trebuie(sl) nu reparate maşinile. 
must-3rd pers.sg./pl. not fixcd-fem.pl.cars-the 

The ungrammaticality of (165) suppo1ts the view advanced m 
Zanuttini (1996) that negation in Romance languages and English is 
parasitic on Tense, i.e. NegP can be generated in the structure only when 
TP is licensed. An Asp projection does not license Tense and he11ce thc 
absence of a tense projection will block the generation ofNegP. 

Summarizing the analysis, we can say that a trebui merges with a 
participle-based SC, whose status is that of an AgrsP137 

; the resuit is a 
complex predicate138 in which a trebui selects a proposition as its 
complement. The modal takes over thc syntactic function of a missing 
element: a.fi in passive constructions. 

There is one empirical fact which has not been tackled yet: the fact 
that there are cases in which the modal may not agree with the DP (when 
in the present tense). Sentences (166a -166b) are grammatical: 

,r For a more delailed cliscussion on lhe analysis of participial clauses in lhe 
litcrature as well as fer an anaîysis of the participle clause which merges wilh 'a avea' 
and 'a fi' sec Chapter 2. 

13
~ Recall that it has been suggested lhat this is a special complex predicate: it 

is munoclausal but sorne functional proje~lions are projected both higher than and 
undcr lhc "main" verb. On the other hand, a trebui + past participle evinces some 
propcrties of monoclausa! structurcs: adverbs cannot mod.ify only the matrix verb (i)-(ii) 
nN can the same adverb co-occur lwice (iii) (Cinque I 997): 

(1) Afime trebuie reparate maşinile. 
tomorrow must frxcd-fcm.p!. cars-:he 

'The cars must be fixed tomorrow.' 
(ii) •Azi trebuie reparate miine maşmile. 

Today must-3 rd pers.pi. rcpaired-pl tomorrow cars-the 
(iii)*,\,fai trebuie ma, reparate maşinile 

Agaîn must again rcpaired-pl cars+Lhe 
Some transperancy effecls (Rizzi I 976) are aJlowed. as for example Long DP

Movement: 
(iii)foate maşinile astea albastre trebuie reparate. 

all-fem.pl. cars-the these-fem.pl. blue-fem.pl. must fixed-fcm.pl. 
'Ali thesc bine cars must be fixcd.' 
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(166) a. Trebuie citite toate aceste cărţi. 
must-3rd pers.sg read-fem.pl.all-fem.pl. these-fem.plbooks 

· Ali these books must be read.' 
b. Trebuie aduse mai multe scaune. 

must-3rd pers.sg. brought-fom.pl.more chairs 
'One must bring some more chairs' 

But recall that it has already been suggested that trebwe is 
interpreted as both singular and plural. When the verb takes any othcr 
temporal-aspectual form agreement is obligatory so we do not expect a 
trebui to be syntactically different when ît occurs in the same configuration 
but has diffcrent temporal-aspr-ctuai forms Semantically, it 1s a deont1c 
modal but syntactically it behaves like a iighî verb 

4.5.6. A trrbui aud supine -hased small clauses 
The Romanian supine has been defined as a mood form which has 

a doublc nature: verbal and nominal (Gramatica Academie; J 963). Tn this 
respect it resembles the long infinitive, wh.ich should not he surprising: the 
Latin supine was a verbal noun and ir was gradually replaced by the 
infinitive. Romanian seems to be the only Romance language which 
preserved the Latin supine (Dumitrescu et al. ! 978). 

Its phonological form is identica! to that of the (past) participle. 
The main difference between the two lics in the fact that the supine c.annot 
carry any agreement mark.ers. Quite often it is preceded by a 
preposition139

, asin (167) beiow: 

(167) a. cal de furai 
hnrse of steai-surine 

'!-.to1en horse' 
b. fier de câlcai" 

iron of press/uon-supine 
'iron' 

c. era la spălat 
was at wash-supine 
'was in the lai.tnJry' 

u•> The preposition which precedes the supine form of thc verb is a proof ,1f itS 
nominal nature. 
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A trebui can merge with a verb in the supine mood ; as can be seen in 
(168) the supine is not introduced by any (overt) preposition in tllis case: 

( 168) a. Trebuie mers la primărie. 
must-3rd pers.sg. go-supine at townhall 
'One must go to the townhall' 

b. Trebuie vorbit cu profesorul. 
must-3rd pers.sg. speak-supine with teacher-the 
'One must speak to the teacher.' 

The supine is, in this case, [-tense] and [-agreement] ; it does not 
denote an event, bui rather the name of an event. 

One fact ,.,.foch strikes us is that transitive verbs with a DP direct 
object are not allowed in this con:figuration: 

(169) a.?? Trebuie mîncat mere. 
must-3rd pers.sg. eaten apples 

b.?? Trebuie citit cărţi. 
must-3rd pers.sg. read books 

More exactly, we can say that Accusative objects are excluded. 
Dative objects ( 170a-b) or prepositional objects (168b ), on the other hand, 
seem to be OK: 

(170) a. Trebuie spus lucrurilor pe nume. 
must-3rd pers.sg. said things-the-dative on name 

b. Trebuie explicat copiilor de ce ... 
must-3rd pers.sg.explained children-the-dative why ... 

Again, one can notice that the supine in (167a-c) evinces properties 
whîch diflerentiate 1t from the supine in the configurations with a trebui. 
When preceded by a preposition the supine can occupy positions which 
DPs can occupy: 

~.171) a. De vorhll e uşor dar de scris e ma, greu. 
de spoken is easy but de writien is more difficult 

b. Are de sens zece scrisori. 
has de written ten letters 
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One can also notice that when preceded by a preposition, ihe 
supine verb can take an Accusative object. 

The prepositionaî supine seems to resist modification by adverbs: 

(172) De vorbii ??hlînd/ ?? cu b/îndeţe/?? imediate uşor. 
de spoken kindly/with kindness/immediately is easy 

When the prepositional supine modifies a f'.1--P, it cannot bc 
modified by any adverb: 

(173) *cal de furat pe furiş 
*fier de câlcat uşor 
*maşină de spălat repede 

The non.-prepositional supme, on the other hand, 1s compatible 
with adverbs: 

( 17 4) a. Trebuie mers imediat la primărie. 
must-3rd pers.sg. gone immediately to townhall 

b. Trebuie vorbit politicos cu projesoni. 
must-3rd pers.sg. spoken politely with teachers--thc 

It seems that the double nature of the supine, verbal and nominal, is 
context sensitive; it is not the case that the supine is at once nominal and 
verbal. The Romanian participle can be 11ominalized just as some Romance 
infinitival constructions can. In Roman.ian, there are two available strategies of 
deriving deverbal nouns: starting from the long infinitive or from the paniciple 
The participle acquires D features when preceded by a preposition or by a 
Detcnniner, i.e. when used in a DP context. Otherw1se, 1t 1s verbal 

Let us retum to the configurat1on in which a /rehui merges with a 
past paniciple that cannot take agreemem markers and which cannot 
assign Accusative. How can we account for this fact? lf no i\ccusative OP 
is allowed there is one conclusion which immediately presents itself: the 
participle clause lacks a projection in which Accusative casc can be 
chccked. Let us say then that a trebui merges with an AspP ; the fact thar 
Accusative objects are excîuded may mean two things: (i) SpecAspP may 
not be a position to which the object DP ca11 move to check its O fcatures 
and to have its case licensed, i.e. SpecAspP is not an Accusative licensing 
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posilion in Romanian or (ii) that Accusative just like Nominative cannot be 
assigned in [-tense] contexts in Romanian 140

. This solution, however, 
raises another qucstion: how can we explain the fact that prepositionai 
supines can take Accusative objects: 

(175) a.maşmă de tocat carne 
too! de minced meat 
b.maşină de .,palat rufe 
machine de washed laundry 

Let us suppose that the preposition de is the one which nominalizes 
the verbal structure (which it does) just like comp!ementizers allow the clauses 
which they head to occupy DP positions. 1n this case, de could be said to 
behave like a complementizer which occupies the heaci position ofCP: 

(176} CP 
,,/~ 

Spcc C' 
/,,.,.,,..,,_,, 

,. ....... 

C SC 
,,,,...,.____ 

L_ __ ......::::,,_ 

de !)pălat nţfe 

The verb in the SC must move to AspP first to check its Asp 
feature and then to a Mood position, maybe the samc position which other 
invariable mood fonns occupy (Mood2P) and which might be responsible, 
in Romanian, for the finiteness feature of the clause. Within such a 
configuration, the DP object can muve at LF to a position (possibly 
SpecAgroPJ where it can chcck its case in a Spec-head relation with the 
copy ofthe verb which has moved higheri 4

i. 

1
~

0 The infinili\c \\ith a. wh.ich allows Nominative subjects, 1s a [+tcnsc] 
projcctton. 

11
; Consider thc following substandard scntcnces which bring funher support 

that lhe prcsencc of the preposit1on correlatcs with the possibility of Accusative casc 
liccnsing: 

(1) Trehuie de spălat vasele 
must-3rd pers.sg de washcd d1shes-the 

(ii)(-· Trebuie de rezolvai problema. 
must-3rd pcrs.sg de solve<l problcm-t11e 
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Such a v1ew is not without consequences. Firstly, it implies that a 
(past) participle fonn can occupy two different positions : under Asp and 
under Mood2 (or, in Rizzi's terms, under Fin) and that the two 
configurations thus crcated evince different properties. Secondly, it means 
that what has been called "supine" is acrually a participle which raises in 
the derivation to the borderline between the functiona! and the 
complementizer domains of the clause. The fact that the prepositional 
pa!ticiple construciion is assigned a CP status can account both for the 
fact that it can occupy OP positions and for the interpretation associated 
with such configurations when they are noun modifiers and when they 
perform a semantic function similar to that of a restrictive relative dause. 

The behavior of the Romanian past participle does not seem 10 be 
singular. A look at the -ind form of verbs (thc agerund") will immediately 
point to a similar "double" position. Consider thc following two sentenccs: 

(177) a. O fi dormind 
o be sleep-ind 

b.Venind spre casă şi-a amintit că ... 
come-ind towards house şi (reflexive) has remembered that. 

In (I na) the -ind form occupies Asp whereas in (177b) it raises to 
Mood2 (the position Rivero l 994 or Cornilescu 1997 associate with the 
Romanian gerund). 

Returning to the Romanian modals, the conclusîon we have 
reached in this subsection with respect to a trebui is that it can merge 
with an AspP in the derivation. ln this case negation can only attach to the 
modal which is the only element that can take tense. At first sight it might 
seem th.at a i,•ub1u behave.,; like the "perfect" n nuea ('t0 havt>') (which 

also merges with an AspP) But recall that a trebui can take tense 
markers, it has tense features to check .. unlike a avea, in pet:fecr compus 
configurations which îs associated, idealizing, with present ten se only. 
That means that a trebui cannot possibly occupy the same position in the 
structure. As any lexical verb which takes tense it is inserted under VP 

A second difference is that the "modal'' configurat1on will allow 
some lexical eiements to intervene between thc "modal" and the ve1b 
whi~h heads the SC ( l 78 a-b) though not degree adverbs ( 178c ), which 
are allowed in the periphrastîc periect. 
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(178) a. Trehuie de asemenea mers la pnmărie. 
must-3rd pers.sg.also gone to townhall 

b. Trebuie neapărat vorhit c11 prufesoml. 
must-3rd pers.sg.by all means spoken with teacher-the 

c. *Trebuie mai mers la primărie. 
must-3rd pers.sg. again gene to townhall 

A.Iso recall that there was no restriction with regard 10 the verb in 
the SC in the case of the periphrastic perfect with a avea (which could 
merge with SCs headed by either transitive or intransitive verbs). 
However, one can notice a similarity between the class of verbs (i.e. 
unergatives) which can head the SC that merges with a fi and the one 
which can head the SC which merges with a trebui. This might suggest 
that the two configurations could be analyzed in a similar way ;but, as we 
are goi.ng to sec, this view is incorrect. 

Another important property of the configuration ~ith a trebui is 
that, unlike in the a fi structure, the subje1,;t of the embedded VP is never 
phonetically realized. lt is assigned a thcta-role hy the embedded VP and it 
i.s interpreted as an arbitrary pro . Recall that the subject DP of the a fi 
configuration was analyzed as attracting two theta-features (2.4.2 - 2.4.3) 
A trebui, just like in the configuration in which it merges with AgrsP, is an 
unaccusative: it does not assign an externai theta-role, the only theta-role 
the subject receiws is from the verb in the SC, i.c the arbitrary pro attracts 
one single theta-feature: 

(179 trebuie [ vorbit pro/PRO cu profesoml] 
must-3rd pers.sg. [ spokenpro/PRO with teacher-the] 

The configuration looks more iike a raising structure than like a 
control one. This serves as one more proof that there is no one-to-one 
mapping between deontic meanings and control structures. 

4.5.7. A trebui and subjonctive clauses 
The configuration examined în this subsection can bc read both 

deontically and epistcmically A sentence like (180) below is ambiguous 
between the two possible readings: 
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(180) Trebuie să vină curînd 
must-Jrd pers.sg. să come-Jrd pers. sg. soon 
'He must come/be coming soon.' 

The status of să clauses bas already been discussed in 4.4.3. The 
modal merges with a MoodP . The configuration does not cvincc any 
syntactic properties which can qualify it for the status of "syntaciically 
complex." 

ln what follows I will try to show that thc different contextual 
readings are actually read off straight from the syntactic configurations. 
The central claim will be that ( 180) can be the phono!ogical outfit of t"vo 
different configurations. 

Recall that epistemic a trebui does not agree with the subject nor 
can it take tenses freely. lt cannot assign any theta-role. lt resembles the 

English epistemics in this respect. One way of accounting for these 
properties would be to assume that it occupies a position higher than the 

tense and the agreement projections. But which is this position? Could it 
be Mood2, as in English? The modal evinces the same features as the 
English epistemics but the clause with which it merges is a MoodP: it is 
also "truncated", but it only lacks the complementizer layer. And we have 
already analysed să as occupying the head of the Mood2 projection. This 
position does no longer seem available. Recall also that a trebui expressing 
the idea oî probability is approximately more recent in the ianguage 
(Constantinescu 1970b ). Epistemic a trebui takes scape over the whole 
MoodP . That might explain the tendency of interpreting it as a sentenr.e 
modifier in a way similar to the way in wh1ch some adverbials can modify a 
whole clause. 142 On the othcr hand, Romanian has a class of adverbials 
wh.ich subcategorize for a clausal complement (they select a CP ). Whe!1 a 
trebui selects a CP as its complement, it behaves like thesc adverbials and 
like poate. But in thc case examined in this subsection it rnerges with a 
MoodP. Could it be that a rrehui vacillates between a verba! and an 
adverbial value and that it occupies the specifier position of the Mood2 
projection, as in ( 181) below? 

--------------
i4: The Romanian linguists ha,e oilen pointed oul the so-<.:alled ''adverbial 

valucll of a trebui in certain contexts. (Gutu-Romalo 1956, Constantinescu 1970b) 
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{181) Moorl2P ,,,.-, 
/ ', 

Spec 
'JR.f,1UJJF 

Mood2 
S.4 

AgrsP 
,-/'--......, / , __ 

Spec Agrs' 
,,/"'-,......___ 

Agrs0 TP 
/'-. 

/ ', 
Spec .... 

On thc oLher hand, it is compatible with thc conditional 
(cond1ţional optativ) (182a) or with the past (182b): 

(182) a. Ar trebw să aibă vreo treizeci ck ani. 
ar ( conditional marker) must să have-•3rd pers. around 
thirty of yea.rs 
'He· should be thirtish.' 

b. Trehuia să aibă vreo treizeci de ani. 
must-past tense 3rd pers.sg . . )ă havc-Jrd pers.sg.armmd 

JO of years 
'He should/must have been thirtish. · 

ln this respect. it behaves like a lexical verb. 
When trebuie has an epistemic reading, the MoodP it merges with 

may denote a state of affairs which is simultaneous, past or future with 
respect to ST .The temporal interprctation of the MoodP is "anchorcd" to 
the RT of trebuie . 

When it is interpreted as denoting obligation or necessity, thc 
interpretation of a trebui is similar to the cne suggested for a putea +

MoodP when expressing permission (see 4.4.4.). 

4.5.8. A trebui -t- complementi1:er phrase 
When a trebui takr,s a CP as its complement it behaves like a 

putea : it does not agree with the subject and it does not take any tcnse 
except for th\! present: 
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(183) a. Trebuie că au venit de mult. 
must-3rd pers.sg. that have come long ago 

h. * J,,'i trebuiesc că au venit de mult. 
they must-3rd pers.pi that have come long ago 

c. * 7i'ehuia că au venit de mule. 
must-past tense-3rd pers.sg. that have come long ago 

d. * Vor trebui că vin repede. 
will must that come-3rd pers.pi.fast 

A trebui has !ost its verbal features and it behavcs likc an adverb 
which takes a sentence as a complement It merges with a CP. thc resuit 
being another CP • 

(_184) CP 

/ """ 
îrebuie CP 

One can notice an extension of meaning which maps the 
"extension" of the complement The semantic extension goes from 
concrete meanings towards more abstract ones and the complement 
extends from DP to CP. The more complex the complement, the more 
functional the behavior of the modal which tends to be recatcgorized from 
a lexical modal verb into a sentence adverb . lf when a trebui selects a DP 
as its complement it is a theta-role assigner (behaving like the lexical verb 
a plăcea), it does not assign any theta-role in any of the other possible 
configurations which it enters. 

The vaciliation betwecn thc [+agreement] and the [-agreementj 
paradism reflects thc vacillation bctwccn its vcrrul and its adverbial naturc-. 

Wl1en a trebui is part of a complex predicate th.is is due to the 
nature of the SC with which it merges, not to any intrinsic properties it 
might evince. One might ask why the degree of complexity of the SC does 
not "push" the modal higher in the structure, as it was suggestcd for the 
English modals or for the Romanian a avea. These auxiliaries also merge 
with SCs with various structural properties and the resuit of merging îs a 
single T-chain with a single argument structurc. But the brief C"-amination 
of a trebui has clearly proved that it still behaves like a lexical v~rh ""irh 
respect to tense and agreemcm and that it has its own argument stru(;ture: 
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it 1s an unaccusative which takes a proposition as its internai argument. lt 
is this property whic.h makes its recategorization possîble (under its 
epistemic reading): it shitls to a special typc of mood adverb which 
resembles unaccusatives. Unlike the English modals or the Romanian a 
avea, a trebui does not lase 1ts selection propert1es in the derivat1on. lt stili 
seiects its complement (a DP/AgrsP/AspPiMoodP/CP) which must he a 
proposition. Mergîng of a trebui with its complement is left to nght. 

The unstable system oî a trehw is more like!y to make the subject 
of iate acquisition. As expected, children will first acquire the more lexical 
a 1rebw and only much later the cpistemic or the adverb-iike verb. 

The cumulative etfect of its morphological irregularities has 
probahly ied to its adverbial usc. 

The examinat1on of a trebui has also rcvealed that it behaves 
differently from a putea. Syntactically, they are not members of a distinct 
symactic class . 
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We/1, J'm goi,1?, Io Jump r,ght hac:k', rmnounu.:d 
the fhJmhug, wha [. . .}leaped asfar as he coulcl, nnd 
lnnded in a heap two feet away. '711at w,m't do al 

al/', scolded Canby/ .. .]. 'You can never ;ump away 
from Conclusions. Getting back is nul so easv. 
That's why we 're so terrib~v crowded here ' 

(Nonon Juster- The Phantom ToJ/l•uotl-) 

INSTEAD OF CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 .Jumping back 
The main claim of this dissertation has bcen that auxiliaries can be 

analyzed as verbs inserted under various functiona! nodes in the derivation. 
The place of insertion is determined by the complcx.ity of the SC with 
which it merges. Such an approach allows for a unifying analy;)is of the 
Engl!sh modals or the Romanîan a avea which tries rn find the mechanism 
associated with auxiliary phenomena and which builds on the assumption 
that the lexicon contains one 5ingle entry a avea, one single entry can, 
a.s.o. whose prop~rties differ according to the structural position it 
occupies. Ali the related conclusions have been provided in each and every 
chaptcr and I will not repeat them here 

Limitations of al! sorts have made it impossible to find answers to 
alt the questions about auxilianes and auxiliary-related pheimmena. ln 
what follows l would like to raise a few questions in guise of conclusions. 
Tlidt wuulu ,-;u111d1uw lUJ II this cm..liug pali int~> .:1 bcgi1111i11~, ct.s t/1c 

answers to the ra1sed questions stil! await &erious research. 

5.2 Questions about the framework 
5.2.1 The never ending ~plitting 
The split-IP representation, with two Mood projections and an Asp 

one, as well as the split-CP a la Riz.zi ( l 99S) which have been assumed 
throughout this dissertation are a matter of concern. The Minimalist 
Program tries to do away with thc blow-up-functional- n0des technique 
used m rnany recent generative studies. Thus, at first sight one might spot 
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a ce1tain incompatibility betwcen thc general framework which has been 
assumed (the one provided by standard (?) minimalism ) and these two 
hypotheses which have been incoi-porated into the ana!ysis. However, I see 
no real contradiction. Indeed, such a clausal representation is not 
minimalist in the "metaphoric'; way, but it is, nevertheless, compatible with 
thc spirit oî m11uma!ism where a functional projectîon has to be justified 
either by phonetic ()f semantic interpretat1on (i.e. by output conditions) or 
by theory-internal arguments. There is no explicit constraint on the number 
of possiblc functional categories nor on their specific nature. 

Also, adoptmg the view that there are features such as [+topic] or 
r-1-focus] which need to be checked and that there are special projections 
where such features can he checked opens thc way to a never-ending 
splitting of functional projections as well as to questions conceming the 
nature of such features and whether they belong to the class that 
encompasses D foaturns or V foatures. l do not have an answer here. I 
think that we are actually dealing with different types of features and 
different types of projections, where different constraints may be at work. 
Whatever features are licensed in the lefi periphery may be different from 
those which are licensed in the functional domain. However, before we 
have an answer to this problem. I see no ham1 in split projections. Just !ike 
in photography, ''blow up" may help reveal details which we might have 
overlooked in the ''un-blown-up" picture. l think we can reduce the picture 
only after we have carefully looked at all the details. Not before. 

5.2.2 (+focusJ/[+topic) featu.-e.ţ? 
ln the analysis of subject positions in English and Romanian 1 have 

advanced the hypothesis that some languages, like Romanian, import some 
facts from the infonnational component (for example, the feature [ +topic J 
is crucial for subject senience initial position in Romanian, where the 
subiect DP can otherwise remain in postverbal position, i.e. in situ) into 
syntax and that this might be a parameter which distinguishes between lan
guages Such a view, though compatible with the general framework, has 
important consequenccs for the whole approach to the computational 
system called language. Importing the infoimationai component into 
syntax (through the fom1 of features. for example) implies that at least 
some of the mformational package may affect the way in which the 
mechanism oflanguage works and, more importantly, it raises the question 
of whether there really is one single interface which incorporates both 
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conceptual and intentional information (1/C). lf foatures such as [+topic] 
are responsible for overt word order then the implicat1on 1s that 
information structure ( or at least part '---,f this structurc) can dnvc 
movemem on a par with morpholog1cal features. 

5.2.3 The old theta-roles 
Also în the domain of features, I adopted the view that theta-roles are 

actually f eatures which can account for the type of syntactic structure 
lntuitively, it is not difficult to embark on such a VIew. However, 1 believe that 
one should be careful when using the same labei for various th.ings. Just lik:e 
(+topic] or [+focusl, theta-features must be different from V features, for 
example. More than that, they are part of what Chomsky ( 1988) constdered 
the com:cptual part of the le,ocon. lf that 1s the case, it means that seme 
"conceptu.al" facts are responsible for syntact1c proJections. And that, if we 
want to retain foatures such as theta-fearures in the analysis we have to go 
back to the Principie of Projection and revisit it from a new perspective. Tt may 
be the case that it is difficult to do away with it as drastically as assumed within 
a minimalist framework. 

On the other hand, if we adopt the view in Chapter 4 (Chornsk.y 
1995) that theta-roies are actually argument structure, i.e.they can be 
defined structurally, one can question whethei retaining the idea of 
movemcnt from one theta-position to a theta-position or to a non-thcta 
posit1on is still justified. And, if theta-roles are defined as structural 
positions, one can also advance the hypothesis that every time a DP moves 
and enters ~ differcnt configuration its theta-role is changed. Actually, that 
could be one more argument against A-movement reconstruction. 

5.3. Auxiliaries and negat1on 
ln the an:.J).11is rroposed in this d1sscrt:1?ion î did 'J.::,t discuss dw 

interplay between negat1on and auxilianes ar main verbs fi-om a crosslingu1st1c 
perspective The place auxiliaries or main verbs can occupy 'Nith respect to 
negation has bcen used in many studies as a starting point in dedding whcther 
auxiliaries or main verbs in a particular language or group cf languages 
can/cannot raise to Int1ection and thus m finding e\.1dencc m favour of the 
position they could occupy: înside or outside the VP constituent. English main 
verbs and Mainland Scandinavian verbs (both main verbs and ';auxiliariei/J 
have been analysed as base generatcd inside VP and thus surface a.41.er 
negation. English aux.iliaries are base generated in Infl and thus precede 
negation. 
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A look at the Roma.man a avea, for example., which 1s always in â 

post-negation posîtton, shows that the position a verbal element can occupy 
with respect to neganon cannot account for the other properties that particular 
element evinces. We should uy and analyze the nature of negation in particular 
configurat10ns and in part;cular languages. Whethe1 Negauon is a funct1onal 
head wr~ch projects or whether it is an adverb whtch occupies a Spec pos1tion 
are non-triVIal quest1ons and obVIously the answer to such questions ~ould 
shed new light on the analysis of auxiliaries. Jnterest.ing]y, it might be the case 
that the position of auxiliaries with respect to Negation îs not directly 
derivative of the property of auxiliaries but of the naturc of negation in that 
part1cula1 ianguage. lf the assumptions 111 Chomsky O 998) are on the right 
track, it means that there is no covert/overt V-to-I distinction. In this case, a 
proper ana!ysis of negation (its nature and its position) might be the key to 
distinguishing between languages. 

5.4 The acquisition of the English modals 
Not much has been .said about the acquisition of the English 

modals in spite of the fact that ideas rrom acquisition studies were used to 
account for their diachronic change. ln what follows I wouid like to 
tentativdy exarnine this top1c. 

Perkins ( 1983) clarms that thc acqu1sition of modal deVIccs in general 
is closely linked to the child's social, moral and cognitive development \VhiJe I 
will not deny that thcre is a link with cognitive development in general I would 
like to provide evidence in favor of the vicw that thern are structure rt-.-asons 
which make some modal configurations the subject oflate acquisition. 

That children acquire epistemic modals at a later stage is already a 
common view, c1cceptcd as such in the literaturc 143 (Kuczaj and Maratsos 
!975, Wdls 1979_ Perkins 1983. Richards i990, Good!uck 1991). Root 
meanings emerge before ep1stern1c readings (Sweetser l 993). The first 
modals which emerge before the age of two are can and wi/1, but mostly in 
their negative cont.racted forms (can;t, won't) and m a more restnctcd way 
than in adult language144

. Even at the age of five, when the child has 

: •
3 Coates (1988)_ howevec rcpom that an mndema! rcsult of th~ cxperim.;rit 

she ran in order to test children's system of modal meaning was thal comprehension of 
deonuc moda!'.,; laggcd bchind that of ep1stemic modals 

114 Flcichcr ( 1979) for cxamplc argues th:1i the English modals are first used 
:-is pllr~ perlom,atives. 
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usually begun to use most of the other modals, these two modals are still 
the most frequent and interpersonal and action-oriented. Thus will îs used 
to exprP.ss willingness ( though it might be the case that in AE children do 
not usc dus modal too often), while can is used to express ability, request 
for permission, granting or refusing permission . 

The lack of modals in early language îs also linked to the so-called 
Modal Hypothesis (Clahsen 1990, Ingram and Thompson 1996) which 
tries to account for the optional infinitives (infinitives which children use in 
matrix clauses, where adult language uses finite fonns) in early chîld 
language : non-finite forms are argued to occur in modal contex.'ts, 1. e. 
whenever there îs a context in which a modal should occur145 

. 

\\11at is relevant for the present discussion is that modals are 
missîng in contexts in which they are expected to occur and that, when 
they do occur, they do it "gradually". Can this be the reflex of cognitive 
development onîy? Assuming a weak version of the No Functional 
Projection Hypothesis we can provide an explanation from a structural 
perspective. Within such an approach, the chîld starts with a lexical theta
tree (Lebeaux 1988). The modals which merge with a VP are the most 
lexical ones, as shown in Chapter 3. This VP small clausc is less complex, 
it does not contain any functional projection. Acquiring such structures 
should be easier. Once the child has acquired "lexical" can, the transfer to 
the other one ('permission' can which merges with a more complex SC) 
should follow. Such a structure involves two functional projections, but 
the "lexical" item is already familiar. "Epistemic" modals are acquired later 
because the SC involved in such configurations contains many functional 
projections whose parametric value the child must decide on. If we take 
language acquisition to be a process of building projections, the fact that 
opistcmic modals oro loto acquisitions i.<; not surprising at alJ. Lcbcaux 
{ 1988) argues that there should be a correspondence betwecn the 
grammatical acquisition sequence and thc structure of language, i.e. the 
acquisition sequcnce reflects the strncture of language. The fact that 
children acquire the modals which occupy a place in the lexîcal layer of the 
clause at an early stage and only later the modals insencd in the funct1onal 
domain reflects the way in which the structure of English is built. The 
acquisition sequence simply displays the sequencing of projections. Merge 
implies elements which are more and more complex 

145 For arguments against thc Modal Hypolhcsis, sec Poeppel and Wexler (1993). 
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A non-trivial implication of such an analysis is that the modal is 
only stored once: its "extended" meaning derives from the computation, 
i.c. it is given by Universal Grammar. Lexical learning takes place once, in 
the beginning. The features of the modals are derived from their care 
features pius those of the functional projection which they head. In this 
respect, I depart from Stromswold (l 990) who describes the process of 
acquisition of the English modals as a process during which children forrn 
categories for each individua, modal. 

ln the same vein one can advance the hypothesis that in child 
Romanian lexical a avea ('have') will be the first one to emerge, followed 
by the perfect auxiliary and only at a later stage by thc conditional 
configuration. 

But both "sto1ies" await experimental studies on the acquisition of 
the English modals or the acquisition ofthe Romanian a avea, which could 
test them. 
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